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INTRODUCTION
from the Technical Editor
The Suramgamasamddhisutra (Sgs) is an early Mahayana Buddhist
scripture. It is ancient, composed anonymously, close to the beginning
of the first millenium. It was one of the very first Mahayana scriptures
to be transmitted to China, where we know its first translation was
published in 186 C.E. Because of its popularity the Sgs was translated a
further nine times, and the last of these, made by the great translator
Kumarajiva at the very beginning of the fifth century C.E., survives to
form a part of the modern Chine'se Buddhist canon. The other major
translation of the Sgs was made into Tibetan at the beginning of the
ninth century.
The Suramgamasamadhisutra (The Concentration of Heroic
Progress), the first full English translation of Kumarajiva's text, is a
welcome addition to the growing library of English language versions
of Buddhist scriptures. Lamotte's French version was published in
1965, and now with the publication of Sara Boin-Webb's translation of
that the English speaking world has direct access both to an important
scriptural text and also to a classic work of Buddhist Studies. Direct
comparison can now be made with The Teaching of Vimalaklrti, the
English version of Lamotte's treatment of the Vimalaklrtinirdesa, to
which the present work was conceived as the companion volume.
The title of the text describes in brief its subject. The
Suramgamasamadhisutra is the scripture that contains teachings
concerning the samadhi that bestows an 'heroic progress', suramgama,
on the path to Enlightenment. Samadhi is traditionally understood to
denote the altered mental states attainable through meditation
techniques, in particular the mental state in which discursive thought is
allayed and the mind is calm, concentrated and capable of sustained
awareness of a single object, hence 'concentration'. As an integral part
of this technology of altered consciousness, samadhi is also understood
to bestow power upon the practitioner - not just the power of spiritual
insight, but also of magical feat and transformation - and it is this
theme which most incited the* imagination of Mahayana Buddhists to
produce an array of 'Mahayana samadhis', each accredited with special
magical powers of spiritual advancement. As Lamotte explains in his
Introduction, he understands the Sgs to be concerned with just such a
specific meditative state that is or gives 'heroic progress'.
The §gs is one of a small group of Mahayana sutras that teach
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specific, named 'samadhis'. Only one other text from this group is
published in English translation - the Pratyutpannasutra (see
Bibliography). Others in this genre are the Samadhirajasiitra, the
Prasantaviniscayapratiharyasamadhisiitra, and the Kuan ch 'a chu fa
hsing ching (T.649).
The Sgs is not just an object for study and comparison, but was
surely composed to be enjoyed, seeking to entertain as it edifies. Nor
must we forget that for the community of Buddhist practitioners, to
which this text truly belongs, "The sutras only ask to be believed,
remembered, repeated, expounded and put into practice" (p.41).
For this English translation the index has been expanded, the
bibliography revised and supplemented, and minor typographic errors
of the French edition corrected.
Andrew Skilton, Cardiff

PREFACE
to the original French edition
The Suramgamasamadhisutra is neither more nor less interesting than
the other texts of the Great Vehicle, but it was one of the first
Mahayana sutras to be translated into Chinese and, in the periods of the
Han, Wei, Wu, Chin, Liang and Ch'in, it enjoyed considerable success.
In less than four centuries it was translated some ten times and certain
of these translations were subjected to a combined edition; the Sutra
was commented upon several times and it inspired the first Buddhist
philosophical school to be established in China: the Hsin-wu-i, 'Theory
of the non-existence of the mind'.
Yet another reason dictated the choice of this text. Three years ago I
published a translation of the Vimalakirtinirdesa. In fact, according to
well-established custom, those who are interested in the latter work also
translate the Suramgamasamadhisutra. This was the case for Chih
Ch'ien, Dharmaraksa, Shu-Ian and Kumarajiva. It has been my wish
here to conform to such a justified tradition: the two works are closely
related through their ideas and complement each other.
Continuing the interest that he has always taken in my work,
Professor Paul Demieville, Member of the Institut de France, has
checked my translation with the talent and care which characterise him.
It is a pleasure once again to express my profound gratitude to him.
While publishing, in a new presentation, this thirteenth volume of the
Melanges chinois et bouddhiques, may I be allowed to evoke the
memory of their illustrious founder, M. Louis de La Vallee Poussin.
May the present work not fall too short of the hopes he set on his
successors.
Louvain, 1 May 1965
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FOREWORD
to the English edition
by Etienne Lamotte
Curzon Press in association with The Buddhist Society, London*is
now publishing the English version of one of my works, La
Concentration de la marche heroique (Suramgamasamadhisutra)
traduit et annote, Melanges chinois et bouddhiques, Vol.XIII, Bruxelles
1965. Already in 1976, the Pali Text Society had acquired the
translation of another of my works: L'Enseignement de Vimalakirti
(Vimalakirtinirdesa) traduit et annote, Bibliotheque du Museon, Vol.LI,
Louvain 1962, and published it under the title of The Teaching of
Vimalakirti.
It is not merely by chance that, among so many other Mahayana
sutras, the Vimalakirtinirdesa (abbreviated to Vkn) and Suramgamasamadhi (Sgs) should appear together. Both Sanskrit texts, which
appeared about the second century of our era but are now lost, figured
among the first Mahayana sutras to be rendered into Chinese; they
were, over the centuries, the object of many translations into Chinese,
the languages of Central Asia and Tibetan. As if through tacit
agreement, the Yiieh-chih, Indian and Serindian masters, such as Chih
Ch'ien, Chu Fa-hu (Dharmaraksa) and Kumarajiva, who translated the
Vkn into Chinese also produced a version of the Sgs in the same
language. We have remained faithful to such a long-standing tradition.
The Introductions that we devoted to both these Sutras allow us to
perceive the close links which unite the Vkn and the Sgs. Along with
the Prajnaparamita sutras, they set out the Madhyamaka, the
'Philosophy of the Middle W a y ' , which professes the twofold
emptiness of beings and things: they draw up the idealised portrait of
the bodhisattva combining Prajna with Upayakausalya. The former is
the right vision of the true nature of things which is none other than the
absence of any nature; the latter ripens beings by making them aware of
the perfect equation between Samsara and Nirvana. This engagement in
awareness results in the elimination of false views, the cutting off of
idle words and practices (sarvavadacaryoccheda) and the calming of
the mind. From this point of view, the Teaching of Vimalakirti and the
Concentration of Heroic Progress are in perfect agreement.
However, if they have ideas in common, these are expressed in
different ways. Vimalakirti, the protagonist of the Vkn, is a lay bodhisattva, a master of paradox who, in order to convince his hearers, does
* See acknowledgements, p.xviii
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not hesitate to scandalise them. His argument is striking, his style
lively and picturesque. In the Sgs, Drdhamati, also a great bodhisattva,
is presented as a respectful and meek disciple. He, too, makes use of
the traditional language, rich in stock-phrases, of the early canonical
sutras. He is a meditator (dhyayin) who seeks less to win over people
than to glean from the Buddha new light on the best of Concentrations.
It is not without reason that Japanese scholars classify the Sgs as one
of the 'Meditation Sutras', while they link the Vkn with 'Laymen
Buddhism".
In order to understand the Vkn, it is not enough to meditate on the
text; account should also be taken of the success achieved by
Vimalakirti, in China from the fourth century under the Eastern Chin, in
Japan from the seventh century under the sponsorship of Prince
Shotoku. Even in our own time, in the Far East he incarnates the type of
wise and skilful Upasaka, examining Dharmata in depth and displaying,
not only in our world but also in more distant universes, the full range
of Upaya capable of winning over beings. Most of the Buddhist sects
and schools have adopted him. Thinkers and philosophers study his
message; painters and sculptors devote the best of their talent to
depicting him; his Sutra, translated and retranslated over the centuries
and commented upon at length, is the object of public recitation during
religious ceremonies and is even introduced into theatrical productions2.
To return to the Suramgamasamadhi, it should be noted that its title
is a cause of difficulty.
According to Professor J.C. Wright3, "the term Suramgama can
scarcely properly denote 'marche heroique' (surair gamyata iti), and
the alternative resolution proposed, sura iva gacchatiti (to be construed,
however, as a Buddha-designation), seems inevitable. In view of the
subject-matter of the text, the term is to be accounted a BHSk. reflex of
suramgrama 'with pantheon', applied in RV 9.90.3 to sarvavira jetr (cf.
mahdvlrd tuvibadha, 1.32.6, and Mahavlra Jina) and indicating that
'Concentration on Suramgama' is fundamentally somewhat older than
1

H. Nakamura, 'A Survey of Mahayana Buddhism with Bibliographical Notes', Journal
of Intercultural Studies III, 1976, pp.84, 135-6; repr. in his Indian Buddhism, Delhi 1987,
pp.173 and 224-5.
2
On this subject, see P. Demieville, 'Vimalakirti en Chine', in L'Enseignement de
Vimalakirti, French translation (only), pp.438-55 (reprinted in Choix d'Etudes bouddhiques,
Leiden 1973, pp.347-64); C. Guth, 'Early Perceptions of Vimalakirti', in Indiamsme et
Bouddhisme (Melanges Lamotte), Publications de I'Institut Orientalistes de Louvain 23,
Louvain-la-Neuve 1980, pp. 131-42.
3
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies XXX.2, 1967, pp.417-18.
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the 'vieilles conceptions bouddhiques' against which the Sutra is felt to
be in revolt."
Professor R.E. Emmerick4 does not accept this argument: "We do not
know whether the term suramgama- has any pre-Buddhist history.
J.C. Wright's dogmatic assertion in BSOAS xxx, 2, 1967, 417-8, that
'the term is to be accounted a BHSk. reflex of suragrama' is entirely
arbitrary and without a shred of evidence to support it. Suragrama, a
Rigvedic hapax legomenon, is an epithet of Soma, rendered by
K. Geldner 'mit tapferem Clane' and by Renou (ix-40) 'rassemblant les
heros'."
Professor J. May5 proposes a more attractive explanation. For him, [tr.]
"the compound suram-gama, in fact is hardly clear and warrants further
grammatical investigation. The end syllable in the accusative of the
preceding member is hard to explain. BHSD has no mention of it. It is
possible that it is one of those terms in which °gama- is an appendage and
does not represent the root GAM- but the extending of a suffix °gawrongly connected with that root. Cf. Renou, Grammaire sanscrite, Paris
1961, p.263, referring to Wackernagel II I 201 (201.39-202.16, to be
precise). The term already seems to have posed a problem to the Chinese
interpreters, who hardly attempted to translate it but merely transcribed
it... Perhaps suram-gama means nothing more basically than 'heroic'."
In my opinion, it is not certain that suramgama is an Aluk Samasa
with the first member in the accusative. The m could be euphonious
(sura-m-gamd). In fact, alongside the adjectives sura-mana and suramanin, there is also to be found, as a euphony, sura-m-manya.
Personally, I would be tempted to split the title into suramgamah
samadhih, and I would see in suramgama (abbreviation of
suragamanal) a Vyadhikarana Bahuvrihi, or attributive compound
whose members are not in apposition to each other, i.e., are in different
cases when dissolved. A Vyadhikarana Bahuvrihi is not allowed in any
case except in the genitive and locative. Here, it would be a matter of a
genitive expressing a term of comparison. Its analysis would therefore be
as follows: surasya iva gamanam yasya sa suramgamah samadhih 'the
samadhi whose progress is like that of the hero is suramgamah
samadhih'. A compound of the same kind often proposed by
grammarians is candrakantih analysed into candrasya iva kantir yasya
sa candrakantih. For the author of the &gs, the hero in question is the
4

The Khotanese Surangamasamddhisiitra, London Oriental Series 23, Oxford 1970, p.xv,
note 13.
5
T'oungPao LIII, 1-3, 1967, p.223.
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cakravartin king, the universal monarch, always accompanied by his
seven jewels. Hence this comparison appearing in § 25: 'Just as a noble
cakravartin king, while travelling, is followed by his seven jewels, so the
Suramgamasamadhi is always followed by all the auxiliary dharmas of
enlightenment (bodhipaksika dharma) [and these are associated with it]'.
In 1951, Sir Harold W. Bailey published a long Khotanese fragment
of the Sgs, which appeared in his Khotanese Buddhist Texts, London,
pp. 1-7. Since then, our documentation has been considerably enriched.
In 1970, Professor R.E. Emmerick produced an excellent critical edition
of all the fragments of the Sgs identified at the time: The Khotanese
Surangamasamadhisutra, London Oriental Series, vol. XXIII, Oxford
1970. There appear in the latter three groups of fragments respectively
corresponding to §§ 3 and 4, 125 to 134, 134 to 152 of my translation of
the Sgs. Group 1 comes from Dandan Oilik, groups 2 and 3, taken from
one and the same manuscript, were discovered in Khadalik. Emmerick's
work contains three main sections: 1. the Khotanese text of the
fragments, accompanied by an English translation; 2. an elaborately
detailed linguistic commentary; 3. the Tibetan text from the Kanjur
(Otani Cat., No.800) corresponding to the Khotanese fragments; this is a
critical edition based on the collation of blockprints from Derge, Lhasa,
Narthang and Peking. The Tibetan index and Khotanese glossary which
accompany this work make it an extremely valuable working tool.
The portions of the Khotanese Sgs are in the most ancient type of Old
Khotanese. They date at the earliest from the seventh century C.E., but
are in reality copied from much older manuscripts. The first Khotanese
recension of the Sgs is most probably earlier than the Chinese version of
the same text compiled by Kumarajiva about 400 C.E.
Emmerick remarks in his Introduction (p.xiii): "We must remember
that the aim of the Khotanese translators was not to produce a word for
word rendering such as a philologist might desire. They were seeking to
make the texts intelligible and did not hesitate to expand or condense."
In other words, the Khotanese version is not as scrupulously faithful as
are the Tibetan translations, but is more comparable to the Chinese
versions which, in order to make themselves better understood, often
sacrificed the letter for the spirit. There is one point, however, over
which the Khotanese translators did not compromise: this concerns the
proper names which they reproduced without change in their original
Indian form. Indologists can but be pleased with this, since when one has
only the Chinese and Tibetan sources at one's disposal, it is not easy to
reconstruct a proper name in Sanskrit, and the equivalents proposed by
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philologists are always subject to caution.
Another difficulty which should be taken into account is that one and
the same sutra in its Indian form changed greatly in the course of time
and was the object of Iranian, Chinese, Tibetan, etc., translations which
have notable divergences between them. The reason for this is that they
are based on different recensions. To attempt to reconstruct the Urtext
of a sutra by submitting the material at our disposal to a process of
textual criticism is an enterprise which is bound to fail. Each recension
requires its own study6.
It would therefore be impossible to restore the original list of
bodhisattvas mentioned in § 3 of the Sgs: the Chinese translation counts
twenty-six of them, and the Tibetan translation thirty-one. Their names do
not agree exactly and are not quoted in the same order. The Khotanese
list, incomplete and full of lacunae, only supplies fourteen names7.
Nevertheless, the Khotanese fragments are not unusable for all that.
They enabled Emmerick to correct my translation in two places: the
Bodhisattva Merusikharadhara mentioned in § 50 is called
Merusikharakutaraja or, in abbreviated form, Merukutaraja; the
devaputra Vimalacandragarbha who appears in §§ 136 to 138 had the
name of Sasivimalagarbha; in future ages he will be the Buddha
Ekaratnacchatra and his Ksetra will be called Sarvaratnapratyupta (and
not Sarvaratnaracita).
The Mahayana manuscripts from Central Asia published until now
have for the most part been rediscovered in the oases bordering on the
Silk Road of the Tarim Basin8. One of them is the Sgs. It was
authoritative among the Mahayanist Samghas of Khotan, while the
Sravakas continued to resort to the early canonical texts of the
Tripitaka. A Tibetan document from Tun-huang, 'The Religious Annals
of the Li Country'9 makes the following remarks with regard to the
6
This is particularly the case for the various recensions of the Lotus; cf. H. Bechert,
'Remarks on the Textual History of the Saddharmapundarika', Studies in Indo-Asian Art and
Culture 2, New Delhi 1972, pp.21-7; 'Ober die "Marburger Fragmente" des Saddharmapundarika', Nachrichten der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Gottingen, 1972, pp. 1-81.
7
They are Pramodyasvaranirghosita, Sarvadevastuti, DharaniSvararaja,
Pratibhanalamkaravyuharaja,
ManjuSri,
Maitreya,
SumeruSikharakutaraja,
Sagaragunaratnavyuhamati, Mahavyuhamati, Mahavirya, Maharatnaketu, Prabhaketu,
Prabhasri,
,
,
, Drdhamati,
.
8
See L. Sander, 'Buddhist Literature in Central Asia', in Encyclopaedia of Buddhism IV, 1,
1979, p.70.
Cf. M. Lalou, Inventaire des Manuscrits Tibetains de Touen-houang II, Paris 1950, p.25,
No.960. Translated by F.W. Thomas, Tibetan Literary Texts and Documents concerning
Chinese Turkestan I, Oriental Translation Fund, Vol.XXXII, London 1935, p.311.
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Samghas of Khotan [tr. Thomas]: "As to the views of the Samghas of
the two divisions: Of the monks and nuns, two divisions, those of the
Maha-yana adopt the principles of the Avikalpa and the Suramgamasamddhi; the sravakas adopt the principles of the Four Truths; taking
the Samghas of both divisions and the laity, as regards the measure of
many and few of those who adopt the Maha-yana principles and those
who adopt the principles of the Sravakas, the Maha-yanists being as the
hairs of a horse's body, the HInayanists as the hairs of a horse's ear, the
measure of many and few is about that."
Thus, the Mahayanists of Khotan attached very special importance to
the Suramgamasamadhi. An even more interesting fact is that Khotan
and the neighbouring kingdom of Khargalik had at their disposal a
considerable reserve of Mahayana sutras in their long recensions, and
the Chinese Fa-ling was able to consult this in 392 C.E.10
The English version of the Suramgamasamadhisutra
(The
Concentration of Heroic Progress) is the work of Sara Boin-Webb.
Once again, she has discharged this heavy duty with an eagerness and
talent to which I am happy to pay homage. May she accept my
profound gratitude.

10
On this reserve of manuscripts often consulted by the Chinese, see below, Intr, p. 103,
n.22, and E. Lamotte, 'Manjusri', T'oungPao XLVIII, 1-3, 1960, pp.62-70.

NOTE
from the English Translator
The original French version of this work appeared under the title La
Concentration de la marche heroique (Suramgamasamadhisutra)
traduit et annote as Volume XIII in the collection Melanges chinois et
bouddhiques, published by the Institut Beige des Hautes Etudes
Chinoises, Brussels, 1965. Grateful acknowledgement is made to them
for granting permission to translate and publish this English version.
For the benefit of readers familiar with the original French version of
this book, I should make it clear that all translations herein from the
Mahaprajnaparamitasutra (Upadesa, Ta-chih tu lun, T 1509) are based
directly on Prof. Lamotte's version in hisfive-volumetranslation of this
work, Le Traite de la grande vertu de sagesse, and therefore not
necessarily the same as he gave in the original of the present volume.
All references to his Vimalakirtinirdesa translation and History of
Indian Buddhism are to the relevant English version.
In the pages that follow, any words in square brackets preceded by an
obelisk [t] are my additions. Although I was able to consult Prof.
Lamotte to a much lesser degree than with the Vimalakirti translation,
some amendments have been made with his agreement.
I wish to express my profound gratitude to the late Dr Arnold Kunst,
as well as Prof. T.H. Barrett, for their help in clarifying certain points,
Mr John Acquier and Dr Andrew Skilton for their meticulous checking
of the proofs and Mr Peter Ma for kindly providing the Chinese
characters throughout.
Sara Boin-Webb
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INTRODUCTION
CHAPTER ONE

THE SVRAMGAMASAMADHISVTRA
I. THE TEXT
Suramgamasamadhisutra (abbreviation Sgs) means 'Text of the
Concentration of Heroic Progress' in Sanskrit. Samddhi means
concentration, a state of mind fixed on one point (cittaikagrata). The
concentration concerned here is the Suramgama, Heroic Progress. It is
not so much a question of a special concentration as of an aspect of
concentration as conceived by the Buddhism of the Great Vehicle. It
is called Heroic Progress because whoever possesses it goes
everywhere in the manner of a hero (siira) without meeting any
resistance, or because it is frequented (gata) by those heroes the
Buddhas and bodhisattvas.
The work is undoubtedly of Indian origin, but we possess only a few
fragments of the Sanskrit original: two quotations in Santideva's
Siksasamuccaya1 and one folio of a manuscript discovered in Eastern
Turkestan2. The complete work is known at present through two
translations: a Chinese translation made by Kumarajiva, probably
between 402 and 409 C.E.3 and a Tibetan translation dating from the
beginning of the ninth century C.E. ascribed to the collaboration of the
Indian pandit Sakyaprabha and the Tibetan exegete Ratnaraksita4.
Prior to Kumarajiva, the Suramgamasamadhisutra had already been
translated into Chinese by Serindians or Chinese: Chih Ch'an (in 186
C.E.), one or several scholars from Ssu-chuan (between 220 and 265),
Chih Ch'ien (between 222 and 229), Po Yen (in 258), Dharmaraksa (in
291), Chu Shu-Ian (in 291), Chang T'ien-hsi, Chih Shih-lun and Po Yen
(in 373). These translations were already lost by the sixth century and
we only know of them through their titles5.
The full title of the Sutra was Suramgamasamadhi, transliterated in
Chinese by Shou-leng-yen san-mei ^WWi^W , translated into Chinese
as Yungfu-ting MifcfiL 'Concentration of Heroic Victory', and rendered
1

C. Bendall edition, pp.8,19-20; 91, £ - 92, 6.
Published in R. Hoernle, Manuscript Remains of Buddhist Literature /, Oxford 1916
(repr. Amsterdam 1970, Delhi 1988), pp. 125-32 [f See also the author's Foreword, pp. xv sq.].
3
Shou-leng-yen san-mei ching, T[aisho] 642.
4
dPah-bar-hgro-bahi tin-ne-hdzin, Tib. Trip, vol.32, No.800.
5
See below, Ch. Two of the Introduction.
2
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in Tibetan by dPah-bar-hgro-bahi tih-he-hdzin. It is in this full form that
it appears or is quoted in the translation by Dharmaraksa (entitled Yungfu-ting), in that by Kumarajiva (having the title of Shou-leng-yen sanmei), in three places in the Upadesa (T 1509, pp.926 3; 134* 18; 349c
19 [| for details of translation of this work, see below p.54]), in the
Nandimitravadana (T 2030, p.14a 16) and in a section of the
Siksasamuccaya (ed. C. Bendall, p.91,5; T 1636, p.93c 23).
Conversely, it is abridged to the title of Suramgama (transliterated in
Chinese as Shou-leng-yen) in all the Chinese versions except for those
by Dharmaraksa and Kumarajiva. It is equally in this abridged form that
it is quoted in five places in the Upadesa (T 1509, pp.249c 11; 273/? 5;
3036 11; 312a 27; 5866 1), in one place in the Siksasamuccaya (ed.
Bendall, p.8,19; T 1636, p. 11a 14) and once in the Bodhicaryavatarapanjika (ed. L. de La Vallee Poussin, p.24,12).
The titles of nearly all Mahayana sutras display these discrepancies, but
in the present case they had particularly serious consequences: a Chinese
apocryphal work composed at the beginning of the eighth century, with
the abridged title of Suramgamasutra (T 945), has often been confused in
the past as well as the present with the authentic Suramgamasamadhisutra
with which we are concerned here, and this confusion explains in part the
considerable success that the forgery met with in China6.
We do not know where or when the Indian Sgs was published. With
regard to its date, we can say no more than that it preceded the first
Chinese translation made in 186 C.E. On the other hand, it presupposes
a very advanced elaboration of the early canonical writings of
Buddhism. As far as its place of origin is concerned, the scant details
supplied by the text itself regarding the location of its teaching, i.e. the
Vulture Peak Mountain in Rajagrha, have no historical value. The
action does not take place on earth, but unfolds within the framework of
the Buddha-fields and Pure Lands which, by definition, escape the
confines of time and space.
Chih Ch'an, who was the first to translate the Sgs, was a Yueh-chih,
an Indo-Scythian from Central Asia. He translated other Buddhist texts
in collaboration with Chu Shuo-fo or Chu Fo-shuo, an Indian who
arrived in Lo-yang with the original texts or who knew the latter by
heart. However, it does not seem as though Chu Shuo-fo participated in
the translation of the Sgs, and we do not know how Chih Ch'an came
into possession of this text.
6

See below p.98.
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II. SETTING AND PERSONS
Canonical sutras begin with an introduction (niddna) which briefly
indicates the circumstances of the time, place and persons with which
the sutra is concerned. This tradition continued to be followed by the
Mahayana sutras with the difference that the assembly surrounding the
Buddha is particularly numerous.
According to the introduction of the Sgs (§ 1-4), one day, the
Buddha Sakyamuni was in Rajagrha, on the Grdhrakutaparvata 'Vulture
Peak Mountain' with a great assembly consisting of 32,000 bhiksus,
72,000 bodhisattvas, all the gods and demi-gods of the Great Cosmos of
which our small universe of four continents is part.
This assembly should be envisaged not according to the realist views
of Sthaviravada Buddhism but from the perspective particular to the
Mahayana for which persons and things are absolutely non-existent.
Thus the Grdhrakutaparvata where the assembly gathers is not the
most famous of the five mountains which dominate Rajagrha, the
ancient Magadhan capital, but an idealised place blessed by the
presence of the dharmakaya of the Buddhas. It could be called
bodhimanda on the understanding that it is not localised at Bodh-Gaya,
where all the Buddhas attain enlightenment, but anywhere - BodhGaya, Rajagrha, Vaisall, Sravasti - where minds are edified by the
expounding of the Buddhas (§ 118, n.242). The Grdhrakutaparvata
concerned here is not part of the receptacle-world; it is derived from a
Buddha-field (buddhaksetra) or, as it will later be called, a 'Pure Land'.
This is so true that, on the injunction of a bodhisattva, all its trees are
transformed into 'Bodhi trees' each sheltering a bodhisattva (§ 168).
The Buddha Sakyamuni who appears in the Sutra is not the Buddha
of the sixth century B.C.E. whom we call 'historical' and whom the
Mahayanists term 'transformational', that Buddha who was born in the
Lumbini Park, attained enlightenment at Bodh-Gaya, expounded the
Dharma for forty-five years, and passed into Nirvana in Pava. This is
Sakyamuni in Heroic Progress, a pure ray of wisdom and power, who
manifests himself simultaneously in our little universe of four
continents, in the Great Cosmos from which the latter derives, and in all
the great cosmic systems as numerous as the sands of the Ganges; here,
he repeats the feat of the historical Buddha; there, he is some divinity;
there again, he is a banker, householder, minor king, great king,
warrior, brahmin or sudra (§§ 122-3). He is identical with the Buddha
Sarvagunadharmasamdarsakavikurvanaprabharaja who expounds the
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Dharma in the Ekapradipa universe located at the zenith and separated
from our world by universes as numerous as the sands of the Ganges
(§§ 125-6). He is the same as the Buddha Vairocana who, on the
borders of the East, rules over the Pratimandita universe. Proof of this is
that both Buddhas have an identical life-span of 700 incalculable
periods (§§ 170-2).
But enough of these comparisons! This Sakyamuni is able, among
other prodigies, to create through transformation 84,000 replicas of
himself and to sit with these 84,000 fictitious Buddhas on the
innumerable thrones that the devas offered him (§§ 15-16). The
authentic Buddha and the fictitious Buddhas are equally 'real'
(according to the Chinese version) or 'unreal' (according to the Tibetan
version). Originally and spontaneously, they are not born; they are nonexistent in the present and the future; they are the same and without
difference, in the beginning, in the middle and at the end (§ 18).
Like things of illusion, things of mirage, we see them perform the
classic feats of the Buddha: they are born, reach enlightenment, set
turning the Wheel of the Dharma and enter Nirvana. However, all this is
only illusion: the appearance of a Buddha is the absence of arising,
duration and destruction (§ 72); their Nirvana is the fact that they are
always and at all times in Nirvana (§ 71). The world of the Buddha is
no different from the world of Mara (§ 114).
The other persons in the assembly participate in this ineffable nonexistence in some way. They can be classified into three categories:
sravakas, devas and bodhisattvas.
The sravakas are the great disciples of Sakyamuni, the faithful
followers of the Master during the forty-five years of his public life, the
depositories of his Teaching and guardians of his Order after the
Nirvana. The Buddha solemnly recognised their pre-eminence:
Sariputra is the foremost of the wise; Mahakasyapa, the foremost of
those who observe the ascetic rules; Ananda, the foremost of the
learned; Subhuti, the foremost of those worthy of offerings, etc.
We would expect them to play in the Sgs the same role as they did in
the past in the canonical sutras. We would especially like them to
defend their status of Arhat of which they are so proud, and the right to
Nirvana, the object of their ardent aspirations.
Nothing of the kind. Here they are represented as vanquished, disabused
figures who have lost faith in their ideal. Ananda humbly admits his
erudition is nothing compared with that of the bodhisattvas (§ 136); he still
agrees to memorise the sutras, but these sutras are no longer the
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authentic word of the Master, they are new theones devised by the Mahayanist trend Moreover, the protection that Ananda is able to assure
them is so weak that he has to be bolstered by Sakra Merusikharadhara
(§ 168)
Subhuti is no longer the foremost of those worthy of offerings, he
admits that he does not fulfil any of the ten qualities needed to be a
'true field of merit' (§ 134)
The questions posed by Sanputra again clearly call for clarification
of the fictitious nature of entry into Nirvana (§§ 141-2)
As for Kasyapa, he is no longer the austere monk who, after the
decease of the Buddha, convened the First Council and ruled the
Community with a rod of iron He no longer has that total and exclusive
respect for the Master which he dedicated to him in the past, he
considers all beings as being the Master in person and thus refutes his
own authority (§ 102) Even more, he considers himself, as well as all
the sravakas, as being like those blind from birth, not knowing the
profound teachings of the Buddha, not knowing and not seeing the
domain of the Blessed One (§ 132)
These nondescript beings no longer have anything in common with
the glorious disciples described to us in the canonical texts Let us say
that they are bodhisattvas who, through skill in means and in order to
win over beings, assume the role of a sravaka and make him as
unpleasant as possible Do we not know that the great bodhisattva
Maitreya is present in the thousand million Jambudvipas which
constitute our cosmic universe9 'Here, he is the attendant of the Buddha
like Ananda, there the foremost of the sages like Sanputra, there again
like the foremost of the ascetics like Mahakasyapa, etc ' (§ 156) One
cannot help but feel that the sravakas who appear in the Sgs are nothing
but bodhisattvas in disguise
It is the same for the devas, gods and demi-gods of all kinds, who
also have their part to play Already the early canonical texts and the
old Central Indian school of sculpture had associated them directly with
the life and legend of Sakyamum Whether it is a question of the six
classes of the gods of the world of desire - Caturmahadevas,
Trayastnmsas, Tusitas, etc - or of the seventeen classes of the Brahma
gods of the world of subtle form, all acknowledge the supreme
dominion of the Buddha, they applaud his teachings and pledge him an
attachment which is as humble as it is sincere There is only one
exception among them Mara, the 'Buddhist Satan', supreme chief of
the Kamadhatu (the world of desire) and, because of this, the sworn
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enemy of the Buddha who destroyed desire. Throughout history Mara
and his daughters, the devakanyas, intensify attacks on Sakyamuni and
his disciples which are as ineffectual as they are incessant.
These devas also have their place in the Mahayana sutras. The fact
that in the past they adhered to the Four Truths in no way prevents them
from rallying enthusiastically to the theories and doctrines of the Great
Vehicle, which they consider to be the 'second turning of the Wheel of
the Dharma' (dvitiya dharmacakrapravartana). In the Sutra with which
we are concerned here, the devas congratulate themselves on hearing
the homily on Heroic Progress (§§ 11, 169); they offer thrones to the
Buddha (§§ 12-14); they scatter flowers over Sakyamuni (§ 129), over
the bodhisattvas Maragocaranupalipta (§ 89) and Maiijusri (§ 148); they
praise the new teaching (§§ 67, 83) and go so far as to develop
themselves revolutionary theories on the superiority of the offender
over the holy one (§ 150).
However, the main point is the arousal of the thought of Bodhi
(cittotpada) to which the devas proceed one after the other (§§ 17, 90,
167): a step of cardinal importance which starts them on the bodhisattva
career. The devakanyas are not slow to do this and seven hundred of them
obtain the preparatory certainty on the spot (§ 90). Two hundred young
goddesses are of a passionate nature and seek the favours of the
bodhisattva Maragocaranupalipta as a preliminary; the latter creates
through transformation two hundred replicas of himself and unites with
each of them. Their desires thus satisfied, they arouse the cittotpada
(§§ 93^4) and the Buddha 'gives the prediction' to them: after their death
they will change their feminine bodies, be reborn in the Tusita heaven and
one day become a Buddha with the name of Vyuharaja (§§ 110-12).
There is, therefore, no clear demarcation between the devas and the
bodhisattvas. Moreover, it is in the form of devas that the latter prefer to
manifest themselves in the Sgs.
The bodhisattvas appear in great numbers and there would be no
point in listing these elusive beings.
The introduction of the Sgs supplies, in § 3, a list of twenty-six
bodhisattvas, all of them unknown except Maitreya. These are only
names intended to enhance the innumerable qualities of these future
Buddhas. The last one, Drdhamati 'Firm Intelligence', will be the
moving spirit of the Sutra. It is he who questions Sakyamuni on the
Concentration of Heroic Progress (§§ 5-7) and converses with his kind.
The immense merit that he has accumulated in the past enables him to
obtain the Sgs (§ 167).
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Among the other great bodhisattvas on whom the literature of the
Mahayana has conferred a semblance of reality, we must point out
Maitreya, Manjusri and Matyabhimukha who play a leading part here.
There is no mention of Avalokitesvara, nor of the Buddha Amitabha.
Maitreya already occupied a special position in the writings of the
Small Vehicle. He was, along with Ajita, one of the sixteen disciples of
the brahmanic ascetic Bavari. Sakyamuni predicted to him that he
would be the next Buddha and as a pledge gave him the gold tunic
which his aunt Mahaprajapati Gautami had just presented to the
Sangha. Under the name of Ajita-Maitreya, he plays the part of the
Buddhist Messiah and will appear in the golden age when a human's
life-span lasts for 80,000 years7. In the writings of the Great Vehicle
which multiply the Buddhas in time and space, this privilege tends to be
softened down, but Maitreya still continues to be a very great bodhisattva. Here, the Sgs shows him as being present everywhere at once in
the Jambudvipas of the Great Cosmos, a god among gods, a man among
men, begging for his food, expounding the Dharma or plunged into
solitary meditation (§ 156). Moreover, he is the authorised guardian of
the Mahayana sutras.
Manjusri is a purely Mahayanist creation, but he is the wisest and
most zealous of the bodhisattvas 8 . He is in no hurry to attain
enlightenment and will stay in the world of rebirth until the end, as long
as a being remains to be saved. He moves from buddhaksetra to
buddhaksetra to go and question the Buddhas and remove the doubts of
the assembly (§§ 125-8). Gifted with unequalled intelligence and
eloquence, he rethinks the old doctrines in the light of the Mahayana
and supplies new definitions of the 'field of merit' and the learned
disciple (§§ 133, 135). As a master of skilful means, his exploits can no
longer be counted. During the Virocana kalpa, in the course of three
hundred and sixty hundreds of thousands of existences, he entered
Nirvana through the Vehicle of the Pratyekabuddhas (§§ 142, 144-7).
In the course of his long career he appears in turn as a bodhisattva of
the present, a Buddha of the present, and even a Buddha of the past and
already in Parinirvana. It is thus that, in the remote past, the Buddha
7

Regarding the Maitreya of the Hinayanist sources, see E. Lamotte, History of Indian
Buddhism, tr. S. Boin-Webb, Louvain-la-Neuve 1988, pp.699-710. See also W. Baruch,
'Maitreya d'apres les sources de Serinde', Revue de VHistoire des Religions CXXXII, 1946,
PP-67-92.
8
Regarding Manjusri, see my article 'Manjusri', T'oung Pao XLVIII, 1960, pp. 1-96, and
the learned work by M.-T. de Mailman, fctude iconographique sur Manjusri, Paris 1964.
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Nagavamsagra appeared in the Sama universe separated from ours by a
thousand Buddha-fields. He reached enlightenment, set turning the
Wheel of the Dharma and won over an infinite number of beings to the
three Vehicles. His life-span was 440 myriad years and, his work
accomplished, he entered Nirvana after having given the prediction to
the bodhisattva Jnanaprabha. Well, that bygone Buddha Nagavamsagra
is none other than Manjusri (§§ 158-62). That immense work was
carried out by Manjusri without the least effort because, for him who
has understood the emptiness of dharmas, nothing is difficult (§ 164).
However, the great find of the Sutra which concerns us here is the
invention of the devaputra Matyabhimukha or, according to the Tibetan
version, Buddhamatyabhimukha 'Close to the Intelligence of a
Buddha'. He is a great bodhisattva of the tenth stage, in possession of
the Heroic Progress (§ 64). His supernormal power is such that he
successively transforms all the members of the assembly into
cakravartin kings, devendra Sakras, Brahmadevas, Kasyapas, and, in
culmination, Sakyamuni Buddhas (§ 65). He engages Drdhamati in a
long philosophical discussion (§§ 69-75) on the question of the Buddha
attributes, absolutely the same as the qualities of worldlings (§ 69), the
Heroic Progress which does not lead anywhere (§ 70), the Buddhas who
do not go to Nirvana because they undergo no real birth (§§ 71-2), the
true eloquence which presupposes the previous eradication of all
notions (§§ 74-5), and above all, the absence of a base (apratisthdna)
upon which beings and things can lean (§ 73). As will be seen in the
notes covering these paragraphs, these are theories dear to Vimalakirti
and which are developed at length in the Vimalakirtinirdesa. Might not
the famous lay bodhisattva from Vaisali be one and the same as the
devaputra Matyabhimukha? Just like Vimalakirti, Matyabhimukha
comes from the Abhirati universe occupied by the Buddha Aksobhya
(§ 77). Later, in the Sahaloka which will then bear the name of
Prasannadarsana, during the 63rd small kalpa of the period which will
follow the present Bhadrakalpa, Matyabhimukha will become a Buddha
with the name of Vimalaprabhakirtiraja (§§ 78-9), a title of which
'Vimalakirti' is only a variation (§ 78, n.181).
Alongside these great bodhisattvas, the Sutra also brings on the scene a
devaputra Vimalacandragarbha who, because he offered some precious
parasols to Sakyamuni, is destined to become the Buddha Ekaratnacchattra
in the Sarvaratnaracita universe (§ 138). There is also the bodhisattva
Namamati or Rajamati who sees the Heroic Progress as the source of all
benefits (§ 157) and suspects Maitreya of possessing it (§ 155).
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The Concentration of Heroic Progress places the bodhisattvas who
possess it well above the gods of the world of desire {kamadhatu) and
the world of subtle form (rupadhdtu).
According to early Buddhist cosmography, partly coinciding with
brahmanical cosmography, the Kamadhatu is not only the receptacle of
the hell-born, animals, pretas and mankind. It also contains the six
classes of Kamadevas, the second of which is that of the Trayastrimsa
gods ruled by the devendra Sakra; the sixth is that of the Paranirmitavasavartins over whom Mara holds sway.
To the devendra Sakra of the early texts, the Sgs here opposes
Merusikharadhara, a bodhisattva in possession of the Heroic Progress. He
also occupies the summit of Mount Meru, but an idealised Meru, located
outside the confines of the great cosmic system (§§ 50-1). He manifests
himself in all Sakra's palaces, but Sakra has never seen him (§§ 52-3). At
the Buddha's request, he displays his marvellous body to the assembly,
and his precious jewels shine with a brilliance more vivid than those of
the god Sakra (§§ 54-5). He vows to protect the Sutra and, as witness of
his good faith, transforms all the trees on the Grdhrakutaparvata into as
many bodhivrksas, each one sheltering a bodhisattva (§ 168).
Still on the subject of the Trayastrimsas, the Sgs skilfully exploits the
case of a certain Gopa or Gopi. According to early canonical sources,
she was a young girl of the Sakyan clan who lived in Kapilavastu and
had known Sakyamuni before he left home. She took refuge in the
Three Jewels, rejected all feminine thoughts and cultivated masculine
thoughts. Because of this, after her death she was reborn in the
Trayastrimsa heaven as the daughter of the devendra Sakra. Basing
itself on this tradition, the Sgs brings on the scene a devaputra Gopaka
whom it presents as once having been the wife of Sakyamuni and,
above all, as a bodhisattva. Gopaka invites all the members of the
assembly to arouse the thought of Bodhi (§ 57). A convinced supporter
of sexual equality, he admits to having taken on a masculine body, but
nonetheless without having lost his feminine form (§ 58). If he has not
as yet obtained the Concentration of Heroic Progress, he nevertheless
knows a small part of it and this enables him to make some interesting
revelations (§§ 59-60).
Mara the Malign, whose aerial palaces (vimdna) dominate the whole
of the Kamadhatu, is compared by the Sgs with the bodhisattva
Maragocaranupalipta who frequents Mara's dwelling without being
defiled (§ 87). He manifests his marvellous body, and his radiance is so
brilliant that it eclipses Mara, who becomes as black as a block of ink
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(§ 93). A past master of skilful means, he unites by means of fictitious
substitutes with two hundred devakanyas and thus causes them to
arouse the bodhicitta (§ 94). All these exploits he accomplishes through
the supernormal power of the Heroic Progress (§ 121).
Faced with this all-powerful bodhisattva, Mara the Malign is a
lamentable figure. The sworn enemy of the Buddha, he wants to join the
assembly in order to disrupt the teaching of the Heroic Progress, but
immediately finds himself tied by five bonds (§ 82). The latter fall away
when he renounces his plan (§ 88). After the goddesses in his entourage
are converted, he pretends to arouse the bodhicitta in the hope of
winning them back (§ 92). He goes to the assembly and begs the
Buddha not to expound the Heroic Progress any more (§ 95). When his
attempt fails, he wants to return to his paradise. He has not even started
out when he finds himself in his palaces but, horror of horrors, these are
occupied by the great assembly and Sakyamuni is expounding the
Heroic Progress there (§ 115).
This unhappy figure no longer has anything in common with the
fearful Mara of the canonical sources, that Mara who contended with
Sakyamuni over the seat of Bodhi and brought about the Master's
premature entry into Nirvana. The Mara of the Sgs covers himself with
so much ridicule that we can but suspect him of playing a voluntarily
humiliating role. Might he not be one of those bodhisattvas who are
'established in inconceivable liberation and who, through skilful means,
behave like Mara in order to ripen beings'? (Vkn, p. 150) Anyway, the
very fact of having heard the name of the Suramgamasamadhi uttered,
the very fact of having aroused the bodhicitta with a self-interested
motive, will one day win him access to Buddhahood (§ 98).
We now leave the Kamadhatu for the Rupadhatu, the world of subtle
form inhabited by the sixteen or seventeen classes of Brahma gods; that
world with which the practice of dhydna can momentarily put us in
contact. The effects of the Suramgamasamadhi are felt there as well
and, alongside the Brahmas Tudu, Narada, Ghatikara, Baka,
Sanatkumara and Sahampati of whom the early sources speak, we now
see the appearance of bodhisattva-Brahmas, fully won over to the
teachings of the Great Vehicle. Here, it is the Brahmaraja Samataviharin 'Residing in Sameness' who persuades Sakyamuni to explain
that there is no difference between a 'real' Buddha and an 'imaginary'
Buddha and that if the non-existent Buddha still displays his wonderful
physical body, this is only an illusion (§§ 18-19). There, it is the
Brahmadeva Maitrisampanna 'Endowed with Goodwill' who remarks
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that the best way to train in the Heroic Progress is to travel through all
the realms of foolish worldlings (§ 46).
The divisions set up here between sravakas, devas and bodhisattvas
do not stand up to scrutiny. As Matyabhimukha declares, 'At present in
the assembly, there are bodhisattvas in possession of the Heroic
Progress who manifest themselves in the body of a devendra Sakra, in
the body of a Brahmaraja or in the bodies of devas, nagas, yaksas,
gandharvas, asuras, garudas, kimnaras and mahoragas. There are
bodhisattvas in possession of the Heroic Progress who manifest
themselves in the bodies of bhiksus, bhiksunls, upasakas and upasikas.
There are bodhisattvas in possession of the Heroic Progress with bodies
adorned with the primary and secondary marks [| of a Buddha]. There
are bodhisattvas who, in order to ripen beings, manifest the figure,
colours and signs of a female body; others manifest the figure, colours
and signs of a sravaka; and yet others, the figure, colours and signs of a
pratyekabuddha' (§ 62). Also, the Venerable Mahakasyapa makes the
resolve of henceforth considering all beings as the same as the Buddha
himself, all individuals whoever they are as being able to belong to the
bodhisattva vehicle (§§ 102-3).
This is what later caused certain scholars to say that the personalities
who come into the Mahayana sutras are Buddhas and bodhisattvas of
the pure lands and that particularly the sravakas and devas of the
assembly are only supernormal creations of the Buddha or again
transformations of the bodhisattvas who have entered the Bhumis9.
III. THE SUBJECT - CONCENTRATION
As its title indicates, the subject of the Sutra is concentration, or to be
more precise the Concentration of Heroic Progress. In order to
understand the significance of this, it is indispensable to return to the
early sources which already attributed an important role to the
purification of thought through concentration of the mind.
1. Samddhi in the Sravaka or Small Vehicle
The path of Nirvana, as it has been defined by the Buddha in the
canonical sources, consists of three essential elements: morality (sila),
concentration (samddhi) and wisdom (prajna). These three elements are
inseparable and are practised concurrently.
9
Cf. Bandhuprabha in the Buddhabhumisutrasastra, T 1530, ch.l, p.2926 and foil.;
P. Demieville, in Journal Asiatique, 1936, pp.653-4.
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With a wholly scholastic precision, the early texts inform us about
the preliminaries, stages and fruit of Samadhi10
The Preliminaries to Samadhi. These are the observance of morality,
watching over the senses, mindfulness and awareness, absolute
satisfaction, the choice of a secluded residence and the dispelling of the
hindrances to meditation.
1. The observance of morality (sila) consists of avoiding anything
that could harm others: the three bad actions of body (destruction of
living beings, theft and sexual misconduct), the four bad actions of
speech (falsehood, slander, harsh speech and useless speech), and the
three bad actions of the mind (animosity, covetousness and wrong
views).
2. Watching over the senses (indriyesu guptadvarata). When the
ascetic has seen a form with his eyes, heard a sound with his ears,
smelled an odour with his nose, tasted a flavour with his tongue,
touched a tangible with his body, recognised a notion with his internal
sense, he does not cling to outward signs, he does not cling to
secondary features. He strives to protect himself from the object due to
which wrong and baneful things, covetousness and suffering, assail the
being who is not watchful over the senses.
3. Mindfulness and awareness (smrtisamprajanya). The ascetic acts
with awareness when he is going somewhere and returning, when he is
looking ahead and to the side, when he is bending and stretching, when
he is wearing his tunic, carrying his bowl and wearing his robe, when
he is eating, drinking, chewing and tasting, when he is occupied in
defecating or urinating, when he is walking, standing, sitting, sleeping,
10
Here I follow the canonical* sources which reproduce unchanged the old topic
concerning the dhyanas and samdpattis cf. Vin. Ill, p 4, D I, pp 37, 73, 172; II, p.313; III,
pp.78, 131, 222, 265; M I, pp.21, 40, 89, 117. 159: II, pp.15, 204, 226; III, pp.4, 14, 25, 36; S II,
pp.210, 216, 221; III, p.235; IV, pp.225, 236, 263; V, pp.10, 198, 213; A I, pp.53, 163, 182, 242;
II, pp.126, 151; III, pp.11, 119; IV, pp.111, 176, 229, 410; V, pp.207, 343; Kathavatthu II,
p.484; Milinda, p.289 For the Sanskrit recensions, see Lahtavistara, p. 129; Pancavimsati, p. 167;
DaSasahasrika, pp.98-9; Kosavyakhya, pp.665, 666, 673; Mahavyutpatti, Nos 1478-81, 1492-5.
Chinese version, e.g. Ch'ang-a-han, T 1, ch.8, p.50c; Chung-a-han, T 26, ch.47, p.720a; Tsa-ahan,T99, ch.41,p.302a.
The passage has been translated by L. Renou, Canon bouddhique pah I, Pans 1949, pp.6375, and I have made wide use of this translation.
Concerning Samadhi, see the bibliography collated by J. May, Candrakfrti, Pans 1959,
p.!48,n.436.
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awake, speaking or remaining silent.
4. Absolute satisfaction {samtusti). The ascetic is fully satisfied with
a robe that protects his body and a begging bowl that protects his belly;
wherever he goes, he goes with all his possessions.
5. The choice of a secluded residence (vivikta senasana). The ascetic
chooses a secluded residence, a solitary place, the foot of a tree, a
mountain, a ravine, a cave, a cemetery, scrubland, an open area, a pile
of straw. He sits there after his meal, when he returns from his begging
round, crossing his legs under him, his body held straight, keeping his
awareness alert.
6. The dispelling of the hindrances {nlvarana) to meditation. The
ascetic lives with a mind free from covetousness (abhidhyd), animosity
(vydpdda),
torpor-languor (stydnamiddha),
frivolity-regret
(auddhatyakaukrtyd) and doubt {vicikitsd). He does not covet anything;
he is careful to be of benefit to all living beings; he is mindful and
aware, his mind is inwardly pacified; he is unperplexed regarding good
things. When he has freed himself from the five hindrances, he
considers them as the discharge of a debt, as a cure, as the end of a
detention, as the return to freedom, as a peaceful territory.
Stages of Samddhi. Buddhist cosmology posits a triple world
(traidhdtuka) consisting of:
1. The Kamadhatu, the world of desire or of the five senses,
comprising the destinies of the hell-born, animals, ghosts, human beings
and some of the gods: the six classes of the gods of the world of desire.
2. The Rupadhatu, the world of (subtle) form, containing celestial
beings who have been reborn in the Brahma world and are dispersed
throughout the realms of the four absorptions (dhydna). The first
Dhyana is in two or three stages, the second and third Dhyanas each
have three stages and the fourth has eight. Although invisible to the
human eye, these worlds are still made of form, being terraces or
mansions inhabited by beings of subtle form.
3. The Arupyadhatu, the formless world, containing celestial beings
who have been reborn in the form of a 'mental series' in the stages of
the four attainments (samdpatti). These stages are: 1. the sphere of the
infinity of space (dkdsdnantydyatana), 2. the sphere of the infinity of
consciousness (vijndndnantydyatana),
3. the sphere of nothingness
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{dkimcanydyatana), and 4. the sphere of neither perception nor nonperception (naivasamjndndsatnjndyatana), also known as the Summit
of Existence (bhavdgra).
A man is reborn in a sphere of attainment (one of the four Dhyanas
or one of the four Samapattis) - that is, he obtains an 'existence of an
attained god' - because here in this world he obtained and practised a
certain Samadhi. By Samadhi is meant the concentration of favourable
thoughts on a single object (subhdndm cittdndm aikdgryam): Samadhi
properly so called always consists of non-craving (ardga), non-hatred
(advesa) and non-delusion (amoha). We therefore need to distinguish
between the Dhyanasamapattis - 'existences' - and the Dhyanasamapattis
- 'concentrations': the latter are the cause of the former.
The candidate to attainment should free himself from the passions of
the Kamadhatu and eliminate craving, hatred and delusion. To this end,
lengthy efforts are necessary and, among the recommended practices,
we can quote: 1. the contemplation of the repulsive (asubhabhdvand) or
meditation on a decomposing corpse: the counteraction of craving;
2. the contemplation of goodwill (maitribhdvand) and other brahma
practices: the counteraction of hatred; 3. the contemplation of causality
(pratityasamutpddabhdvand):
the counteraction of delusion;
4. mindfulness applied to breathing (dndpdnasmrti): the counteraction
of ratiocination; 5. the recollection of the Buddha {buddhdnusmrti): the
counteraction of the combination of the above.
The ascetic who is freed from the passions of the Kamadhatu obtains,
by means of the appropriate practices, the mental state called the first
Dhyana. When this first absorption comes to an end, he finds himself
once again in a normal psychological state, in the state of a distracted
mind with the feelings and ways of thinking of the Kamadhatu.
However, as long as he remains freed from the passions of the
Kamadhatu he stays in possession of the first Dhyana and can easily
return to it by concentrating his mind once more. After his death, he
cannot be reborn in the Kamadhatu, but will take on a new birth in the
realm of the first Dhyana - the 'existence'-Dhyana - with a physical
and mental organism in keeping with the existence of an 'attained' god
of the first absorption: the absence of the organs of taste, smell and sex,
and the incapacity for physical and mental suffering.
However, it is not necessary that a man die in order to reach the
higher stages. As a rule, a being pertaining to one stage can practise the
attainments which are higher than that stage: a human can practise all
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the attainments; a god born in the first Dhyana can practise all the
attainments of the second Dhyana, and so on.
In order to get from one Dhyana to another or from one Samapatti to
another, it is enough to free oneself from the passions which are
inherent in the realm where one is. The path of the attainments consists
in eliminating, one after the other, all the passions of the triple world
which are susceptible to elimination through meditation. The
attainments can only be acquired in the right order. Normally, the
ascetic detaches himself from the passions of the Kamadhatu, then from
the passions inherent in the four Dhyanas and, finally, from the passions
inherent in the four Samapattis; which makes nine successive abodes
{navdnupurvavihdra). The early canonical sources describe the ascetic's
ascent in the following way:
1. When he considers the five hindrances, covetousness, etc., from
which he has freed himself, joy {priti) arises in him; from joy arises
gladness; when his mind is glad his body is calm; when his body is
calm, he feels happiness {sukha); when he is happy, his mind is
absorbed. Detaching himself from desires, detaching himself from bad
dharmas, he attains and dwells in the first Dhyana, consisting of
reasoning (vitarka) and deliberation (vicdra) and which, born of
detachment, is joy {priti) and happiness {sukha). He floods his body
with this joy and happiness born of detachment.
2. Then having discarded reasoning and deliberation, he attains and
dwells in the second Dhyana which, being inward peace
{ddhydtmasamprasdda) and one-pointedness of mind {cetasa
ekotibhdva), excludes reasoning and deliberation and which, born of
concentration, isvjoy and happiness. He floods his body with this joy
and happiness born of concentration.
3. Then, having renounced joy {priti), he dwells with equanimity
{upeksaka), mindful {smrtimat) and fully aware {samprajdnan)\ in his
body he feels happiness {sukha), in such a way that the Noble Ones call
him the one with equanimity, the mindful one, the happy man; thus he
attains and dwells in the third Dhyana. He floods his body with this
happiness devoid of joy.
4. Then, through destroying happiness {sukha) and through
destroying suffering {duhkha), through the previous discarding of joy
{priti) and sorrow {daurmanasya), he attains and dwells in the fourth
Dhyana, free of suffering and happiness, purified by equanimity and
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mindfulness (upeksasmrtiparisuddha). He is seated there, permeating
his body with an utterly pure, utterly cleansed thought, and there is no
part of his body which is not touched by this utterly pure, utterly
cleansed thought.
5. Having entirely gone beyond all notions of form (rupasamjna),
having banished all notions of resistance {pratighasamjnd), having
disregarded all notions of plurality (nanatvasamjna), he exclaims:
'Infinite is space', and he attains and dwells in the sphere of the infinity
of space (dkdsdnantydyatana).
6. Having entirely gone beyond the sphere of the infinity of space, he
exclaims: 'Infinite is consciousness', and he attains and dwells in the
sphere of the infinity of consciousness (yijhdndnantydyatana).
7. Having entirely gone beyond the sphere of the infinity of consciousness, he exclaims: 'Nothing exists', and he attains and dwells in
the sphere of nothingness (dkimcanydyatana).
8. Having entirely gone beyond the sphere of nothingness, he attains
and dwells in the sphere of neither perception nor non-perception
(naivasamjndndsamjndyatana).
Having reached this stage the ascetic is freed from desire in relation
to the Kamadhatu, from the four dhydnas and the first three samdpattis,
but he is still bound to the nine categories of the passions connected
with the fourth samdpatti which, as has been seen, constitutes the
Summit of Existence (bhavdgra). In fact, the ascetic discards only one
attainment through the desire for a higher attainment. In the mundane
path (laukikamdrgd) of the attainments, such as can be travelled by a
worldling (prthagjana), there is no attainment higher than the fourth
samdpatti.
If, therefore, one wishes to escape all the passions of the triple world
and attain Nirvana, then one must practise the transcendental path
(lokottaramdrga) of Nirvana which consists not only of the path of
meditation (bhdvandmdrga) as has just been described, but also the path
of vision (darsanamdrga) which penetrates the Four Noble Truths
expounded by the Buddha. The path of vision eliminates the 'passions
to be eliminated by the vision of the Buddhist truths' (satyadarsanaheyaklesa), namely, the delusion, the doubt that prevents the
Noble Truths from being seen 'purely': 'AH the pyscho-physical
phenomena of existence are transitory (anitya), therefore painful
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(duhkha)\ they are also impersonal (andtman) in the sense that they do
not pertain to a self (andtmya) and are not a self (andtman). All the
phenomena of existence spring from desire. The elimination of desire is
the elimination of existence: this is peaceful Nirvana. The Buddha
discovered and expounded the path to it'.
Continued reflection on these truths suddenly culminates in an
insight (vipasyand), an understanding (abhisamaya) of the 'Four Noble
Truths': this is pure wisdom, the Prajna which definitively dispels all
delusion and transforms the candidate from the worldling (prthagjana)
that he was into a Noble One (drya), and places him in the stream of
Nirvana (srotadpanna). Without this Prajna, it is impossible for the
ascetic to sever the passions connected with the fourth and last
samdpatti.
However, this Prajna, although it may dispel delusion, does not
eliminate the desires related to the various realms of existence; the latter
have to be eliminated through meditation (bhdvandheya), through the
four dhydnas and the four samdpattis described above. This is why the
path of Nirvana links Prajna indissolubly with Samadhi.
When Sakyamuni sat on the seat of enlightenment he was still a
worldling, but a worldling who had, by means of the way of attainment,
eliminated all the passions inherent in the realms of existence with the
exception of the last passion. During the night of enlightenment he saw,
in sixteen moments, the Noble Truths and, this time, eradicated all
delusions; then, in eighteen moments, he eradicated the desires
connected to the highest realm of existence and became a holy one
(arhat). At the same time, he became a Buddha because of his
meritorious deeds.
However, according to the normal order, the candidate to Nirvana
travels the path in the following manner:
1. In the course of the stage of vision (darsanamdrga) he sees, in
sixteen moments, the Noble Truths and eliminates the passions to be
eliminated through right view (drgheya), namely the perverted views of
which the main one is the false view of self. In the first moment he
obtains the state of Arya; in the sixteenth, the state of Srotaapanna, the
first fruit of the spiritual life.
2. In the course of the stage of meditation (bhavandmdrga) he
eliminates, in 162 moments, the 81 categories of the passions to be
eliminated through meditation (bhdvandheya), passions which attach
him to the nine realms of existence: the Kamadhatu, the four Dhyanas
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of the Rupadhatu and the four Samapattis of the Arupyadhatu. In the
twelfth moment he obtains the second fruit of the spiritual life and
becomes a Sakrdagamin; in the eighteenth moment, he is freed from the
last category of the passions of the Kamadhatu, wins the third fruit of
the spiritual life and becomes an Anagamin; in the 162nd and last
moment he gains possession of the fourth fruit of the spiritual life: he is
an Arhat 'holy one, worthy of respect from all', or an Asaiksa 'holy
one, who has no more to learn with regard to the elimination of the
corruptions'. He knows that all his impurities are destroyed and, if he
remains unshakable (akopya), they will not recur again. After his death
he will reach complete Nirvana without any remainder of pyschophysical conditioning (nirupadhisesanirvana).
This Nirvana which is the end of suffering and the stopping of the
round of rebirth can be reached by a holy one in this life. Having
previously gone up to the fourth formless attainment, he enters the last
of the nine successive abodes (anupurvavihara), namely the attainment
consisting of the cessation of perception and feeling (samjndvedayitanirodhasamdpatti). This is the only attainment that does not
have an existence as its fruit. The holy one reaches Nirvana there, but in
the absence of thought and feeling he reaches it only with his body
(kdyasdksin). On leaving this attainment, he thinks: 'Oh, this attainment
of nirodha is as calm as Nirvana!' We know that the Buddha practised
this and that it is reserved for the great holy ones (the Anagamins) but
that it in no way contributes to holiness".
We have only mentioned here the nine successive abodes, but
Samadhi is also the basis of many other mental exercises which
presuppose or require concentration of the mind. We will limit
ourselves to pointing out three other Samadhis called doors to
deliverance (vimoksamukha) where the Small Vehicle borders on the
Great Vehicle12.
a) Concentration on emptiness (sunyatdsamadhi). This considers
things under the aspects of non-self (andtman) and the empty {sunya),
and thus counteracts the belief in me and mine.
b) Concentration on signlessness {dnimittasamddhi). This considers
Nirvana, under the aspect of the calm (sama), as being devoid of all the
11

On the path of Nirvana sketched in outline here, see E Lamotte, History, pp 611-20
Regarding these three Samadhis, see Vin III, p 93, D III, p 219, S IV, p 360, Milinda,
p 337, Atthasalini, pp 179 sq., 222 sq , 290 sq , Kosa VIII, p 184, Upadesa in Traite I, pp 321-3,
Sutralamkara, p 148; Bodh bhumi, p 276.
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characteristic signs of conditioned things.
c) Concentration on wishlessness {apranihitasamddhi). This relates
to all conditioned dharmas while not forming any wish regarding them.
As is explained in the Kosa (VII, pp. 184-6), these three Samadhis
exhaust the sixteen aspects of the Noble Truths and thus constitute the
doors to deliverance.
In brief, the path of Nirvana which the Buddha defined to his
disciples (srdvakas) consists of three elements which are closely linked
although of unequal value: 1. the observance of morality (sila) which is
an indispensable condition; 2. concentration (samddhi) which purifies
the mind and without which wisdom cannot blossom; 3. wisdom
(prajna) which, pending the arrival of final Nirvana, confers holiness,
namely Arhatship free from delusions and defilements. It does not,
however, give omniscience (sarvajndna) which is reserved for the
Buddhas alone by reason of their unique meritorious deeds.
As has been so aptly remarked by L. de La Vallee Poussin, Trajila is
not a gnosis, the apperception of a transcendental reality, as is, for the
monist-pantheists of the Vedanta or Brahmanism, the knowledge of the
Brahman or Absolute, the consciousness of the identity of the "I" and
the Brahman. Prajna is simply the knowledge of the laws which preside
over the evolution of this world made of causes and effects
(pratityasamutpdda) and, at its highest level, the exact appreciation of
the value of the world, the distinction of the general characteristics of
things [impermanence, suffering and non-substantiality], with,
furthermore, the affirmation of an incomprehensible Nirvana"3.
The close connection between Samadhi and Prajna is clearly visible
in the Abhijnas or superknowledges which are derived from attainment.
The Fruits of Samddhi. Attached to the possession of the attainments
are certain great advantages of a worldly kind: the superior powers and
knowledges.
When the mind of the ascetic is absorbed, utterly pure, utterly
cleansed, unstained, free of impurity, become supple, ready to act,
having reached impassibility, he gives an impulse to his mind (cittam
abhinirharati) and directs it in the following manner:
1. He directs his mind towards the vision of knowledge (jndnadarsana). He knows this: this body which is mine, having form, made
13
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of the four great elements, born of father and mother, is a heap of boiled
rice and gruel, an impermanent thing, which is subject to its own wear
and tear, breakage and dissolution; and yet this consciousness which is
mine is attached to it, bound to it.
2. He directs his mind towards the creation of a mind-made form
(manomaya abhinirmana). From his body he produces another body
having form, but mind-made, with all its limbs and organs, its faculties
intact.
3. He directs his mind towards the first Abhijna: the supernormal
powers {rddhi). Being one he becomes many, being many he becomes
one; he becomes visible, invisible; goes through walls, ramparts and
mountains without being impeded, just as through air; he immerses
himself in the earth and emerges from it as if in water; he goes on water
without breaking through it, as if on [solid] earth; he travels through the
air crosslegged like a winged bird; he takes in his hands and touches the
moon and the sun, those two wonderful, mighty beings, and with his
body he extends his power as far as the Brahma world.
4. He directs his mind towards the second Abhijna: the divine ear
(divyasrotra). On this purified plane of the divine ear, which transcends
the human, he hears both sounds, divine and human, those that are far
and those that are near.
5. He directs his mind towards the third Abhijna: the knowledge of
others' minds (paracittajhana). He recognises the impassioned mind as
an impassioned mind; he recognises the freed mind as a freed mind, etc.
6. He directs his mind towards the fourth Abhijna: the recollection of
former existences (purvanivdsanusmrti) which he himself has lived. He
recalls his various dwellings in his previous life: one existence, two
existences and up to an hundred thousand existences... In such a way
that he says to himself: at that time I had such-and-such a name, suchand-such a family, such-and-such a caste, such-and-such sustenance, I
felt such-and-such a pleasure and such-and-such a suffering, I reached
such-and-such an age. When I lost that existence I came to my present
existence.
7. He directs his mind to the fifth Abhijna: the knowledge of the
passing away and rebirth of beings {cyutyupapattijhana). With his
purified divine eye (divyacaksus), transcending the human, he sees
beings leaving existence and being reborn. He realises that beings are
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lowly or noble, lovely or ugly, happy or unhappy according to the
actions they have carried out. On the breaking up of the body after
death, those who are possessed of bad practices will be reborn to
downfall, the wrong way, perdition, hell; those who are possessed of
good practices will be reborn to good destinies, to the heavenly world.
According to the latest opinion, the first five Abhijnas can be
possessed by persons who are not Buddhist holy ones, and therefore by
the worldly, as long as they practise the meditational exercises
according to the rules. Conversely, the sixth and last Abhijna, which
presupposes the understanding of the Noble Truths and the elimination
of all the passions of the world, is the prerogative of the Buddhist holy
one, the Arhat.
8. The ascetic directs his mind towards the sixth Abhijna: the
knowledge of the destruction of the defilements (dsravaksayajhdna).
He clearly acknowledges suffering {duhkha), the origin of suffering
(duhkhasamudaya), the cessation of suffering (duhkhanirodha) and the
way that leads to the cessation of suffering {duhkhanirodhagaminl
pratipad). He clearly acknowledges the defilements (dsrava), their
origin, their cessation and the way that leads to their cessation. When he
knows that, when he sees that, his mind is liberated from the
defilements of desire tycdmdsrava), the defilements of existence
(bhavdsrava) and the defilements of ignorance (avidydsrava). When he
is liberated he understands that there is liberation. He acknowledges
that rebirth is exhausted for him, that the brahma life has been lived,
that the task is completed and that there will be no further returning
here [for him].
Thus then, for early scholasticism, the path taught by the Buddha
eliminates all delusions, eradicates the passions of the triple world, puts
an end to painful existence and culminates in Nirvana. It is a path that
requires prolonged effort, is carefully graduated and in which arise
morality, concentration and wisdom. Wisdom, on Prajna, constitutes a
decisive element in it, but there is no real wisdom without a minimum
of concentration, or Samadhi, from which are derived those
distinguished powers and knowledges known as the Abhijnas.
The path is defined in terms of precise philosophical concepts.
Things (dharma) and in particular the aggregates (skandha) - form
{rupa), feeling (vedand), perception (samjfid), volition (samskdra) and
consciousness (yijndna) - which constitute the pyscho-physical
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phenomena of existence are transitory (anitya), painful (duhkha) and
impersonal (andtman) in the sense that they are not a self and do not
pertain to a self. However fleeting they may be, things do not arise by
chance: they are the result of their causes and the cause of their effects;
they are 'conditioned' (samskrta). It must be acknowledged that they
have a self-nature (svahhdva) and marks (laksana): an arising (utpada),
a duration and modification (sthity-anyathdtva) and a disappearance
(vyaya).
The whole philosophy of early Buddhism is summarised in two
theses: the thesis of the non-existence in itself of the individual or
person (pudgalanairdtmyavdda) and the thesis of the existence only of
the conditioned aggregates {skandhamdtravdda).
2. Samddhi in the Great Vehicle
During the last five hundred years of the ancient era, the sravakas were
the only spokesmen for Buddhism. They specified the rules of the
monastic order, codified the teachings of the Buddha and systematised
them in the voluminous Abhidharmas. From the third century B.C.E.
onwards, they spread throughout the whole of India and became firmly
established in Ceylon. Eighteen schools formed among them, but they
were only opposed on points of detail and they all remained faithful to
the great theses of early Buddhism: the Pudgalanairatmya and the
Skandhamatravada.
However, towards the beginning of the Common Era, effected by
influences that there is no room to go into here, a new form of Buddhism
appeared: the Great Vehicle (mahdydna) or Bodhisattva Vehicle as
opposed to the Small Vehicle (hinaydna) or Sravaka Vehicle.
Without supplanting the adherents of early Buddhism who
imperturbably continued on their way, the protagonists of the Great
Vehicle were inspired by a new ideal and professed more advanced
philosophical theories.
By the means that we have already pointed out, the sravakas were
inclined towards a Prajna concerned with the general characteristics of
things: impermanence, suffering and impersonality. That Prajna
constituted an 'awakening' (bodhi), but a limited awakening, only
ensuring the personal benefit (svdrtha) of the adherent through the
acquisition of holiness {arhattva) and accession to Nirvana.
The bodhisattva is also drawn towards a Prajna, but a Prajna
infinitely higher, a Prajiiaparamita or perfection of wisdom, an
omniscience (sarvajndna), knowing all things in all their aspects
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(sarvakarajnaia). This perfection of wisdom constitutes the awakening
above all others, the 'supreme and right complete awakening'
(anuttarasamyaksambodhi) pertaining specifically to the Buddhas and
ensuring not just the personal benefit {svartha) of the adherent but
above all the benefit of others (parartha), the welfare and happiness of
all beings (sarvasattvahitasukha). The most important step taken by the
bodhisattva, an adherent of the Great Vehicle, is therefore the 'arousal
of the thought of supreme and right complete Enlightenment'
(anuttarasamyaksambodhicittotpada). In brief, the Cittotpada: 'I, of
such-and-such a name, after having confessed my faults and taken the
threefold refuge, for the welfare and deliverance of the infinite world of
creatures and in order to release them from the sufferings of the round
of rebirth and establish them in the supreme omniscient knowledge; just
as the bodhisattvas past, future and present, having aroused the thought
of Bodhi, have attained, will attain and attain Buddhahood; just as all
the Buddhas, through their Buddha knowledge, free of all obstacles, and
their Buddha eye, know and see; just as they acknowledge the absence
of the self-nature of things (dharmanam nihsvabhavatd)\ so I, having
such-and-such a name, before my teacher of such-and-such a name and
in the presence of all the Buddhas and bodhisattvas, arouse the thought
of supreme and right complete Enlightenment'14. This resolve conducts
the adherent into the Great Vehicle; it makes him a bodhisattva certain
to reach, after a longer or shorter period of time, the supreme and
perfect enlightenment which gives rise to Buddhas.
Between the arousal of the thought of enlightenment (cittotpada) and
the reaching of this enlightenment (abhisambodhi) stretches the whole
career of the bodhisattva. The acquisition of omniscience, the
knowledge of all things in all their aspects is, without the slightest
doubt, an arduous task, but not in the sense that one might think.
Omniscience is not concerned with an infinity of things but with the
absence of their self-nature or their non-existence pure and simple. Not
to see them any more is not within the reach of everyone, it is a
privilege of the great bodhisattvas and Buddhas.
The ideal followed by the adherent of the Great Vehicle is on a par
with revolutionary philosophical theories. The sravaka, as .we have
seen, professed the non-existence in itself of the individual, the
personality (pudgalanairatmya), but accepted a self-nature and
14
Bodhisattvapratimoksasutra, ed. N. Dutt, Indian Historical Quarterly VII, 1931,
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characteristics in dharmas arising from causes, in the psycho-physical
phenomena of existence. Whereas the bodhisattva denies the existence
both of the individual and things; in technical terms he professes the
pudgalanairatmya and the dharmanairatmya.
The Dharmanairatmya completely overturned the meaning of the
Noble Truths that Sakyamuni had taught in the discourse at Varanasi:
1. All is suffering; 2. the origin of suffering is craving; 3. there is a
cessation of suffering: Nirvana; 4. the path that leads to it has been
determined by the Buddha. The adherent of the Great Vehicle
understands that all is suffering, but painful things do not exist.
Suffering originates in craving, but non-existent things do not arise in
any way: dependent origination (pratltyasamutpada) is non-origination
(anutpada). There is a cessation of suffering, Nirvana, but, being nonexistent, things are originally 'in Nirvana': Samsara is no different from
Nirvana. There is a path to Nirvana, but Nirvana having already been
acquired does not imply there is any path to be travelled along.
From this point of view, the Noble Truths are purely and simply
dodged, and the grandiose edifice of the Abhidharma, so patiently and
carefully built up by trie sravakas over the centuries, crumbles.
Since beings and things do not exist and have never existed, the only
eloquence of any value is silence, true wisdom is the stopping of
thought. Faced with the universal emptiness that is itself not-something,
the mind of the bodhisattva 'does not fear, does not tremble, does not
take fright'.
However, the bodhisattva only aspires to this supreme and perfect
enlightenment for the benefit of others. Immediately after having
formulated the Cittotpada he defines his intentions, which are
exclusively altruistic: 'I, of such-and-such a name, who have thus
aroused the thought of Bodhi, adopt the infinite world of beings as my
mother, father, sisters, brothers, sons, daughters, relatives of whatever
degree and kinsmen. Having adopted them, with all my power, with all
my strength, with all my knowledge, I will implant good roots in them.
Henceforth, the gift that I shall give, the morality I observe, the patience
I maintain, the vigour I exert, the absorption I practise, the wisdom I
develop, all of this will be for the interest, the benefit and the happiness
of all beings" 5 .
The Buddhas and bodhisattvas are not only great sages, they are also
possessed of great compassion {mahdkarunika). According to the
55
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Vimalakirtinirdesa (Vkn, p. 126), 'their wisdom is acquired through
skilful means, and their skilful means are acquired through wisdom'
(upayasahita prajna, prajndscihita upayah). Through their wisdom they
do not see anything, neither beings nor things; through skilful means
they procure the welfare of beings in every way. The Sgs ( § 3 5 )
explains: 'The bodhisattva does not see the self-nature of beings but, in
order to ripen them, he speaks of beings. He does not see either a living
being or an individual, but he speaks of a living being and an
individual. He does not see the self-nature of actions or the self-nature
of fruition, but he teaches action and fruition to beings. He does not see
the self-nature of the passions of Samsara, but he teaches a clear
knowledge of the passions of Samsara. He does not see Nirvana, but he
talks of reaching Nirvana. He does not see that dharmas admit of
distinctive marks, but he speaks of good and bad dharmas'.
What is more, it is in so far as the bodhisattva no longer sees
anything, that he carries out, spontaneously and effortlessly, his
beneficial activity.
The bodhisattva career consists of the practice of six perfections:
giving (dana), morality (sila), patience (ksanti), vigour (virya),
absorptive meditation (dhyana) and wisdom (prajna). The second, fifth
and sixth correspond respectively to the three elements of the path of
Nirvana as conceived by the sravakas, namely, Sila, Samadhi and
Prajna.
Nonetheless, from his point of view, there is no perfection for the
bodhisattva to practise, or rather, he practises them while taking their
futility into account. The Prajnaparamita (Pancavimsatisahasrika, p. 18;
Satasahasrika, p.56) is quite categoric in this respect: 'The bodhisattva
dwells in the perfection of wisdom by not dwelling in it. He should
fulfil the perfection of giving by refusing everything, by not seeing
either a giver, a beneficiary or a thing given. He should fulfil the
perfection of morality by no longer conceiving either a misdeed or a
meritorious action. He should fulfil the perfection of patience by not
being disturbed (by offences). He should fulfil the perfection of vigour
by never relaxing his bodily and mental vigour. He should fulfil the
perfection of absorptive meditation by not tasting the flavour (of the
attainments). He should fulfil the perfection of wisdom by not making
any distinction between true wisdom and false wisdom'.
This is what makes the Sgs say that 'the bodhisattva activates great
vigour, but does not develop any activity of body, speech or mind'
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(§ 30), or again that he has no dharma to practise and that he has passed
beyond all practices (§ 37). In consequence, the bodhisattva does not
act and, if he seems to act, this is only skilful means (updya) aimed at
ripening beings (sattvaparipdcandrtham).
The main differences between the Sravaka Path and the Bodhisattva
Path is that the former leads to the individual perfecting of the ascetic
while the latter aims only at the welfare of others. The former is
egotistic, the latter altruistic.
It ensues that the Samadhi of the bodhisattvas is not merely an
exercise aimed at purifying the mind; it is also and above all a work of
edification. The accent is no longer placed on the technique of
concentration but on the supernormal power (rddhibala) which derives
from it for the greatest good of beings.
The Prajnaparamita, in a passage which I shall quote further on
(p.31), points out that the bodhisattva quickly reaches sambodhi by
entering the concentration on the 'non-arising of all things'
(sarvadharmdnutpdda), but that in the wake of this there follows an
infinity of other concentrations of which the Heroic Progress is only a
variation.
When the bodhisattva has penetrated the emptiness of beings and
things, no longer sees them, no longer speaks or thinks about them he has
attained the summit of wisdom. By this very fact, he is 'in possession of
the concentrations' {samddhipratilabdha) and he plays at will with the
superknowledges which result from this (abhijndvikridita), for 'as many
as there are functionings in the mind and mentations of beings to be won
over are there functionings in this Samadhi' (Sgs, § 154).
The long lists of Samadhis found in the texts should not impress us.
They are only modalities of the single Samadhi where the Buddhas and
great bodhisattvas are always concentrated and, whether it is called
Heroic Progress or something else, this Samadhi encompasses all the
good dharmas (Sgs, § 25), contains all the perfections (§§ 26-38) and
exercises them simultaneously (§§ 42-44). It has multiple aspects
which coincide particularly with the ten powers of the Tathagata (§21,
n.45 and sq.). It is therefore quite correctly that the Mahayanist
Mahaparinirvanasutra defines it as the self-nature of the Buddha.
Among the gceat Abhijnas that result from this Samadhi, it is
particularly the first, the Abhijna of supernormal power (rddhi), which
is emphasised. In the Sgs and in all Mahayana sutras in general, the
Buddha does not stop 'manifesting' and then 'withdrawing' the bases of
his supernormal power. In the Sutra with which we are concerned here,
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wonders follow wonders: multiplication of the Buddhas (§ 15),
manifestations of marvellous bodies (§§ 54 and 93), transformation of
the assemblies (§ 65), capture and liberation of Mara (§§ 82 and 88),
creation of imaginary bodhisattvas (§ 94), changes of location without
displacement (§ 115), simultaneous manifestation of a Buddha or a
bodhisattva in several places at once (§§ 122-7 and 156), appearance of
the Buddhas of the ten regions (§ 165), transformation of an 'impure
land' into a 'pure land' (§ 168), etc.
The Sgs does not have a monopoly on this wonder-working, all
Mahayana sutras are filled with it. A philosopher would be required to
define correctly this Mahayanist marvel which does not correspond to
any other form of marvel. According to current acceptance, a miracle is
a supernatural action contrary to the laws of nature, or again, the
insertion of a free divine causality into natural causes. However, this
idea of a miracle cannot be applied to the Mahayanist marvel. Since
beings and things do not exist, the supposed laws of nature only
originate from erroneous imagination (abhutaparikalpa), and no action,
as astonishing as it may seem, can run contrary to laws which do not
exist. Extraordinary actions are therefore as unreal as ordinary actions.
If the Buddhas and bodhisattvas manifest them, this can only be through
skilful means (updya), in order to ripen beings who mistakenly believe
they are involved in the world of becoming and the laws of nature. This
is what brings Vimalaklrti to say that the Buddha-fields or Pure Lands
where these wonders occur are essentially empty, calm, unreal and like
space (Vkn, pp.133, 182, 210); confronted with all these splendours, the
bodhisattva only experiences indifference (Vkn, p.226).

The scholars of the Great Vehicle took up all these ideas and explained
them systematically in their sastras.
The Upadesa in Traite II, pp. 1043-57, reveals no less than nineteen
differences between the Samadhi of the sravakas and that of the
bodhisattvas. Its somewhat involved explanation amounts to this:
Sectaries (tirthika), sravakas and bodhisattvas can all practise the
absorptions (dhydna) and attainments (samdpatti), but the Samadhi of
the sectaries is tainted by false views, particularly the belief in a self
(satkdyadrsti); the sravakas, even in a state of concentration, only know
the general characteristic marks of things (sdmdnyalaksana), impermanence, suffering and impersonality. Only the bodhisattvas know
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the true mark of things (bhutalaksana), namely, non-arising, noncessation, original calm; in a word, emptiness. Thus, when he enters an
absorption his mind enjoys perfect peace (ksema). It is no longer
disturbed by contingencies - by what could be seen, heard, thought or
known {drstasrutamatavijndta)\ it is devoid of that reasoning (vitarka)
and discursive thought (vicdra) which, normally, makes language
possible; it no longer makes any distinctions, to the point of not
grasping any difference between distraction and absorption. People
know the thought of entering absorption (dhydnapravesacitta) and the
thought of leaving absorption {dhydnavyutthdnacitta) in a bodhisattva,
but once a bodhisattva is absorbed neither gods nor humans know his
thought any longer, that thought that has neither support (dsraya) nor
object (dlambana). Differing from other ascetics, the bodhisattva is
incapable of 'savouring' the absorptions and attainments; in vain would
one seek to find in him that dangerous relishing (dsvddana) which only
too often leads the meditative to confuse the blisses of the mystical
spheres with true deliverance.
The sravaka who has entered the path of Nirvana practises Samadhi
in order to purify his mind, which is a legitimate but egotistical
preoccupation. In contrast, the bodhisattva himself only practises
absorption for the good of others (pardrtha). Seeing people giving
themselves unrestrainedly over to the pleasures of the senses, he
experiences great feelings of compassion {mahdkarundcitta) and makes
the following aspiration: 'I shall act so that beings may avoid impure
happinesses, so that they may obtain the internal happiness of the
dhydnas and samdpattis and so that, by relying on these practices, they
may finally reach the most excellent happiness, that of Buddhahood'.
This is why his absorption is so beneficent. While his mind is no longer
disturbed by any object or concept, the bodhisattva transforms his body
in countless ways, enters the five destinies of the triple world and there
he wins over beings by means of the teaching of the three vehicles.
Finally, the bodhisattva enjoys perfect mastery over the dhydnas and
samdpattis as well as over the abhijnds which result from them.
In order to reach the first dhydna, the ordinary ascetic must first free
himself from all the passions of the world of desire (kdmadhdtii). To do
this, he enters the andgamya which is like the entrance-hall of the first
dhydna, and it is there that he eliminates the coarse passions.
Conversely, the bodhisattva, having cultivated the perfections for a long
time, can enter the dhydna with a thought of the Kamadhatu.
The Sravaka can traverse the nine successive abodes (anupurva-
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vihdra), which were mentioned earlier, in four different ways: by
following the ascending order (dhyananulomatas), the descending order
(dhydnapratilomatas),
the ascending then descending order
{dhydndnulomapratilomatas) or by jumping from one abode to another
(dhydnotkrdntitas)^. This last method is known as the attainment of
jumping {vyutkrantakasamapattiy1. However, a bodhisattva who has
mastered jumping can, on leaving the first dhyana, jump to the third which is normal - but he can also jump directly either to the fourth
dhydna or to one of the four samdpattis of the Arupyadhatu; sometimes
he jumps over one abode, sometimes two, sometimes even over all nine.
According to the canonical sources, when the ordinary ascetic has
purified his mind by means of the dhydnas and samdpattis, 'he gives an
impulse to his mind and directs his mind towards the abhijnds"
(abhihndya cittam abhiniharati abhininndmeti), and by virtue of this
effort he practises the six superknowledges, supernormal power, etc. In
contrast the great bodhisattva, the bodhisattva of the eighth stage,
without making any mental effort (cittdndbhogena), plays at will with
the superknowledges {abhijndvikrldana).
He proceeds at will and
spontaneously to the Buddha-fields, but without grasping their signs;
there, while remaining perfectly absorbed, he pays homage to the
Buddhas of the ten regions and he expounds the Dharma to beings. This
activity is unconscious; it can be compared to the lutes of the gods
which play ceaselessly even though there is no-one to pluck them.

The Mahayanasamgraha, Chapter VII (tr. E. Lamotte, Vol.11,
pp.218-31), contains an even more systematic description. The author
contrasts the three elements constituting the path of Nirvana, morality
(sila), concentration (samddhi) and wisdom (prajnd) with the higher
morality (adhislla) of the bodhisattva, his higher thought (adhicitta) and
higher wisdom (adhiprajnd).
The Samadhi of the bodhisattva differs from that of the sravaka due
to six superiorities:
1. Superiority in object (dlambanavisesa).
The Samadhi of the
bodhisattva is concerned with the teaching of the Great Vehicle; that of
the sravaka, with the teaching of the Small Vehicle.
16
17

Cf. Atthasahni, p.187; Vism., ed. Warren, pp.314-15.
See Kosa II, p.210; VIII, p. 173; J. Rahder, Introduction to the Dasabhumikasutra, p.xxii.
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2. Superiority in variety (nanatvavisesa).
The dhyanas and
samdpattis and some other meditations practised by the sravaka can be
contrasted to the 108 Samadhis of the bodhisattva listed in the
Prajnaparamita; in fact they are infinite in number.
3. Superiority as a counteractive (pratipaksavisesa). The Samadhi of
the bodhisattvas eliminates all delusions and all passions.
4. Superiority in aptitude (karmanyatavisesa). The Samadhi of the
sravakas purifies the mind of the ascetic; but the bodhisattva, while
remaining absorbed, takes on birth everywhere his presence may be of
use to beings.
5. Superiority in results (abhinirharavisesa). The Abhijnas of the
sravakas are limited; those of the bodhisattva do not encounter any
opposition.
6. Superiority in actions (karrnavisesa). The supernormal powers of
the sravakas described above (pp.20-1) are contrasted with the great
supernormal powers (maharddhi) of the bodhisattva: causing trembling,
blazing, illuminating, rendering invisible, transforming, coming and
going across obstacles, reducing or enlarging worlds, inserting any
matter into one's own body, assuming the aspects of those one
frequents, appearing and disappearing, submitting everyone to one's
will, dominating the supernormal power of others, giving intellectual
clarity to those who lack it, giving mindfulness, bestowing happiness,
and finally, emitting beneficial rays18.
Regarding the practical applications of these great powers, the
Vimalakirtinirdesa, Ch. V (Vkn, pp. 141-8), may be consulted.

Apart from the Sgs, there are some references to the Concentration of
Heroic Progress in the sutras and sastras. I shall point out the main ones
here:
Astadasasahasrika, T VII, No.220, ch.485, p.4626 1-12; Pancavimsatisahasrika, ed. N. Dutt, p. 142, 1-8 (cf. T 221, ch. 3, p.l6<2 21-b 6;
T 222, ch.4, p.l72a 20-6 3; T 223, ch.3, p.237c 11-22; T VII, No.220,
ch.409, pp.50c 21-5la 4; Satasahasrika, ed. P. Ghosa, p.825,7-20 (cf.
18
The same list is found in Bodh bhumi, pp 58-63 On supernormal power in general, see
Traite I, pp.329-30
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T V, No.220, ch.41, p.229c 10-23.
Sanskrit text of the Satasahasrika, p.825,7-20: Sdpi khalu
sarvdkdrajnatd advayd advaidhikdrd
sarvadharmdbhdvasvabhdvatdm
updddyd, ayam sarvadharmdnutpddo
(var.
sarvadharmasvabhavdnutpattir) ndma samddhir bodhisattvdndm mahdsattvdndm
vipulah
puraskrto 'pramdnaniyato 'samhdryah sarvasrdvakapratyekahuddhaih.
anena samddhind viharan bodhisattvo mahdsattvah ksipram anuttardm
samyaksambodhim abhisambudhyate.
[Sariputra] aha. kirn punar, dyusman Subhute, anenaiva samddhind
viharan bodhisattvo mahdsattvah
ksipram anuttardm
samyaksambodhim abhisambudhyate athdnyair api samddhibhih.
Subhutir aha. anyair apy, dyusman Sariputra, samddhibhir viharan
bodhisattvo mahdsattvah ksipram anuttardm
samyaksambodhim
abhisambudhyate.
f
[Sariputra] aha. katamaih punar, dyusman Subhute,
nyaih
samddhibhir viharan bodhisattvo mahdsattvah ksipram anuttardm
samyaksambodhim abhisambudhyate.
Subhutir aha. asti suramgamo ndma samddhir yena samddhind
viharan bodhisattvo mahdsattvah
ksipram anuttardm
samyaksambodhim abhisambudhyate. asti simhavikrldito ndma samddhir iti
vistaro ydvad dkdsdsangavimuktinirupalepo ndma samddhih.
Author's translation: This knowledge of things in all their aspects is
without duality and without division, by reason of the fact that all things
have non-existence as their self-nature. This is the concentration called
Non-arising-of-all-things (variation: Non-arousal-of-the-self-nature-ofall-things), a concentration proper to the bodhisattvas; it is vast, placed
above everything, fixed in the infinite and not shared by the Listeners
and Solitary Buddhas. Dwelling in this concentration, the bodhisattva
rapidly reaches supreme and perfect enlightenment.
Sariputra said: Venerable Subhuti, is it only when he dwells in this
concentration that a bodhisattva reaches supreme and perfect
enlightenment, or when he dwells in other concentrations as well?
Subhuti replied: Venerable Sariputra, it is when he dwells in other
concentrations as well.
Sariputra asked: Venerable Subhuti, in what other concentrations
does the bodhisattva [| dwell and] rapidly reach supreme and perfect
enlightenment?
Subhuti said: There is a concentration called Heroic Progress and
when he dwells in that concentration, the bodhisattva rapidly reaches
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supreme and perfect enlightenment. There is... [There follows the
classical list of the 108 or 118 concentrations of the bodhisattva, but
which not all the Chinese versions reproduce in full; this list is taken up
by the Mahavyutpatti, Nos 506-623].
Translation by Kumarajiva (T 223, ch.3, p.237c 10-14): The selfnature (svabhdva) of dharmas is non-existence (abhdva) because it does
not follow the procedure (hsing = samskdra, caritra, gamana) of
dharmas and does not assume the marks (hsiang = laksana) of dharmas.
This is what is called the Concentration on the Non-assuming of all
dharmas (sarvadharmdsamdddna), a concentration proper to the
bodhisattvas; it is vast in its uses and is not shared by the sravakas and
pratyekabuddhas. The bodhisattva who practises this concentration and
does not deviate from it rapidly attains supreme, and perfect
enlightenment. [The rest as above].
Translation by Hsuan-tsang (T V No.220, ch.41, p.229c 10-18):
When the bodhisattva practises the Prajnaparamita, he is absolutely free
of grasping (updddna) and free of attachment (abhinivesa) regarding
dharmas and the Prajnaparamita. This is what is called the
Concentration without grasping or attachment regarding dharmas, a
concentration proper to the bodhisattvas. This concentration is beautiful
(cdru), is above all else (puraskrta), vast (yipula) and immense
(apramdna); it reunites infinite (ananta) and unresisting (apratigha)
actions (kdritra); it is not shared by any sravaka or pratyekabuddha. O
Sariputra, if the bodhisattva constantly dwells in this concentration and
does not abandon it, he rapidly witnesses supreme and perfect
enlightenment. [The rest as above].
Commentary in the Upadesa (T 1509, ch.43, p.373c 4-17): Q. If the
Buddha has said that the sole path of Nirvana consists of [the three
samddhis] called sunyatd, dnimitta and apranihita, why does Sariputra
ask here if there are also other samadhis which enable a bodhisattva to
attain Buddhahood rapidly?
A. When one is not yet near Nirvana, there are many other paths, but
when one is near Nirvana, there is only a single path: sunyatd, dnimitta
and apranihita. The other samddhis all lead to these three doors to
deliverance (yimoksamukhd). It is the same as for a great town: there
are many gates and all allow entry. Or it is like the numerous rivers and
the ten thousand watercourses that all lead to the sea. What are these
other samddhis? There is the Suramgamasamadhi, etc. The Buddha will
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speak of them himself in the Chapter on the Mahayana where he will
explain things that are profound and difficult to understand. When the
bodhisattva practises these 108 samddhis and dhdranlmukhas, the
Buddhas of the ten regions give him the prediction (vydkarana). And
why? Even though the bodhisattva obtains these samddhis, he is really
free from reflection (manasikdra) or notion (samjnd) concerning the
idea of self. He does not say to himself: 'I am going to enter such-andsuch a samddhi, I am entering it, I have entered it; I am going to dwell
in this samddhi, it is my own samddhV. Because of this purity of
thought (cittavisuddhi) and this marvellous detachment, the Buddhas
give him the prediction...

Astadasasahasrika, T VII, N o . 2 2 0 , c h . 4 8 8 , p.481a 14-c 3;
Pancavimsatisahasrika, ed. N. Dutt, p. 198,77—74 (cf. T 221, ch.4, p.236
15-18; T 222, ch.6, p.l90a 18-c 11; T 223, ch.5, p25\a 8-6 14; T VII,
No.220, ch.414, p.74a 9-c 4); Satasahasrika, ed. P. Ghosa, pp.1412,
7-1415,3 (cf. T V, No.220, ch.52, p.292a -c 13):
Punar aparam, Subhute, bodhisattvasya mahdsattvasya mahdydnam
yad uta suramgamo ndma samddhih [The enumeration follows, more or
less complete according to the sources, of the 108 samddhis, each of
which is then taken up and briefly defined]: tatra katamah suramgamo
ndma samddhih. yah samddhih sarvasamddhlndm gocaram anubhavaty
ayam ucyate suramgamo ndma samddhih.
Author's translation: Besides, O Subhuti, the Great Vehicle of the
bodhisattvas is the Concentration named Heroic Progress, etc... Which
is this concentration? The concentration that embraces the domain of all
the concentrations is named Concentration of Heroic Progress.
Translation by Hsuan-tsang (T V, No.220, ch.52, p.292c 11-13):
When one dwells in this samddhi, one embraces the domain of all the
samadhis; one achieves infinite and supreme Heroic Progresses (chienhsing fttfr); one is to the fore of all the samddhis.
Commentary in the Upadesa (T 1509, ch.47, pp.398c 27-399a 2):
Suramgamasamadhi, in the language of the Ch'in, is called Chien-hsing
'Heroic Progress'. It knows in detail the domain (gocara) and marks
(laksand) of all the samddhis, their number and the degree of their
depth. It is like a great general who knows the number of his soldiers.
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Besides, when the bodhisattva has obtained this samddhi, neither the
Klesamara nor the Maras can harm him. He is like a cakravartin king
who possesses the jewel called 'The General's' (parindyakaratna);
wherever he goes, no-one can vanquish him.

Pancavimsatisahasrika, ed. N. Dutt, p.23,19-22 (cf. T 223, p.2196
23-25):
Punar aparam, Sariputra, bodhisattvena mahdsattvena
sarvasattvanam manorathan paripurayitukdmena
anna-pdna-vastra-gandhamdlya-puspa-dhupa-curnavilepana-sayandsana-grha-dhanadhanydlamkdra-ratna-mani-muktd-vaidurya-sahkha-sild-pravddajatarupa-rajatodydna-rajyadibhir
upakaranaih
prajndpdramitdydm
siksitavyam.
Author's translation: Besides, O Sariputra, the bodhisattva who
wishes to fulfil the desires of all beings with food, drink, clothing,
perfumes, garlands, flowers, incense, perfumed powders, unguents,
couches and seats, houses, goods and riches, ornaments, jewels, pearls,
necklets of pearls, beryls, shells, crystals, corals, gold, silver, gardens,
kingdoms and other useful things, this bodhisattva, say I, should train
himself in the Prajnaparamita.
Commentary in the Upadesa (T 1509, ch.30, p.278a 8-24 = Traite IV,
pp. 1939-40): Q. When the Buddha was in the world, beings still
suffered from hunger and thirst, the sky did not always shed rain and
beings were distressed. If the Buddha himself could not fulfil the
desires of all beings, why do you say here that the bodhisattva can fulfil
them?
A. The bodhisattva who dwells in the tenth bhumi and who has
entered the S u r a m g a m a s a m a d h i is to be found in the trisdhasramahdsdhasralokadhdtu
[t 3,000 great world systems], and
there he sometimes arouses the prathama cittotpdda [| first thought
of Bodhi] and practises the six pdramitds; he sometimes manifests
himself as irreversible; he sometimes manifests himself as an
ekajdtipratibaddha [ | separated from Buddhahood by one life only]
and expounds the Dharma to the devas in the Tusita heavens; he
sometimes descends from the Tusita heavens and is born in the
palace of King Suddhodana; he sometimes takes up the prqvrajyd
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[t homeless life] and becomes a Buddha; he sometimes appears in
the midst of the great assembly, sets turning the Wheel of the
Dharma and delivers innumerable beings; he sometimes manifests his
entry into Nirvana and seven precious stupas are erected to him so
that, everywhere in all the kingdoms, beings can honour his sarlra
[f relics]; finally, his Dharma sometimes disappears completely. If
the bodhisattva can render such services, what then can be said of the
Buddha? The body of the Buddha is of two kinds: the true body
(bhiitakdya); and the transformation body (nirmdnakdya).
When
beings see the true body of the Buddha, all their desires are fulfilled.
The true body of the Buddha fills space (dkdsa); his rays illuminate
the ten regions; the sounds of his teaching of the Dharma equally, in
the ten regions, fill countless universes as innumerable as the sands of
the Ganges; all the members of the great assembly hear the Dharma
simultaneously, and he expounds the Dharma without interruption; in
the space of a moment each listener comprehends what he hears.

Lalitavistara, ed. S. Lefmann, p.442,7-9 (cf. T 186, ch.8, p.5376 25-c 2;
T 187, ch.l2,p.616c 14-21):
Yah kascin, mdrsd, imam Lalitavistaram
dharmaparydyam
bhdsyamdnam
avahitasrotah
srosyati, so 'stau
cittanirmalatdh
pratilapsyate. katamd astau. tadyathd. yad uta maitrim pratilapsyate
sarvadosamirghdtdya. karundm pratilapsyate
sarvavihimsotsargdya,
muditdm pratilapsyate sarvdratyapakarsanatdyai, upeksdm pratilapsyate
anunayapratighotsargdya,
catvdri dhydndni pratilapsyate
sarvarupadhdtuvasavartitdyai,
catasra drupyasamdpattlh
pratilapsyate
cittavasavartitdyai,
pancdbhijndh
pratilapsyate
anyabuddhaksetragamanatdyai, sarvavdsandnusamdhisamudghdtam
pratilapsyate
suramgamasamddhipratilambhdya.
imd astau
cittanirmalatdh
pratilapsyate.
Friends, whoever, without turning their ear, will listen to this
interpretation of the Dharma called Lalitavistara will obtain the eight
purities of mind. Which are those eight? He will obtain goodwill so as
to destroy all faults, compassion so as to eliminate all violence, joy so
as to avoid all woes, equanimity so as to eliminate affection and
aversion, the four absorptions so as to hold sway over the world of
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[subtle] form, the four formless attainments so as to hold sway over the
mind, the five superknowledges so as to go to other Buddha-fields, the
destruction of every connection regarding the pervasions [of the
passions] so as to obtain the Concentration of Heroic Progress.

Chuang-yen p'u-t'i-hsin
p.964a3-12):

ching (T 307, pp.96 lc 28-962a 6; T 308,

To the ten Paramitas correspond ten Cittotpadas, and each of them is
protected by one of the following ten Samadhis: 1. Dharmaratnasamadhi; 2. Sarasamadhi; 3. Aninjyasamadhi; 4. Avaivartikasamadhi;
5. Ratnapuspasamadhi; 6. Suryalokasamadhi; 7. Sarvarthasamadhi;
8. Jnanalokasamadhi; 9. Sarvabuddhasammukhavasthitasamadhi;
10. Suramgamasamadhi.

Kusalamulasamparigrahasutra ( T 657, ch.6, p. 166a 16-c 21):
The Buddha sees all the great assemblies gathered together and,
remaining on his seat, he enters each of the fifty-seven Samadhis in
turn, the first of which is the Suramgamasamadhi, and the last, the
Aninjyasamadhi. Then the Suddhavasika devas praise him with stanzas.

Mahaparinirvanasutra (T 374, ch.27, pp.524c 19-525a 11; T 375, ch.25,
p.7696 1-24):
Besides, O Kulaputra, the nature of the Buddhas is the
Suramgamasamadhi. This nature, like cream (sara), is the mother of all
the Buddhas. Through the power of the Suramgamasamadhi, the
Buddhas always delight in their own personal purity (atmavisuddhi).
All beings possess the Suramgamasamadhi but, because they do not
cultivate it, they are not able to see it. That is why they do not attain
anuttard samyaksambodhi.
Kulaputra, the Suramgamasamadhi has five kinds of names:
1. Suramgamasamadhi, 2. Prajnaparamita, 3. Vajrasamadhi,
4. Simhanadasamadhi, 5. Buddhasvabhava. Depending on its activities
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it sometimes takes one name and sometimes another, just as a single
samadhi takes on various names and dhyana indicates four dhyanas.
Indriya designates the samadhindriya; bala, the samadhibala; sambodhi,
the sambodhyanga; samyak, the samyaksamadhi; and the sambodhi of
the eighth-level holy one (astamaka) is called samadhisambodhi. It is
the same for the Suramgamasamadhi.
Kulaputra, all beings are endowed with this samadhi, but to a higher,
middling or lesser degree. The higher degree is the nature of the
Buddhas; that is why it is said that all beings possess Buddha-nature.
The middling degree is the fact that all beings possess the first dhyana.
When they possess the requisite causes and conditions {hetupratyaya)
they can practise it, but if they do not possess those causes and
conditions they cannot practise it. Those causes and conditions are of
two kinds: the calamity of fire and the destruction of the fetters
(samyojana) binding beings to the kamadhatu. That is why it is said that
all beings are endowed with the middling samadhi. The lesser samadhi
is the concentration of the mind (citta) and mentations (caitta) in the
course of the ten bhiimis; this is why it is said that all beings are
endowed with the lesser samadhi.
All beings possess Buddha-nature but, as the passions (klesa) hide
this, they are not able to see it. Even though the bodhisattvas of the
tenth stage see the single vehicle, they do not know that the Tathagata is
eternally existent.
[In the word Suramgama], suram means 'absolutely' (atyanta), and
gama means 'solid' (sara)]9. That which acquires absolute solidity is
termed Suramgama. That is why it is said that the Suramgamasamadhi
is the nature of the Buddhas.

Mahaparinirvanasutra (T 374, ch.30, p.546a 23-26; T 375, ch.28,
p.791c 11-13):
At the moment when the Buddha is about to enter Nirvana,
Simhanada says to him: 'I wish that the Great Compassionate One, as
an adornment, would always remain in this grove of &ala trees.' The
Buddha answers him: 'All dharmas have non-abiding as their nature;
how can you wish for the Buddha to remain somewhere? Nonabiding is the Suramgamasamadhi; the Suramgamasamadhi which
19

This is a purely imaginary etymology.
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knows all dharmas is devoid of attachment; having no point of
attachment, it is called Heroic Progress. The Tathagata being
endowed with the Suramgamasamadhi, how can you tell him to
remain somewhere?'

Mahayanasamgraha of Asanga (tr. E. Lamotte, p.219):
Compared with the Samadhi of the sravakas, the Adhicitta of the
bodhisattvas proffers six superiorities and particularly a superiority in
variety {nanatvavisesa), for the variety of the concentrations like the
Mahayanaloka 'Brilliance of the Great Vehicle', the Sarvapunyasamuccaya 'Accumulation of Every Merit', the Samadhirajabhadrapala
'King of Concentration, Auspicious Protector', the Suramgama 'Heroic
Progress', etc., is infinite.
The Tibetan Upanibandhana explains: The attainment where the
whole teaching of the Great Vehicle shines is the Mahayanaloka. The
one where all the merits are accumulated and appropriated is named
Sarvapunyasamuccaya. The Samadhirajabhadrapala, like a king on
earth, is named the chief of all the Samadhis. When it is there, the
Bhagavat Buddhas of the present era and located in the ten regions are
seen facing each other (abhimukha). The Suramgama is the best of
Samadhis; like a hero, head of an army, in the midst of his soldiers, it is
capable of destroying the horde of Mara.

BuddhabhumisutraSastra of Bandhuprabha (T 1530, ch.6, p.316a 7-10):
Samadhi is Adhicitta, is the samadhis, Suramgama, etc. The Samadhi
is so named because it takes precedence over all the worldly and
transcendental samadhis and because others cannot surpass it.
Moreover, it is so named because it is frequented by heroes, Buddhas
and bodhisattvas; for only the bodhisattvas of the tenth stage and the
Buddhas obtain this Samadhi.
The Dharmasamgraha, § 136 (ed. F.M. Muller, p.32), indicates a
tetrad of Samadhis: Suramgama, Gaganaganja, Vimalaprabha and
Simhavikridita.
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IV. THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE SUTRA
It is difficult to place the Sgs in the enormous mass of Mahayana sutras.
Indian sources are silent on their dates and places of origin. We know
more or less when they were translated into Chinese, but nothing proves
that the chronological order in which these Chinese translations
followed one another corresponds to the chronological order of the
appearance of the Indian originals. Furthermore, there is nothing to
enable us tofixthe time which elapsed between the appearance of a text
in India and the translation of this same text in China; the most diverse
of circumstances could have accelerated or delayed the translation of a
particular work.
On the basis of Japanese research, H. Nakamara has attempted a
classification of the Mahayana sutras20. He distinguishes thirteen classes
of them and places the Sgs among the 'Meditation Sutras' which are the
foundation of Zen Buddhism.
The Mahayana sutras devoted to a Samadhi are fairly numerous;
among them we note the Pratyutpannabuddhasammukhavasthitasamadhi
(T 416-419), the Tathagatajnanamudrasamadhi (T 632 and 633), the
Caturdarakasamadhi (T 378 and 379), the Sarvapunyasamuccayasamadhi (T 381 and 382), the Mayopamasamadhi (T 371 and 372), the
Samadhiraja (ed. N. Dutt; T 639), the Prasantaviniscayapratiharyasamadhi (T 648), etc.
From another point of view, the Sgs can be placed among those tenodd Mahayana sutras which contributed to the implantation of the Great
Vehicle in China and which were translated several times during the
second and third centuries C.E. Here is a list, with the date of their first
Chinese translation:
1. Aksobhyatathagatasya vyuha (T 313), sutra in Ratnakuta, tr. in 147
byChihCh'an21.
2. Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita or Small Prajna (T 224), translated
inl79byChihCh'an.
3. Pratyutpannabuddhasammukhavasthitasamadhi (T 418), tr. in 179
byChihCh'an.
4. Kasyapaparivarta (T 350), sutra in Ratnakuta, tr. in 179 by Chih
Ch'an.
5. Suramgamasamadhi, tr. in 186 by Chih Ch'an (translation lost).
20
'A Critical Survey of Mahayana and Esoteric Buddhism', Acta Asiatica VI and VII,
Tokyo 1964.
21
Too early a date, see further on, p.64 sq.
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6. Vimalakirtinirdesa (T 474) tr. between 222 and 229 by Chih
Ch'ien.
7. Amitabhavyuha (T 362) or 'Larger Sukhavativyuha', tr. between
222 and 229 by Chih Ch'ien22.
8. Tathagataguhyaka (T 312), sutra in Ratnakuta, tr. in 280 by
Dharmaraksa.
9. Pancavimsatisahasrika Prajnaparamita or Large Prajiia, partially
translated in 286 by Dharmaraksa and Gitamitra (T 222) and in full by
Moksala and Chu Shu-Ian in 291 (T 221).
10. Saddharmapundarika (T 263), tr. in 286 by Dharmaraksa.
11. Dasabhumika (T 285), sutra in Avatamsaka, tr. in 297 by
Dharmaraksa.
Among these sutras, the most important and perhaps the oldest are
the Prajnaparamitas (Nos 2 and 9; hereafter Prajna). They are the main
source of inspiration of the Madhyamaka or Sunyavada school founded
by Nagarjuna and his disciple Aryadeva. The exact date of these authors
is not known but, according to Kumarajlva, the greatest authority on the
subject, they would have lived during the third century C.E.23
Undoubtedly connected with their school is the Mahaprajnaparamitopadesa (abbrev. to Upadesa), a voluminous commentary
on the Pancavimsati and most likely to have been compiled during the
fourth century.
According to the Chinese catalogues, Kumarajlva translated, in 404,
the Satakasastra of Aryadeva with the commentary by the bodhisattva
Vasu (T 1569); in 404-405 the Upadesa (T 1509); in 409 the
Dvadasamukhasastra of Nagarjuna (T 1568); in 409 the
Madhyamakasastra of Nagarjuna with the commentary by Pingala
(T 1564); even later the Dasabhumikavibhasa of Nagarjuna (T 1521).
The sources noted here represent the first phase of Madhyamaka
Buddhism. Having described its philosophical position elsewhere24, I
shall limit myself here to determining the place the Sgs occupies in it.
1. The essential aim of the &gs is to inculcate into its listeners or
readers the Pudgala- and Dharmanairatmya. Not only do beings not exist,
22
Regarding the Amitabhavyuha, supposedly translated by Chih Ch'ien (T 361), see
P. Demieville in Inde Classique II, p.414.
23
See the Vkn, pp.xci-xcvm. Regarding Nagarjuna's date, G. Tucci (Minor Buddhist
Texts II, Rome 1958, repr. Delhi 1986, p.284) draws attention to an inscription at
Nagarjunakonda where this scholar is mentioned. The Brahmi characters used in this inscription
would place it between 450 and 500 CE.
24
See Vkn, ppxx-LXXXi.
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but things are empty of self-nature, unarisen, undestroyed, originally calm
and naturally abiding in Nirvana, free of marks and in consequence
inexpressible and unthinkable, the same and devoid of duality.
Like all the sutras of the Madhyamaka, the Sgs requires a certain mental
disposition of its adherents: the anutpattikadharmaksanti or certainty of
the non-arising of dharmas (cf. § 48 and n.119); it is in this gradually
acquired and firmly anchored certainty that the ascetic will purify his mind
and attain his own deliverance even while working on that of others.
The Sgs, however, limits itself to affirming the non-arising of things
and does not attempt to demonstrate it. It announces itself as the word of
the Buddha which is and can only be a word of truth. It would rest with
Nagarjtma and his school to back up the Madhyamaka with a rational
argumentation. This in no way constitutes a dogmatism, but a critique of
the notions and categories of early Buddhism by the method of reduction
to the absurd (prasanga) and the principle of the solidarity of opposites2\
The sutras only ask to be believed, remembered, repeated, expounded
and put into practice (§ 11, 173, 175). They instigate a bibliolatry
unknown to early Buddhism.
2. The first Mahayana sutras - among them the Sgs - are not
systematic and their literary treatment is inferior to that of the canonical
sutras which have a more pronounced scholastic character.
In vain would we search the Asta, the Pratyutpanna, the Suramgama
and the Vimalakirti for a complete and coherent explanation of the
Mahayana which they claim as their authority.
E. Conze, the foremost specialist of the Prajnas, encountered great
difficulties in the analysis of the Prajnas. He states: 'The contents of
this Sutra are not easily summarized'26, and again, 'In any case, such
analytical studies of ancient writings are tedious to compose and
unattractive to read, and when carried too far, they threaten to shatter
and pulverize the very text which they set out to examine, as we have
seen in the case of Homer and the New Testament'27.
25

On Nagarjunian critique, see J. May, Candraklrti, Paris 1959, pp. 14-22; E. Frauwallner,
Die Philosophie der Buddhismus II, Berlin 1956, pp. 170-7; A. Bareau, 'Der indische
Buddhismus' in Rehgionen der Menschheit 13, III, Stuttgart 1965, pp.155-60.
It should be noted that the anutpattikadharmaksanti to which the Madhyamaka sutras
return obsessively is not even mentioned in the Karikas by Nagarjuna or the Vrtti by
Candrakirti. This is because these authors no longer appealed to conviction but to reason.
26
The Prajnaparamita Literature, The Hague 1960 (repr. Tokyo 1978), p.52.
27
'The Composition of the Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita', Bulletin of the School of
Oriental and African Studies XIV, 1952, p.251.
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The early exegetists had already come up against the same
difficulties, and a work like the Abhisamayalamkara has no other aim
than to draw up a plan of the Large Prajna. We can guess that this plan
was not considered very satisfying since later more than forty subcommentaries were needed to explain it.
The numerous notes that I have had to add to the translation of the
Sgs show my awkward position well enough; and reference to later
sources, far from clarifying the text, hardly does more than produce a
list of contradictions. In fact, the Sgs represents a Mahayana in the
course of formation, in revolt against the early Buddhist concepts but
unable to break away from the traditional ways of thinking and
formulas.
The doctrinal point that is best established is that of the six Paramitas
which are the essential of the bodhisattva career (§§ 26-38, 44), but this
teaching had already been formulated in the Buddhism of the Small
Vehicle, and the bas-reliefs of the old school of sculpture of Central
India had copiously illustrated it28.
In the Sgs we also find explanations and lists which seem systematic,
but these are only adjuncts like the four vydkaranas (§§ 100-108) or
tables without pertinence or link between each other, like the hundred
aspects of Heroic Progress (§21), the twelve bonds of the drstis (§ 84),
the four qualities required for having faith (§ 130), the ten qualities
needed in order to be a true punyaksetra (§ 133), the ten
bodhisattvabalas (§ 152), the eighteen motives which encourage the
hearing of the Sutra (§ 153), the twenty inconceivable virtues which
result from hearing it (§ 174). More often than not we wonder whether
the author drew up these lists himself or whether he borrowed them
from elsewhere.
A more serious fault is the imprecision of the vocabulary. When is a
bodhisattva irreversible (avaivartika): is it before his entry into the
bhumis, at the moment of entry or after? The indications supplied by the
Sgs (§ 5, n.5; § 104, n.209) are not conducive to a decision. The same
uncertainties come to mind when it is a question of the pre-destination
(niydma, niyatipdta) of the bodhisattva, parallel to the
samyaktvaniydma of the sravaka (cf. § 7, n.13; § 56, n.140; § 104, n.210
and 211; § 150). The most awkward problem is posed by ksdnti,
sometimes 'perfection of patience' (§ 28, n.86), and sometimes
'certainty' regarding the non-arising of dharmas and susceptible to
28

See A. Foucher, Les Vies anteneures du Bouddha, Pans 1955
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going through several stages (§ 19, n.42; § 48, n.l 19).
An urgent task fell on the promoters of the Great Vehicle: tofixthe
stages of the bodhisattva career. They did not succeed without much
hesitation and wariness.
a) The Astasahasrika (ed. U. Wogihara, p.83 1) classes the
bodhisattvas in four categories: 1. Those who are committed to the
Vehicle (prathamayanasamprasthita)\ 2. those who are endowed with the
practices (carydpratipanna); 3. irreversible (avinivartaniya)
bodhisattvas; 4. bodhisattvas separated from Buddhahood by only one
existence {ekajdtipratibaddha). This important text seems as yet not to
know anything about the ten stages (bhumi) of the bodhisattvas.
b) There is also no reference to them in the Vimalakirtinirdesa (cf.
Vkn, p.xcviii), but attention should be drawn to a Khotanese fragment,
'Book of Vimalakirti', where they are mentioned2''.
c) The Sgs knows of the ten stages (§21, n.44) and particularly
emphasises the eighth and tenth (§ 48). Moreover, at § 149, it mentions
an 'eighth-level holy one' (astamaka), which seems to imply that it was
acquainted with the plan concerning the stages common
(sddharanabhumi) to both vehicles (cf § 149 and n.299).
d) In the Large Prajna we find a clear, systematic and complete
description of the Bhumis. The bodhisattva stages form the subject of a
whole chapter (Pancavimsati, ed. Dutt, pp.214-25; Astadasa, T 220,
ch.490-1, pp.490Z?-497Z>; Satasah., ed. Ghosa, pp. 1454-73). As for the
stages common to both vehicles, they are listed in the same sources
(Pancavimsati, pp.225,16-18; 235 J8-19; Astadasa, ed. E. Conze,
pp.183,24-26; 197,4-S; Satasah., pp. 1473,77-/(5; 1520,20-22).
e) The merit of having given a name (Pramudita, etc.) to the ten
bodhisattva stages is undoubtedly due to the DaSabhumika of the
Avatamsaka. This nomenclature was to become indispensable to the
sutras and sastras of the Great Vehicle.
The enormous progress shown by the Large Prajna over earlier sutras
must be generally emphasised. The Astasah., the Pratyutpanna, the
fSuramgama, the Vimalakirti and the Sukhavati do not give a complete
or coherent idea of the Great Vehicle; these texts represent a Mahayana
in the course of formation. It is in the Large Prajna (Pancavimsati, etc.)
that, for the first time, we find a good definition of the bodhisattva and a
systematic explanation of Mahayanist teachings.
Here, with references given to the N. Dutt edition, is a summary of a
29

Edited by Sir H.W. Bailey, Khotanese Buddhist Texts, London 1951, pp.104-13.
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particularly important section of the Pancavimsati30:
I. Definition of the bodhisattva, with a classification of dharmas
(pp. 160-9).
II. Definition of the bodhisattva as a Mahasattva (pp. 169-94):
1. He leads a great number of beings to the summit (pp. 169-72).
2. He eliminates all false views (pp. 172-3).
3. He is detached even from the Bodhicitta (pp. 173-5).
4. He puts on the great armour of the perfections (pp. 175-9).
5. He commits himself to the Great Vehicle (pp. 180-3).
6. He has mounted the Great Vehicle (pp. 183-5).
7. He is neither bound nor liberated (pp. 185-94).
III. Definition of the Mahayana (pp. 194-242).
1. Its constituent elements.
a. The six pdramitds (pp. 194-5).
b. The twenty kinds of siinyatd (pp. 195-8).
c. The one hundred and twelve samddhis (pp. 198-203).
d. The twenty-one practices (pp.203-12): 1. Four
smrtyupasthdnas, 2. four samyakprahdnas, 3. four
rddhipddas, 4. five indriyas, 5. five balas, 6. seven
bodhyangas, 7. the astdngamdrga, 8. three samddhis,
9. eleven jndnas, 10. three indriyas, 11. three samddhis,
12. ten anusmrtis, 13. four dhydnas, 14. four apramdnas,
15. four samdpattis, 16. eight vimoksas, 17. nine
anupurvavihdras,
18. ten tathdgatabalas, 19. four
vaisdradhyas, 20. four pratisamvids, 21. eighteen dvenika
buddhadharmas.
e. The forty-three dhdranlmukhas (pp.212-14).
f. The ten bhumis (pp.214-25).
2. The Mahayana counteracts notions of subject and object
(pp.225-31).
3. The greatness of the Mahayana (pp.231-42).
3. Whether they originate in the Small or Great Vehicle, Buddhist
sutras are not exempt from a certain ambiguity, and their correct
interpretation requires a large amount of dexterity. It is therefore not
without reason that, in the Catuspratisaranasutra31, recognised by both
vehicles, the Buddha fixes exegetical rules and recommends in
30
Passage translated and annotated by E. Conze, The Large Sutra on Perfect Wisdom,
London 1961, pp.96-180; repr. Berkeley 1975, pp.117-87.
31
See the references in the Vkn, pp 262-3 in the notes, and add the
Vikurvanarajapariprccha, T 420, ch.l, p.921a-b.
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particular that one should rely on the meaning (artha) and not on the
letter (yyanjand), on sutras of explicit meaning (nltarthd) and not on
sutras whose meaning needs interpreting (neyarthd).
Ambiguity is most obvious in the oldest Mahayana sutras and,
among others, in the Sgs. Thus one of the hundred aspects of the Heroic
Progress consists of the second power of the Tathagata: karmavipdkajfidnabala 'the power consisting in knowing the fruition of
actions' (§21, No.5), but it is said that 'the bodhisattva does not see
either the self-nature of actions or the self-nature of fruition' (§ 35).
In a comparison which has become famous, the Buddha explains to
Drdhamati that a bodhisattva should train himself gradually in the
practice of Heroic Progress, in the manner of an archer who practises
drawing on ever smaller targets (§§ 47-8), but elsewhere it is said that,
in the cultivation of good dharmas, there is nothing which the
bodhisattva cultivates and nothing that he does not cultivate (§28, at the
end); if he activates great vigour in the search for good dharmas, he
nevertheless does not develop any activity of body, speech or mind
(§ 30). In fact, all the activities of the bodhisattvas are equivocal and
contradictory (§§ 30, 31 and 35)32.
The Sgs devotes several paragraphs to the vydkaranas and describes
the circumstances under which the Buddha predicts to such-and-such a
person his future accession to supreme Bodhi (§§ 100-109).
Conversely, in the Vimalakirtinirdesa (Vkn, pp.86-90), Vimalakirti
explains to Maitreya, the Buddha of the future, that supreme Bodhi, free
from the beginning and by right, is possessed by everyone and that in
consequence any prediction concerning it is null and void.
We hasten to add that all these contradictions are desired and
intentional; they are aimed at purifying the mind of all prejudice. Also,
in looking through Mahayana sutras, the reader should always ask
him/herself on what level the author is placed: is it on that of
convention {samvrti) or on that of absolute truth (paramartha)!
Samvrti hides the true nature of things (svabhdvdrana); it causes the
appearance of the false (anrtaprakdsana) because it presupposes a selfnature for things which does not belong to them (asatpaddrthasvarupdropikd) and veils the view of the true nature (svabhdvadarsandvarandtmikd). Reality itself is asamskrta, immutable and beyond all
expression and all instruction. But how can it be approached without
having recourse to Samvrti?
32

See also Vkn, pp LVII-LX, 29-30, 55-8, 128-33, 173-6, 234-6, Avatamsaka, T 279, ch.56,
pp.296c 22-297a 3.
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The theory of the two truths has been widely exploited by Buddhists
of both vehicles11.
Sammuti, mahdrdja, esd: ahan-ti mamdti, na paramattho eso [f It is,
great king, conventional opinion that 'this is I, this is mine'; it is not
absolute truth], Nagasena had already said to the Indo-Greek king
Menander!
However, if the oldest Mahayana sutras apply it tacitly, they do not
give it full or formal status. I can find no trace of it in the Astasah., the
Sgs or the Vimalakirti. One of the first to mention it, it seems, is the
Pancavimsati (T 223, ch.22, p.378c 8-23; ch.24, p.3976 16-c 2; ch.25,
p.405tf 15-18). However, the most remarkable formulation is in the
Pitaputrasamagama of the Ratnakuta (T 310, ch.66, p.3786 17 sq.) and
is a famous passage often reproduced by scholars (Santideva in
Siksasamuccaya, p.256,4; Prajnakaramati in Panjika, pp.367,5; 593,2;
Candraklrti in Madhyamakavatara, pp. 175-8, and Le Museon, 1910,
pp.356-7). Unfortunately the Pitaputrasamagama, unlike other sutras
involved in the compilation of the Ratnakuta, seems to be of quite late a
date; it was translated for the first time into Chinese by Narendrayasas,
in the fourth t'ien-t'ung year or 568 C.E.34
Nagarjuna, in his Karikas (XXIV, 8-10), condensed into a few words
the exact implication of the two truths: 'The Buddhas teach the Dharma
on the basis of two truths: conventional worldly truth and absolute truth.
Those who do not discern the distinction between these two truths do
not discern the profound reality in the Buddha's teaching. Without
relying on experience, reality cannot be taught; without having
understood absolute truth, Nirvana cannot be reached'. That is why,
comments Candraklrti, conventional truth must necessarily be admitted,
at least to start with, since it is the method of attaining Nirvana in the
same way that he who wants to draw water makes use of a receptacle.
As might be expected, the theory was the object of subsequent
elaborations, e.g. in the Upadesa (Traite I, p.27 sq.), and in the Siddhi
(pp.549-53).
4. Unlike the Lokottaravadins, the Sarvastivadins and above all the
Yogacarins, the Madhyamaka does not dwell in long considerations on
the nature and bodies of the Buddha. Its Tathagata does not escape the
verdict of the Pudgalanairatmya, does not exist in any way and ultimately
33
See the bibliography on the subject in Siddhi, pp 547-53, L de La Vallee Poussin, 'Les
deux, les quatre, les trois ventes', Melanges chinois et bouddhiques V, 1937, pp 159-87, Traite
I, pp 27-47, J May, Candraklrti, pp 224-9
34
Cf Li, T 2049, ch 9, p S7b 24, K'ai, T 2154, ch 6, p 543c 10
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amounts to a body of teaching (dharmakdya).
For the Astasah. (p. 160), 'the supreme Buddha himself is only an
illusion, is only a dream; and supreme Buddhahood itself is also only an
illusion, is only a dream'. According to the Paiicavimsati (p. 146), 'the
bodhisattva does not grasp the atman, does not grasp dharmas and does
not grasp the categories of holy ones or pratyekabuddhas, or
bodhisattvas, or Buddhas. If he does not grasp them, it is because of
their absolute purity (atyantavisuddhitd). What is this purity? Nonarising (anutpdda), non-manifestation (aprddurbhdva), imperceptibilty
(anupalambha) and inactivity (anabhisamskara)\
In the sutra that bears his name (Vkn, pp.238-42), Vimalaklrti goes
to the Amrapallvana in Vaisali to see the Buddha. 'How do you see the
Tathagata?' the latter asks him. Vimalaklrti replies: 'O Blessed One,
now that I see the Tathagata, I see him as if there was nothing to see...
The Tathagata is neither seen, nor heard, nor thought, nor known... He
has achieved the non-distinction of all things (sarvadharmanirvisesaY.
This point of view, or rather absence of view, is shared by the Sgs.
Sakyamuni and the imaginary Buddhas created by him with salutary
intent are the same and without difference: equally real or equally
unreal (§ 18). The feats of the Buddhas which unfold before our eyes conception, birth, teaching, Nirvana - are only a phantasmagoria (§21,
Nos 96-100; §§ 123 and 163): 'There is for the Tathagata no real
arising, no real cessation' (§71). Between the world of the Buddhas and
the world of the Maras, there is neither duality nor difference (§ 114).
The narrow-minded will cry shame and accuse the Madhyamikas of
nihilism. However, it would be the former who would be in the wrong
for, as Nagarjuna explains (Karikas XXII, 13), whoever believes that
the Tathagata exists must also believe that once having entered fsfirvana
he no longer exists. It is because his self-nature is non-arising
(anutpddasvabhdvdt) that the Buddha is imperishable (avyaya) and
transcends all definition (prapancdtita). A sutra35 puts it very well:
'The Tathagata always constitutes non-arising, and all dharmas are
like the Sugata. By grasping marks in non-existent dharmas, puerile
minds drift in this world.
'For the Tathagata is only the reflection of the good and pure
teaching. Therein there is truly no suchness (tathatd) nor Tathagata: this
is a reflection that appears to all persons'.
Looking more deeply into this problem, the Madhyamaka is still very
35

Sutra quoted in Madh. vrtti, pp.449,5-72; 540,7-4.
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close to early Buddhism, but it introduces onto the ontological level that
which the early Buddhists had founded on an historical level.
Referring to Sakyamuni or his rare predecessors, the early exponents
had predicted: 'However long his body lasts, so long shall gods and
mankind see him; but, on the dissolution of his body, when his life
departs, gods and mankind shall no longer see him' (Digha I, p.46).
'Just as a flame blown out by a puff of wind, goes from sight,
disappears, so the wise man, discarding the nama-rupa (physical and
mental aggregates of existence) disappears, goes from the sight of all.
None can measure him; to speak of him, there are no words; what the
mind could conceive vanishes and every path is closed to discussion'
(Suttanipata, v. 1074 sq.).
Agreed, the Madhyamikas might say, save, however, with the nuance
that disappearance, instead of being acquired with time, is acquired at
all times and by all things.
Hence the dialogue between Drdhamati and Matyabhimukha in the
Sgs(§71):
Drdhamati: 'The Buddhas, where do they go?'
Matyabhimukha: 'The Buddhas, because of the suchness of things
(tathata), do not go anywhere'.
Drdhamati: 'Do not the Buddhas go to Nirvana?'
Matyabhimukha: 'All dharmas are [already] absolutely in Nirvana;
that is why the Tathagatas do not go to Nirvana. Because of the very
nature of Nirvana, one does not go to Nirvana'.
If the sravakas and bodhisattvas differ over the meaning, they agree
over the letter. This explains how the old canonical formulas could be
adapted and reproduced practically without change by the
Madhyamikas. Here, for example, is a stanza from the Udanavarga
XXII, 12 (ed. F. Bernhard, p.288) taken up with some variation by the
Anguttara II, p.71,15-16, and the Theragatha, v.469:
Ye me rupena minvanti, ye me ghosena cdnvagdh,
chandardgavasopetd, na mdmjdnanti tejandh.
'Those who measure me as a material form and who are guided by
my voice, being subjected to the dominion of desire and passion, do not
know me'.
We can also add another canonical formula, taken from the Samyutta
III, p. 120,27-57:
Alam, Vakkali, kim te imind putikdyena ditthena. Yo kho, Vakkali,
dhammam passati so mam passati, yo mam passati so dhammam
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passati. Dhammam hi, Vakkali, passanto mam passati, mam passanto
dhammam passati.
'Enough, Vakkali, what good is there in seeing this body of filth?
Whoever sees the Dhamma sees me, whoever sees me sees the Dhamma.
Seeing the Dhamma he sees me, seeing me he sees the Dhamma'.
This is how these two texts are exploited in the sutras and sastras of
the Madhyamaka (Vajracchedika, pp.56-7; Madh. vrtti, p.448,77-75;
Panjika,p.421,70-7 7):
Ye mam rupena adraksur, ye mam ghosena anvayuh,
mithyaprahanaprasrta na mam draksyanti tejanah,
dharmato buddha drastavya dharmakaya hi nayakah,
dharmata capy avijneya na sa sakya vijanitum.
'Those who have seen me as a material form and who have been
guided by my voice, those persons, involved in false and ruinous views,
will not see me. It is through the Dharma that the Buddhas should be
seen, for the Leaders are Dharma-Bodies. The nature of things itself
being unknowable cannot be discerned'.
5. The least one can say is that Madhyamika radicalism is hardly
conducive to devotion (bhakti). Although justified from the viewpoint of
Samvrti, an offering (puja) makes no sense on the Paramartha level. In
the Sgs there is indeed a matter of offerings of thrones (§ 12), of meals
and viharas (§§ 116-120) of parasols (§ 138): all these gifts are of equal
value. Rather than practise the six paramitas for an hundred thousand
kalpas it is better to hear the Sutra, take it, remember it, repeat it and
expound it to others: this is making an offering of the truth (§ 175).
As it appears in the most characteristic of its sutras, the Madhyamaka
represents a Mahayana which is rather in defiance of devotion. The fact
is all the more astonishing in that there existed at the time a strong
current of devotion; turning away from Nirvana, some followers of both
the Small and Great Vehicles aspired to rebirth in impure lands, in the
Tusita heavens, in the paradise of Maitreya, from whence they would
redescend to become Buddhas; others, being exclusively Mahayanist,
vowed to be reborn in a pure land, in the Sukhavati heaven of
Amitabha. This devotional movement has been examined in detail by
P. Demieville in his learned study on the 'Yogacarabhumi de
Sangharaksa' (Bulletin de VEcole frangaise d'Extreme-Orient XLIV,
1954, pp.339-^436). It is impossible that the authors of the Astasah., the
Pancavimsati, the Suramgamasamadhi and the Vimalakirti could not
have known about it.
In § 48, No.4, the &gs mentions the
pratyutpannabuddha-
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sammukhavasthitasamadhi 'concentration during which the Buddhas
appear face to face in (one's) immediate presence'. In fact a sutra
bearing this title (T 418) was translated into Chinese by Chih Ch'an on
24 November 179, the same day as the Astasah. (T 224), and eight
years before the Sgs. It is an Amidist sutra singing the praises of the
recollection - that is, the mental vision of the Buddhas
(buddhanusmrti)\ it is the basis of the contemplative mystique linked to
the cult of Amitabha which, activated by Hui-yuan, developed in the
fourth century at the Lu-shan into the Association of the White Lotus.
As for the Amitabhavyuha (or Amitayuhsutra, or Sukhavatlvyuha),
which is like a breviary of Amidism, it was translated twelve times into
Chinese on dates that are still being discussed, but there is no doubt that
the Indian original was already in circulation by the end of the first
century C.E., and by the second at the latest.
If the authors of the Astasah., etc., certainly knew of the Maitreyan
and Amidist movement, they do not seem to have been influenced by it
except perhaps with regard to those particular aspirations
{visesapranidhdna) by means of which the bodhisattva prepares his
future Buddha-field. Some solemn aspirations are clearly formulated in
the Astasah. (748,2) and especially in the Pancavimsati (ed. Dutt,
p.34,16-17, corresponding to T 223, ch.l, p.22\a 18; ibid., T 223,
ch.17, pp.3476-34%); in the Sgs (§ 110), the devakanyas wish to obtain
the prediction; however, according to the Vimalakirti (Vkn, pp.21-2),
the bodhisattva 'purifies' his Buddha-field by purifying his own mind,
and this is fully in line with the Madhyamaka.
In the sutras with which we are concerned, Maitreya appears as the
acknowledged guardian of the Mahayana sutras, but nowhere is there
mention of his paradise. As for Amitabha and the two great
bodhisattvas - Avalokitesvara and Mahasthamaprapta - who are
associated with him36, there is hardly any mention of them, and they are
not singled out in any way from the mass of other Buddhas and
bodhisattvas. So therefore, it is clear that, to begin with, the
Madhyamaka did not nourish hopes of paradise in pure or impure lands.
We hasten to add that it would not always be so and that the great
Mahayanist dharmacaryas would succumb to the temptation of the
realms of light and infinite longevity. Nagarjuna, the author of the
Madhyamakasastra, also wrote a Dasabhumikavibhasa (T 1521) in
which he proposes an 'easy way' to reach the Sukhavatl. Vasubandhu,
36

Cf. Sukhavatlvyuha, § 34, p. 114
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the author of the Vijnaptimatratasiddhi, is also responsible for a
Sukhavativyuhopadesa (T 1524) where, with all his heart, he takes
refuge in the Tathagata of Infinite Light and hopes to be reborn in the
land of the Sukhavati37. For the authors of the Upadesa, the 'Sutra of the
Buddha Amitabha' was an authoritative work (cf. T 1509, ch.9,
p. 127a 11 = Traite I, p.556; ch.92, p.708c 10).
6. If the Sgs displays no devotion concerning Amitabha, it
nevertheless invokes, according to accepted usage, great contingents of
bodhisattvas. The majority are only names, albeit very often names of
inordinate length. However, certain of them, through having been
mentioned in the texts, ended by acquiring a semblance of personality.
So, what do these bodhisattvas represent in the eyes of those
Mahayanists and why do the latter show a preference for one or another
bodhisattva?
Bodhisattvas are creatures of great wisdom who, filled with
compassion, multiply skilful means in order to win over beings.
According to the formula in the Vimalakirti (Vkn, pp. 126-8), their
wisdom is acquired through skilful means (upayopattaprajna) and their
skilful means are acquired through wisdom (prajnopdttopdya). Their
wisdom penetrates in depth the twofold nairdtmya, the non-existence of
beings and things: they no longer see anything, say anything or think
anything. Nevertheless, through compassion for non-existent beings, they
evolve a whole range of skilful means, according to the circumstances
and needs of beings to be won over. Sometimes they reproduce the
twelve actions of the Buddhas' historical feats (Sgs, § 21, Nos 96-99,
§§ 123 and 163); sometimes they indulge in unbridled wonder-making:
they insert Mount Sumeru into a mustard-seed, they pour the waters of
the four oceans into a pore of their skin, they cast the great cosmos
beyond universes as manifold as the sands of the Ganges and then return
them to their place, they deposit all the beings in the palm of their hands
and travel through all the universes but without moving, they insert the
cosmic fires into their bellies, they shrink or stretch time at will, etc.
(Vkn, pp. 141-8). Occasionally and always for the benefit of beings, they
do not hesitate to make use of means of doubtful taste; in order to
demonstrate to Sariputra the perfect equality of the sexes, a bodhisattvagoddess changes him into a woman while she herself is transformed into
a man (Vkn, pp. 170-1); in order to win over two hundred lustful
devakanyas, the bodhisattva Maragocaranupalipta creates two hundred
37

Cf. S. Yamaguchi, Muryojukyo Upadaisha ganshdge no shikai, Kyoto 1962.
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doubles of himself and unites with them (Sgs, § 94). The goodwill and
compassion of the bodhisattvas place them above the rules of morality:
the latter are only of provisional and relative value and, from a certain
point of view, the offender is superior to the holy one (Sgs, § 150; Vkn,
pp.55, 180). We cannot doubt that the bodhisattvas are highly virtuous,
even if all their behaviour occurs under the sign of fiction, contradiction
and ambiguity (Sgs, §§ 30, 31, 35; Vkn, pp.29-30, 44-8, 55-8, 128-33,
171-6, 234-7; Avatamsaka, T 279, ch.56, pp.296c 22-291 a 3).
Among the crowd of holy ones that the Sgs presents, it seems to
display what I would call, if not a predilection, a particular interest in
certain Buddhas and bodhisattvas.
Among these, the foremost is the Buddha Aksobhya who rules over the
Abhirati universe in the eastern region. He appears in practically all the
Mahayana sutras: Aksobhyatathagatasya vyuha, supposedly translated in
147 C.E. by Chih Ch'an (T 313), Astasah. (pp.745, 853, 874-5), Sgs (§
77), Vimalakirtinirdesa (Vkn, pp.168, 243-9), Smaller Sukhavativyuha
(p.204), Pancavimsati (pp.91-2), Saddharmapundarika (pp. 160-85),
Karunapundarika (T 157, p. 1946), Suvarnabhasa (p. 152), etc.
The Aksobhyavyuha and Vimalakirtinirdesa describe at length the
splendours of the Abhirati universe where Aksobhya reigns. According
to the Vimalakirtinirdesa (Vkn, pp.243-5), the bodhisattva Vimalakirti
comes from this universe; according to the Sgs (§§ 77-79), the
devaputra Matyabhimukha has the same origin and he is destined one
day to become the Buddha Vimala[prabha]kirtiraja in the Sahaloka. The
Mahasamnipata (T 397, ch.31, pp.216-17; ch.35, p.239) also places
Vimalakirti in the universes of the eastern region: in the Apramana, he
will be the bodhisattva Suryaguhya, and in the Nisparidaha, the
bodhisattva Suryakosagarbha. The perfect identity of beings and things
allows all these identifications.
Manjusri is passed over in silence in the Astasah.; the Large.Prajna
(Pancavimsati, pp.5,70; 17,7#; Satasah., pp.7,5; 55,75), as well as the
Sukhavati (p. 194,9), only mention him in passing. It is strange that
these texts remained outside the strong Manjusrian current which swept
through Mahayana literature. Manjusri plays a leading role in the
Vimalakirti38 and his part in the Sgs (§§ 140-148) is not negligible. He
was also the inspiration for quite a few other sutras, some of which had
already been translated into Chinese under the Late Han in the second
century: Lokanuvartana (T 807), AjataSatrukaukrtyavinodana (T 626)
38
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and Manjusripariprccha (T 458).
To conclude, we can note a curious point of contact between the Sgs
and the Lotus. The former (§ 170-172) mentions, in the Pratimandita
universe in the eastern region, a Buddha Vairocanarasmipratimanditavikurvanaraja whom the latter, in Ch.25, brings into a long
jataka. Both discover affinities veering on identity between this
Vairocana of the east and the Sakyamuni of the Sahaloka. This is the
skeleton of esoteric Buddhism for which Mahavairocana is the
historical Sakyamuni idealised in the dharmakaya 'which is not born
and does not die'.
V. THE SOURCES OF THE SUTRA
The author of the Sgs was fully acquainted with the early canonical
texts and he makes wide use of their formulas and stock phrases.
However, considering himself also as a spokesman of the Buddha, he
felt no need to invoke the authority of other sutras. I have therefore not
been able to make out more than a few precise references to canonical
sources:
1. Anguttara I, p.22,7-4 (Ekottara, T 125, ch.3, p.561a 8-12):
Ekapuggalo bhikkhave loke uppajjamano... (quoted in § 71).
2. Samyukta, T 99, ch.35, p.258a 23-25, c 7-8 (cf. Anguttara III,
pp.350,4-8; 351,73-/6; V, pp.l40,7S-22; 143,76-20): Ma bhiksavah
pudgalenapudgalampravicetavyam... (quoted in § 103).
3. Anguttara I, p.23 sq. (Ekottara, T 125, ch.3, p.557a): Etad aggam
bhikkhave mama savakanam bhikkhunam... (quoted in §§ 133-134,
136, 156).
Furthermore, the author was not unaware of the additions made by
the paracanonical texts to the golden legend of Buddhism. So, as
against the Nikayas-Agamas, but in conformity with the separate
biographies of the Buddha and the Vinaya of the Mulasarvastivadins,
he makes Gopa a wife of the bodhisattva Sakyamuni (cf. § 56, n.138;
§ 58, n.143). He mentions the samcodana [t exhortation] of the devas
inviting the bodhisattva Sakyamuni to leave his father's palace - an
e
pisode which, to my knowledge, is only related in the paracanonical
sources (cf. § 59, n. 147).
Nowhere in the &gs can 1 find a reference to any Abhidharma [f
however, is there not a hint of it when Mara quotes the Buddha in
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§ 99?]. It is true that in § 149, it distinguishes in the manner of the
Abhidharmas a whole category of holy ones, but it could have borrowed
them from 'scholastic' sutras such as those we find in the Canon (cf
§ 149,n.299).
The same statement can be made regarding the Astasah., the
Vimalakirti and the Pancavimsati, etc.: it is impossible to say whether
they were inspired by one or other of the Abhidharmas. In contrast, the
Upadesa frequently uses and discusses the Abhidharma, but only that of
the Sarvastivadins: Jnanaprasthana, Satpadabhidharma and Vibhasa39.
This is one of the many indications of its northern origins.

The Sgs was considered authoritative among the Madhyamika
scholars who quite often quote it:
1. Mahaprajnaparamitopadesa (T 1509), translated by Kumarajiva
between 402 and 404 C.E.:
ch.4, p.926 3-6 [| tr. in Traite I, p.293] = § 100 of the Sgs.
ch.10, p.1346 18-19 [f Traite I, pp.602-3] = § 162.
ch.26, p.249c 11-12 [| Traite III, p.1647] = § 171.
ch.29, p.2736 5-8 [f Traite IV, p.1907] = § 147.
ch.33, p.3036 11-12 [f Traite V, pp.2235-6] = §147.
ch.34, p.312a 27-29 [f Traite V, p.2340] = §§ 171-172.
ch.40, p.349c 19-21 [f not translated in Traite] = § 101.
ch.75, p.5866 1-2 [| not translated in Traite] = § 147.
2. Nandimitravadana, translated in 654 by Hsiian-tsang (T 2030,
p.l4a 16-17).
3. &iksasamuccaya of !§antideva (seventh century C.E.). A Chinese
translation (T 1636) was made in Pien-liang, in the first half of the
eleventh century, by Dharmaraksa of the Sung.
a. Ed. C. Bendall, p.8,19-20 (T 1636, ch.l, p.77a 14-16):
Surarngamasiitre 'pi sathyotpaditasyapi bodhicittasya buddhatvahetutvdbhidanat, kahpunar vddah kimcid eva kusalam krtvd [| tr. in C.
Bendall and W.H.D. Rouse, Sikshd-Samuccaya, Delhi, repr. 1971,
1990, p.9]. This quotation, also reproduced in the Bodhicaryavatarapanjika of Prajnakaramati (ed. L. de La Vallee Poussin,
39
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p.24,72-7.3), seems to be a free reference to § 97 of the Sgs.
b. Ed. C. Bendall, pp.91,5-92,6 (T 1636, ch.6, pp.93c 23-94a 9) [t
tr. Bendall and Rouse, p.93] = § 101 and 102 of the Sgs.
4. In the Chinese records of the Council of Lhasa (Le Concile de
Lhasa, tr. P. Demieville), the Suramgamasamadhisutra is quoted twice:
on page 73 (reference to § 47) and on pages 141-2 (reference to § 100),
and the apocryphal Suramgamasutra is quoted once, on page 43
(reference to T 945, ch.6, p. 13 la). If I am not mistaken, the Sgs is not
invoked in the three Bhavanakramas published, about 795 C.E., by
Kamalasila at the close of the Council.

CHAPTER TWO

THE CHINESE AND TIBETAN VERSIONS
The information we have at our disposal is taken from Chinese
catalogues and biographies:
C/z'w = Ch'u san-tsang chi chi (T 2145) 'Selection of notes taken
from the Three Baskets', in fifteen chiian, compiled in Chien-yeh
(Nanking) by Seng-yu (435-518), published for the first time in 515
and revised by the author shortly before his death. He gleaned his
information from various earlier biographies, particularly from the
Tsung-li chung-ching mu-lu compiled in 374 in Hsiang-yang, in
northern Hu-pei, by Tao-an (312-385) and subsequently completed by
the author. Conversely, the Ch 'w, written in the south, does not
mention the catalogues drawn up in the north, such as the Han lu by
Chu Shih-hsing (about 260), the Chung-ching lu by Nieh Tao-chen
(about 300), and the Ching-lun tu-lu by Chih Min-tu (between 325 and
342).
Kao = Kao-seng chuan (T 2059) 'Biographies of eminent monks', in
fourteen chiian, published around 530 by Hui-chiao (497-554), in the
Chi-hsiang ssu of Hui-chi (in the Che-chiang). The Ch 'u san-tsang chi
chi is one of his main sources.
Chung A = Chung-ching mu-lu (T 2146) 'Catalogue of sutras', in
seven chiian, compiled in Ch'ang-an in 594 by Fa-ching and other
sramanas of the Ta Hsing-shan ssu.
Li = Li-tai san-pao chi (T 2034) 'Chronicle of the Three Jewels', in
fifteen chuan, composed in Ch'ang-an in 597 by the lay scholar Fei
Chang-fang, a native of the Ssu-chuan. This compilation often refers to
the Ch 'u san-tsang chi chi, but also quotes several ancient catalogues
which it lists (T 2034, ch.15, p.\27b-c). These catalogues had already
been lost in Fei Chang-fang's time, but he was able to quote them
secondhand, probably from the Li-tai chung-ching mu-lu finished in
518 by Pao-ch'ang (cf. T 2034, ch.l 1, p.94b 16).
Chung B = Chung-ching mu-lu (T 2147), in five chuan: Ch ang-an
edition compiled in 602, on the order of Wei-ti of the Sui, by the
bhadanta Yen-ts'ung and other monks from the Ta Hsing-shan ssu in
Ch'ang-an, who were joined by lay scholars.
Chung C = Chung-ching mu-lu (T 2148), in five chiian: Lo-yang
edition compiled in 666 by Shih Ching-t'ai and the monks of the Ta
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Ching-ai ssu in Lo-yang.
Nei = Ta T'ang nei tien lu (T 2149), in ten chuan, compiled in 664
by Tao-hsiian (596-667), then Superior of the Hsi-ming ssu in Ch'angan. This catalogue borrows widely from the Li-tai san-pao chi.
T'u = Ku chin i ching t'u chi (T 2151), 'Descriptive memoirs
concerning ancient and modern translations', in four chuan, compiled in
664-5, in Ch'ang-an, by the sramana Ching-mai, a collaborator of
Hsiian-tsang since 645.
Wu = Wu (or Ta) Chou k'an ting chung-ching mu-lu (T 2153)
'Catalogue of sutras drawn up under the Chou dynasty of the Wu
family', in fifteen chuan, compiled in Ch'ang-an in 695, on the order of
the empress Wu, by Ming-ch'iian and others.
K'ai = K'ai-yuan shih-chiao mu-lu (T 2154) 'Buddhist catalogue of
the k'ai-yuan period', in twenty chuan, compiled in 730 by the sramana
Chih-sheng of the Hsi Ch'ung-fu ssu in Ch'ang-an.
Hsu-k'ai = Ta T'ang cheng-yuan hsti k'ai-yuan shih chiao lu
(T 2156) 'Buddhist catalogue of the cheng-yuan period of the T'ang', in
three chuan, compiled in 795 by Yiian-chao of the Hsi-ming ssu in
Ch'ang-an.
Cheng = Cheng-yuan hsin-ting shih-chiao mu-lu (T 2157) 'Newly
drawn up Buddhist catalogue of the cheng-yuan period', in thirty chuan,
compiled on imperial order in 799-800 by Yiian-chao of the Hsi-ming
ssu in Ch'ang-an.
These catalogues contain lists of the Chinese translations of the Sgs
made in the course of time with the titles of Shou-leng-yen ching or
Yung-fu-ting ching:
1. Ch'u, T 2145, p. 14a 15-18: Shou-leng-yen ching: 1. Shou-lengyen by Chih Ch'an, two chuan; 2. Shou-leng-yen by Chih Ch'ien, two
chuan; 3. Shou-leng-yen by Po Yen, two chuan; 4. Chu Fa-hu also
translated the Yung-fu-ting in two chuan: this is a new translation of
the Shou-leng-yen; 5. Shou-leng-yen by Chu Shu-Ian, two chuan;
6. New translation of the Shou-leng-yen by Kumarajiva, two chuan;
7. The Chiu lu (or an ancient catalogue) mentions a Shu H3 Shouleng-yen in two chuan, but does not say who translated it. Seven men
translated this one and only sutra, but the name of one of the translators is lost.
2. Li, T 2034, p.78a 1 2 - 1 3 : The Shou-leng-yen
ching [by
Kumarajiva], in two chuan, is the seventh translation. With the Shou-
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ling-yen by 1. Chih Ch'an, 2. Chih Ch'ien, 3. Po Yen, 4. Fa-hu,
5. Shu-Ian, and 6. the Yung-fu-ting [by Fa-hu], these are different
versions of the same original. There are also [after the translation by
Kumarajlva which is the seventh] two works: 8. the Shu [Shou-lengyen] and 9. the Hou-ch'u [Shou-leng-yen]: altogether nine
translations constituting different versions.
3. K'ai, T 2154, pp.63 lc 29-632a 18: 1. Shou-leng-yen ching, in two
or three chuan, translated by the Yiieh-chean trepita Chih Lou-chiach'an of the Hou Han: this is the first translation; 2. Fang-teng Shouleng-yen ching, in two chuan, translated by the Yiieh-chean upasaka
Chih Ch'ien of the Wu: this is the second translation; 3. Shu Shouleng-yen ching, in two chuan, seemingly from the Shu territory;
translation lost under the Ts'ao Wei: this is the third translation;
4. Hou-ch 'u Shou-leng-yen ching, in two chuan; translation lost under
the Ts'ao Wei: this is the fourth translation; 5. Shou-leng-yen ching, in
two chuan, translated by the trepita from the Western Countries, Po
Yen of the Ts'ao Wei: this is the fifth translation; 6. Yung-fu-ting
ching, in two chuan. [Tao]-an says that this is yet another translation of
the Shou-leng-yen ching. It is ascribed to the trepita Chu Fa-hu of the
Hsi Chin: this is the sixth translation. According to the catalogues by
Seng-yu (T 2145), Chang-fang (T 2034), etc., Chu Fa-hu should be
credited with a Shou-leng-yen ching in two chuan. However, between
Shou-leng-yen and Yung-fu-ting, the titles [respectively] in Sanskrit
and Chin Chinese are the only things to differ; the two sutras do not
differ. The colophon of the Yung-fu-ting ching says: 'On the ninth day
of the fourth month of the first yuan-k'ang year (23 May 291), the
bodhisattva from Tun-huang, Chih Fa-hu, holding the Indian sutra in
his hands, orally translated the Shou-leng-yen ching; the upasaka Nieh
Ch'eng-yiian took it down with his brush'. Hence we know for a fact
that the Shou-leng-yen ching and the Yung-fu-ting are not two different
things. 7. Shou-leng-yen ching, in two chuan, translated by the upasaka
from the Western Countries, Chu Shu-Ian of the Hsi Chin: this is the
seventh translation. 8. Shou-leng-yen ching, in two chuan, translated by
the Yiieh-chean upasaka Chih Shih-lun of the Ch'ien Liang: this is
taken from the colophon of this Shou-leng-yen ching. It is the eighth
translation and has recently been inserted in the catalogue. These eight
sutras represent a single original. There was later a ninth translation:
[that by Kumarajlva]; this ninth translation is extant (T 642), the eight
previous ones are all lost. According to the catalogues by [Seng]-yu
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(T 2145), [Chang]-fang (T 2034), etc., under the Hui-ti of the Chi Chin
the sramana Chih Min-tu assembled the four earlier translations by the
two Chih [Chih Ch'an and Chih Ch'ien] and the two Chu [Chu Fa-hu
and Chu Shu-Ian] and combined them into a single edition of eight
chuan. This is not a separate translation of a Sanskrit original and it
does not appear in the correct enumeration of the authentic
translations.
These lists agree in the main. The K'ai has noted that only one
translation of the Sgs with the title of Yung-fu-ting can be attributed to
Chu Fa-hu. According to the extract we have just given, it seems that
the Ch yu was equally aware of this; however, as will be seen further on
in its summary of the works of Chu Fa-hu, it attributes to the latter two
distinct translations of the Sgs with the titles of Shou-leng-yen and
Yung-fu-ting. The Li makes the same mistake.
The K'ai is the only catalogue to have taken account of the
translation by Chih Shih-lun, but the Ch 'w, which reproduces its
colophon, had already encountered it.
I shall examine each of the translations concerned.
I
Shou-leng-yen ching W3§tiH&L9 2 chuan, translated in Lo-yang on 16
January 186 C.E. by Chih Ch'an %M of the Late Han.
Chih Ch'an or Chih Lou-chia ch'an (Lokaksema[?] of the Yiiehchih) is credited with twelve translations by Tao-an (Ch 'w, T 2145 p.6b
29), fourteen by the Ch 'w, (T 2145, p.6b 27), twenty-one by the Li, the
Nei and the Tu (T 2034, p.53a 18; T 2149, p.224a 4; T 2151, p.348c
17), and twenty-three by the K'ai (T 2154, p.479a 7).
His translation of the Sgs is part of a small number of translations by
Chih Ch'an which are authenticated by old colophons and records dating
back to the third century and the beginning of the fourth ceritury C.E. These
are translations of the following works: Astasahasrika Prajiiaparamita,
Pratyutpannabuddhasammukhavasthitasamadhi, Suramgamasamadhi,
Ajatasatrukaukrtyavinodana and Drumakimnararajapariprccha.
Chih Ch'an made the first two in collaboration with the Indian Chu
Fo-shuo (or Chu Shuo-fo); for all five he seems to have been assisted
by the Chinese laymen Meng Fu ]£M, cognomen Yuan-shih jfck,
from Lo-yang; Chang Lien 3S21,cognomen Shao-an 4^55:, from
Nan-yang (Ho-nan), and Tzu-pi -?H from Nan-hai (Canton). The
names of two of these collaborators were discovered by T'ang Yung-
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t'ung on two inscriptions from the Han period dating from 181 and 183
C.E., where they are mentioned as followers of a local Taoist cult in
Yuan-shih hsien (in Hu-pei)1.
Here, in chronological order, are the colophons and records concerning these translations:
1. Ch'u (T 2145, pAlc 4-9). Colophon of the Tao hsing ching
(T 224: Tao hsing pan-jo ching = Astasahasrika p.p.)- Author unknown.
[Colophon dating from 24 November 179].
On the eighth day of the tenth month of the second kuang-ho year
(24 November 179), Meng [Fu], cognomen Yuan-shih, from Lo-yang
in Ho-nan, gave it orally2. The bodhisattva from India, Chu Shuofo z*$8#&, at that very moment, transmitted the word. The translator
was the bodhisattva of the Yiieh-chih, Chih Ch'an. At that time the
assistants were Chang [Lien], cognomen Shao-an, from Nan-yang (in
Ho-nan) and Tzu-pi from Nan-hai (Canton). The helpers were Sunho fflfQ and Chou T'i-li flMgjfc. On the fifteenth day of the ninth
month of the second cheng-kuang year (correct to cheng-yuan:
1 November 255), in the town of Lo-yang, at the Hsi p'u-sa ssu, the
Sramana Fo-ta ft^: copied it down.
2. Ch 'u (T 2145, p.48c 9-16). Record of the Pan-chou san-mei ching
(T 417 and 418: Pratyutpannabuddhasammukhavasthitasamadhi).
Author unknown. [Colophon dating from 5 November 208].
Pan-chou san-mei ching. On the eighth day of the tenth month of
the second kuang-ho year (24 November 179), the Indian bodhisattva
Chu Shuo-fo recited it in Lo-yang. [The bodhisattva Fa-hu.] He who
at that time transmitted the word was the Yiieh-chean bodhisattva
Chih Ch'an; he gave it to Meng Fu, cognomen Yuan-shih from [the
commandery in] Lo-yang in the prefecture of Ho-nan, who was then
assistant to the bodhisattva. Chang Lien, cognomen Shao-an, took (it)
down with his brush, so that afterwards (this book) became
universally disseminated.
In the thirteenth chien-an year (208), collated and accepted as
1

See E. Zurcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China, Leiden 1959, repr. 1972, pp.35 and
332,n.91.
2
This information is incorrect: it is probable that Chu Shuo-fo 'recited' or 'orally,
transmitted' the sutra, either by reciting the Indian text from memory or by reading the
manuscript out loud. Then Chih Ch'an 'transmitted the .word', i.e. explained orally in Chinese,
and 'gave the sutra' to Meng Fu. The latter, being pure Chinese, was quite incapable of 'giving'
it. See the next colophon.
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complete at the temple of the Buddha. May all those who recopy it in
the future succeed in paying homage to the Buddha.
It is also said: in the third (read thirteenth) chien-an year, on the
eighth day of the eighth month (5 November 208), collated at the
temple of Hsii-ch'ang3.
3. Ch'u (T 2145, p.49a 16-21). Record of the combined
Suramgamasutras. Author Chih Min-tu. [Date of edition: 301 C.E.]
This [Suramgamasamadhi-]sutra originally had a notice saying
that it had been translated by Chih Ch'an. [Chih] Ch'an was a Yuehchih. In the reigns of Huan (146-168) and Ling (168-189), he came
to settle in China. His wide knowledge was profound and wonderful;
his talents and mind probed the subtle. All the sutras that he
translated are of a profound and mysterious kind. He aimed at
precision above all, but was not preoccupied with embellishments of
style. The Hsaio p 'in (T 224: Tao hsing pan-jo ching = Astasahasrika
p.p.), the A-che-shih (T 626: A-che-shih wang ching = Ajatasatrukaukrtyavinodana), the Tun-chen (T 624: Tun-chen t'o lo so wenju-lai
san-mei ching = Drumakimnararajapariprccha) and the Pan-chou
(T 417 and 418: Pan-chou san-mei ching = Pratyutpannabuddhasammukhavasthitasamadhi) existing at present were all translated by
[Chih] Ch'an.
4. Ch 'u (T 2145, p.49a 14-15), quoting a passage from the catalogue
by Tao-an composed in Hsiang-yang (in Hu-pei) in 374:
[Tao]-an kung in his catalogue of sutras says: The sutra translated
by Chih Ch'an on the eighth day of the twelfth month of the 'second
chung p'ing year (16 January 186) begins by saying: 'Thus have I
heard: the Buddha was residing in Rajagrha, on the Grdhrakutaparvata'.
The date of 16 January 186 established by Tao-an is adopted by the
Ch 'u (T 2145, p.6Z> 11) in its list of works by Chih Ch'an.
Also to be found in the Ch 'u (T 2145, pp.95c 22-91a 7) is an account
of Chih Ch'an and his collaborator Chu Shuo-fo who took part in the
translation of the Astasahasrika p.p. and the Pratyutpannasamadhi:
Chih Ch'an was a native of the kingdom of the Yiieh-chih. His
3

The translation here is based on that by H. Maspero, 'Les origines de la Communaute
bouddhiste de Lo-yang', Journal Asiatique, 1934, p.94. As the author has rightly noted, the
mention of the bodhisattva Fa-hu is a gloss mistakenly inserted in the text. Chu Fa-hu, who
workedfrom284 to 297, could not have played any part in a translation undertaken in 179.
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conduct was pure and profound, his character open and lively. He
was renowned for his faithfulness to the religious precepts
(dharmasila) and for his energy (virya). He recited the sutras and was
resolved to protect and expound the Dharma. At the end of the reign
of Huan-ti (circa 168) of the Han, he went to Lo-yang and, under
Ling-ti, during the kuang-ho (179-184) and chung-p'ing (184-189)
periods, he transmitted and translated the Indian texts. He published
three sutras: the Pan-jo tao hsing p'in (T 224: Astasahasrika p.p.),
the Shou-leng-yen (Suramgama) and the Pan-chou san-mei (T 417
and 418: Pratyutpannasamadhi).
There are also ten sutras: the A-che-shih wang (T 626:
Ajatasatrurajasutra), the Pao-chi (T 350: Kasyapaparivarta), etc. For
a long time they were not catalogued, but [Tao]-an kung who has
collated and reviewed the old and modern (translations) and carefully
examined the styles says that these translations resemble those by
[Chih] Ch'an. All these translations discerningly render the tenor of
the (Indian) original, but without adding any embellishment. It can be
said that the translator skilfully expounded the message of the
Dharma and propagated the Path. Afterwards it is not known when
he died.
As for the sramana Chu Shuo-fo, he was an Indian. Under Huan-ti
(146-168) of the Han, also bringing4 with him the Tao hsing ching
(Astasahasrika p.p.), he arrived in Lo-yang and immediately
translated it from Indian into Chinese. The interpreter hesitating
often, there was a loss of literal import but, with the exception of the
style, the essential was preserved and the spirit of the sutra was
deeply penetrated.
Furthermore, in the second kuang-ho year (179) under Ling-ti,
[Chu] Shuo-[fo], in Lo-yang, translated the Pan-chou san-mei ching
(T 417 and 418: Pratyutpannasamadhi). At that time [Chih] Ch'an
transmitted the word. Meng Fu, from Lo-yang in the prefecture of
Ho-nan, and Chang Lien took (it) down with the brush.
The Kao sing chuan (T 2059, p.3246 13-25) textually reproduces
this notice with the difference that it places the arrival in Lo-yang of
Chih Ch'an and Chu Shuo-fo, not in the reign of Huan-ti (146-168), but
in that of Ling-ti (168-189).
Later, Chih-sheng § # (668-740), in his 'History of old and modern
4
The character chi SJ 'to bring' lacks precision; it could be a matter of material
manuscripts or memorised texts.
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controversies between Buddhists and Taoists' (T 2105, pp.40 lc
27-402a 4) places Chih Ch'an's arrival in Lo-yang in the year five of
the hsing-p 'ing period (176-177), and Chu Fo-shuo's in the year two of
the kuang-ho period (179-180) of the emperor Ling.
All the sources examined up to now represent the old tradition
concerning the activity of Chih Ch'an and Chu Shuo-fo, the Yiiehchean and Indian bodhisattvas, who purportedly introduced the
Mahayana into China. The tradition amounts to this:
1. Towards the end of the reign of Huan-ti in 168, or at the beginning
of the reign of Ling-ti in 176, the bodhisattva of the Yiieh-chih named
Chih Ch'an (Lokaksema) arrives in Lo-yang.
2. In 179 he is joined by the bodhisattva from India, Chu Shuo-fo.
The two bodhisattvas together translate, on 24 November 179, the
Astasahasrika p.p. (T 224) and the Pratyutpanna... samadhi (T 417 and
418). Chu Shuo-fo 'recites' or 'orally transmits' the Sanskrit text which
he delivers from memory or the manuscript of which he reads. Chih
Ch'an 'transmits the word', that is, he explains it orally in Chinese.
Meng Fu, Chang Lien and Tzu-pi 'take down with the brush'
(colophons of the Tao hsing ching and the Pan-chou san-mei ching).
3. On 16 January 186, Chih Ch'an on his own translates the
Suramgamasamadhi (according to the catalogue by Tao-an).
4. Chih Ch'an's activity takes place between 179 and 189, in the
reign of the emperor Ling of the Han. He also translated the Ajatasatrukaukrtyaviriodana (T 626) and the Drumakimnararajapariprccha
(T 624) (according to the account by Chih Min-tu). Basing himself no
longer on the old colophons but on the study of style, Tao-an attributes
to him ten further old translations (according to the Ch 'u).

A more recent literary tradition, codified by the Li, modifies the dates
proposed up to now:
1. Li, T 2034, pp.330 23; 52c 23: The first chien-ho year (147),
Chih Ch'an translated the A-ch'u fo kuo ching (T 313:
Aksobhyatathagatasya vyuha). See Chu Shih-hsing, Han-lu.
2. Li, T 2034, pp.34a 5; 53c 8: The first hsi-p'ing year (172), Chu
Fo-cho, having arrived in Lo-yang, translated the Tao hsing ching
(Astasahasrika p.p.)- See Chu Shih-hsing, Han lu.
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3. Li, T 2034, pp34d 6; 52c 16: On the eighth day of the tenth
(variant: seventh) month of the second kuang-ho year (24 November
179), Chih Ch'an translated the Pan-jo tao-hsing p'in (T 224:
Astasahasrika p.p.)- This is the first translation. See the Chih Min-tu lu.
4. L/, T 2034, pp.34a 7; 52c 27: On the eighth day of the tenth
month of the second kuang-ho year (24 November 179), Chih Ch'an
translated the Pan-chou san-mei ching (T 417 and 418:
Pratyutpannasamadhisutra). This is the first translation. See the Nieh
Tao-[chen] lu, etc.
5. Li, T 2034, p.53c 7: On an undetermined date, Chu Fo-shuo
translated the Pan-chou san-mei ching (Pratyutpannasamadhisutra).
This is the second translation.
6. Li, T 2034, pp.34c 8; 52c 18: On the eighth day of the second
month of the third chung-p'ing year (16 March 186), Chih Ch'an
translated the Shou-leng-yen ching (Suramgamasutra). This is the first
translation. See Chu Shih-hsing, Han lu.
These dates will be taken up again by catalogues postdating the Li.
See, for that of the Sgs, Nei (T 2149, p.223c 10), T'u (T 2151, p.348c
10), Wu (T 2153, p.397c 18-19, K'ai (T 2154, p.479a 1).
These calculations led to modifications in the record devoted to Chih
Ch'an. According to the Li (T 2034, p.53a 19 sq.) and the K'ai (T 2154,
p.479a 11-12), Chih Ch'an worked in Lo-yang from the first chien-ho
year (147) under Huan-ti until the third chung-p'ing year (186) under
Ling-ti.
It appears that the whole of this new tradition regarding Chih Ch'an
should be rejected.
Firstly, it makes use of suspect documents. It is known that Fei
Chang-fang, the author of the Li, refers to some fifteen catalogues
already lost by his time but which he could quote at secondhand,
probably from the catalogue by Pao-ch'ang. Here he bases himself on
an indication in the Han lu by Chu Shih-hsing (220-264) in order to
date the translation of the A-ch 'ufo kuo ching in 147 and, hence, Chih
Ch'an's arrival in Lo-yang. But this Han lu is a late and none too
trustworthy work, compiled to replace a lost original from the third
century; it is never mentioned in the catalogues prior to the Li and the
author himself of the latter work declares that he has never seen it. It
probably never existed as an independent work5.
5

Cf. Ziircher, Buddhist Conquest, p.324, n.2.
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Secondly, the new tradition claims that the Astasahasrika p.p. and
the Pratyutpannasamadhi were each the object of a dual translation,
one by Chu Fo-shuo, the other by Chih Ch'an. It therefore goes
directly against the old colophons of the third century, by the terms of
which the two texts were translated simultaneously and conjointly by
the two masters.
Finally, the new tradition contains some improbabilities. It is
unlikely that Chih Ch'an, after having translated the Aksobhyatathagatasya vyuha in 147, should then have waited thirty-two years
before resuming his activity and translating, in 179, the Astasahasrika
p.p. and the Pratyutpannasamadhi.
In conclusion, the old tradition represented by the Ch 'u and followed
by the Kao is to be preferred to the new one. It has the merit of relying
on the colophons of the third century and the authority of two great
masters of the fourth: Chih Min-tu and Tao-an.
Handm
Shu Shou-leng-yen citing WUfflH&M and Hou-ch 'u Shou-leng-yen
ching lltBlf WiSyffi» translated in Ssu-chuan, under the Ts'ao Wei
(220-265 C.E.), by one or several persons unknown.
These two translations are mentioned for the first time in the Ch 'u and
later catalogues:
1. Ch'u, T 2145, p.326 2-3: Shu Shou-leng-yen ching, two chuan.
Mentioned in the Chiu lu. Seems to come from Shu (Ssu-chuan)
territory. Hou-ch 'u Shou-leng-yen ching, two chuan. Mentioned in
the Chiu lu: it is said that it contains ten gathas.
2. Chung A, T 2146, p.119c 8-9: Shu Shou-leng-yen ching, two
chuan. Hou-ch 'u Shou-leng-yen ching, two chuan.
3. Li, T 2034, p.78a 12-13: [After having listed the seven
translations of the Sgs, including that by Kumarajiva, the Li adds]:
There are two further works, the Shou and the Hou-ch 'u.
4. Nei, T 2149, p.231tf 14-15 (see also p.252c 22): Shu Shou-lengyen ching, two chuan. See the Chiu lu. Seems to come from Shu
(Ssu-chuan) territory. Hou-ch 'u Shou-leng-yen ching, two chuan. See
the Chiu lu; it is said that it contains ten gathas.
5. T'u, T 2151, p.352c 10: Shu Shou-leng-yen ching, two chuan.
Hou-ch 'u Shou-leng-yen ching, two chuan.
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6. Wu, T 2153, p.3980 13-16: Shu Shou-leng-yen ching, a work in
two chuan. Hou-ch 'u Shou-leng-yen ching, a work in two chuan.
Translated under the Wei (220-265) and Ch'i dynasties.
7. K'ai, T 2154, p.491c 11-12: Shu Shou-leng-yen ching, two
chuan. See the Chiu lu. Seems to come from Shu (Ssu-chuan)
territory. It is the third translation. Hou-ch 'u Shou-leng-yen ching,
two chuan. See the Chiu lu; it is said that it contains ten gathas. It is
the fourth translation.
8. Ch'eng, T 2157, p.789a 7-8: repeats the above. Ibid., p.965c
18-19: Shu Shou-leng-yen ching, two chuan. Seems to come from
Shu (Ssu-chuan) territory. Under the Ts'ao Wei (220-265), the
translation was lost. It is the second translation. Hou-ch 'u Shou-lengyen ching, two chuan. Under the Ts'ao Wei the translation was lost.
It is the second translation.
Obviously, the authors of these catalogues never had access to these
two translations. They got their information from the Chiu lu M%k; this
is undoubtedly a matter of an 'old catalogue', not otherwise defined,
and not that Chiu lu which would have been the catalogue of Buddhist
books prior to Ch'in Shih-huang-ti, seen by Liu Hsiang in the first
century C.E. In reality this Chiu lu was drawn up in its final form in the
fifth century, after 435, and was lost by the end of the sixth century (cf.
Li, T 2034, p.l27c 1; Nei, T 2149, p.336Z> 14-17; K'ai, T 2154, p.572c
8-11).
According to the old catalogue mentioned here, these two
translations contained ten gathas. However, no stanzas appeared in the
Sanskrit original of the Sgs translated in the fifth century by
Kumarajiva. Notwithstanding, the Tibetan version executed in the ninth
century by Sakyaprabha and Ratnaraksita contains two long series of
stanzas (see below, § 21, n.43, and § 178, n.356).
IV
Shou-leng-yen ching or Fang-ting 2J|| Shou-leng-yen ching
'Suramgamasamadhisutra of the Vaipulya class', re-issue of the version
by Chih Ch'an revised in Wu-ch'ang between 222 and 229 C.E. by
Chih Ch'ien £ » (alias Kung-ming |£0J3, or Chih Yueh SM) of the
Eastern Wu.
This is not a new translation but merely a revision of the translation by
Chih Ch'an. Chih Min-tu is categorical on this point. I have already
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mentioned above (p.61) his 'Record of the combined Suramgamasutras'
dating from 301 C.E. and reproduced in the Ch 'u. After having pointed
out the old translation of the Sgs by Chih Ch'an, it continues (Ch'u,
T 2145, ch.7,p.49a 22-68):
[After Chih Ch'an], there was also [Chih Ch'ien] or Chih Yiieh,
cognomen Kung-ming. He was a Yueh-chih as well. His father had
also, in the reign of Ling-ti (168-189) of the Han, come to China to
pay tribute, and Yiieh was born in China. It appears he did not see
[Chih] Ch'an. But there was still Chih Liang & ^ , known as Chiming DgflM, who had studied under [Chih] Ch'an; it is thus that Yiieh
could receive his instruction from [Chih] Liang.
The talent and knowledge of Yiieh were profound and
perspicacious; he completely penetrated Buddhist and non-Buddhist
texts. At that time, style was esteemed and, sometimes, conciseness
was appreciated. This is why in the sutras he translated he follows
the elegance of style quite well. Nevertheless, in the composition and
analysis of ideas, although elegant, he does not go beyond the
original and, although concise, he renders the ideas with truth. It can
be said that he penetrates the text deeply.
On the fall of the Han, troubles broke out and he fled to the Wu in
the south. From the huang-wu period (222-229) until the chien-hsing
period (252-254), the sutras he translated together make up several
tens of chiian. There is a catalogue with a separate biography which
also says that [Yiieh] translated this [Shou-leng-yen] ching, but at
present we do not see that this could have been a different text [from
the old translation by Chih Ch'an]. The Shou-leng-yen [by Yiieh]
does indeed present some small peculiarities with regard to the
prolixity or concision of sentences, the Chinese or barbaric character
of expression. I have compared and examined [the two translations]:
one cannot say that these are two distinct translations ascribed to
different men. I think that Yiieh condemned a mode of expression
full of barbaric terms in the translation by [Chih] Ch'an. The
divergencies [between the two translations] are deletions or
corrections [due to Yiieh]; the points they have in common are a
reproduction without change [of the version by Chih Ch'an]. The two
texts each have a preface. The version which, among all the others,
has the simplest and easiest terminology, uses the least barbaric
terms and is widespread throughout the world, is the revised version
by Yiieh.
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So for Chih Min-tu, Yiieh, otherwise known as Chih Ch'ien, limited
himself to revising the old translation of the Sgs by Chih Ch'an.
However, later catalogues classified this revision as if it were a new
translation:
1. Ch'u, T 2145, p . l a 17: Shou-leng-yen ching, two chuan.
Mentioned in the Pieh lu. The catalogue by [Tao]-an does not have it.
Lo£t at present.
2. Ch'ung A, T 2146, p. 119c 2: Shou-leng-yen ching, two chuan.
Translated by Chih Ch'ien of the Wu dynasty.
3. and 4. Li, T 2034, p.576 7; Nei, T 2149, p.228a 9: Fang-teng
Shou-leng-yen ching. This is the second translation dating from the
huang-wu years (222-229). Differs a little from the translation by
Chih Ch'an of the Late Han. See the Wu lu by Chu Tao-tsu. The
catalogue by [Tao]-an does not have it. [Seng]-yu (T 2145) refers to
the Pieh lu.
5. T'u, T 2151, p.3516 28-29: Fang-teng Shou-leng-yen
two chuan.

ching,

6. K'ai, T 2154, p.488c 23: Fang-teng Shou-leng-yen ching, two
chuan. Translated during the huang-wu years (222-229) It is the
second translation. The original was identical to that already
translated by Chih Ch'an of the Late Han. See the Wu lu by Chu Taotsu. It does not appear in the catalogue by [Tao]-an. [Seng]-yu
(T2145) does not have the characters Fang-teng [in the title]; he
refers to the Pieh lu.
This translation cites two old catalogues, already lost by the time of
the Li-tai san-pao chi:
1. The Pieh lu. The Pieh lu in question could be an abbreviation of
Chung ching pieh lu, a catalogue which was considered to date from
the Sung between 420 and 478 (cf. Li, T 2034, p. 1256 28), but the
title more probably refers to the second of two catalogues compiled
by Chih Min-tu at the monastery of Yu-chang shan (in Chiang-hsi) in
the reign of Ch'eng-ti (326-342), namely the Ching lun tu lu in one
chuan, and the Pieh lu, equally in one chuan (cf. Li, T 2034, p.74a
8-9; Nei, T 2149, p.336c 23-25; K'ai, T 2154, p.573a 14-17).
2. The Chung ching mu lu, a catalogue, or rather series of
catalogues, classed according to various periods or regions (Wei,
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Wu, Chin and Ho-hsi), begun on Mount Lu by a disciple of Huiyiian, Tao-liu, and after the premature death of the latter, completed
in 419 by the disciple Tao-tsu (cf. Kao, T 2059, p.363a 11-12; Li,
T 2034, p.l27c 4; Nei, T 2149, p.336c 16-22; K'ai, T 2154, p.573a
11-13).
It is quite believable that the version of the Sgs revised by Chih
Ch'ien appeared in the bibliographical lists by Chih Min-tu. Tao-an,
who was still living in the north when these were compiled, does not
seem to have known of them. This is why Chih Ch'ien's version is not
mentioned in his Tsung-li chung-ching mu lu, compiled, in 374, in
Hsiang-yang in northern Hu-pei.

Chih Ch'ien, grandson of the Yiieh-chean Fa-tu, was born in China. A
Buddhist layman (updsaka), he received his religious instruction in
Lo-yang from Chih Liang, himself a disciple of Chih Ch'an
(Lokaksema). In 220 C.E., the collapse of the Old Empire of the Han
led to the formation of the Three Kingdoms (220-280): the Empire of
the Wei (220-264) in the Yellow River basin, the Empire of the Shu
(221-263) in Ssu-chuan and the Empire of the Wu (222-280) in the
Blue River basin. The troubles which broke out in Lo-yang about 219
led Chih Ch'ien to seek refuge in the south; he crossed the Yang-tze
and went to the court of the Marquis of Wu, Sun Ch'uan, then in
conflict with the Wei. During the huang-wu period (222-229), he
stayed in Wu-ch'ang. There he met the Sogdian monk K'ang Seng-hui
and, in 224, the two Indian masters Wei-ch'i-nan (Vighna) and Chu
Chiang-yen (variant, Lii-yen). During this period, Chih Ch'ien
translated the Vimalaklrtinirdesa and the Suramgamasamadhi. In 229
the Marquis of Wu, Sun Ch'uan, took the title of emperor and moved
his capital to Chien-yeh (Nanking). Chih Ch'ien followed him there
and, in his capacity as po-shih 'master of immense knowledge', was
charged with the instruction of the imperial heir Sun Teng, in
collaboration with the head preceptor Wei Yao (or Wei Shao). On the
death of his pupil in 241, Chih Ch'ien retired to Mount Ch'iung-lu, in
Chiang-su, where he met the monk Chu Fa-lan. Begun in 222, his
literary activity continued until 253 and was prolific. The Ch'u
attributes to him 27 or 36 translations (T 2145, pp.97c 11, and la 23);
the Kao, 49 (T 2059, p.325Z> 2); the Li and the Nei, 129 (T 2034, p.58c
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14; T 2149, p.2296 27); the K'ai, 88 (T 2154, p.4896 1); only the rich
obtain credit! Chih Ch'ien also composed three books of Sanskrit
hymns in praise of the Bodhisattva, as well as a commentary upon the
Salistambasutra. He died on Mount Ch'iung-lu, aged sixty. When this
occurred the Wu emperor, Sun Liang, sent a letter of condolence to
the monks.
The details given here are taken from the notice on Chih Ch'ien
included in the Ch'u (T 2145, ch.13, p.91b 13-c 18). Here is its
translation, completed here and there by the Kao-seng chuan (T 2059,
pp.325a 18-3266 4):
Chih Ch'ien 3£H, cognomen Kung-ming ^M and also called
Yueh M, was a great Yiieh-chih. His paternal grandfather Fa-tu
jijg ? in the reign of Ling-ti (168-189) of the Han, had brought
several hundreds of his compatriots to embrace the Chinese
civilisation, and the emperor had named him Shuai-shan chung-langchiang >^ifcf3g|$}flj 'Colonel leading the good'.
When he was seven years old, Yueh was playing astride a bamboo
horse at a neighbours. He was bitten by the dog and a bone in his leg
was broken. The neighbour wanted to kill the dog and take its liver to
dress the wound. Yueh said: 'Heaven produced this being for men, so
as to guard them and bark. If I had not come to your house, the dog
would not have bitten me. In all this, the fault devolves on me and
does not concern the dog. To kill it would be a mistake. Not only is it
forbidden, but it would be futile and you would be uselessly
committing a grave offence. Furthermore, animals are deprived of
reasoning, so how could one reprimand them through arguments?'
As a result of that, several tens of villagers, moved by his words,
stopped killing living beings.
At the age often he learned to write, and his co-disciples deferred
to the liveliness of his intelligence. At the age of thirteen, he learned
the barbarian writings and completely mastered the tongues of the
Six Countries.
To begin with, in the reigns of Huan (146-168) and Ling (168189), Chih Ch'ien translated religious texts. Then Chih Liang 3S3E,
cognomen Chi-ming jfe^B, studied under [Chih] Ch'an. Finally,
[Chih] Ch'ien received his instruction from [Chih] Liang and read
the classical texts widely. There was nothing he had not examined in
depth. He was practised in the secular professions and arts.
He was a slender, tall, dark and slight man, His eyes were very
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white and his pupils yellow. His contemporaries said of him: 'Mister
Chih has yellow pupils; although he is slight in build, he is a bagful
of knowledge'. From the very beginning, he revered the Great
Dharma and skilfully mastered the import of the texts.
At the end of the reign of Hsien-ti (190-219), the Han family
underwent great confusion. Along with several tens of villagers,
Yiieh fled to the Wu. On the day of his departure he had only one
coverlet. A guest who was very cold and had no coverlet followed
him. Yiieh invited the guest to sleep with him. On the dot of
midnight, the guest took the coverlet and went off. Next day
Yiieh's companions asked where the coverlet was. Yiieh replied:
'Last night it was taken from me by the guest'. His companions
said to him: 'Why not denounce him?' Yiieh replied: 'If I denounce
him, the villagers will certainly accuse him of theft. Would it be
just to kill a man for a single coverlet?' From far and near, those
who heard him all admired him.
Later, the sovereign of the Wu, Sun Ch'iian (229-252), heard of
his immense knowledge, capabilities and wisdom; immediately, he
summoned him to his court. He questioned him on the profound
and hidden meaning (in certain passages) of the sutras. Answering
on each occasion, Yiieh explained the difficult points and there
was no doubt that he was unhesitating. Most satisfied, [Sun]
Ch'iian named him po-shih W-zb 'master of immense knowledge',
charged him with the instruction of the imperial heir and covered
him with favours and high position. [With Wei Yao igffit (alias
Wei Chao |*Bg (200-273), the head preceptor) and others, Yiieh
thus rendered services to the kingdom of the Wu. However,
because of his foreign origin, he was not registered in the Wu
Annals.]
Yiieh knew that, despite the progress of the Great Teaching, the
sutras were mostly in a foreign language and that nobody understood
them. Since he knew Chinese and Sanskrit, he assembled some
works and translated them into the language of the Han. From the
first huang-wu (222-229) year until the middle of the chieng-hsing
period (252-254), the texts translated by him - Wei-mo-chieh (T 474:
VimalaklrtinirdeSa), Ta pan-ni-yuan (Mahaparinirvana), Fa-chu
(T 210: Dharmapada), Jui-ying-pen-ch'i (T 185: *Kumararajapurvanimmittavadana), etc. - number twenty-seven (forty-nine,
according to the Kao-seng chuan). He renders the sacred meaning
deftly; the terms and tenor are elegant.
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Furthermore, on the basis of the Wu-liang-shou (T 362:
Sukhavativyuha) and the Chung-pen-ch'i ching (T 196), he composed three books of Sanskrit hymns in rhythmic phrases in praise of
the Bodhisattva. He commented upon the Liao pen sheng ssu ching
(T 708: Salistambasutra). All these books are in circulation at
present.
Later, the imperial heir [Sun] Teng j&§: died (241), and Yueh
retired to Mount Ch'iung-lung «?|2| (to the south-west of Wu-hsien
¥kMi in Chiang-su) where he joined the monk Chu Fa-lan zr3£W
and continued to practise the five precepts (of laymen). All those he
frequented were sramanas. Then, he died on the mountain, aged sixty
years.
The sovereign of the Wu, Sun Liang 5 ^ (252-258), in a letter
addressed to the monks, wrote: 'Chih Kung-ming did not cure
diseases, but his actions were of undiluted purity; from the beginning
until the end, he was great. The regret we have for him is
unbearable'. Such was the sadness that was felt at the time.
V
Shou-leng-yen ching, two chuan, translated in Lo-yang, at the Po-ma
ssu, in 258 C.E. by Po Yen S [variant ft ] ffi of the Wei.
The information is fragmentary and contradictory.
1. Ch'u, T 2145, p.7fe 2-6: Shou-leng-yen ching, in two chuan:
lost; Hsii-lai ching (T 328: Suratapariprccha), in one chuan: lost;
Ch'u-tsai-huan ching 'Sutra averting calamities', in one chuan: lost.
These three works together forming four chuan were translated by Po
Yen at the time of Kao Kuei-[hsiang] kung (254-260) of the Wei.
They are mentioned in the Pieh lu. The catalogue by [Tao]-an kung,
previously, did not have this name.
Ibid., p.96a 27-28 (notice on An Hsiian): As for Po Yen, it is not
known who he was. At the end of the cheng-shih period (240-249) of
the Wei, he again translated the Shou-leng-yen and, furthermore, the
Hsil-lai and the Ch 'u-tsai-huan ching: in all, three works.
2. Kao, T 2059, p.325a 10-12 (notice on Dharmakala): There was
also the Sramana Po Yen. It is not known who he was. He too
possessed talent and profound and penetrating intelligence. In the
middle of the kan-lu period (256-260) of the Wei, he translated the
Wu Hang ching ch'ingp'ing teng chileh ching, etc.: in all, six works.
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Nothing is known of his death.
3. Chung A, T 2146, p. 119c 3: Shou-leng-yen ching, two chiian,
translated by Po Yen of the Wei Dynasty.
4 and 5. Li, T 2034, p.56c 8; Nei, T 2149, p.227<2 12, noting six
translations: Shou-leng-yen ching, in two chuan. This is the second
(variant: third) translation. Compared with the translation by Chih
Ch'an of the Han dynasty, the [Sanskrit] original was the same, but
the translation differs slightly. See the Chin shih tsa lu by Chu Taotsu and the Chu san tsang chi (T 2145)... The six translated works
make up eight chuan. In the reign of Kao Kuei-hsiang kung
(254-260), the sramana Po Yen of the Western Countries embraced
the Path and departed on a tour of conversion. During the kan-lu
years (256-260), he reached Lo-yang and stayed at the Po-ma ssu
where the Samgha invited him to translate.
6. T'u, T 2151, p.3516 8-10: The sramana Po Yen, a native of the
Western Countries, in the reign of Kao Kuei-hsiang kung (254-260)
in the year three of the kan-lu period, ting-sh'ou (error for wu-yin:
258) cycle, in Lo-yang, at the Po-ma ssu, translated the Shou-lengyen ching in two chuan... : in all, six works in eight chiian.
7. Wu, T 2153, p.397c 21-23: Shou-leng-yen ching, a work in two
chiian. This is the second translation. Translated during the kan-lu
years (256-260) of the Ts'ao Wei by Po Yen, in Lo-yang, at the Poma ssu. Extract from the catalogue by [Fei] Chang-fang (T 2034).
8. K'ai, T 2154, pp.487a 20, 632a 6: Notes five translations
among which is the Shou-leng-yen ching, in two chiian. This is the
fifth translation. Compared with the translation by Chih Ch'an of the
Han, etc., the Sanskrit original was the same but the translation is
different. See the Chih shih tsa lu by Chu Tao-tsu and the catalogue
by Seng-yu (T 2145). These five works in seven chiian are lost. The
sramana Po Yen, a native of the Western Countries, during the reign
of Kai Kuei-hsiang kung (254-260) in the year three of the kan-lu
period, wu-yin cycle (258), departed on a tour of conversion, reached
Lo-yang and settled at the Po-ma ssu.
As his name indicates, Po Yen must have been a Kuchean and have
belonged to the royal family. We know in fact that the royal dynasty of
Kucha was called Po from the beginning of the Common Era. The
sources, as we have just seen, hesitate over the exact date of his literary
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activity: the cheng-shih period (240-249) or the kan-lu period
(256-260) of the Wei.
His translation of the Sgs, if it ever existed, had no influence, as will
be seen later (p86) and in contradiction to the assertion by certain
catalogues, Chih Min-tu did not use it in his combined edition of the
Sgs in 301, and Tao-an does not mention it at all in his catalogue from
374. The catalogues from the sixth and seventh centuries which have
come down to us learned of his existence from two catalogues from the
fifth century: the Chin shih by Chu Tao-tsu from 419, and the Pieh lu of
the Sung (420-478), already lost by their time. Obviously, all these
bibliographers never had access to the three, six or seven translations
which they attribute to Po Yen and which they all declare to be lost.
However, in T 328 we find a translation of the Suratapariprccha
attributed to Po Yen. There is perhaps a confusion between the Po Yen
of the Wei of the third century and the Po Yen of the Ch'ien Liang of
the fourth who will be mentioned below (p.90).
VI
Yung-fu-ting ching MV&M 'Sutra of the Concentration (samadhi) of
Heroic Victory (suramgama)9, two chuan, translated, probably in
Ch'ang-an, on 23 May 291 C.E. by Chu Fa-hu **&» (Dhannarak^)
of the Hsi Chin.
In this work, the title of the sutra, Suramgamasamadhi, instead of being
transcribed as Shou-leng-yen as previously, is translated by Yung-futing 'Concentration of Heroic Victory'6.
The translation by Dharmaraksa is accompanied by a notice {chi) or a
colophon (hou chi) which Chih Min-tu reproduces in the preface to his
combined edition of the Sgs dating from 301 (cf. Ch'u, T 2145, p.496
15-17) and which the K'ai (T 2154, p.632<z 11-12) also quotes:
The notice on the Yung-fu-ting says: On the ninth day of the fourth
month of the first yim-k'ang year (23 May 291), the bodhisattva from
Tun-huang, Chih Fa-hu (Dharmaraksa) held the foreign text in his
hands and orally translated the Suramgamasamadhi. Nieh Ch'engyuan took it down with his brush.
In the same preface (Ch 'w, T 2145, p.496 7-9), Chih Min-tu also says:
6
The Lalitavistara (ed. S. Lefmann, p.442, 8-9) mentions the Suramgamasamadhi. In his'
Chinese translation of the Lalitavistara (T 186, ch.8, p.537c 2), Dharmaraksa renders
suramgamasamadhi by yung-fu-ting. Divakara, in another translation of the same text (T 187,
ch.12, p.616c 21) transcribes shou-leng-yen san-mei.
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At the beginning of the Great Chin dynasty (265-316), the
sramana Chih Fa-hu (Dharmaraksa) and the upasaka Chu Shu-Ian
again translated this [Suramgamasamadhi]-sutra. For whoever seeks
the meaning, the two translations clarify each other.
Here now is the information supplied on this Yung-fu-ting by the
catalogues of the sixth and seventh centuries:
1. Ch'u, T 2145, p.9a 1: Yung-fu-ting ching, two chuan. [Tao]-an
kung says that it is another translation of the Shou-leng-yen, made on
the ninth day of the fourth month of the first yun-k'ang year (23 May
291).
Ibid., p. 14a 15: Chu Fa-hu once again translated the Yung-fu-ting
in two chuan which is a new translation of the Shou-leng-yen.
2. Chung A, T 2146, p.l 19c 5: Yung-fu-ting, two chuan. Translated
by Chu Fa-hu during the [first] yun-k'ang year (291) of the Chin.
3 and 4. Li, T 2034, p.62c 11; Nei, T 2149, pp.2336 16 and 240c
24: Yung-fu-ting, two chuan. Translated on the ninth day of the
fourth month of the first yun-k'ang year (23 May 291). This is the
fourth translation. Compared with the Shou-leng-yen ching translated
by Chih Ch'an, Chih Ch'ien and Po Yen, the original was the same,
but the title is altered and the translation slightly different. See the
catalogue by Nieh Tao-chen.
5. T'u, T 2151, p.353Z) 17: Yung-fu-ting ching, two chuan.
6. Wu, T 2153, p.398a 2: Yung-fu-ting ching, a book in two chuan.
It is the fourth translation.
7. K'ai, T 2154, p.495c 2: Yung-fu-ting ching, two chuan. [Tao]-an
kung says that it is another translation of the Shou-leng-yen made on
the ninth day of the fourth month of the first yun-k'ang year (23 May
291). Nieh Ch'eng-yuan received it with his brush. It is the sixth
translation. See the two catalogues by [Nieh] Tao-chen and Seng-yu
(T 2145). The two catalogues by [Seng]-yu (T 2145) and [Chang]fang (T 2034) also mention a Shou-leng-yen [which would have been
translated by Chu Fa-hu], but it is a mistake.
The Yung-fu-ting by Dharmaraksa is therefore fully authenticated: it
is mentioned in the notice dated 291 which was added to it, in the
preface by Chih Min-tu to the combined edition of the
Suramgamasamadhi dating from 301, in the catalogue by Nieh Tao-
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chen compiled between 307 and 312 and in the catalogue by Tao-an
completed in 374.
Dharmaraksa published it on 23 May 291 in Ch'ang-an, a few years
before his translation of the Vimalakirtinirdesa which dates from the
first day of the fourth month of the second t 'ai-an year, i.e. 3 May 303
(cf. Li, T 2034, p.63c 9; K'ai, T 2154, p.4956 16-17).
The life of Chu Fa-hu (Dharmaraksa) is known through two
biographical notices contained in the Ch'u (T 2145, ch.13, pp.97c 1998a 20) and the Kao-seng chuan (T 2059, ch.l, p.326c 2-27). Here is
the translation:
Chu Fa-hu. His ancestors were Yueh-chih and, for generations,
had inhabited the cantonment of Tun-huang.
At the age of eight, he left home and took as his master a foreign
Sramana, an Indian of high class {chu kao-tsu). He recited the sutras
at the rate of ten thousand words a day and understood them at first
sight. His character was good and his conduct ascetic. He sincerely
and resolutely liked studying and sought his teachers within a radius
of ten thousand li. He widely read the (Confucian) Six Classics and
was fully conversant with the words of the Hundred Schools (of
Chinese philosophy). [Kao: he widely read the Six Classics and
mastered the Seven Books]. Even if people criticised him, he
attached no importance to it.
This was then during the reign of Wu-ti (265-290) of the Chin.
Monasteries, temples, stupas and images were in fashion in the
capital (Lo-yang), but the profound Vaipulya sutras were confined to
the Western Countries [Kao: beyond the Mount of Onions]. Fa-hu
deplored this and was much grieved by it. He resolved to propagate
the Great Dharma. [Kao: he followed his masters to the Western
Countries], and travelled through all the kingdoms one by one.
Altogether, he studied the thirty-six tongues of the foreign Countries
as well as their books; he understood and penetrated them. Phonetics,
semantics, forms of characters, there was nothing he did not know
fully. Bringing foreign texts in great numbers, he returned to China.
From Tun-huang to Ch'ang-an, all along the way, he transmitted,
translated and wrote in the language of the Chin.
The sutras of the Great and Small Vehicles which he had procured
- Hsien-chieh (T 425: Bhadrakalpika), Ta-ai (T 398: Tathagata:
mahakarunanirdesa), Fa-hua (T 263: Saddharmapundarika), P'u-yao
(T 186: Lalitavistara), etc. - in all numbered 149 works. [Kao: the
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texts which he obtained and read - Cheng-fa hua (T 263:
Saddharmapundarika), Kuang tsan (T 222: PancavimSatisahasrika
p.p.), etc., - numbered 165 works.] He devoted himself assiduously
to this task in order to know them in depth. All his life he translated
and wrote, without sparing any effort. If the teaching of the sutras
was widespread throughout China, this is due to [Fa]-hu.
At the end of the reign of Wu (265-290) of the Chin, he retired to
a high mountain. On this mountain there was a limpid stream. He
regularly took water from it in order to wash. One day someone who
was collecting fuel impolitely fouled the bank, and the water
immediately dried up. [Fa]-hu, walking up and down, sighed and
said: '[Kao: If man is without virtue, the limpid spring stops
flowing.] The water has definitely dried up and I will find no more of
it. I shall have to go elsewhere'. He had just finished speaking when
the spring again began to run to overflowing. Such were the
consequences of his deep sincerity.
[Kao: This is why Chih Tun & f i , on drawing his portrait,
addressed him with the following eulogy:
The noble [Fa]-hu is serene and tranquil;
His teaching and virtues are of profound beauty.
A gentle sigh from the lofty vale,
And the dried-up spring gushes with water.
Oh! Admirable [Fa]-hu;
His bearing is as exalted as Heaven:
He bathes his feet in the Shifting Sands,
But his head has pierced the sublimities of the Mysterious.]
Later, he founded a monastery in Ch'ang-an, outside the Ch'ing
Gate, and there he practised the Way assiduously. Thence his virtues
and wonders spread in the four directions and his reputation covered
the distances. Several thousands of disciples came to revere him.
At that time, there was the sramana Chu Fa-ch'eng *zLl£M.7- Aged
eight, he was intelligent and wise. He took [Fa]-hu as his master.
Now there was in Kuan-chung a noble family who, on the point of
embracing the Great Dharma, wanted to test [Fa]-hu's teaching and
virtues. The head of the family went to him with the purpose of
7

After having lived in Ch'ang-an with his master, Fa-ch'eng went to Tun-huang,
Dharmaraksa's native land, and founded a monastery there. It is thanks to him that Buddhist
civilisation reached the west of China: 'He changed the hearts of wolves and taught the rites to
the Barbarians' (cf. Ch'u, T 2145, p.98a; Kao, T 2059, p.347b-c).
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asking him urgently for 200,000 sapeks. [Fa]-hu had not yet
answered when [Fa]-ch'eng, then aged thirteen, and who was at his
master's side, immediately said to the visitor: 'My upadhyaya has
already consented mentally'. The visitor having withdrawn, [Fa]ch'eng said: 'Considering the expression of that man, he did not
really come to look for money but to examine the degree of the
teaching and virtues of the upadhyaya'. [Fa]-hu said: 'I think so too'.
The next day the visitor, bringing all his family of more than one
hundred persons with him, came in search of [Fa]-hu and asked to be
given the Five Precepts. He thanked him for being open to the
request for money. Then the literati and the people of the four
corners of the world, learning the news, came and assembled. He
taught the Buddha's new teaching for more than twenty years.
When Hui-[ti] (290-307) of the Chin fled to the west, disorder
reigned in Kuan-chung and the whole population moved away. Then
[Fa]-hu and his disciples withdrew and went down to the east as far
as Min-ch'ih MW* (near Lo-yang). He fell ill and died at the age of
seventy-eight years.
Dharmaraksa left behind him a considerable number of works: 154
translations according to Tao-an (Ch 'u, T 2145, p.9b 28), 149 according
to the notice in the Ch'u (T 2145, p.98a 2), 165 according to the Kao
(T 2059, p.326c 13), 210 according to the Li (T 2034, p.64c 14), and
175 according to the K'ai (T 2154, p.496c 7).
Some colophons added to these translations have been reproduced by
the Ch'u (T 2145) in chuan eight and nine. E. Ziircher {Buddhist
Conquest, p.343, n.221) has analysed them in detail and shown that the
periods of Dharmaraksa's greatest activity were from 284 to 288 and
from 291 to 297 C.E. Of the sixteen translations that the colophons
enable us to locate and date, nine were made in Ch'ang-an during the
years 266, 286, 291, 297, 300 and 308; two in Tun-huang in 284; three
in Lo-yang in 289 and 290; and finally, two in Chiu-ch'uan M$k (in
central Kan-su) in 294.

The passage from the Ch'u (T 2145, p. 14a 15-18) translated above
(p.57) clearly shows that its author Seng-yu only attributed to
Dharmaraksa a single translation of the Suramgamasamadhi, a
translation entitled Yung-fu-ting and not Shou-leng-yen like those of his
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predecessors. However, in his list of the works of Dharmaraksa, Sengyu attributes to the latter two translations of the Suramgamasamadhi,
one entitled Shou-leng-yen (T 2145, p.7c 5) and the other Yung-fu-ting
(p.9a 1). This is only an inadvertent mistake and quite excusable if one
thinks of the many documents that Seng-yu had to check. Unfortunately, this mistake was reproduced in subsequent catalogues
which, with one exception, credit Dharmaraksa with a Shou-leng-yen
along with a Yung-fu-ting. Here are the references :
1. Ch'u, T 2145, p.7c 5: Shou-leng-yen ching, two chiian. Another
translation entitled A -nan yen 'Words of Ananda'.
2. Chung A, T 2146, p. 119c 4: Shou-leng-yen ching, two chiian.
Translated by Chu Fa-hu of the Chin dynasty.
3 and 4. Li, T 2034, p.62c 1; Nei, T 2149, pp.2336 6 and 240c 15:
Shou-leng-yen ching, two chiian. Another translation also exists.
Shou-leng-yen known as A-nan yen 'Words of Ananda'.
5. T'u, T 2151, p.3536 14: Shou-leng-yen ching, two chiian.
6. Wu, T 2153, p.397c 29: Shou-leng-yen ching, a work in two
chiian. Translated by Chu Fa-hu of the Chin Dynasty. Extract from
the catalogue by Chang-fang (T 2034).
It was only in 795 that the error was corrected by Chih-sheng in his
particularly carefully compiled catalogue from the k'ai-yuan era:
K'ai, T 2154, p.632a 10-14: Between Shou-leng-yen 'Suramgama'
and Yung-fu-ting 'Concentration of Heroic Victory', the titles,
respectively in Sanskrit and the Chinese of the Chin, alone differ;
there are not two different sutras. The colophon of the Yung-fu-ting
says: 'On the ninth day of the fourth month of the first yuan-k'ang
year (23 May 291), the bodhisattva from Tun-huang, Chu Fa-hu, held
the Sanskrit text in his hands and orally translated the Shou-leng-yen
ching. The upasaka Nieh Ch'eng-yiian took it down with his brush'.
Hence it is proved that the Shou-leng-yen and the Yung-fu-ting are not
two separate things.
I think we must side with this verdict, but another explanation is
possible. Dharmaraksa himself could have drafted a translation of the
Suramgamasamadhi with the title of Shou-leng-yen and then have
submitted it to his many Chinese friends, particularly his devoted
collaborator Nieh Ch'eng-yiian. The latter, a fine scholar, could not
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only have taken it down with his brush but could also have reviewed
and corrected it and given it a new title, no longer transcribed from the
Indian but translated into Chinese: Yung-fu-ting.
This is more or less what happened with the Suryaprabhasamatikrantasamadhi which, with the title of Ch 'aojih-ming ching, was
translated by Dharmaraksa (Ch'u, T 2145, p.8c 15) then revised by
Nieh Ch'eng-yiian (ibid., p.9c 5-7). Only the revised translation has
come down to us (T 638). The notices concerning Dharmaraksa in the
Ch 'u (T 2145, p.98a 23) and the Kao (T 2059, p.327a 1) explain:
There lived at the time of [Fa-hu], the upasaka Nieh Ch'eng-yiian
S ^ i S , an intelligent and gifted man who was resolved to serve the
Dharma. When the venerable [Fa-]hu translated sutras, Ch'eng-yiian
suggested many phrases in correct style to him. Thus, in the first
translation of the Ch 'ao jih-ming there was a certain amount of
repetition and clumsiness. Ch'eng-yiian clarified and corrected the
style and the gathas and condensed the translation into two chiian;
this is the two-chiian edition which is circulating at present. The
other revisions carried out by him are all of the same type.
Commentary on the Yung-fit-ting, compiled in Ch'ang-an between 291
and 306 C.E. by Po Yuan ^JS, cognomen Po Fa-tsu fe&ML, of the
Western Chin.
Whether revised or not by Nieh Ch'eng-yiian, the Yung-fu-ting by
Dharmaraksa was highly successful and was soon commented upon by
the scholar-monk Po Yiian (cf. Ch'u, T 2145, p.107, note 37; Kao,
T 2059, p.327fe 28).
Po Yiian8 was the son of a Confucian scholar Wan Wei-ta Mfi&M., a
native of Ho-nei Mft, in northern Ho-nan. Having entered the
Buddhist Order, Po Yiian founded a monastery and a school in Ch'angan to which flocked nearly a thousand disciples, both monks and
laymen. His literary activity took place during the reign of the emperor
Hui-ti (290-307): he published a commentary upon the Yung-fu-ting by
Dharmaraksa, with whom he was undoubtedly acquainted, and he made
about twenty translations of which five have come down to us (T 5,
144, 330, 528 and 777).
In 304, the prince of Ho-chien ffiffl and prime minister, Ssu-ma
Yung WJJHI6, expelled the puppet emperor Hui-ti and entrenched
himself in Ch'ang-an with members of the high aristocracy. Po Yiian
8

Regarding Po Yuan, cognomen Fa-tsu &ii, see E. Zurcher, Buddhist Conquest, pp.76-7.
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became a friend of his and, in the quiet of the evenings, the two men
discussed 'the Way and Virtue' together.
As the political situation continued to worsen, Po-Yiian, like so many
others, particularly Dharmaraksa, was forced to leave the capital. He
fled to the west in the company of Chang Fu jBIH who was appointed
governor of Ch'in-chou f&W, a town located to the east of Tun-huang.
The governor, who very much admired him, requested him to leave the
robe and enter his service. Po Yuan refused absolutely. The quarrel
became aggravated and, once they had reached the sub-prefecture of
Ch'ien #F, Po Yuan was thrown into prison and died under the lash.
A legend set down in the Kao (T 2059, p.3276 16-18) throws light
on Po Yiian's devotion to the Suramgamasamadhi:
A short while after [Po Yiian's death], there was a man whose
family name was Li $ and first name T'ung jig who died and came
back to life. He said he had seen the dharmacarya [Fa]-tsu (alias Po
Yuan) in the dwelling of Yama, king [of the hells], expounding the
Suramgamasutra to the king. Po Yuan declared that after giving this
teaching he had to go to the Trayastrimsa gods.

vn
Shou-leng-yen ching, two chuan, translated in Lo-yang in 291 C.E. by
the upasaka Chu Shu-Ian *yjRBB of the Western Chin.
This is again a matter of a translation made in the north, not by
Serindians like Chih Ch'an, Chih Ch'ien, Po-yen and Fa-hu, but by a
highly sinicised layman of Indian origin.
This translation is mentioned, in 301, by Chih Min-tu in the preface
to his combined edition of the Suramgamasamadhi (cf. Ch'u, T 2145,
p.496 8) and it is listed in all the catalogues that have come down to us:
1. Ch 'u, T 2145, p.9c 13-15: Shou-leng-yen ching, two chuan. It is
recorded in the Pieh lu, but was previously missing in the catalogue
by [Tao]-an. The Chiu lu mentions the Shou-leng-yen by Chu ShuIan in two chuan. [With the VimalaklrtinirdeSa], this sutra was
translated under Hui-ti (290-307) of the Chin in the first yuan-k'ang
year (291).
2. Chung A, T 2146, p.H9a 6: Shou-leng-yen ching, two chuan.
Translated by Chu Shu-Ian in the reign of Hui-ti of the Chin.
3 and 4. Li, T 2034, p.656 28; Nei, T 2149, p.2366 29: Shou-leng-
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yen ching, two chiian, translated in the first ytian-k 'ang year (291). It
is the fifth translation. In relation to the translations by the two Chih
[Chih Ch'an and Chih Ch'ien], Po-[yen] and Chu [Fa-hu], the
translation is different but the original was the same. See the
catalogue by Nieh Tao-chen. [With the Vimalaklrtinirdesa], this sutra
was translated under Hui-ti (290-307) by the sramana9 from the
Western Countries, Chu Shu-Ian, in Lo-yang.
5. T'u, T 2151, p.3546 16: Shou-leng-yen ching, two chiian.
6. Wu, T 2153, p.398a 8-10: Shou-leng-yen ching, two chiian and
thirty-six folios. Translated during the yuan-k'ang period (291-299)
of Hui-ti of the Chin by Chu Shu-Ian, in Lo-yang.
7. K'ai, T 2154, p.498a 11: Shou-leng-yen ching, two chiian.
Translated in the first yuan-k'ang year (291). It is the seventh
translation. In relation to the translations by Chih Ch'an, Chih
Ch'ien, Po-yen and Fa-hu the original was the same but the
translation differs. See the catalogue by Nieh Tao-chen and the
catalogue by Seng-yu (T 2145).
Ka'i (T 2154, p.632a 13) and the Cheng (T 2157, pp.7956 3-4, 965c
29) insist on the fact that Chu Shu-Ian was indeed an upasaka and not a
sramana.
We can consider the reference to the Chiu lu as worthless, but Chu
Shu-Ian's translation is well enough guaranteed by Chih Min-tu's
testimony that he used it in his combined edition of 301, and by the
mention of Nieh Tao-chen who lists it in his catalogue, the Chung
Ching lu, compiled between 307 and 31210. And if it is true that Tao-an
passed over it in silence in his catalogue of 374, it appeared in the Pieh
lu of the Sung.
The Ch'u (T 2145, p.98Z> 3-c 15) contains a notice on Chu Shu-Ian
which the Kao-seng chuan (T 2059, p.346c 1-6) summarises in a few
lines. This biography is strongly tinted with legend and partially
apocryphal, but it describes the mentality and manners of the golden
youth of the period so vividly that I think it worthwhile to give a
translation of it:
Chu Shu-Ian was of Indian origin. His grandfather Lou-t'o JfKJ
9

'Sramana' is a mistake, Chu Shu-Ian was an upasaka.
Nieh Tao-chen was the son of Nieh Ch'eng-yuan, friend and collaborator of
Dharmaraksa. On his catalogue, the Chung Ching lu, see Li, T 2034, p. 127c 2; Nei, T 2149,
p.3366 27-29; K'ai, T 2154, p.572c 22-24.
10
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(Rudra) sincerely and resolutely loved to study. He was of proven
honesty and chaste conduct.
At that time the king of the country had no principles, and the
whole population was disposed to rebel. A treacherous minister, at
the head of the army, committed an offence. Afraid of being killed,
he called on the nobles of the country to revolt with him. Rudra,
displeased, said to^him: 'You were born in a humble and lowly
family but you are fulfilling an important duty. You seem unable to
respond to this favour with valour. Are you planning to revolt and
rebel? As for me, I prefer to die while remaining faithful than live in
revolt'. The rebel, fearing that his plan would be given away, killed
Rudra and started the revolution.
Rudra's son Ta-mo-shih-lo (Dharmasira) - in Chinese 'Head of
the Dharma' - was at first in another country. The two older brothers
of his wife were sramanas. Learning that his father had just been
killed and that great disorder reigned in the country, he fled to China
with the two sramanas and took up residence in Ho-nan (Lo-yang).
There it was that he fathered Shu-Ian.
From childhood Shu-Ian was* intelligent and eloquent. He
accompanied his two maternal uncles and, by consulting them,
received the teaching of the sutras. As soon as he heard, he
understood. He knew foreign tongues and Chinese, and he was well
read in literature and history. However, he was fickle and violent by
nature, and he hunted in an unrestrained way.
One day, when out riding alone, he was chasing a stag when he
encountered a tiger and fell off his horse. He broke his right arm and
took a long time to recover. Later he again took up his incessant
galloping, for which his mother reproached him often, but he would
not mend his ways. She subjected him to a vegetarian diet and then
he stopped.
He, of course, loved wine, and had to drink up to five or six sheng
to be happy. One day, when he was completely drunk, he lay down at
the side of the road; he then went into the palace of the cantonment in
Ho-nan and shouted. The police sent him to the Ho-nan prison. At
that time the Prefect of Ho-nan, Lo Kuang *8c3t, was getting drunk
with his guests. Already tipsy, he said to [Shu]-lan: 'You are a
foreigner who is staying with us. Why do you imitate those of us here
who drink wine?' Shu-Ian said: 'Tu K'ang made the wine, and the
whole Chinese empire drinks it. Why put this question to someone
who has been living here so long?' Lo Kuang said: 'To drink wine is
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permissable. But why get into a rage and cause disorder?' Shu-Ian
answered: 'The people, even in a rage, do not cause disorder, and
you, esteemed Prefect, even when wined, do not get into a rage'. At
which Lo Kuang burst into laughter.
Then a fellow guest said: 'You are a foreigner, why are you so
white-faced?' Shu-Ian answered: 'In Ho-nan certain people are
black-faced, but you do not doubt them. If I, your servant, have a
white face, why resent me?' Then the guests and the host, admiring
his skill and eloquence, released him.
Shortly afterwards Shu-Ian, without being ill, died suddenly. Three
days later he came back to life. He told how he had entered a
dwelling whose doors were painted red and whose rooms were in
gold and silver. There he saw a man who told him: 'I am your
grandfather', and continued: 'I did good for years and now I am
enjoying this reward. You, wrong-doer, how did you get here?'
Upon which, the door-keeper ejected him with blows from a stick.
Shu-Ian entered a bamboo wood and there he saw his hunting
companions; bitten by eagles and dogs, they dripped with blood and
called on Shu-Ian to help them. Shu-Ian continued on his way,
covering several tens of steps. He met a man with an ox's head who
tried to gore him. Shu-Ian said: 'For several generations we have
been disciples of the Buddha and I have continually supported two
sramanas. For what fault do you want to punish me?' The ox-headed
man replied: 'For that you have deserved happiness, but this in no
way affects your hunting crimes'. Suddenly he saw his two maternal
uncles and the latter said to the ox-headed man: 'As for us, we have
always enjoyed his support. His faults are few but his good works are
numerous. You can let him go'. Shu-Ian returned in the wake of the
two monks and, finally, came back to life.
From then on he mended his ways and cultivated goodwill
(maitri). He devoted himself especially to the teaching of the sutras.
In the first yuan-k'ang year (291) of the Chin he translated the Fang
kuang ching (PancavimSatisahasrika p.p.) and a new Wei-mo-chieh
(VimalaklrtinirdeSa): more than ten myriad words. Since he knew
both the foreign tongue and Chinese, the sense of his translations is
perfectly correct.
Later he lost his mother and, after three months, wished to bury
her. A neighbour said to him: 'The present year and month are not
appropriate. You should wait until next year'. Shu-Ian answered:
'Whoever is born must necessarily die, and whoever is dead cannot
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again be born. Man and spirit follow two different ways, that is quite
normal. If I act so that my dead mother has a place to rest her spirit,
the greed of the crows and birds will be brought to an end. If I wait
until next year, I am afraid of having to flee and of no longer finding
anywhere [to bury her]. How would I have time to look for a tomb?'
Upon which he immediately buried her.
The next year, in fact, Shih Le £flfr rebelled, and brigands
abounded everywhere. Shu-Ian left [Ho-nan] and fled to Chin-chou
$rj>Jt[ [in present-day Hu-pei].
Later, without being ill, he said to a friend: 'I am going to die',
and a few days later he died. Those who knew him held him to be a
man 'knowing the decrees of Heaven'.

vm
Ho i$ Shou-leng-yen ching 'The combined Suramgamasutras', eight
chuan, probably undertaken in Ch'ang-an in 301 C.E. by Chih Min-tu
£ g J t of the Western Chin.
This is not a question of a new Chinese translation but of a combined or
synoptic edition of three Chinese translations made earlier.
This edition, which is lost today, was accompanied by a notice
compiled by Chih Min-tu himself and which has come down to us (cf.
Ch 'u, T 2145, pA9a 16). Its title is:
Record of the combined Suramgamasutras. This strange term
signifies, in the tongue of the Chin, Yung-fu-ting 'Concentration of
Heroic Victory'. [The author] is Chih Min-tu. These three [combined]
sutras were commented upon by Hsieh Fu HfSfc in four chuan.
Chih Min-tu first supplies some interesting information on the
Chinese translations by Chih Ch'an, Chih Ch'ien, Chu Fa-hu and Chu
Shu-Ian (see above, pp.61, 67-8, 74-5); he then speaks of his own work
(cf. Ch'u,T 2145, p.49Z> 9-17):
To make a choice between the three works [namely, the revised
translation by Chih Ch'an, alias Yiieh, the translation by Chu Fa-hu
and that by Chu Shu-Ian] was both laborious and difficult. Wishing
that students should have a concordance of these versions at their
disposal, I have taken here the revised translation by Yiieh as the
basic text, the translation by [Chu Fa]-hu as the secondary text and
that by [Chu Shu]-lan as a supplement. I have immediately noted and
distinguished what was not to be found in one or other of these
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versions. Sometimes the style and meaning were the same;
sometimes the meaning was similar but the style varied very slightly.
It was not worthwhile recopying them and I have blended the texts in
considering them as alike. Although this may not add to the interest, I
have divided the work into chapters and sentences so that they can be
clearly seen.
[After having reproduced the notice on the Yung-fu-ting by Fa-hu
(see p.74 above), Chih Min-tu concludes]: I would like the Four
Communities to examine [these translations] and propagate them,
while distinguishing the different and similar meanings.
It appears clear from this notice that Chih Min-tu took only three
earlier translations into consideration: the translation by Chih Ch'an
revised by Chih Ch'ien, the Yung-fu-ting by Fa-hu and the translation
by Shu-Ian. However, certain catalogues from the sixth and seventh
centuries claim that he also collated the translation, much lacking in
authentication, by Po Yen. This is a mistake that the Ch 'u does not
make and which the K'ai contested:
1. Ch'u, T 2145, p. 10a 12: Ho Shou-leng-yen ching, eight chiian.
Combines into a single work the four Shou-leng-yen translated by
Chih Ch'an, Chih Ch'ien, Chu Fa-hu and Chu Shu-Ian. Sometimes in
five chiian. Compiled by the sramana Chih Min-tu under Hui-ti
(290-307) of the Chin.
2. Chung A, T 2146, p.125a 2: Ho Shou-leng-yen ching, eight
chiian.
3 and 4. Li, T 2034, p.66c 6; Nei, T 2149, p.237c 17: Ho Shouleng-yen ching, five works in eight chiian. It is the sixth translation. It
combines into a single work the five works by the two Chih [Chih
Ch'an and Chih Ch'ien], the two Chu [Fa-hu and Shu-Ian] and Po
Yen. See the catalogue by Chih Min-tu.
5. Wu, T 2153, p.398a 5-6: Shou-leng-yen ching, a work in eight
chiian. It is the sixth translation. During the yung-ning year
(301-302) of the Western Chin, Chih Min-tu combined into a single
work the five works by the two Chih, the two Chu and Po Yen. See
the catalogue by Chih Min-tu.
6. K'ai, T 2154, p.5016 13-16: In the reign of Hui-ti (290-307),
the Sramana Chih Min-tu combined the four works by the two Chih
and the two Chu. The catalogue by [Fei Chang]-fang (T 2034) also
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adds the work by Po [Yen], which would make five works. However,
according to the catalogue by [Seng]-yu (T 2145) and the colophon
of the combined edition [by Chih Min-tu], four works only were
combined; they do not mention Po Yen.
The sources are mostly silent on Chih Min-tu, but his social
background is well known and has been admirably described by
E. Ziircher {Buddhist Conquest I, pp.81-110).
Chih Min-tu was a scholar-monk who came from a cultured
background. At first he lived in the north, most probably in Ch'ang-an,
in the reign of Hui-ti (290-307) and he was in personal contact with the
civil and military aristocracy as well as the great Dharma masters such
as Dharmaraksa, Po Yuan, Chu Shu-Ian, etc.
For the use of the Chinese who did not know Sanskrit he published
combined editions of the Suramgamasamadhi and the
Vimalaklrtinirdesa, in which the Chinese versions of these works were
assembled and collated.
According to the Wu (T 2153, p.398a 5-6), his 'Combined
Suramgamas' appeared in the 301. They encompass the translation by
Chih Ch'an revised by Chih Ch'ien between 222 and 229, and the very
recent translations by Dharmaraksa and Chu Shu-Ian, both of which
appeared in 291. The same year Po Yuan had already commented upon
the one by Dharmaraksa.
Later Chih Min-tu published his 'Combined Vimalakirtis', of which
only the preface has come down to us (cf. Ch'u, T 2145, p.586 21).
This edition encompassed the versions by Chih Ch'ien, Dharmaraksa
and Chu Shu-Ian. Since the one by Dharmaraksa was completed on
3 May 303 (cf. Li, T 2034, p.63c 9), Chih Min-tu could not have
undertaken his work until after that date.
The explanations supplied by the prefaces on this kind of editing are
lacking in clarity. Properly speaking, it is neither a matter of synopses
nor of 'translations blended into a single one' but more of what the
Chinese at present call a Fo-t 'u ho-pen tsu-chu f ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ i , namely a
'commentary upon a synthetic edition of the Buddhists'11. In the
particular case of the Sgs, Chih Min-tu took Chih Ch'an's version as the
'basic text' (mu S ); he divided it into chapters and paragraphs and,
after each paragraph, he reproduced, in the guise of a commentary, the
corresponding passages from the versions by Dharmaraksa and Chu
Shu-Ian qualified respectively as 'secondary text' (tzii ^) and
11

See Weng Tung-wen in T'oungPao XLVIII, 1960, pp.488-9.
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'supplementary text' (hsi 5£). Nonetheless, the minimal differences
between the versions were not noted.
Such a method has its inconveniences. A synthetic edition in fact
consisted of an indigestible mass abounding in repetitions. That of the
Sgs took up six chiian, as many as three separate versions together.
Even more, the quotations taken from the 'secondary text' and the
'supplementary text' were still not noted in small characters; hence the
difficulty of distingushing between the 'basic text' and the 'secondary
texts' which were meant to clarify the former.
Chih Min-tu was not, however, the inventor of this method. During
the second half of the third century Chih Ch'ien, the translator of the
Wei-mi ch'ih Wfl&ft, 'Dharani of the Subtle Secret' (T 1011), had also
produced a synthetic edition of it based upon the comparison of three
distinct versions (Ch 'w, T 2145, p.51c 17-19).
After Chih Min-tu, but still in the fourth century, Tao-an (312-385)
and Chih Tun & § (314-366) applied the same method to the
Prajiiaparamita.
In his Ho Fang-kuang Kuang-tsan lileh chieh 'Brief explanation of
the combined Fang-kuang and Kuang-tsang', of which the preface has
been preserved (Ch'u, T 2145, p.47c 29), Tao-an instituted the
synthesis of two Chinese versions of the Pancavimsatisahasrika p.p.,
namely:
a. The Fang-kuang ching SJOfcJJH (T 221). The Sanskrit original,
discovered in 260 in Khotan by Chu Shih-hsing ^fcdrfr, had reached
China through the good offices of his Khotanese pupil Punyadhana(?)
and had been translated in Ts'ang-Yiian (Ho-nan) between 28 June and
31 December 291 by the Khotanese Moksala and the sinicised Indian
Chu Shu-Ian, and this translation had been revised, on the basis of a
Sanskrit original and five Chinese copies, by Chu Shu-Ian between
10 December 303 and 22 May 304.
b. The Kuang-tsan ching )fciftl5 (T 222). The Sanskrit manuscript
had been brought from Khotan by a certain Gitamitra and translated,
by Dharmaraksa and Gitamitra, in Ch'ang-an on 27 December 286.
Tao-an obtained a copy of this version in Liang-chou (Kan-su) in
376.
With regard to Chih Tun (314-366), also called Chih Tao-lin, he
published some Ta-Hsiaop'in tui-piyao-ch'ao 'Synoptic extracts from
the Large and Small Prajiias', the preface of which has been preserved
{Ch'u, T 2145, p.55a 13). In this he compared the Pancavimsatisahasrika and the Astasahasrika.
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The Prajnaparamitas, the Vimalakirti and the Suramgamasamadhi are
closely related; objectively they posit ^universal emptiness {sunyata)
while avoiding hypostatising it; subjectively they extol mental
adherence to the non-existence and non-arising of all things
(anutpattikadharmaksanti). Of all the Mahayana sutras that were
studied in Ho-nan and Kan-su under the Western Chin, these were the
ones that aroused the most interest; not content with translating and retranslating them, combined editions were made of them. Even more,
these sutras directly inspired the first Buddhist school of philosophy to
arise in China, the Hsin-wu-i 'OftfciS 'Theory of the non-existence of
the mind', the founder of which was precisely Chih Min-tu. It is not
certain that he interpreted his Indian sources correctly, since his sunyata
is less an ontological idea than a subjective state, the void of the mind
of the sage. However, the Chinese were fully aware that the three sutras
exploited the same philosophical vein and that this was not without its
similarities to Confucian and Taoist speculations concerning the
connections between name (ming &) and reality (shih H), between
substance (t 7 fg) and function (yung ffl), speculations known as the
Doctrine of Names {ming-chiao %M>) and Dark Learning (hsuan-hsueh
2*).
Another text which, at the same time and in the same situation, held
the attention of the Chinese was the Saddharmapundarika. Among
specialists on the Lotus can be cited Chu Tao-ch'ien JTSIISP, cognomen
Fa-chen &m (286-374), and his disciple Chu Fa-i ^ £ & (307-380).
Contrary to what his name might seem to indicate, the former was a
pure Chinese and related to the Wang family who were very powerful at
the Chin court. The two masters were in contact with two monks, who
were either of distant Sogdian origin or followed a Sogdian master,
K'ang Fa-ch'ang R^4W and K'ang Seng-yuan BEfiiJH, specialists in
Pure Conversation (ch 'ing-t 'an yff !£) and Characterisation of Persons
(mwg).
During the first quarter of the fourth century revolutions at the
palace, swiftly followed by invasions by the Hsiung-nu who ravaged
Ch'ang-an in 311 and 316, led to a mass exodus of the population.
K'ang Fa-ch'ang, Chih Min-tu and K'ang Seng-yuan crossed the Yangtse river and reached the capital of the Eastern Chin, Chien-k'ang,
present-day Nanking. This was in the reign of the emperor Ch'eng,
between 325 and 342 (cf. Kao, T 2059, pp.346c 28-347a 2). In Ch'ienk'ang the fugitives enjoyed the protection of the powerful Wang family,
particularly Wang Tao 3:3$ (276-339). However, the situation changed
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when the Yii g?, rivals of the Tao, seized effective power. Faced with
the anti-Buddhist attitude taken by Yii Ping ffifc in 340, several
scholar-monks deserted the capital and reached the coastal regions of
Chiang-su or Che-chiang in the south-east. Chu Tao-ch'ien and his
disciples established their vihara in the Shan $J massif (Kao, T 2059,
p.348a 29); Chih Tun and his followers settled provisionally in Wuhsien %kM before reaching Shan themselves (Kuang hung ming chi,
T 2103, p.350a 18); as for K'ang Seng-yuan, he retired to the Yu-chang
S H mountains and founded a monastery there (Kao, T 2059, p.347#
13). It is probable that Chih Min-tu followed the last. In any case, it is
in the Yu-chang mountains that, in the reign of Ch'eng-ti (325-342), he
compiled his two catalogues entitled Ching-lun tu-lu and Pieh-lu, each
in one chuan {NeU T 2149, p.336c 23-25; K'ai, T 2154, p.573a 14-17).
We have just seen that his combined editions of the Suramgama and the
Vimalakirti were mentioned in them.
Commentary in four chuan, composed by Hsieh Fu 8fiR of the Eastern
Chin, upon the 'Combined Suramgamas' by Chih Min-tu.
We know of the existence of this commentary through a note by Sengyu added to the preface by Chih Min-tu (cf. Ch w, T 2145, p.49a 17).
Hsieh Fu was a native of K'uai-chi, in present-day Che-chiang, and
belonged to those families of literati who sought in both Buddhism and
Taoism the secret of the Supreme Truth (chih-li), a truth which cannot
be illustrated by words or symbols. For more than ten years he withdrew
to the Tvai-p'ing mountains and underwent prolonged fasting. He was in
contact with Chih Tun and his powerful protector Hsi Ch'ao %$M. (336377). He also composed a commentary upon the Mahanapanasmrtisutra,
a sutra of the Small Vehicle translated into Chinese by An Shih-kao
(T 602). This text was of particular interest to the Chinese because it
dealt with breathing exercises which were also cultivated in Taoism. Of
the commentary by Hsieh Fu, only the preface has come down to us
(CA'K,T2145,p.43c25sq.).
DC
Shou-leng-yen ching, two chuab, translated in Liang-chou (in Kan-su)
in 373 C.E. by the prefect Chang T'ien-hsi Wt.M, the upasaka Chih
Shih-lun 3&KK& and Po Yen !%& of the Ch'ien Liang.
This translation is furnished with a colophon by an unknown hand, and
is preserved in the Ch u (T 2145, ch.7, p.49Z> 18-19):
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During the third hsien-ho (correct to hsien-an) year, kuei-yu cycle
(373), the prefect of Liang-chou WM (in Kan-su), Chang T'ien-hsi
translated this Shou-leng-yen ching in the prefecture. At that time
there was a Yiieh-chih upasaka, Chih Shih-lun, who held the foreign
original in his hands. Chih [Shih-lun] had read the sutras widely; he
was particularly versed in the developed (vaipulya) sutras and the
concentrations (samddhi), and gave himself over resolutely to the
study of the Mahayana. He translated the Shou-leng-yen
(Suramgamasamadhi), the Hsii-lai (T 329: Suratapariprccha), the
Chang-chin-kuang-shou (Manjusrivikridita) and the Ju-huan san-mei
(Mayopamasamadhi or Susthitamatipariprccha).
At that time, they were assembled at the local seat of the
prefecture in Liang-chou, on the porch of the pavilion. The translator
then was the son of the king of Kucha, Po Yen, who knew Chinese
and the barbarian tongue. [Po] Yen thoroughly penetrated the texts
and understood both Buddhist and non-Buddhist works.
Those who took it down [by brush] were: 1. the 'functionary
constantly at the disposition of the prince', Chao Hsiao ^gjH, from
Hsi-hai g§#§; 2. the sub-prefect from Hui-shui #7R, Ma I H#F;
3. the 'head of the intendancy of the Inner Palace', Lai Kung-cheng
3fcH®C. These three men were all of noble virtue and possessed a
sense of justice.
At the time, there were present the sramanas Shih Hui-ch'ang
mmn, and Shih Chin-hsing ?f ilfr.
The prefect of Liang-chou himself chose the terms [for the
translation]. Their tenor conformed to the original and did not add
stylistic ornaments. Stylistic ornament verges on the naive; accuracy
attains the truth. Only saints can achieve this linking of style and
accuracy.
The sramanas Shih Hui-ch'ang and Shih Chin-hsing who assisted
in this translation were probably disciples of Tao-an (312-385).
Wishing to go to India, they had stopped on the way in Liang-chou
and from there, in 373, sent five texts to Tao-an who was then in
Hsiang-yang H&i (on the river Han in northern Hu-pai). These five
texts were:
1. Kuang-tsan ching (T 222), a translation of the Paiicavimsatisahasrika p.p. made by Dharmaraksa and Gitamitra on the
twenty-fifth day of the eleventh month of the seventh / 'ai-kang year
(27 December 286); cf. Ch u, T 2145, p.48a 3.
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2. Chien-pei ching (T 285), a translation of the DaSabhumika made
by Dharmaraksa on the twenty-first day of the eleventh month of the
seventh yiian-k 'ang year (21 December 297); cf. Ch 'u, T 2145, p.lb 22.
3. Shou-leng-yen ching, a translation of the Suramgamasamadhi
made in Liang-chou in 373 by Chang T'ien-hsi, Chih Shih-lun and Po
Yen.
4. Hsu-lai ching (T 329), a translation of the Suratapariprccha made
in Liang-chou in 373 by Chih Shih-lun.
5. Wu-po chieh 'The Five Hundred Precepts'.
The texts, which were sent from Liang-chou in 373, arrived in
Hsiang-yang in a different order in 376. The fifth did not reach its
destination.
The above information is culled from two contemporary documents
by Tao-an himself:
1. Preface by Tao-an to his Ho Fang-kuang Kuang-tsan liieh chieh
{Ch w,T 2145, p.48a 20-23):
Then Hui-ch'ang, Chin-hsing, Hui-pien W0, etc., wishing to go
to India, passed through Liang-chou on their route. They copied
and forwarded [the Kuang-tsan ching] and, crossing the Ch'in and
the Yung, the text reached Hsiang-yang on the twenty-fourth day of
the fifth month of the first t'ai-yuan year (27 June 376). I have
examined and checked it and I have had the joy of profiting from it.
I immediately took note of it and have used it widely in the present
'Brief Explanation' [of the combined Fang-kuang and Kuangtsan]'.
2. Letter by an unknown writer (probably Tao-an) concerning the
Chien-pei or Dasabhumika (Ch 'w, T 2145, p.62c 4-17):
On the twenty-fourth day of the fifth month of the first t'ai-yuan
year, ping-tzii cycle (27 June 376), this [Kuang-tsan] ching reached
Hsiang-yang. Shih Hui-ch'ang, in the year kuei-yu (373), had sent
this sutra and charged a man in the Exchange Market, K'ang-erh
HIE, to have it conveyed to Ch'ang-an. In Ch'ang-an the messenger
An Fa-hua 5:&|£ had sent it to the Exchange Market and the
Exchange Market man had transported it to Hsiang-yang and handed
it to the Sramana Shih Tao-an. At that time the assembled community
in Hsiang-yang numbered three hundred members. Shih Seng-hsien
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IVff Sf was ordered to copy this sutra and take it to the Yang-chou
monk, Chu Fa-t'ai ^ffiifc (320-387).
The Chien-pei (Dasabhumika) reached Hsiang-yang on the third
day of the tenth month of the first t'ai-yuan year (31 October 376). It
had also been sent by Hui-ch'ang, etc., and it had left with the
Kuang-tsan, but the inhabitants of Nan-hsiang had retained it briefly
to copy it. That is why it did not arrive with the Kuang-tsan.
The Shou-leng-yen (Suramgama translated by Chang T'ien-hsi,
Chih Shih-lun and Po Yen) and the Hsu-lai (Surata translated by
Chih Shih-lun) arrived together with the Chien-pei (Dasabhumika).
Shih Hui-ch'ang, the monk from Liang-chou, in the year jen-shen
(372-373) had copied these sutras at the Nei-Yiian ssu. He forwarded
them in the year [kuei]-yu (373-374) and it was on the twenty-third
day of the fourth month of the \ping]-tzu year (27 May 376) that they
reached Hsiang-yang. This Shou-leng-yen ching is, in all respects,
richer than previous [translations]; this is not the case for the first,
second and ninth. Its chapters are very numerous and approach three
or four hundred words. As for the style and sentences, it is very
useful.
The Hsu-lai ching (Surata) is also a little longer and can contain,
some lovely passages.
It is said that there was also a Wu-po chieh 'The Five Hundred
Precepts'. It is not known why it did not arrive [in Hsiang-yang].
Nevertheless it is urgently needed; the fourfold Community is
imperfect and for the great Dharma it is a deficiency.
The translation of the Shou-leng-yen by Chang T'ien-hsi, Chih Shihlun and Po Yen was only entered in the large catalogues muqh later.
The K'ai (T 2154, pp.519a 24-b3; 632a 15) was the first to index it. It
attributes it to the Yueh-chean upasaka Chih Shih-lun along with the
translations of three other works: the Suratapariprccha which has come
down to us (T 329), the Mayopamasamadhi and the Manjusrivikridita.
However, the K'ai reproduces in full the colophon to the Shou-leng-yen
translated above, while correcting the date: third hsien-an year, kuei-yu
cycle (373). According to it, this translation of the &gs is the eighth, and
it is newly included in the catalogue.
The information supplied by the K'ai is repeated by the Cheng, T 2157,
p.816a3-4.
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X
Hsin Shou-leng-yen san-mei ching ffiiPBRHBfMS, 'New Suramgamasamadhisutra', two chuan, translated, either in Liang-chou between 385
and 402 C.E. or in Ch'ang-an between 402 and 409 C.E., by Chiu-molo-shihflSj3g|f{+(Kumarajiva) of the Late Ch'in. Translation preserved
(T642).
With regard to this 'new' translation, the oldest attestation is supplied
by a preface (hsii) to the Hsin-ch 'u Shou-leng-yen ching compiled in
458 by Shih Hung-ch'ungflK&3fc.It is preserved in the Ch 'u, T 2145,
ch.7, p.49c. We read (lines 12-14):
From his childhood, the Dharma master Lo-shih (Kumarajiva)
expounded the Way, meditated and penetrated the teachings of the
Dharma. Formerly, finding himself in Kuan-yu Mfc (a region
located to the west of Han-ku-kuan), he translated this [Suramgamasamadhi]-sutra. From the moment of its publication, this work was
distributed in the course of time, causing joy and good fortune; the
joys of the world prospered. While its dissemination was at its
greatest, the sun and the moon were even more active.
Captured in Kucha in 384 by Lu Kuang g;)fc, general of the emperor
Fu Chien ?5ig (357-385) of the Early Ch'in, Kumarajiva was taken to
Liang-chou tlC'J+l (in Kan-su) in 385. The following year Lu Kuang,
breaking away from the Early Ch'in, announced his independence and in
Ku-tsang Ji$c (in Kan-su) inaugurated the dynasty of the Late Liang,
which lasted from 386 to 404. A plaything for the fantasies of these
Turko-Mongols, Kumarajiva remained in Liang-chou for seventeen
years, from 385 to 402. He does not seem to have worked much there:
'He kept his profound teaching to himself and did not expound it'.
In the meantime, one of the old lieutenants of Fu Chien, Yao Ch'ang
feffeS, undoubtedly of Tibetan race, had founded in Ch'ang-an the
dynasty of the Late Ch'in, destined to last from 384 to 417. His son Yao
Hsing fefepi (394-416) engaged in hostilities against Kan-su and, in
401, obtained the capitulation of Lu Lung S ^ , the nephew and third
successor of Lii Kuang. Yao Hsing invited Kumarajiva to come and live
in his capital. According to the information supplied by the oldest
records, Kumarajiva reached Ch'ang-an on the twentieth day of the
twelfth month of the third hung-shih year, i.e. 8 February 402 (cf. Ch 'u,
T 2145, p.1016 12-13; Kao, T 2059, p332a 24-25); he worked there
until his death which occurred on the twentieth day of the eighth month
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of the eleventh hung-shih year, i.e. 15 September 409 (cf. Kao, T 2059,
p.333a 4)12.
If we can believe ttie preface by Shih Hung-ch'ung quoted above,
Kumarajlva would have translated the Sgs between 385 and 402, during
his enforced stay in Kuan-yu, that is, Liang-chou. But such is not the
opinion of the large catalogues from the sixth and seventh centuries
which allege that all Kumarajlva's activity as a translator evolved in
Ch'ang-an from 402 on. Hence, after having listed thirty-five
translations, the Ch 'u (T 2145, p.l la 25-27) observes:
These 35 works forming 294 chuan were translated by
Kumarajlva, the sramana from India. During the time of An-ti
(396-419) of the [Eastern] Ch'in, Kumarajlva, in the year three of
the hung-shih period (402) of Yao Hsing of the usurping Ch'in,
arrived in Ch'ang-an, and it was in the Ta ssu and the garden of
Hsiao-yao that he translated.
The catalogues, however, do not give the exact date of the translation
of the Sgs by Kumarajlva, but limit themselves to a vague suggestion:
the hung-shih period, which ran from 399 to 415. Kumarajiva's version
was chronologically the sixth translation of the Sgs (Ch'u, T 2145,
pp.lOc 23, 14a 15), the seventh (Li, T 2034, p.78a 12; Wu, T 2153,
p.398a 11-12) or the ninth (^'ai, T 2154, p.512c 18).
More precise dates are supplied concerning other works closely
connected to the Sgs by their ideas and which Kumarajlva also
translated:
1. The Pancavimsatisahasrika p.p. translated with the title of Mo-ho
pan-jo po-lo-mi ching, in twenty-seven chiian (T 223). The* same
translation is mentioned in the Ch 'u (T 2145, p. 10c 16) with the title of
Hsin Ta-p 'in ching, in twenty-four chiian. Begun in the garden of
Hsiao-yao on the twenty-second day of the fourth month of the fifth
hung-shih year (28 May 403), it was finished on the twenty-third day of
the fourth month of the sixth year (18 May 404).
2. The Vimalakirtinirdesa, translated in the eighth hung-shih year
(406) with the title of Hsin Wei-mo-chieh ching, in three chiian (T 475);
cf. Ch'u, T2145,p.l0c22.
3. The Astasahasrika p.p., translated with the title of Mo-ho-pan-jo
12

The notice in the Kao-seng chuan on Kumarajlva has been translated by J. Nobel,
'Kumarajlva' in Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaft XX, 1927,
pp.206-33.
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po-lo-mi ching, in ten chiian (T 227). The same translation is mentioned
in the Ch 'u (T 2145, p. 10c 18) with the title of Hsin Hsiao-p'in ching,
in seven chiian. Begun on the sixth day of the second month of the tenth
hung-shih year (18 March 408), it was completed on the twentieth day of
the fourth month of the same year (30 May 408).
However it may be, Kumarajiva's translation of the Sgs was so
superior to its predecessors that it was enough to eliminate them all.
The seven earlier versions made respectively by Chih Ch'an, the
anonymous translator(s) from Ssu-chuan, Chih Ch'ien, Po Yen,
Dharmaraksa, Chu Shu-Ian and Chih Shih-lun had already disappeared
by the beginning of the sixth century and Seng-yu, in his Ch 'u santsang chi chi published in 515, already records them as lost.
Kumarajiva's translation of the Sgs is therefore the only one to have
come down to us. The translation which follows is based wholly on it.
Kumarajiva's methods are known to us. He aimed above all at
making himself understood by the Chinese, but he was not preoccupied
with details. His translations are rigorously accurate, with the slight
nuance that he was not always consistent in his way of rendering
technical terms and that the numerous stock phrases with which the
Sanskrit originals were studded obviously irritated him. He therefore
usually only translated their opening words, except where he gave only
a brief summary of them.
Even for the fastidious this is not a serious inconvenience, especially
since we have the Tibetan version at our disposal as is the case with the
Sgs. Thanks to this, we are free to restore the technical terms which
Kumarajiva somewhat decimated, the stock phrases which he reduced
or summarised and also some sentences which he left out. These
omissions can, moreover, be blamed as much on the copyists as the
translator.
Assisted, if not hampered, by a large number of collaborators
(hundreds, even thousands), Kumarajiva commented upon the texts as
he translated them. Often explanations of his own invention slipped into
his translations as, for example, in that of the Ta-chih-tu lun (T 1509:
Upadesa). This, however, is not the cas£ here since a comparison with
the Tibetan version shows that, in relation to the Indian original,
Kumarajiva's translation sins more through omission.

m
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Commentary composed in 458 C.E., in Chien-k'ang (Nanking), by Shih
Hung-ch'ung IS5A3E of the Sung, upon the Hsin Shou-leng-yen ching
by Kumarajiva.
We have just seen that Hung ch'ung was the author of a preface to the
new translation of the Shou-leng-yen by Kumarajiva. It also appears
from this preface (Ch'u, T 2145, p.49c 14-19) that Hung-Ch'ung
composed a commentary upon this translation as well:
The prime minister, prince of Chiang-hsia ACS (in Hu-pei),
knows the texts well and examines them with depth and perspicacity.
Each time he reads the scrolls (of this Hsin Shou-leng-yen) he is
particularly and profoundly moved.
I, [Hung]-ch'ung, a foolish and obscure person, have attempted to
approach the Mysterious, and already I have met old craftsmen who
have opened and explained the 'core' of the text for me. Consulting
with and listening to these sages, I have worked hard at the style and
meaning. In the second ta-ming year, yen-mou cycle (458), under the
Imperial Sung, at the monastery of Fa-yen j£H, I made a
commentary in brief so that the text can be easily propagated. I have
dared to recopy what I have heard. As there are certainly some
mistakes, I await the sages (to correct me).
The Kao-seng chuan (T 2059, p.376a 10-19) devotes a short notice
to Hung-ch'ung of which this is a translation:
Shih Hung-ch'ung was a native of Liang-chou (in Kan-su). In his
youth, he possessed strength of will. He comprehended Chuang-[tzu]
and Lao-[tzu], and understood Sutra and Vinaya. At the end of the taming period (457^464), he crossed the [Yang-tze] river and at first
stayed at the To-pao ssu. He excelled in posing objections, and the
sages were put to confusion for the most part. Later, he inaugurated a
'Festival of the Dharma', and debate raged furiously. Since [Hung]ch'ung penetrated the subtleties of the Mysterious in meditation and
since his eloquence was supernormal, he comprehended doubtful
things and explained difficulties. Each time he expounded the
Saddharmapundarika and the DaSabhumika, the listeners filled the
auditorium. The prime minister of the Sung, [Liu] I-kung Ml&ft,
prince of the literati, from Chiang-hsia (in Hu-pei), esteemed him
greatly.
When Ming-ti (466-472) mounted the throne, he built the Hsiangkung ssu and begged [Hung]-ch'ung to become its Superior. [Hung]-
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ch'ung changed his residence forthwith.
At that time in the Hsiang-kung, there was the bhiksu Fa-hsien
ffi8¥. Intelligent and wise, he also possessed the power of reflection
and equalled [Hung]-ch'ung in renown.
[Hung]-ch'ung died in the middle of the yung-ming period
(483-494) of the [Nan] Ch'i, aged seventy-two years. He made a
commentary upon the Wen-shu wen pu-t'i ching (T 464: Gayasirsa)
and upon the Suramgamasutra (T 642).
The catalogues from the sixth and seventh centuries record a
Catalogue by Shih Hung-ch'ung, in one chiian, already lost by their
time (cf Li, T 2034, p. 127c 7; Nei, T 2149, p.337a 8; Kai, T 2154,
p.573a21).
XI
[Additional Note]
The Suramgamasamadhisutra, often referred to in the abridged form of
Suramgamasutra, is a text of certain authenticity undoubtedly based
upon an Indian prototype.
It should not be confused with another Suramgamasutra composed in
Chinese with the title of Ta-fo-ting-ju-lai mi-yin hsiu-cheng liao-i chu p 'visa wan hsing shou-leng-yen ching, abbreviated to Shou-leng-yen ching
(T 945). This is a Chinese apocryphal work composed at the beginning of
the eighth century, probably by Fang Jung J£M, a minister of the empress
Wu of the T'ang. Although its Indian origin was quickly contested, it is at
present still one of the most widespread of Buddhist works in China.
P. Demieville (Le Concile de Lhasa, Paris 1952, pp.43-52, in the notes)
devoted to this counterfeit a substantial study in which all the desired
information can be found; the first four chiian were adapted and
summarised in English by S. Beal (Catena of Buddhist Scriptures from the
Chinese, London 1871, repr. Taipei 1971, pp.286-369), [t Chapter I was
translated by Joseph Edkins in Chinese Buddhism (London 1893, repr. San
Francisco 1976)], and the complete work has now been translated into
English by Charles Luk (Lu K'uan Yu) with the title of The Surangama
Sutra, London 1966, repr. New Delhi 1985.
Because of the similarity of titles, modern authors often confuse the
authentic Suramgamasamadhi with the apocryphal Suramgama. Among
others, see C. Bendall, ed. of the Siksasamuccaya, p.8, n.2;
L. de La Vallee Poussin, Siddhi, p.633.
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xn
hPhags-pa dPah-bar hgro-bahi tin-ne-hdzin ces-bya-ba theg-pa-chenpohi mdo: AryaSuramgamasamadhir nama Mahayanasutram, in five
bamp-po, translated at the beginning of the ninth century C.E. by the
Indian pandit &akyaprabha and the (Tibetan) corrector-interpreter
Ratnaraksita.
This translation is included in the Narthang Kanjur (vol. Ta 6°, fol.
4076 5-510a) and the Peking Kanjur (Tibetan Tripitaka, ed.
D.T. Suzuki, Tokyo-Kyoto 1958, vol.32, No.800, pp.71-98, fol.276a
4-344a 5). It is this latter edition which I have used for the present
work.
The Inventaire des Manuscrits Tibetains de Touen-houang conserves
a la Bibliotheque Nationale published by M. Lalou (3 vols, Paris 1939,
1940, 1961) and the Catalogue of the Tibetan Manuscripts from Tunhuang in the India Office Library compiled by L. de La Vallee Poussin
(Oxford 1962) do not note any manuscript or fragment of such of the
Suramgamasamadhi in Tun-huang. This fact is all the more surprising
in that Tun-huang has yielded several Tibetan translations of the
Prajnaparamitas and the Vimalakirtinirdesa (cf. M. Lalou, 'Les
manuscrits tibetains des grandes Prajnaparamita trouves a Touenhouang', Silver Jubilee Volume of the Zinbun-Kagaku-Kenkyusyo,
Kyoto 1954, pp.257-61; 'Les plus anciens rouleaux tibetains trouves a
Touen-houang', Rocznik Orientalistyczny XXI, 1957, pp. 149-52;
E. Lamotte, Vkn (English version), pp.xxxviii-xliii). With the
reservation that further discoveries are always possible, we can
conclude that the only Tibetan version of the §gs which was ever made
is that by Sakyaprabha and Ratnaraksita as it appears in the Kanjur.
Selections from this version have beeh translated into English by
Thubten Kalsang Rimpoche and Bhikkhu Pasadika in Excerpts from the
Surangama Samadhi Sutra, Dharamsala 1975.
It differs from Kumarajlva's version on the following two points:
1. It contains two long, partially versified, passages which are not
found in the Chinese version: fol.2866 5-289a 3 following § 21 of my
translation; fol.3386 8-344a 1 following § 177 of my translation.
2. It is, according to Tibetan usage, divided into five bam-po (a roll
or scroll):
bam-po I, fol.276a 5 (§ 1 of my translation).
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bam-po II, fol.2896 5 (§ 26).
bam-po III, fol.3046 5 (§ 67).
bam-po IV, fol.317a 8 (§ 109).
bam-po V, fol.3296 5 (§ 150).
There is no doubt that the Indian original of the Sgs underwent
successive enlargements in the course of time, as is confirmed by the
Chinese and Tibetan versions. The two Chinese translations made in
Ssu-chuan between 220 and 265 contained ten stanzas (cf. above, p.66);
the one by Chih Shih-lun, dating from 373, was longer than its
predecessors according to Tao-an's certification (cf. above, p.93). The
Tibetan version, which is the most recent, marks the final point of this
evolution by including in the text some long series of stanzas.
The oldest Mahayana sutras, such as the Astasahasrika, Pancavimsatisahasrika, Astadasasahasrika and Satasahasrika p.p., were
entirely in prose. Later, when literary taste had evolved, sutras appeared
in prose interpolated with verse. It also happened that earlier
productions had stanzas added to them at a later date. We have already
noted (Vkn, p. 11) a certain fluctuation in the number of stanzas put into
the mouth of Ratnakara in Chapter One of the Vimalakirtinirdesa.
The authors of the Tibetan version, Sakyaprabha and Ratnaraksita,
are not unknown to us. They worked as a team and have also left us
versions of the Ratnakaranda (Otani Kanjur Cat., No.785),
Pratyutpannasamadhi (No.801), Brahmavisesacintipariprccha (No.827),
Samvrtiparamarthasatyanirdesa (No.846), Angulimaliya (No.879),
Tathagatagarbha (No.924) and Akasagarbha (No.926).
They witnessed, to some degree at least, the great events that marked
the glorious reign of Khri-sron-lde-btsan (755-797)13: the fortunes of the
Tibetan campaigns in Bengal* (755) and in China marked by the fleeting
occupation of Ch'ang-an (763) and the expulsion of the Chinese from
Beshbalik in Turkestan (788-790); the declared sympathy of the king
towards Buddhism despite the opposition of the clans who remained
attached to Bon (755); the mission of two Nepalese monks to Tibet; the
Dharma master Santaraksita and the wonder-worker Padmasambhava;
13
On his reign, see G. Tucci, 'The Validity of Tibetan Historical Tradition' in India
Antiqua, Leiden 1947, pp.309-22; The Tombs of the Tibetan Kings, Serie Orientale Roma I,
1950, pp.5-20; Minor Buddhist Texts, Serie Orientale Roma IX, 2, pp. 1-68; P. Demieville, Le
Concile de Lhasa, Paris 1952, Index, s.v. Khri-sroh-lde-bcan; L. Petech, A Study of the
Chronicles ofLadakh, Calcutta 1939; 'Tibet' in Le Civilta dell'Oriente I, Rome 1955, pp.112340; 'Tibet' in Storia Universale, Rome, pp.269-72; M. Lalou, Les Religions du Tibet, Paris
1957, pp.25-35; R.A. Stein, La civilisation tibetaine, Paris 1962, pp.43-7.
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the erection at Bsam-yas [f Lhasa] of a large collection of Buddhist
temples and monasteries (erection begun in 775?), modelled on the
Indian temple at Odantapuri or Nalanda; the ordination of the first
Tibetan monks, the Seven Elect (sad-mi), chosen from among the
nobility (779?); the thirteen years' abbacy of Santaraksita in Bsam-yas
(775-788); the arrival in Tibet, on the king's invitation, of two Chinese
Buddhist monks destined to be replaced every two years (781); the royal
edict elevating Buddhism to a state religion (791); the doctrinal
controversy which, in Tibet, opposed the 'sudden way' of the Chinese
Buddhists (represented by the hva-san Mahay ana) to the 'gradual way'
of the Indian Buddhists (led by Kamalasila, a disciple of Santaraksita);
the triumph of the latter at the Council of Bsam-yas (792-794); the
publication by Kamalasila of the three Bhavanakramas in which he
defined the Indian position; and finally, the assassination of Kamalasila
(795), soon followed by the death of the king (797).
Khri-sron-lde-btsan's death was followed by a period of troubles; one
or two of his sons, Mu-ne-btsan-po and Mu-tig-btsan-po, perished in the
palace revolutions. Finally (in 804?), his youngest son Khri-lde-srori-btsan,
alias Sad-na-legs, ascended the throne which he occupied until 81714.
It was indeed he, and not his son Khri-tsug-lde-btsan, alias Ral-pacan (817-841), as Bu-ston15 claims, who initiated several important
ventures from the Buddhist point of view: he sanctioned a new method
in the translation of Buddhist texts; he had an inventory of Tibetan
translations extant in Tibet drawn up; and finally, he ordered the
compilation of a Sanskrit-Tibetan lexicon, the Mahavyutpatti.
We read in Bu-ston (fol.130; tr. E. Obermiller, Buston, History of
Buddhism II, Heidelberg 1932, repr. Delhi 1986, pp.196-7)16:
In the past, at the time of [Khri-sron-lde-btsan], the bodhisattva
master Jnanendra, £an-rgyal-iien-na-bzan, Blon-khri-bzir-san-si, the
translators Jnjinadevakosa, Khyi-hbrug from Lee, the brahmin
Ananta and others created a religious language (dharmabhdsa) with
some words not in common use in Tibet. Since they were translating
out of various tongues, Chinese, languages of Li [| Khotan] and
Lahore, etc., it was difficult to study the Dharma because of thfe great
number of dissimilar words (visamandman).
Seeing this, the king [Khri-lde-sron-btsan, and not Ral-pa-can]
14

See G. Tucci, 'The Validity...', p.321; Tombs..., p.20 (see previous note).
Id., Tombs...,p.\%.
16
This passage had been edited by A. Ferrari, 'ArthaviniScaya', in Atti della Reale
Accademia d'Italia, Memorie, Classe sc. mor e stor., Sene VII, vol.IV, 1944, p.539.
15
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issued a threefold decree: 1. [| For the sake of] the masters from the
Aparantaka 'Western Continent' Jinamitra, Surendrabodhi,
Silendrabodhi and Bodhimitra the Tibetan masters Ratnaraksita and
Dharmatasila, the able translators Jnanasena [the famous Ye-ses-sde],
Jayaraksita, Manjusrivarman, Ratnendraslla, etc., translating the
works of the Great and Small Vehicles [directly] from Sanskrit into
Tibetan, let there be written in an index (dkar-chag = silcipattra)
[namely, the Mahavyutpatti] the [Tibetan equivalents] attached to the
[Sanskrit] terms; 2. while never deviating from the holy text (gzunlugs = samaya), let this be made suitable for study by all, 3. finally,
let the texts translated earlier (purvaparinatd) be re-edited (punar
upadista) in the new language.
By means of these measures, Khri-lde-sron-btsan was not only
setting up a programme for the future; he wanted above all to sanction
the remarkable activity undertaken by the Indian masters and Tibetan
lotsabas of his generation, among whom figured Sakyaprabha and
Ratnaraksita, the translators of the Sgs.
The work accomplished was already considerable. In the year of the
Dragon (812, according to G. Tucci17), Dpal-brtsegs and Nan-mkhahisnin-po had compiled an inventory of the translations of the agamas
and Sastras in the palace of Ldan kar ma, in Ston-than. In doing this
they were responding to a royal order, doubtless emanating from Khrilde-sron-btsan: 'Let there be written an index of titles (byan) and
names of sections (htshal) of the Saddharma, 'Prajnaparamita in a
hundred thousand', etc., translated in the kingdom of Tibet'. This
inventory, which appears in the Tanjur, Mdo hgrel, vol.CXXVII,
fol.352a-373a of the Peking edition, has been published by
S. Yoshimura, The Denkar-ma, an oldest Catalogue of the Tibetan
Buddhist Canon, Ryukoku University, Kyoto 1950, and by M. Lalou,
*Les textes bouddhiques au temps du roi Khri-sron-lde-bcan', Journal
Asiatique, 1953, pp.313-53.
The inventory, which is divided into thirty sections, lists 736
translations indicating for each of them the total number of Slokas
which make up the work, then the number of bam-po and also that of
the Slokas. Mention is made therein of works by authors as late as
&ubhagupta (c.720-780), Areata (c.730-790), KamalaSIla (c.740-795)
17
Minor Buddhist Texts II, pp.47-8 in the notes: the inventory postdates the Council and
was compiled in the time of Khri-lde-sron-btsan, probably in 812. In an article published earlier,
E. Frauwallner, 'Zu den buddhistischen Texten in der Zeit Khri-sron-lde-btsan's, Wiener
Zeitschrift fur die Kunde Siid- und Ost-asiens /, 1957, p. 11, dates the inventory in the year 800.
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and Dharmottara (c.750-$10)18. It therefore ensues that the inventory
was compiled in the reign of Khri-lde-sron-btsan (8047-817) and not in
that of Khri-sron-lde-btsan (755-797) as Bu-ston claims (E. Obermiller,
II, P-191).
As M. Lalou19 has remarked, the number of bam-po attributed by the
inventory to a given work does not always correspond to the number of
bam-po appearing in the classical editions of the Kanjur and Tanjur.
Between the inventory and the classical editions there were
modifications which sometimes led to the enlarging, sometimes to the
diminution of the text.
This was not the case for the Sgs, which appears in the inventory
under the number 111 with the mention: dpah bar hgro bahi tin he
hdzin, 1,500 slokas, 5 bam-po; these are exactly the same measurements
as those of the Sgs which appears in the Kanjur (Otani Cat., No.800)
with Sakyaprabha and Ratnaraksita as translators.
To return to the Mahavyutpatti, its colophon, reproduced with some
variations by Padma dkar po (1562-1592) in his Chos-hbyun (fol.1016)
and summarised by the fifth Dalai Lama (fol.42<z)20, clearly shows that
it was initiated in the year of the Horse (814, according to G. Tucci21) by
the king Khri-lde-sron-btsan in his palace at hOn can do. Begun in 814,
this protracted work could not have been finished for several years,
namely in the reign of Khri-tsug-lde-btsan Ral-pa-can (817-841). The
sixty-fifth section of the Mahavyutpatti lists the titles of one hundred
and five holy texts {saddharmanamani): the thirty-first is precisely the
Suramgamasamadhinirdesa, in Tibetan dpah-bar hgro-bahi tin-ne-hdzin
btsan pa22.
18
I have taken these dates from E. Frauwallner, 'Landmarks in the History of Indian
Logic', Wiener Zeitschrift fir die Kunde Sud-und Ost-asiens V, 1961, pp. 146-8.
19
'Les textes bouddhiques...' Journal Asiatique, 1953, p.314.
20
See A. Ferrari, 'ArthaviniScaya', pp.538-40.
21
Minor Buddhist Texts II, p.48, in the notes.
22
Collaterally and doubtless prior to the Chinese and Tibetan versions, a Khotanese
translation of the £gs should be noted. A long fragment discovered in Khadaliq near Khotan has
been published by Sir H.W. Bailey, Khotanese Buddhist Texts, London 1951, pp. 1-7, and this
has been translated into English and analysed by R.E. Emmerick, The Khotanese
Siirangamasamadhisutra, Oxford 1970 [t for more details see the author's Foreword above].
See also R.E. Emmerick, A Guide to the Literature of Khotan (Studia Philologica Buddhica,
Occasional Papers Series II), Tokyo 1979, esp. p.32. On Khotan, a centre of Buddhist studies
much frequented by the Chinese, see also Sir H.W. Bailey, 'Gaustama: The Kingdom of the'
Sakas in Khotan' in Indo-Scythian Studies: Khotanese Texts IV, Cambridge 1961, pp. 1-18. The
small neighbouring kingdom of Karghalik (in Chinese Che-chu-chieh, in Tibetan Ca-ko-ka or
Cu gonfpan]) possessed a store of Mahayana surras in their long recensions; cf. 6. Lamotte,
'ManjuSri', T'oungPao, 1960, p.65, n.156.
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^CRAMGAMASAMADHISCTTRA
translated by the
TRIPIJA KUMARAJlVA
from the Land of Kucha under the Late Ch'in
[Introduction]
1. Thus have I heard. At one time the Buddha was in Rajagrha on the
Grhdrakutaparvata, with a great assembly of bhiksus, thirty-two
thousand bhiksus, and Mahasattva-bodhisattvas numbering seventy-two
thousand.
2. These last were universally known (abhijndndbhijndta); they
possessed the dhdranis; they were gifted with eloquence (pratibhdna)
and delighted in expounding ceaselessly; well established in concentration (samddhisupratisthita), they never strayed from it; they were
skilled in knowledge (jndnakusala) and of inexhaustible wisdom
(aksayaprajnd); they possessed the certainty concerning the profound
teachings (gambhiradharmaksdnti) and had penetrated the profound
expositions of the Dharma (gambhiradharmamukha); for innumerable
incalculable periods (asamkhyeyakalpa) they had cultivated good
dharmas (kusaladharma) and still recalled them all; they had overcome
Mara and adversaries (nihatamdrapratyarthika)1; they had secured
perfectly adorned Buddha-fields (buddhaksetra); they possessed great
goodwill (mahdmaitrf) and great compassion (mahdkarund), and their
bodies were adorned with all the marks (laksana); they had reached the
other shore of great vigour (mahdviryapdramimgata); they were
acquainted with all languages (nirukti) and other skilful means (updya);
their practices (caryd) and bodily attitudes (irydpathd) were perfectly
consummate (sampanna); they were all determined as to the three doors
to deliverance (vimoksamukha); through unobstructed knowledge
(apratihatajndna), they had penetrated the triple world (traidhdtukanirydta); they had formed the resolve (niscaya) never to
abandon anyone; they were gifted with mindfulness (smrti), intelligence
(mati) and understanding (samkalpa), as well as patience (ksdnti) and
knowledge (jndna).
3. The bodhisattvas endowed with such virtues (guna) were:
the bodhisattva Avaivartikadharmacakrapravartaka 'Setting
turning the irreversible Wheel of the Dharma'
1

A traditional expression; cf. Saddharmapund., p.430, 7; below, § 8, 129.
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the bodhisattva Utpaditacittadharmacakrapravartaka 'Setting turning
the Wheel of the Dharma after having aroused the thought of Bodhi',
the bodhisattva Anavaranadharmacakrapravartaka 'Unobstructedly
setting turning the Wheel of the Dharma',
the bodhisattva Vimalasuddhi 'Unstained Purity',
the bodhisattva Sarvaparyutthanaviskambhin 'Eliminating all the
veils of passion',
the bodhisattva Visudderyapathasamdarsananandin2 'Delighting in
adopting pure bodily attitudes',
the bodhisattva Varalaksanavyuharajamati 'Royal intelligence
adorned with marvellous marks',the bodhisattva Sarvasattvavisamvadin, 'Not wronging any.being',
the bodhisattva Anantagunasamudramati 'Intelligence like the sea of
infinite virtues',
the bodhisattva Sadasamahitaviksiptendriya 'Of senses ever concentrated and undistracted',
the bodhisattva Bhutasvara 'Of truthful sounds',
the bodhisattva Sarvadevastuti 'Praise of all the gods' [629c],
the bodhisattva Dharanisvararaja 'Sovereign king of dhdranis \
the bodhisattva Pratibhanalamkara 'Adornment of eloquence',
the bodhisattva Manjusri kumarabhuta 'Of gentle majesty and crown
prince of the Dharma',
the bodhisattva Maitreya, 'Good-willed',
the bodhisattva Sumerukutaraja 'King of the summit of Sumeru',
the bodhisattva Gunaratnavyuhasamudramati3 'Intelligence like the
sea adorned with the jewels of the virtues',
the bodhisattva Mahavyuha 'Of great adornments',
the bodhisattva Mahalaksana 'Of great marks',
the bodhisattva Prabhalaksana 'Mark of light',
the bodhisattva Prabhasri 'Majesty of light',
the bodhisattva Visuddhamati 'Pure intelligence',
the bodhisattva Pramodyaraja 'King of joy',
the bodhisattva Drdhasthama 'Firm might',
the bodhisattva Drdhamati4 'Firm intelligence'.
2

A doubtful reconstruction; in Tib. we find Dgah ba dan dad pahi spyod lam ston pa Nandaprasaderyapathasamdarsaka.
3
In Tib. Yon tan rin po che bkodpa rgya mtsho bio gros.
4
Chien-i MM, in Tib. Bio gros brtan pa, which gives the Skt Drdhamati. This name is
confirmed in a fragment of the Sgs from Central Asia published by A.F. Hoernle, Manuscript
Remains of Buddhist Literature found in Eastern Turkestan I, Oxford 1916, p. 126,2, and in an
extract from the &gs quoted in the &iksasamuccaya, p.91,9 sq. Here Drdhamati is the main
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These and other Mahasattva-bodhisattvas numbering seventy-two
thousand.
4. In addition, all those who existed in the trichiliomegachiliocosm
(trisdhasramahdsdhasralokadhdtu)
by way of Sakras, Brahmas,
Lokapala Kings of the gods, devas, nagas, yaksas, gandharvas, asuras,
garudas, kimnaras, mahoragas, manusyas, amanusyas, universally
known (abhijndndbhijndta),
having planted good roots
(avaropitakusalamula) and resolutely intent on the sublime teaching
(uddrddhimuktika),
were present in that assembly (tasminn eva
parsatsamnipdte samnipatitd abhuvan samnisannah).
[The Most Excellent Concentration]
5. Then the bodhisattva Drdhamati, present in that great assembly,
had this thought: I would now like to ask the Tathagata a question
which would be such as to protect (pariraksana) the lineage of the
Buddha (buddhavamsa), the lineage of the Dharma (dharmavamsa) and
the lineage of the Community (samghavamsa), obscure and eclipse
(dhydmlkarana) the dwellings of Mara (mdrabhavana) and confound
(nigrahana) proud people (abhimdnika). Thus, those who have not yet
planted good roots (anavaropitakusalamula)
will plant them immediately. Those who have already planted good roots will add to
(vardhana) them. Those who have not yet aroused the thought of
supreme and perfect enlightenment
(anutpdditdnuttarasamyaksambodhicitta) will arouse that thought (cittotpdda). Those who
have already aroused that thought will become irreversible (avaivartika)
[bodhisattvas]5. Irreversible bodhisattvas will rapidly (ksipram) attain
anuttarasamyaksambodhi. Beings speculating on objects (sdlambana)
and attached tOvfalse views (drstyabhinivista) will arouse the thought of
eliminating them. Beings attached to inferior teachings
(hfnddhimuktika)
will become resolutely attached to the sublime
teaching (udaradhimuktika). Those who are resolutely intent on the
sublime teaching will experience great joy (pramudita).
interlocutor of the Buddha; he will obtain the Concentration of Heroic Progress at the end of the
sutra (§ 167). [f see the Foreword, p.xv for the list of these bodhisattvas as it appears in the
Khotanese version of the Sgs.]
5
This concerns absolutely irreversible bodhisattvas (bss) in possession of an irreversible
certainty (avaivartikaksantipratilabdha: cf. Saddharmapund., p.259,/5). They obtain this virtue
in the eighth stage, the Acala, also called 'Irreversible Stage' {avivartyabhumi) in the
Da^abhumika, p.71,/2; avaivartikabhumi in Bodh. bhumi, p.235,7#). It is generally in this full
sense that the texts use this expression (cf. Vkn, pp.61, 141, 222, 265, 291). However, as we
shall see further on, § 104, n.209, two or even three kinds of avaivartika can be distinguished.
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6 Having had this thought, Drdhamati rose from his seat and, having
arranged his upper robe on one shoulder, having placed his right knee on
the ground and having extended his joined hands towards the Bhagavat,
he said to him (atha khalu Drdhamatir bodhisattva
utthdydsandd
ekdmsam uttardsangam krtvd daksinam jdnumandalam
prthivydm
prahsthdpya yena bhagavdms tendnjahm prandmya bhagavantam idam
avocat) Bhagavat, I would like to question the Bhagavat Tathagata on a
small point if the Bhagavat gives me leave to ask a question (prccheyam
aham bhagavantam arhantam samyaksambuddham
kamcid eva
pradesam sa cen me bhagavdn avakdsam kurydt
prstaprasnavydkarandyaf
The Buddha said to Drdhamati Question the Tathagata on whatever
you wish, and I, in answering all these questions, will delight your mind
(evam ukte bhagavdn Drdhamatim bodhisattvam dmantrayate sma
prccha tvam tathdgatam arhantam samyaksambuddham
yad yad
evdkdnksasi
aham te tasya tasya prasnasya vydkaranena
cittam
drddhayisye)1
7 The bodhisattva Drdhamati said to the Buddha Bhagavat, what is
the samddhi through which a bodhisattva
rapidly attains anuttarasamyaksambodhi,
is never apart from frequentation by the Buddhas,
illuminates with his own light (avabhdsa) all the ten regions,
acquires a wondrous wisdom (yikurvitaprajna) so as to destroy
Maras (mdrdndm nigrahdya),
obtains mastery in knowledge (jndnavasitd) and wins spontaneous
knowledge {svayambhujhdndf \
obtains the untaught knowledge (anupadistajndna)9 and does not
depend on others (aparapraneya)10,
possesses indestructible eloquence (andcchedyapratibhdna) up to the

6
Stock phrase cf Digha I, p 51, 3-5, Majjhima I, p 229, 35-37, III, p 15, 23-25,
Anguttara V, p 196, 12-14, Samadhiraja I, p 10, 15-17, II, p 217, 10 12, III, p 487, 3 5,
Karmavibhanga, p 29, 22 23
7
Stock phrase liable to variations, cf Samadhiraja, I, pp 10, 18 - 11, 2, II, p 217, 13-15,
III, p 487, 7-9
8
In Tib ran byun gi chos thob pahi phyirye ses la dban du hgyur ba
9
Read te wu chiao chih f#&$fc§', with the Tib ma bstan pahi ye ses dan Idan pahi
phyir The 'untaught' (anupadista) virtues form part of the avemkadharmas of the bodhisattva
(bs), cf Mahavyutpatti, Nos 787-92
10
In Tib gzan gyi drin la hjog par mi hgyur ba, giving the Sanskrit aparapratyaya or
aparapraneya (cf Mahavyutpatti, Nos 2396 and 2398)
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final limit (aparantakoti)u',
obtains the bases of supernormal power {rddhipada) and thus ensures
himself of an incalculable life-span (aprameydyus)n\
expounds the Sravakayana to adherents of the Sravakas
(srdvakddhimukta),
expounds the Pratyekabuddhayana to adherents of the Pratyekabuddhas,
expounds the Mahayana to adherents of the Mahayana,
penetrates the teaching {dharma) of the Sravakas, but without
entering into the predestination of the Sravakas {sravakaniydma)u\
penetrates the teaching of the Pratyekabuddhas, but without entering
into the pratyekabuddhaniydma [630a],
penetrates the teaching of the Buddhas, but without entering into
complete cessation {atyantanirodha)]\
manifests {samdarsayati) the figure (samsthana), colours {varna) and
bodily attitudes {Irydpatha) of a Sravaka, but without ever straying
inwardly from the thought of enlightenment {bodhicitta)x\
manifests the figure, colours and bodily attitudes of a Pratyekabuddha, but without ever straying inwardly from the thought of great
compassion {mahakarundcitta) of the Buddhas16,
manifests, through an illusionary concentration (mdyopamasamddhi),
the figure, colours and bodily attitudes of a Tathagata,
1
' In Tib. phyi mahi mthahi bskal pa bye bar ston pahi phyir spobs pa rgyun mi hehad par
hgyur ba.
12
Possession of the four rddhipadas allows of prolongation of life at will; cf. Skt.
Mahaparinirvana, p.204: yasya kasyacic catvara rddhipada asevita bhavita bahulikrta
akahksamanah sa kalpam va tisthet kalpavasesam va. Corresponding Pali passage iq Digha II,
p. 103,1-4.
13
Here tao corresponds to the Tib. hes par gyur ba = niyama. Regarding the respective
niydmas of a sravaka and a bodhisattva, see Vkn, p. 19, n.65, and below, § 56, n.140, § 104,
n.210, § 133, n.268, § 150. As from his entry into the path of vision (darsanamdrga), the
Sravaka is himself predestined as to his future acquisition of the absolute good (samyaktva),
namely Nirvana; the bs is himself predestined as to his future reaching of Sambodhi. The
niyama of the bs constitutes his second predestination (niyatipata); see below, § 104, n.211.
14
For the §gs, entry into Nirvana by the bodhisattvas and Buddhas is not real cessation,
merely skill in means. All beings, all dharmas are essentially and eternally in Parinirvana. Hence
there can be no question of entry into Nirvana (cf. §§ 71-2).
15
In the guise of a Sravaka, the bs does not aspire to the Bodhi of the Sravakas or of the
arhats, a Bodhi consisting of the knowledge of the destruction of the impurities
{asravaksayajnana) and the knowledge of their non-arising (anutpadajnana), the bs aims
essentially for the anuttarasamyaksambodhi of the Buddhas. Cf. Vkn, pp.298-303,
16
In theory, if a Pratyekabuddha does not teach the Dharma, it is due to timidity or lack of
courage; see KoSa III, p. 196; below, § 133.
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manifests, through the power of his own good roots (kusalamula), the
presence among the Tusita gods, the assuming of the last existence
(antimajdtydddna), the entry into the womb (garbhdvakrdnti), the birth
(jdti), the renunciation of the world (abhiniskramana) and the
occupation of the seat of enlightenment (bodhimandanisldana)x\
manifests, through the power of profound wisdom {prajna), the
turning of the Wheel of the Dharma (dharmacakrapravartana),
manifests, through the power of skilful means (updya), the entry into
Nirvana,
manifests, through the power of concentration (samddhi), the distribution of the relics (sarlravibhdga),
manifests, through the power of his previous aspiration (piirvapranidhdna)n,
the disappearance of the
Saddharma
(saddharmavipralopa),
What then, O Bhagavat, is this samddhi through which a bodhisattva
manifests such virtues (gunq), but without definitively entering
Parinirvana?
8. The Buddha said to the bodhisattva Drdhamati: Excellent,
excellent (sddhu sddhu), O Drdhamati, you question the Tathagata on
this subject (artha) for the welfare and happiness of many beings
(bahujanahitdya bahujanasukhdya), through pity for the world
(lokdnukampdyai), for the benefit, welfare and happiness of the great
body of beings, humans and gods (mahato janakdyasydrthdya hitdya
sukhdya devdndm ca manusydndm ca), for the protection of present and
future bodhisattvas (pratyutpdnndm cdndgatdndm ca bodhisattvdndm
parigrahdya).
Know this. You have planted good roots (avaropitakusalamiila), you
have honoured and served innumerable hundreds of thousands of
kotinayutas of Buddhas of the past; you have trodden all the paths
(mdrga)19; you have overcome Mara and adversaries (nihatamdrapratyarthika); you have obtained an independent knowledge (svatantrajndna) regarding all the Buddhadharmas; you have won over and
protected throngs of bodhisattvas; you know the treasure (kosa) of all the
teachings (dharma) of the Buddha; that is why you have come to ask me
17
A bs in the tenth stage magically carries out the exploits of an 'historical' Buddha. See
more below, § 21, Nos.96-100, §§ 123, 163.
18
At the moment of his cittotpada, a bs can, through an aspiration, determine the duration
of the Saddharma which he will expound as a Buddha.
19
In Tib. theg pa thams cad kyi hes par hbyuh bahi lam mams su nes par byuri ba =
sarvayananiryanamarganirydta, 'You have trodden the paths of release of all the Vehicles'.
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a question (prasnavydkarana) already asked in the past of Buddhas as
numerous as the sands of the Ganges (gangdnadi-vdlukopama).
9. Drdhamati, in this assembly (parsad), the Tathagata does not see a
single deva, naga, yaksa, gandharva, a single Sravaka or Pratyekabuddha who would be capable of formulating this question. Only a
man as eminent as yourself is able to approach such a question. Listen
well then, and engrave it on your mind (tena hi srnu sddhu ca susthu ca
manasikuru). I will tell tyou of that samddhi with which bodhisattvas
must be endowed (sampanna) in order to obtain the virtues (guna) of
which you speak and of even greater ones (bahvantaravisista).
Drdhamati said to the Buddha: Excellent, O Bhagavat, and he began
to listen {sddhu bhagavann itipratyasrausli).
[The Heroic Progress]
10. The Buddha said to Drdhamati: It is a samddhi called
'Concentration of Heroic Progress' [Suramgamasamddhi; abbr. to Sgs].
Bodhisattvas who have obtained this samddhi can, since you ask about
it, manifest Parinirvana, but without definitively ceasing to be.
They manifest (samdarsayanti) figures (samsthdna) and colours
(varna), but without harming the suchness of form (rupatathatd)20.
They circulate (samcarami) through all the buddhaksetras, but do not
conceive (na vikalpayanti) of the buddhaksetras21.
They come close {samyuhjanti) to all the Buddhas, but do not see any
distinction (visesa) in the basic sameness (samatd) and the fundamental
element (dharmadhdtu)22.
They perform all the practices (caryd), but clearly understand the
method of purifying the practices (carydparisodhana).
They possess sovereignty (adhipatyd) over all the gods and mankind
(devamanusya), but do not fall into pride (mdna), pretension (stambha)
or negligence (pramdda).
They possess the supreme power (aisvarya) of all Maras, but abstain
20
In Tib. gzugs su ston pa thams ca kyan ston la gzugs kyi de bzin hid las chos mams
hkhrugs par yah mi byed: 'Even while displaying themselves in all manifestations of form, they
do not strip away the dharmasfromthe suchness of form (rupatathataY. In other words, even
while manifesting themselves by appearing in forms, the bss know that the suchness (tathatd) of
form is empty and non-existent: Rupam eva sunyata sunyataiva rupam (cf. Vkn, p.LXix, n. 19).
21
In fact the buddhaksetras are empty and non-existent (cf. Vkn, pp.133, 182, 210).
22
Fa hsing fe& corresponds to the Tib. chos kyi dbyihs = dharmadhdtu. Non-existent
like the rest, the Buddhas resort to the dharmadhdtu, the fundamental element which is nonexistence pure and simple (cf. Vkn, pp.LXX-LXXii). From this absolute point of view, everything
is the same (sama) as everything else.
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from the works of cruel23 Maras (mdrakarman).
They circulate through the triple world (traidhdtuka), but do not
swerve from the fundamental element (dharmadhdtuf\
They are born [630b] in all the destinies (gati) but do not conceive
(na vikalpayanti) of there being various destinies.
They skilfully pronounce (yydkurvanti) all the utterances of the
Dharma (dharmapada) and, in various languages (nirukti), they clarify
its meaning (artham samprakdsayanti), but they know (adhigacchanti)
that syllables (aksara) spring from sameness (samatd) and that there
exist no differences (visesa) between languages25.
They are always recollected (samdhita),
but they ripen
(paripdcayanti) beings.
They possess the certainty of universal destruction (ksayaksdnti) and
the certainty of the non-arising of dharmas (anutpattikadharmaksdnti),
but they speak of dharmas as having arising (utpdda) and cessation
(nirodha) as their marks (laksana)26.
They go alone (ekacdrin) and without fear (visdrada) like a lion
(simha).
[The Offering of a Throne]
11. Then, in the assembly, the Sakras, Brahmas, Lokapala Kings of
the gods and the whole assembly (sarvdvatl parsad) had this thought:
We have never before heard the name of this samddhi, even less the
explanation of its meaning (arthavibhahga). Today, when we have
come and seen the Buddha, it is of advantage (Idbhd nah sulabdhdh) to
hear the name of the Suramgamasamadhi pronounced. The son of good
family (kulaputra) or daughter of good family (kuladuhita) seeking
[perfect] Buddhahood (samyaksambuddhatvdf
and who, after having
heard the explanation (vibhanga) of the Suramgamasamadhi, believes it
23

Read mung $£ instead o f i $ J .
Fa hsiang & f E corresponds here to the Tib. chos kyi dybins = dharmadhatu.
2
5 Cf. Vkn, p.203; below, § 74.
26
They profess the dharmanairatmya
even while adopting the language o f the Sthaviras
and Sarvastivadins w h o speak o f the three or four marks o f the conditioned
(samskrtalaksana):
arising, duration, modification and disappearance (cf. KoSa II, p.222).
27
Kumarajiva usually renders by fo-tao $£11 the Skt samyaksambuddhatva
(compare
PancavimSati, ed. Dutt, p.25, 16, and the trans, by Kumarajiva, T 2 2 3 , c h . l , p.220a 18). Further
on (T 6 4 2 , c h . 2 , p . 6 3 8 c 7 ) , the four characters ch'eng-chiu fo-tao tfLW&irM. have as their
correspondence in the Tibetan version (Tib. trip., Vol.32, p.86, fol.3146 8), bla na
medpayan
dag rdzogs pahi byan chub mhonpar rdzogs par htshah rgya bar hgyur ba, equivalent to the Skt
anuttarayam samyaksambodhav
abhisambuddhah
(cf. Mahavyutpatti, N o . 6 3 5 5 ) .
24
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{adhimucyate) and does not doubt, that son or daughter of good family
will never stray from Buddhahood (buddhatvan na vivartsyati). Even
more so, if after having believed it (adhimucya), he or she grasps it
(udgrhndti), remembers it (dhdrayati), repeats it (vdcayati), expounds it
to others (parebhyah samprakasayati) and, conforming to what it says,
applies his or her effort to it (bhdvandyogena prayunaktif*.
12. Then the Sakras, Brahmas and Lokapala Kings of the gods had this
thought: We should now present (prajndpayitum) to the Tathagata a lionthrone (simhdsana), a throne of the Good Dharma (saddharmdsana), a
throne worthy of a great personage (satpurusdsana), a throne of great
splendour (mahdvyuhdsana), a throne for a great turning of the Wheel of
the Dharma (mahddharmacakrapravartandsana), so that the Tathagata,
seated on this throne of ours, will expound the Suramgamasamadhi.
Among themselves, each one said to himself: It is I alone who offer
this simhdsana to the Buddha, no-one else can do so.
13. Then the Sakras, Brahmas and Lokapala Kings of the gods each
separately offered (prajndpayanti sma) to the Tathagata a simhdsana
which was adorned (alamkrta), pure (visuddha), admirable (darsanlya)
and very high (unnata), strewn with innumerable precious fabrics
(apramdnaratnavastrdstirna), its top covered with canopies (vitdna),
banners (dhvaja) and wonderful precious parasols (ratnacchattra),
[surrounded] by a balustrade (vedikd) of all kinds of precious jewels
(ratna), [set] to the right and left with innumerable precious trees
(ratnavrksa) with branches and leaves on which rows of pearls
(muktdvali) were carefully arranged, hoisted with banners and flags
(samucchritadhvajapatdka)29, draped with great precious canopies
(mahdratnavitdnavitataf0, adorned with interfacings of jewels and hung
with precious bells (ratnakiiikini), the top scattered with all kinds of
wonderful flowers (ndndvidhapuspdbhikirna), perfumed with all kinds
of celestial incenses (divyadhupavdsita), embellished with gold (herna),
silver (rupyd), jewels (ratna) of precious stones (mani) and pearls
(muktikd): indeed, of the most varied of ornaments, none was missing
from that seat.
14. At that precise moment (etasminn eva ksanalavamuhurte), there
were before the Tathagata 84,000 kotinayutas of precious simhdsanas,
but no discomfort (dvarana) resulted from this for the assembly31.
28
29
30
31

Commonplace stock phrase; cf. Vkn, p.250, n.16.
Cf. Maha\yutpatti,No.6120.
Cf./forf.,No.6119.
A commonplace wonder, cf. Vkn, pp. 139, 211.
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Taken one by one, the devaputras did not see the seats of the others and
each one said to himself: I alone have offered a simhasana to the
Buddha, and it is on that throne that I have offered him that the Buddha
will expound the Suramgamasamadhi.
Then the Sakras, Brahmas and Lokapala Kings of the gods, having
completed the offering of the thrones, each said to the Buddha: May the
Buddha sit on my throne and expound the Suramgamasamadhi.
[The Multiplication of the Buddhas]
15. Then the Bhagavat performed such a supernormal action
(evamrupam rdhhyabhisamskardm abhisamskaroti smaf2 that he sat
everywhere at the same time on the 84,000 kotinayutas of simhdsanas
[630c], but each deva only saw the Buddha seated on the throne that he
had set out and did not see the other thrones. One Sakra devendra said
to another Sakra: 'Just look at the Tathagata seated on my throne'.
Similarly, the Sakras, Brahmas and Lokapala Kings of the gods said
to each other: 'Just look at the Tathagata seated on my throne'. And the
other Sakra replied: 'Now the Tathagata is seated only on my throne; he
is not on yours'.
16. Then the Tathagata considered that those Sakras, Brahmas and
Lokapala Kings of the gods fulfilled the requisite conditions (purvapratyayd) for being delivered and, desiring to demonstrate a little of the
potency (prabhdva) of the Suramgamasamadhi and have the practices
(caryd) of the Mahayana adopted, the Tathagata, say I, acted so that all
the assemblies saw the Tathagata present everywhere on the 84,000
kotinayutas of precious simhdsanas.
17. The whole assembly experienced great joy (prltiprdmodyajdta)
and was filled with wonder (adbhutaprdpta). They all rose from their
seats (utthdydsandt) and, joining their hands (pragrhitdnjali), bowed to
the Buddha and said to him: Excellent, excellent! Immense is the power
[of the Tathagata] who is able to gratify the desires (asayaparipurand)
of all the devaputras. All the devaputras who have offered a seat to the
Tathagata, having thus witnessed the supernormal might (rddhiprdtihdryd) of the Buddha, aroused the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta.
Together they addressed the Buddha and said to him: Bhagavat, it is in
order to pay homage (pujana) to the Tathagata, calm the suffering of all
beings (sarvasattvaduhkhaprasamana), protect the Good Dharma
(saddharmaparigrahana) and not interrupt the lineage of the Buddhas
(buddhavamsdnupaccheda) that we arouse the anuttarasamyak32

A traditional expression: cf. Vkn, pp.139, 204, 237, 247.
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sambodhicitta. May we,-in future time (andgate 'dhvani), become
Buddhas gifted with such supernormal might and accomplish wonders
(yikurvana) such as those that the Tathagata accomplished today.
Then the Buddha congratulated (sddhukdram addt) the devaputras:
Excellent, excellent! It is exactly as you say (evam etadyathd vadatha):
to arouse the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta for the welfare and
happiness of all beings (sarvasattvdndm hitdya sukhdya) is the supreme
homage (paramapujd) rendered to the Tathagata.
[Unreality and Identity of the Tathagatas]3*
18. Now, in the assembly of Brahmas, there was a Brahma god
named Samataviharin34 'Residing in Sameness'. He said to the Buddha:
Bhagavat, which then are the real (bhuta) Tathagatas, the one seated on
my throne or those who are on the thrones of the others?
The Buddha said to Samataviharin: All dharmas are empty {sunya),
like an illusion (mdyopama). Born of the complex [of causes and
conditions] (sdmdgryutpanna), they are inactive (niscesta). All spring
from mental illusion and imagination (vithapanaparikalpapratyupasthita)35 and, not being independent (asvdmika), they are born as one
thinks of them36.
All these Tathagatas are real (bhuta)37. And why are they real?
These Tathagatas, originally and spontaneously, are not born: hence
they are real.
These Tathagatas are non-existent in the present and in the future:
hence they are real.
The Tathagatas are not composed (samgrhita) of the four great
elements (mahdbhuta): hence they are real.
33

Sakyamuni, multiplying himself infinitely, is seated on the 84,000 kotinayutas of
thrones. How can the true Sakyamuni be distinguished from his countless doubles? Each
devaputra would like the true Buddha to be the one to occupy the throne he has offered. In fact,
all these Buddhas are equally 'real' (chen shih jRH) according to the Chinese version by
Kumarajiva, equally 'unreal' (yan dag pa ma yin pa) according to the Tibetan translation.
However, reality and unreality intermingle in one and the same non-existence, in one and the
same emptiness. The ideas raised here can also be found in several parts of the Vkn, especially
pp.227-8, 238-42. The sameness of all dharmas is one of the main theses of the Madhyamaka
(see ibid., ppxxviii-LXix).
34
In Tib. Mham pa Hid la gnas pa.
35
However, the traditional expression is vithapanapratyupasthanalaksana, in Tib. mam
par bsgrub pa fie bar gnas pahi mtshan hid 'Having as their mark having been created by
mental illusion': cf. Vkn, p.26, n.89.
36
In Tib. de dag niji Itaji Itar hdodpa de Ita de Itar rnam par sgrubpo.
37
As was pointed out in n.33, the Tibetan translation says 'unreal' instead of 'real'.
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These Tathagatas are not composed of the aggregates {skandha), bases
of consciousness (dyatana) or elements (dhatu): hence they are real.
These Tathagatas are the same (sama) and without difference
{nirxnsesa) at the beginning (ddau), in the middle (madhye) and at the
end (paryavasdne)'. hence they are real.
O Brahma, these Tathagatas are the same and without difference.
And why?
They are the same because of the suchness of form (rupatathatd)™',
the same because of the suchness of feeling (vedand), of perception
(samjhd), of volition (samskdra) and of consciousness (vijndna): hence
they are [631a] the same.
These Tathagatas are the same because of the suchness of past time
(atitddhvatathatd), the same because of the suchness of future time
(andgatddhvatathatd), the same because of the suchness of present time
(pratyutpannddhvatathatd).
They are the same in that they are like the dharmas of illusion
(mdyddharmopamay\
like the dharmas of mirage
(maricidharmopama), non-existent (asat), free of coming (dgamana) and free
of going (nirgama). That is why these Tathagatas are said to be the
same.
All dharmas are the same, and it is equally so for these Tathagatas.
All beings (sattva) are the same, and it is equally so for these
Tathagatas. All the Buddhas of all the universes (lokadhdtu) are the
same, and it is equally so for these Tathagatas. All the universes are the
same, and it is equally so for these Tathagatas. That is why the Buddhas
are said to be the same.
O Brahmaraja, these Tathagatas do not deviate from the suchness of
all dharmas (sarvadharmdndm tathatdm ndtikrdmanti)40', this is why
they are said to be the same. Understand it well, O Brahmaraja, the
Tathagatas know that all dharmas are hence the same; that is why the
Tathagatas give the name of sameness to all dharmas41.
38

Kumarajiva renders tathatd by the single character ju $D, whilst Hsuan-tsang translates
it by chen-ju M$n . See the Sanskrit list of the asamskrtadharmas in PancavimSati, ed. Dutt,
p. 168, 16-17, and the respective translations by Kumarajiva (T 223, ch.4, p.243b 2-3) and
Hsuan-tsang (T 220, ch.486, p.469a 15-17).
39
In Tib. de bzin gsegs pa hdi dag ni sgyu mahi chos kyi de bzin hid kyis mnam.
40
Same expression in Vkn, p.72. Cf. Madhyantavibhaga, p.221, 24; Aloka, p.297, 20:
dharmadhatuvinirmukto yasmad dharmo na vidyate.
41
In Tib. de Ita bas na de Itar de bzin gsegs pas chos thams cad mnam par mhon par
rdzogs par sahs*rygas te: 'That is why the Tathagatas are enlightened (abhisambuddha) in
sameness (samam) regarding all dharmas'.
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19. The brahmaraja Samataviharin said to the Buddha: Bhagavat, it is
astonishing (adbhuta) that the Tathagata who thus penetrates the
sameness of all dharmas (sarvadharmasamatd)
also manifests his
wonderful physical body (parinispanna rupakdya) to beings.
The Buddha replied: Brahmaraja, this is due to the potency
(prabhdva) of the Suramgamasamadhi as it was practised previously
(piirvacarita).
For this reason the Tathagata, even after having
penetrated the sameness of all dharmas, also manifests his wonderful
physical body to beings.
This having been said, the brahmaraja Samataviharin and ten
thousand brahmadevas obtained the preparatory certainty (anulomikl
ksdnti) concerning dharmas42.
20. Then the Bhagavat withdrew his supernormal power (rddhyabhisamskdram
punar eva pratisamharati
sma)\ thereupon, the
Buddhas and the thrones disappeared, and the whole assembly saw no
more than a single Buddha.
[The Hundred Aspects of the Heroic Progress]^
2 1 . Then the Buddha said to the bodhisattva Drdhamati: The
Suramgamasamadhi is not obtained by the bodhisattvas of the first,
second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth stages
(bhumi)\ it is only the bodhisattva dwelling in the tenth bhumi who can
obtain this Suramgamasamadhi44. What then is this Suramgamasamadhi?
42

This is the second ksdnti, the first being the ghosanugd ksdnti, and the third the
anutpattikadharmaksdnti; cf. Vkn, pp.25, n.84, 290; below, § 48, n.l 19.
43
The numbering of these hundred aspects is due to Chinese initiative; it does not appear
in the Tibetan translation which gives more than a hundred of them. Among those which do not
appear in the Chinese, there should be pointed out, in fol.285a 7, zun gi rim pa dan snrel zihi
rgyudbrtanpa sespa = yamakavyatyastdhdrajndna 'Knowledge consisting of the production of
paired and inverted sounds'. Regarding this subject, see Vkn, pp.LVi-LX.
In the Tibetan translation, § 21 is followed by a partly versified passage going from folios
2866 5 - 289<a 3. These stanzas probably did not appear in the original Sanskrit used by
Kumarajlva as he certainly would not have omitted to translate them. In its oldest form, the &gs
was probably a prose work like the Astasahasrika, the PancavimSatisahasrika, the Astada£asahasrika and the Satasahasrika Prajnaparamita. However, in the course of time, literary taste
having evolved, a certain number of stanzas may have been added. The Chinese translations
made in Ssii-chuan, in the third century, include, it seems, ten gdthds (see above, p.ti5). At the
end of the sutra the Tibetan version introduces a further partly versified passage (Tib. Trip.,
vol.32, pp.96-8, folios 3386 8 - 344a 1) which does not appear in the translation by Kumarajlva.
44
It will be noted that the ten stages of the bs are not yet designated by their traditional
titles: Pramudita, etc. (cf, Mahavyutpatti, Nos 886-895). They are still anonymous as in the
bhumiparivartas of the large Prajnaparamitas (PancavimSati, pp.214-25; Satasahasrika, pp. 145473; AstadaSa, T 220, ch.490-91, pp.4096-4976), chapters which E. Conze considers to be
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1 Purifying the mind [and making it pure] like space (akasavac
cittapankarman)
2 Examining and bringing to the fore the minds of all beings
(sarvasattvacittanam pratyaveksa sammukhlkaranam)
3 Knowing the strength and weakness of the spiritual faculties in
beings (sarvasattvanam indrivapardparajndnamf5
4 Determining (avadhdrana) and understanding (parijndna) the
[mechanism of] the cause and the fruit (hetuphala) in beings
5 Knowing the fruition of action in beings {sattvdndm karmavipdkajndnam)Ab
6 Penetrating the various aspirations of beings (ndnddhimuktiptavesa)*1 and, after having penetrated them, not forgetting them
(asampramosa)
7 Knowing the multiple and various tendencies acquired by beings
(anekandnddhdtusdksdtkdra)4*
8 Being at ease with the sounds of Brahma49 and the concentrations
(brahmasvarasamddhivikridana),
teaching beings the diamond-like
concentration (vajropamasamddhisamprakdsana)50
and mastering at
will the absorptions (dhvdna) and attainments (samdpatti)5]
enlargements of the original edition In fact, there is still no reference to the bhumis in the
Astasahasnka the oldest known Prajnaparamita text
45
This is the fifth tathagatabala indriyapardparajndnabala (Mahavyut, No 124) In the
lines that follow, the Sgs will mention another eight tathagatabalas omitting only the sthana
sthanajnanabala See the list of the ten balas in Majjhima I, pp 69-71, Anguttara V, p 32 sq ,
Patisambhida II, pp 174-6, Vibhanga p 335 sq , Mahavastu I pp 159-60, Kosa VII, pp 66-71,
Kosavyakhya, p 641, 14 sq , Pancavimsati, p 210, Mahavyut, Nos 120-9, Arthaviniscaya
p 577, Dharmasamgraha, Ch 76
46
The text is faulty, read chih yeh pao £nHH instead of chih wu yeh pao £n#|j£fg, with
the Tib las kyi mam par smin pa la hjug pa ses pa This is the second tathagatabala
karmavipaka- jnanabala (Mahavyut No 121) See Kosa VII, p 69
47
This is the third tathagatabala nanddhimuktijfianabala (Mahavyut, No 122) See Ko£a
VII, p 70
48
This is the fourth tathagatabala nanddhatujhanabala (Mahavyut, No 123) See Kosa VII,
p70
49
Hua-yin fHif, a free translation of fan yin %^, in Tib tshans pahi dbyans The
brahma-svara is the psalmodised recitation of sacred texts, cf Hoboginn, s v Bombay pp 93113, and P Demieville, 'Notes on the Buddhist Hymnology in the Far East' in Buddhist Studies
in Honour ofWalpola Rahula, London 1980, pp 44-61
50
By means of the vajropamasamadhi the ascetic abandons the final passion of the highest
sphere of existence the naivasamjnandsamjnavatana This samadhi is immediately followed by
accesssion to arhatship, cf Lamotte, History, p 617
51
This is an allusion to the seventh tathagatabala
dhyanavimoksasamadhisamdpattijndnabala (Mahavyut, No 126) There are four dhydnas, eight vimoksas, three
samddhis, two samdpattis and nine anupurvavihdrasamdpattis, cf Ko§a VII, p 69
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9. Discerning the paths which lead to the various destinies (sarvatragdminlpratipadvyavalokanaf2.
10. Knowing the former abodes without encountering any impediments (andvaranam purvanivdsajndnam)5\
11. Possessing an unobstructed heavenly eye (apratigham divyacaksusf\
12. Obtaining the knowledge of the destruction of defilements
(dsravaksayajndna)55, but without attaining it inopportunely (akdlam).
13. Obtaining the knowledge which penetrates the sameness of the
world of form and the formless world (rupdrupyasamatdpravesajfidna).
[631b]
14. Manifesting and being at ease with all forms {sarvarupasamdarsanavikrldana).
15. Knowing that all sounds {svaraghosa) are the same as an echo
(pratisrutkdsama).
16. Successively penetrating mindfulness and wisdom (smrtiprajhdnupravesa).
17. Delighting beings with good words (subhdsitaih
sattvasamtarpanam).
18. Expounding the Dharma as circumstances require (yathdpratyarham dharmadesand).
19. Distinguishing between the opportune and the inopportune time
(kdldkdla vya valokana).
20. Being able to change one's sex (indriyapardvrttijndnam).
21. Giving instructions that are never in vain (anirarthakd dharmadesand).
22. Penetrating the limit of reality (bhutakotyanupravesa)56.
23. Being skilful at winning over the various categories of beings
{sattvajdtasamgrahanakusala).
24. Fulfilling all the perfections (sarvapdramitdparipuri).
25. Having bodily attitudes and a bearing precluding all peculiarity
52
This is the sixth tathagatabala: sarvatragdminipratipajjndnabala (Mahavyut., No. 125).
See KoSa VII, p.70.
53
This is the eighth tathagatabala: purvanivasanusmrtijndnabala (Mahavyut., No. 127).
SeeKoSaVII,p.71.
54
This is the ninth tathagatabala: cyutyupapddajhdnabala (Mahavyut., No. 128). This
understanding of the death and rebirth of beings arises from the heavenly eye {divyacaksus). See
Kosa VII, pp.68-9, n., and Vkn, p.67, n.57.
55
This is the tenth tathagatabala: dsravaksayajhdnabala (Mahavyut, No. 129). See Ko& VII,
p.71.
56
In Tib. yah dagpahi mthah la hjugpa.
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(anadbhutd irydpathavikramdh).
26. Eliminating all reflection, discrimination and imagination
(sarvakalpavikalpaparikalpaprahana)51.
27. Not harming the fundamental element (dharmadhatu), but
exhausting it to the very end (prdntakotif*.
28. In a single instant, manifesting one's body in the presence of all
the Buddhas.
29. Remembering the instructions of all the Buddhas (sarvabuddhadharmadesanddhdrana).
30. In all the universes (lokadhdtu), performing bodily transformations (kdyavlkurvana) like mirages (maricisama).
31. Skilfully expounding all the Vehicles (ydna), delivering beings
and always ensuring the uninterruption of the Triple Jewel {triratndsamuccheda).
32. Producing great adornments up to the final limit (apardntakoti)
of Samsara, .and doing so without experiencing the slightest feeling of
tiredness (parikheda).
33. Always manifesting oneself in all places of birth (jdtisthdna), and
doing so opportunely and uninterruptedly.
34. Manifesting one's activity in all places of birth.
35. Being skilful at ripening beings (sarvasattvaparipdcanakausala).
36. Skilfully keeping up acquaintance with all beings.
37. Being unfathomable to all [adepts] of the two Vehicles59.
38. Clearly understanding the pronunciation of all sounds (svardnga).
39. Causing all dharmas to be burnt (pradipta)60.
40. Causing an ordinary kalpa to become an incalculable kalpa
{asamkhyeyakalpa).
41. Causing an asamkhyeyakalpa to be reduced to an ordinary kalpa61.
57

In Tib. rtogpa dan rnam par rtogpa dan yons su rtogpa thams cadyan dag par bcom pa.
In Tib. chos kyi dbyihs tha mi dad pa mnam pahi hos la hjugpa ses pa: 'Penetrating and
knowing the depths (tala) of the undifferentiated (asambhinna) and equalised (sama)
dharmadhatu'. Even while manifesting himself in the world of beings and things, the bs never
loses sight of the fundamental element, namely, the emptiness (sunyata) of beings and things.
However, he is careful not to hypostatise it into a nature of things. Cf. Vkn, pp.LXix-LXXii.
59
In Tib. nan thos dan ran sans rg)>as thams cad kyi ye ses kyis gtih dpag dkah ba: 'Being
difficult to fathom (duravagdha) by the knowledge (/nana) of all the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas'.
60
At the moment of the kalpa of disappearance (samvartakalpa)y beings and the
receptacle-world are destroyed by fire; cf. Vkn, pp.146 and n., 183, stanza 19.
61
A mahakalpa includes four asamkhyeyakalpas and each asamkhyeyakalpa numbers
twenty antarakalpas or small kalpas (cf. Vkn, p. 146, n.). However, the bs, through his
acintyavimoksa, wields his dominance over time and, in the minds of those he wins over, can
cause a very long period to appear as very short, and vice versa. See Vkn, pp. 144-5.
58
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42. Causing an ordinary field (ksetra) to expand into innumerable
fields (asamkhyeyaksetra).
43. Causing innumerable fields to be reduced to an ordinary field.
44. Placing immense buddhaksetras into a single pore of skin
(romakupaf2.
45. Placing all beings into a single body61.
46. Understanding that all buddhaksetras are the same as space
(akasasamd).
47. Extending one's own body to all the buddhaksetras without
exception.
48. Placing all bodies into the fundamental element {dharmadhdtu)
so that there are no longer any bodies.
49. Understanding that all dharmas are free of marks (alaksana).
50. Being fully acquainted with all skilful means (upaya).
51. With a single vocal pronouncement (ekavagudaharena), being
able to express all the natures of things (sarvadharmasvabhava).
52. In uttering only one phrase (ekapada), speaking for innumerable
asamkhyeyakalpas.
53. Skilfully studying all the chapters of the expositions of the
Dharma (sarvadharmamukhaprakarana).
54. Fully recognising resemblances and differences, and expounding
the Dharma briefly (peyalam) or at length (vistarena).
55. Withdrawing skilfully from all the paths of Mara (sarvamaramargatikramana).
56. Emitting the ray of great skilful means, of knowledge and of
wisdom
{mahopayajnanaprajnarasmipramocanaf4.
57. Causing actions of body, speech and mind to be preceded by
knowledge (kayavanmanaskarmani jnanapurvamgamani)65.
58. Without making any [special] effort (anabhisamkaram), always
having the superknowledges (abhijna) at one's disposal66.
59. Using the four penetrating knowledges {pratisamvijjnanaf1 so
62

Cf.Vkn, pp. 145-6.
In Tib. sems can gcig gi lus la sems can thams cad kyi lus yan dag par hdu zih hjugpa:
'Concentrating and inserting the bodies of all beings into the body of a single being'.
64
In Tib. thabs chen po la mkhas pas ses rab dan ye ses kyi hod zer gton ba\ 'Through
ability in great skilful means, emitting the ray of wisdom and knowledge'.
65
These are the avenikadharmas Nos 13-15 of the Buddha: sarvakayakarma jnanapurvamgamam jhananuparivarti, etc. (cf. Mahavyut, Nos 148-50).
<*> Cf. Vkn, p.67, n.59.
67
Cf. Vkn, p.260, n.
63
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that all beings experience great gladness (samtustif*.
60. Manifesting transformations (vikurvana) to the limit of the
fundamental element (dharmadhdtu)69.
61. Using the means of winning over (samgrahavastu)10 to secure
beings {sattvaparigrahana).
62. Understanding all the languages (vyavahdra) used by all beings
in the various universes (lokadhdtu). [631c]
63. Not calling into question that dharmas are like an illusion
(mdyopamesu dharmesu nihsamsayah).
64. In all places of birth, practising widely all the sovereign powers
(sarvajdtisthdnesu vasitdparipurih).
65. [Obtaining] willingly and tirelessly all necessary things.
66. Showing oneself as a master (adhipati) among all beings.
67. Being a field of merit (punyaksetra) equally profitable to the
good and the bad.
68. Obtaining and penetrating all the secrets (guhya) of the
bodhisattvas.
69. Always emitting rays (rasmipramocana) over all the universes
without exception.
70. Possessing a knowledge (jndna) which is profound (gambhira)
and unfathomable (duravagdha).
71. Having a mind (citta) like earth (prthivi), water (ap), fire (tejas)
and wind (vdyu).
72. In every teaching (nirdesa), statement (pada) and discourse
(nirukti), skilfully causing the turning of the Wheel of the Dharma
(dharmacakrapravartana)11.
73. Unimpededly (andvaranam) [penetrating] the Tathagata stage
{tathdgatabhumi).
74. Spontaneously {svarasena) obtaining the anutpattikadharmaksdnti.
75. Acquiring a mind conforming to the truth and not being defiled
by the stains of the passions (klesamala)12.
68

In Tib. so so yah dag rig pa bzis sems can gi khams thams cad tshim par byed pa:
'Through the fourpratisamvids delighting all the sattvadhatu\
69
In Tib. chos kyi dbyihs thams cad kyis klas par mam par hphrul pa ston pa =
sarvadharmadhathuparyantam vikurvanasamdarsanam.
™ SeeVkn.p.l9,n.67.
71
An early Mahasamghika thesis: 'In all their words, the Tathagatas set turning the Wheel
of the Dharma'. Cf. A. Bareau, Les Sectes bouddhiques, p.58.
72
In Tib. ma bstanpar rah gis bzodpa dan ye ses thobpa dan rin po che ha buhi sems bskyed
pas kun nas Hon mohs pa thams cad kyi dri mas mi gos pa: 'Untaught (anupadesam) and by
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76. Inserting all the waters into a single pore (ekasmin romakupe),
but without disturbing the aquatic creatures (jalastha)™.
11. Accumulating immense merit (punya) and good roots
(kusalamula).
78. Clearly understanding the applications of skilful means (updyaparindmana).
79. Excelling in wonders (prdtihdryd) and everywhere carrying out
all the practices (caryd) of the bodhisattvas.
80. Finding security (ksema) in all the Buddhadharmas.
81. After having found it, escaping from original existences
[conditioned] by previous actions (purvakarman)74.
82. Penetrating the hidden Dharma treasures of the Buddhas
{buddhandm gudhadharmakosapravesah).
83. Manifesting a dissolute life completely given over to pleasure7'.
84. Hearing quantities of teachings {dharma) and being able to
remember them all.
85. Seeking out all dharmas (sarvadharmaparyesana) without ever
tiring.
86. Conforming to worldly conditions
(lokadharmdnuvartana)7t',
without being defiled by them.
87. Expounding the Dharma to mankind for immense kalpas, but
giving them the impression that the expounding lasted for only a
morning (purvahna)11.
88. Manifesting all kinds of infirmities, making oneself lame
(khanja), deaf (badhira), blind (andha) and mute (muka) in order to
ripen beings (sattvaparipdcandrtham)78.
89. Having an hundred thousand Guhyakadhipati Vajrapani-Mallas
oneself (svatah), obtaining patience (ksanti) and knowledge (Jhana) and, by means of a jewellike (ratnopama) cittotpada, not being defiled by the stains of the defilements (samklesamalaY.
The cittotpdda 'like a jewel1 (ratnakaropama) is accompanied by the perfection of morality
(silaparamita). It occupies the sixth place in the traditional list of the twenty-two cittotpadas; cf.
Abhisamayalamkara I, v.19; Aloka, p.25, 26-27; Pancavimsati, p.22,1-2; Sutralamkara, p. 16, 23.
73
Cf. Vkn,p.l43, § 11.
74
An obscure sentence, with no correspondence in Tibetan.
75
In Tib. rtse ba dan dgah ba dan Ions spyod thams cad kun tu ston pa dan sems zi zin rab
tu zi la he bar zi ba: 'Giving oneself over to games (kridana), pleasures (nandana) and delights
(upabhoga), but resting, calming and stilling the mind'.
76
Regarding the eight lokadharmas, see Vkn, p. 11, n.50.
77
In Tib. bskal pa grans med pa sna dro gcig tu by in gyis rlob cin chos hchad pa asamkhyeyakalpampurvahnam adhisthaya dharmadesana. Cf. Vkn, p. 144, § 13.
78
Cf. Vkn, p. 183, stanza 18.
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as permanent assistants (nitydnubaddhaY\
90. Seeing and discovering spontaneously {svarasena) all the states
of Buddhahood (buddhatva).
91. Being able, in an instant, to manifest a life-span (ayuspramdna)
being prolonged for innumerable asamkhyeyakalpas.
92. Seeming to adopt all the bodily attitudes (iryapatha) of the first
two Vehicles, but without inwardly renouncing the practices (caryd) of
the bodhisattvas.
93. With a perfectly calm (prasdnta) mind, [dwelling] on emptiness
(sunyata) and signlessness (animitta).
94. Even while disporting oneself with female musicians, inwardly
retaining the concentration on the recollection of the Buddhas
(buddhan usmrtisamadh i).
95. Whether seeing (drste), hearing {srute), touching (sprste) or coexisting {samsthitef0, ripening innumerable beings (apramanasattvaparipdcana).
96. From moment to moment, manifesting the acquisition of complete enlightenment (abhisambodhi) and, by conforming with beings to
be disciplined (vaineya), causing them to obtain deliverance (vimukti).
97. Manifesting the entry into the womb (garbhdvakrdnti) and the
birth (janman).
98. [Manifesting] the renunciation of the world (abhiniskramand)
and the acquisition of Buddhahood [or complete enlightenment]
(abhisambodhana).
99. Setting turning the Wheel of the Dharma
(dharmacakrapravartana).
100. Entering great Nirvana, but without attaining complete
cessation81.
79

In Tib Lag na rau rje hbum rtag tu phyi bzin du hbran ba This concerns the yaksa
Vajrapani 'Thunderbolt-in-hand' His epithet of Guhyakadhipati can be interpreted as 'Great
Master of the Guhyaka yaksas' or 'Great Master of the three-fold Mystery (of the body, speech
and mind of the Tathagata)' The epithet of Malla is not found in the Chinese versions; it can be
a common name meaning 'athlete', or a proper name designating the Mallas of Northern Bihar
where the Buddha entered Nirvana For the Mahayana,J:he bodhisattva Vajrapani belongs to the
close entourage (abhyantaraparivara) of Sakyamuni and is, together with Aianda, one of his
upasthayakas or attendants (cf Nagarjuna, Traite V, p 2236 and n ), he is 'permanently
attached' {nityanubaddha) to the person of the Buddha and the great bodhisattvas (Lahtavistara,
p66, 5-7, Dasabhumika, p 71, 22, Lankavatara, p 240, JO) On the astonishing career of this
mythical character, see my article 'Vajrapani en Inde1 in Melanges de Sinologie, Bibhotheque de
Vlnstitut des Hautes Etudes Chinoises XX, Pans 1966, pp 113-59
80
Regarding this sequence of verbal adjectives in ta- in the locative, see Vkn, p 98, n 118
81
This is how the Tib (fol 2866 1-5) gives Nos 96 to 100 sems can mthah yas pa j tshad
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O Drdhamati, the Suramgamasamadhi is so infinite (apramdna) that
it reveals all the marvellous power of the Buddha and innumerable
beings benefit from it.
[The Heroic Progress and Good Dharmas]
22. Drdhamati, this Suramgamasamadhi is not understood in the light
of a single statement (ekapada), a single object (ekalamband), a single
meaning (ekartha): all the absorptions (dhydna),
attainments
(samdpatti),
liberations (vimoksa), concentrations
(samddhi),
superknowledges (abhijnd), supernormal powers (rddhi) and
penetrating knowledges (pratisamvijjndna) are included (samgrhita) in
[632a] the Suramgamasamadhi.
23. Just as springs, streams, rivers, tributaries and water courses flow
into the great sea (mahdsamudra), so all the bodhisattva possesses in
the way of dhydnas and samdpattis
is to be found in the
Suramgamasamadhi.
24. Just as a noble Cakravartin king is accompanied everywhere by
an heroic general (siirasendpati) and four army companies (caturahgabala), so, O Drdhamati, all the samddhimukhas,
samdpattimukhas, pratibhdnamukhas,
vimoksamukhas,
dhdranimukhas,
abhijndmukhas, vidydvimuktimukhas and dharmamukhas are included
in the Suramgamasamadhi, and everywhere that bodhisattvas practise
the Suramgamasamadhi they are accompanied by all the samddhis.
medpa yons su smin par byedpa dan / sems kyi skad cig sems kyi skad cig la dul bahi sems canji
Itar yons su smin pa la / mnon par rdzogs par byan chub pa dan J mam par grol ba ston pa dan /
byan chub sems dpah dag mnal du hjug pa dan / btsas pa dan / mnon par hbyun ba dan j dkah
ba spyodpa dan byan chub kyi shin por hgro ba dan / bdud hdul ba dan / byan chub mnon par
rdzogs par htshah rg$a ba dan j chos kyi hkhor lo bskor ba dan / mya nan las hdah pa chen po
daft I lus hjigpa yan ston la byan chub sems dpahi chos hid de yan mi gton zin sin tu phun po
med par yan mya nan las mi hdah pa hdi ni bio gros brtan pa dpah bar hgro bahi tin ne hdzin
ces bya ste /: Ripening an infinite and countless number of beings and ripening them from
moment to moment according to the requirements of beings to be disciplined (vaineyasattva);
manifesting the attainment of enlightenment (abhisambodhi) and deliverance (vimukti);
manifesting the Bodhisattva's entry into the womb (garbhavakranti), the birth (Janman), the
leaving of the world (abhiniskramana), the practice of the austerities (duskaracarya), the going
to the seat of enlightenment (bodhimandagamana), the victory over Mara (mdradharsana), the
attaining of enlightenment (abhisambodhana), the turning of the Wheel of the Dharma
(dharmacakrapravartana), the great Nirvana and the destruction of the body (kayavinasa), and
all that while not abandoning the dharma-nature (dharmata) of a bodhisattva and not
definitively entering Nirvana-without-a-remainder (nirupadhisesanirvdna): this, O Drdhamati,
is what is called Suramgamasamadhi'.
The feats of the Tathagata (tathdgatakarya) are recapitulated in more or less the same terms
by the Dasabhumika, pp.14, 20-24; 90,12-15. Also see above, § 7, n.17; further on, §§ 123, 163.
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25. Drdhamati, just as a noble Cakravartin king, while travelling, is
followed by his seven jewels (saptaratnaf\ so, O Drdhamati, the
Suramgamasamadhi is always followed by all the auxiliary dharmas of
enlightenment (bodhipdksikadharma).
That is why this samddhi is
named 'Heroic Progress' (suramgama).
[The Heroic Progress and the Perfections]
1. Ddnapdramitd
26. The Buddha said to Drdhamati: The bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi has no need to seek riches (bhoga) to give away. All precious
substances (ratnadravya) to be found in the mahdsdhasralokadhdtu, the
great seas (mahdsamudra), the palaces of the gods (devabhavana) and
the world of mankind (manusyaloka) - food (anna), drink (pdna),
clothing (vastra), elephants (hastin), horses (asva), vehicles (ydna) these he has majestically at his disposal. They come to him by reason of
his previous merit (purvapunya) and, furthermore, they are voluntarily
created by his supernormal power (rddhibala). Such is the special fruit
(phalavisesa) of the perfection of giving (ddnapdramitd)
which
characterises the bodhisattva" in Suramgamasamadhi.
2. Silapdramitd
27. The Buddha said to Drdhamati: The bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi does not pledge himself to morality, but does not avoid it
(silam na sdmddaddti na tu sildd vicalatif*. In order to discipline beings
(sattvavinayandrtham)
he seems to pledge himself to morality
(silasamdddna),
comply with its bodily attitudes
(iyrydpathaparigrahanaf4, confess his shortcomings, if he has any, and abhor his
faults, but inwardly (adhydtmam) he is pure (visuddha) and always
faultless (andpattika).
[Conversely], in order to ripen beings
(sattvaparipdcandrtham), he is born in the world of desire (kdmadhdtu),
becomes a Cakravartin king, surrounds himself with an harem and a
body of servants (antahpurasevakakdyaparivrta), seems to have a wife
82

Cf. Digha I, p.89, 1-4, Mahavyutpatti, Nos.3621-8, etc.
In theory, the morality of commitment (samvaraslla) - that of the monk who commits
himself through vows - is superior to simple and natural honesty. Even if he does not commit
himself, the bs practises a superior morality (adhisila), for all his activity is in the service of
beings. As a monk, even if he does not abide by the rules, he is pure; as a layman, even if he
leads a dissolute life, he is recollected. His altruism sanctifies all his actions. See Samgraha,
pp.212-27, and the notes, pp.41 *-43*.
84
We have in Tib. bslab pa yah yohs su hdzin par byed = siksaparigrahana: 'observing
the rules (of the religious life)'.
83
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(bharya) and children (putra) and gives himself over to the five objects
of desire (pancakamagunaparicarana),
but inwardly he is always
established in concentration (samadhistha),
of pure morality
(visuddhaslla) and perfectly aware of the defects of the threefold
existence (bhavatrayadosadarsinf5. Such is, O Drdhamati, the special
fruit of the perfection of morality (sllaparamita) which characterises the
bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi.
' 3. Ksantiparamita
28. The Buddha said to Drdhamati: The bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi cultivates patience (ksantim bhdvayati) to the end and
completely86. 'Beings are not born', and thus he cultivates patience.
'Dharmas do not arise', and thus he cultivates patience. 'The mind
(citta) is devoid of shape or colour (samsthanavarna)\
and thus he
cultivates patience. 'There is neither another (para) nor a self (atman)\
and thus he cultivates patience. 'Samsara does not merit attention
(manyana)\ and thus he cultivates patience. 'The self-nature of things
(svabhavata) does not allow of destruction (abhedya)\ and thus he
cultivates patience. While the bodhisattva is thus cultivating patience,
there is nothing that he cultivates and there is nothing that he does not
cultivate.
29. In order to ripen beings (sattvaparipacanartham), he is born in
the world of desire (kamadhatu); he shows himself to be angry
(sakrosa), but inwardly he is serene (abhiprasanna); he shows himself
to be unapproachable (durasada), but he is neither distant (dure) nor
close (antike). In order to purify beings [632b], he upsets accepted
attitudes (Iryapathan viksipati), but he never upsets the fundamental
element (dharmadhatuf1. He speaks of things to be endured, but there
is no eternal (nitya), stable (dhruva), immutable (aviparinama) dharma
to be endured. Endowed with such patience, it is in order to destroy the
hatred (dvesa) and animosity (vyapada) of beings that a bodhisattva
always sings the praises (varnana) of the merits of patience
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(ksdntipunya); however, for him there is neither animosity (vydpdda)
nor patience (ksanti). Such is, O Drdhamati, the special fruit of the
perfection of patience (ksdntipdramitd)
which characterises the
bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi.
4. Viryapdramitd
30. The Buddha said to Drdhamati: The bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi activates great vigour in the search for good dharmas
(kusaladharmaparyesandrtham
mahaviryam arabhate), but does not
develop any activity of body, speech or mind
(kayavanmanahsamuddcdra). It is for the idle (kusida) that he seems to activate vigour,
'so that', he says, 'beings may imitate my exercises (siksd)\ but no
activism (drambha), no grasp (dddna) [can be exerted] on dharmas.
And why is this? A bodhisattva knows that all dharmas rest eternally on
the fundamental element {dharmadhdtu) without coming (dgamana) or
going (nirgamdf*. Thus, even while remaining apart from all activity of
body, speech and mind, he seems to activate his vigour (vlryam
drabdhum), but he does not see any dharma to acquire. Even though he
seems to activate his vigour in this world, he is inwardly (adhydtmam)
and outwardly (bahirdhd) free of exerting any activism (drambha).
He ceaselessly traverses innumerable buddhaksetras, but confronted
with bodily forms, he remains the same (sama) and immovable (acalaf9.
He seems to bring into play all the good dharmas (kusaladharma),
but does not distinguish between either good or bad dharmas.
He seems to seek the truth (dharmaparyesana)
and initiate
discussions but, with regard to Buddhahood (abhisambodhi), he in no
way depends on instruction from others (aparapratyaya).
He seems to seek a teacher (dcdrya) and a preceptor (upddhyaya),
but he is the master of gods and mankind (sdstd devamanusydndm).
He seems to enquire laboriously, but he possesses in himself an
unobstructed eloquence (apratihatapratibhdna).
He seems to show respect (satkdra), but he is himself venerated by
gods and mankind.
He seems to descend into a womb (garbham avakrdntum), but he is
not defiled (klista) by any stain (mala).
88
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He seems to come into the world (prasuta), but he does not see any
dharma arising or perishing.
He appears in the form of a boy (ddraka), but all the organs of his
body are fully developed (paripurnendriya).
He seems to study the professions (silpasthdna),
medicine
(cikitsdvidyd),
magic (mantravidyd),
writing (lipi), numeration
(samkhyd), calculation (ganand) and the manual arts (karmasthdna), but
he knows all this perfectly in advance.
He appears ill (gldna), but he is free from all the diseases of the
passions {vigataklesavyddhi).
He appears old (jirna),
but all his organs are intact
(anupahatendriya) in advance.
He appears to die, but he is beyond birth (jati), death (marana) and
passing on (cyuti).
Such is, O Drdhamati, the special fruit of the perfection of vigour
(viryapdramitd)
which characterises the bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi.
5. Dhydnapdramitd
31. The Buddha said to Drdhamati: t h e bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi, even though he knows that all dharmas are eternally
concentrated (saddsamdhita), teaches the various kinds of absorptions
(dhydnavisesa). He shows himself absorbed in order to win over the
distracted (viksiptacitta), but he does not see any dharma that could be
' d i s t r a c t e d ' , all dharmas being, like the fundamental element
(dharmadhdtu), [eternally concentrated]. In order to subdue the mind
(cittadamandrtham), he never strays from absorption (dhydndd na
vicalati).
He takes up the [four] bodily attitudes: he walks, stands90, sits or lies
down (caturvidham Irydpatham kalpayati tadyathd cahkramyate tisthati
nisldati sayydrn kalpayati), but he is always calm (sdnta) and
concentrated (samdhita).
He holds conversations (praldpa) with beings, but he does not
abandon [632c] the state of concentration (samddhidharmatdm
na
parityajati).
Through goodwill (maitri) and compassion (karund) for beings, he
enters the villages (grama), towns (nagara), districts (nigama), capitals
(rdjadhdni) and kingdoms (rdstra), but he always remains concentrated.
90
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When, for the welfare and happiness of beings (sattvdndm hitdya
sukhdya), he seems to take food, he is always concentrated.
His body (kdya) is hard (drdha), diamond-like (vajrasama), real,
infallible (amogha) and indestructible (abhedya). It does not contain
either a belly (pakvdsaya), or stomach (dmdsaya), or excrement (vis), or
urine (mutra), or bad odours (durgandha) or impurity (asuci).
He seems to take food, but nothing penetrates into him, or it is only
through compassion (karund), for the welfare and happiness of beings
(sattvdndm hitdya sukhdya). In all circumstances he is blameless
(sarvatrdnavadya). If he seems to exercise the practices of the worldly
(prthagjanacaryd), he is really free of practice and he transcends all
practices (sarvacarydh samatikrdmati).
Drdhamati, regarding this bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi, when
he appears in a forest (aranya), it is exactly as if he were in a village
(grama); when he appears among the laity (grhastha), it is exactly as if
he were among the religious (pravrajita). If he appears in white
clothing (avaddtavasana), he does not have the dissipation (pramdda)
of a layman; and if he appears as an ascetic (sramana), he does not have
the arrogance (manyand) of a monk.
He takes up the religious life in an heretical order (pdsandikesu
pravrajati) in order to win over beings91, but he does not really take it
up (pravrajyd), he is not defiled (klista) by all the false views
(mithyddrsti) which prevail there and does not give any credence
(prasdda) to them. He seems to adopt the bodily attitudes (irydpatha) of
the heretics (pdsandika), but does not conduct himself in accordance
with them.
32. Drdhamati, just as a guide (parindyaka), placing himself at the
head of a group of people, helps them to make their way along a steep
path, then goes back to help other persons pass along, so, O Drdhamati,
the bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi, taking into account the
aspirations of beings - sravakayanikas, pratyekabuddhayanikas or
buddhayanikas - indicates the appropriate path (yathdpratyarham
mdrgam desayati) to them and, after having helped them make their
way, goes back to help others along. That is why this worthy man
(satpurusa) is called a guide (parindyaka).
33. Just as a good ship (nau), leaving this shore (dpdra), conveys
innumerable beings (apramdnasattvdms tdrayati) to the other shore (para)
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and, having reached the other shore, goes back (pratinivartate) to convey
other beings, so too, O Drdhamati, the bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi:
he sees beings being carried off by the fourfold flood (caturoghaf2 of
Samsara; he wishes to rescue them (uttdrana) and enable them to find the
way out (nihsarana). He takes into account the degree of ripeness
(pakvatd)93 of the good roots {kusalamula) planted by those beings: if he
sees beings destined to be rescued by the [Vehicle of the] Pratyekabuddhas,
he shows himself to them and manifests Mahaparinirvana; if he sees beings
destined to be rescued by the [Vehicle of the] Sravakas, he expounds
peacefulness (sdnti) to them and, in front of them, enters Nirvana. Then,
through the power of his Suramgamasamadhi, he returns to a new birth
{punarjanman) in order to rescue other beings. That is why this worthy man
(satpurusa) is called captain of the ship (ndvikapati).
34. O Drdhamati, just as an illusionist (mdydkdra), in the presence of
a great gathering of people (mahato janakdyasya puratah), shows
himself in the form of a corpse (mrtasarlra), swollen (vyddhmdtaka),
putrid (vipilyaka), burnt by fire (vidagdhaka) and devoured by animals
(vikhdditakdf\ then, when he has received money from the crowd, rises
again because he fully understands illusionary wiles, so the bodhisattva
in Suramgamasamadhi, in order to ripen beings {sattvaparipdcandrtham), appears [being born], old, [sick] and dead95, but he is
not subject to birth (jdti), old age (jard), sickness (vyddhi) or death
{marana).
Such is, O Drdhamati, the special fruit of the perfection of absorption
(dhydnapdramitd) which characterises the bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi.
6. Prajndpdramitd
35. The Buddha said [633a] to Drdhamati: The bodhisattva in
Suramgamasamadhi cultivates wisdom (prajndm bhdvayati) and his
faculties are sharp (tlksnendriyd).
He never sees the self-nature of beings (sattvasvabhdva) but, in
order to ripen them, he speaks of beings. He does not see either a
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living being (jlva) or an individual (pudgala), but he speaks of a
living being and an individual. He does not see96 the self-nature of
actions (karmasvabhdva)
or the self-nature of fruition (vipdkasvabhava), but he teaches action and fruition to beings. He does not
see96 the self-nature of the passions (klesasvabhdva) of Samsara, but
he teaches a clear understanding of the passions of Samsara
(samsdraklesaparijfid).
He does not see Nirvana, but he talks of
reaching Nirvana. He does not see that dharmas admit of distinctive
marks (visistalaksana),
but he speaks of good (kusala) and bad
(akusala) dharmas.
36. Having already reached the other shore (para) of unobstructed
knowledge (apratihatajhdna), he seems to be born in the world of
desire (kdmadhdtu), but he is not attached (na sajjate) to the world of
desire. He seems to practise the absorptions (dhydna) of the world of
form (riipadhdtu), but he is not attached to the world of form. He seems
to enter the attainments (samdpatti)
of the formless [world]
(drupyadhdtu), but he is born in the world of form. He seems to practise
the absorptions of the world of form, but he is born in the world of
desire. He appears in the world of desire, but does not exercise the
practices (caryd) of the world of desire. He knows all the absorptions
(dhydna) and limbs of absorption (dhydndnga); he can voluntarily enter
an absorption (dhydnapravesa) and withdraw from an absorption
(dhydnavyutthdna). In order to ripen beings (sattvaparipdcandrtham),
he is born wherever he wishes and, in all the places of birth (sarvesu
jdtisthdnesu),
he assumes an individual existence (dtmabhdvam
parigrhndti).
37. Being endowed with profound and marvellous wisdom
(gambhiraprajndsamanvdgata),
he eliminates all the practices of
beings (samucchinnasarvasattvacaryd);
in order to ripen beings, he
seeems to exercise the practices, but in truth he has no dharma to
p r a c t i s e , and he has t r a n s c e n d e d all practices
(sarvacarydsamatikrdnta).
He has long since eliminated the 'grasp' [that is, the belief]
concerning me and mine (dtmdtmiyagrdhd), but he 'grasps' (grhndti)
things which he needs97.
For a bodhisattva endowed with this knowledge (jitdna) and this
wisdom (prajnd), all actions (karmari) that he undertakes are consistent
96
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with knowledge and wisdom (jndnaprajndnuparivartin) and he is not
defiled (klista) by the fruits of actions (karmaphala)9S.
In order to ripen beings, he professes to be mute (muka), but in truth
he possesses a wonderful Brahma voice (brahmasvararutaravitd)99.
He has reached the other shore (para) of speaking (nirukti) and
writing; he does not reflect in advance about what he should say; in all
the assemblies where he goes, his word is well-spoken (subhdsita)\ it
provokes joy (muditd), and minds are strengthened. It is exactly as it
should be (yathapratyarham) that he expounds the Dharma, and the
knowledge and wisdom of the bodhisattva do not undergo the slightest
diminution (apacaya).
38. O Drdhamati, let us imagine, for example, some men (nara) and
women (narl), large or small, who, with all kinds of receptacles
(bhdjana), go to a source of water: stream (udbhida), lake (taddga),
reservoir (vilva), river (nadi) or great sea (mahdsamudra). Each person,
having filled the receptacle, large or small, which is at his or her
disposal, returns home. Well now! The waters have not undergone the
slightest diminution (apacaya). In the same way, O Drdhamati, the
bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi goes to ah kinds of assemblies:
assembly of Ksatriyas, assembly of Brahmanas, assembly of Grhapatis,
assembly of Sakras or assembly of Brahmas. Having reached those
assemblies, he does not expend any mental effort (cittdbhoga)100; with
his good words (subhdsita) he provokes delight (samtosayati), and it is
exactly as it should be (yathapratyarham) that he expounds the
Dharma. However, his knowledge (jndna) and eloquence (pratibhdna)
do not undergo the slightest diminution. Such is, O Drdhamati, the
special fruit of the perfection of wisdom (prajndpdramita) which
characterises the bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi.
[Liberating Action of the Heroic Progress]
39. The Buddha said to Drdhamati: Beings who see the bodhisattva
in Suramgamasamadhi [633b] are all liberated (parimucyante); those
98
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who hear his name (ndman), see his bodily attitudes (irydpatha), hear
his instructions (dharmadesand) or see his silence (tusnimbhdva)]0\ are
all liberated.
O Drdhamati, it is like the great king of medicaments (mahdbhaisajyardja) tree called Darsaniya102, 'Pleasant to behold': persons who see it
find the cure for their sickness (vyddhi). So it is with the bodhisattva in
Suramgamasamadhi: beings who see him find the cure for craving
(rdga), hatred (dvesa) and delusion (moha).
40. It is like the great king of medicaments (mahdbhaisajyardja)
called Vipravasa103, 'Dispersion': in time of battle (samgrdma) the
drums (dundubhi) are coated with it; as soon as the wounded, hit by an
arrow (salya) or struck by a lance (sula), hear the sound (svara) of those
drums, the arrows come out [of their wounds] and the poisons (visa) are
eliminated. So it is, O Drdhamati, with the bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi: for those who hear his name, the arrows {salya) of craving
(rdga), hatred (dvesa) and delusion (moha) are pulled out of their own
accord (svatah), the poisons of all the false views (sarvadrstigatavisa)
are eliminated and no more passion (klesa) arises.
41. O Drdhamati, it is like the medicament tree (bhaisajyavrksa)
called Sampanna104, 'Complete': those who use its root (mula) find the
cure to their sickness (vyddhi); its trunk (ganda), knots (samdhi), pith
(sdra), bark (tvac), branches (sdkhd), leaves (pattra), flowers (puspa)
and fruit (phala) can also cure sickness; whether it is standing
(samucchrita), dried Out (suska) or cut into pieces (khandasas chinna),
it can cure all the sicknesses of beings. So it is with the bodhisattva in
Suramgamasamadhi: there is not one moment when he is not benefiting
beings; he always dispels their torment (upadrava); he expounds the
Dharma to them and practises the four means of winning over
(samgrahavastu) and the perfections (pdramitd) so that they can obtain
liberation. Whether people respect him or not, whether they benefit him
or not, the bodhisattva uses every means to bring them to security
(ksema). Even those who, until their dying day, ate flesh (mdmsdda):
animals (tiryagyoni), bipeds (dvipad), quadrupeds (catuspada), birds
(paksin), wild beasts (mrga), belonging or not to human kind
(manusydmanusya), all these beings, by virtue of the morality (slid) and
previous aspirations (purvapranidhana) of that bodhisattva, will be
401
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reborn after their death among the gods (param
marandd
devesupatsyante)\ they will always be free of sickness and will escape
torment (upadrava). Drdhamati, the bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi
is exactly like the medicament tree (bhaisajyavrksa).
[Instantaneous and Simultaneous Practice of the Perfections]
42. The Buddha said to Drdhamati: The bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi, in the course of all his births (sarvesu janmesu), comprehends
for himself the six perfections (paramitd) without learning them from
anyone. Whether he raises his foot (caranotksepane) or lowers his foot
(carananiksepane)105, whether he inhales (dsvdse) or exhales (prasvdse),
at every instant (ksane ksane) he always possesses the six paramitds.
And why? O Drdhamati, the body (kdya) of that bodhisattva consists of
the self-nature of things (dharmasvabhava) and his domain (vihdra)
consists of things106.
43. Drdhamati, let us suppose that a king (rdjan) or his ministers
(amdtya) grinds with a pestle an hundred thousand different kinds of
perfumes (gandha) and reduces them to a fine powder (curna), and let
us suppose that a certain man comes looking for a single kind of
perfume to the exclusion of all the other kinds mixed with it. Then,
O Drdhamati, from this fine powder containing an hundred thousand
kinds of perfumes, would it be possible to extract a single kind which
has not been mixed with the others?
[Drdhamati replied]: Certainly not, O Bhagavat.
[The Buddha went on]: Equally, O Drdhamati, that bodhisattva
having [long since]107 perfumed his body (kdya) and mind (citta) with
all the paramitds, it is at every instant (ksane ksane) that he arouses the
six paramitds.
44. How then, O Drdhamati, does the bodhisattva arouse the six
paramitds at every instant?
1. The bodhisattva has renounced everything (parityaktasarvasva),
and his mind is devoid of greed (lobha) and attachment (abhinivesa):
such is [633c] his danapdramitd.
2. His mind is wholesome (kusala), stilled (prasdnta) and absolutely
flawless: such is his silapdramitd.
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3. His mind is essentially indestructible (aksaya)m and is not injured
by any object (sarvavisayair aksata): such is his ksdntipdramitd.
4. Attentively he considers and analyses the mind (cittam vibhdvayati
pravicinoti) and recognises its mark of discernment (cittasya vivekalaksanam vijdndti): such is his vlryapdramitd.
5. He is absolutely stilled (atyantopasdnta) and controls his mind
{cittam damayati): such is his dhydnapdramitd.
6. He examines the mind, knows the mind and penetrates the nature
of the mind: such is his prajndpdramitd.
Drdhamati, it is thus that the bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi
possesses the six pdramitds at every instant.
45. Then the bodhisattva Drdhamati said to the Buddha: It is
wondrous (adbhuta), O Bhagavat. The domain (yihdrd) acquired by the
bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi is inconceivable (acintya).
O Bhagavat, bodhisattvas who wish to dwell in the domain of the
Buddhas (buddhaviharena viharitukdma) should train themselves in the
Suramgamasamadhi. And why? Because then, O Bhagavat, even if they
travel through the domains (vihdra) of all the foolish worldlings
(bdlaprthagjana), the bodhisattvas are free from craving (rdga), hatred
(dvesa) and delusion (moha).
46. Now there was in the assembly a great Brahmadeva named
Maitrisampanna109, 'Endowed with Goodwill'. He said to the Buddha:
Bhagavat, if a bodhisattva wishes to travel through the domains of all
the foolish worldlings, he should train himself in the Suramgamasamadhi. And why? Because, even while travelling through the
domains of all the foolish worldlings, his mind is free from craving,
hatred and delusion.
The Buddha said: Excellent, excellent. O Maitrisampanna, it is
exactly as you say (evam etadyathd vadasi). A bodhisattva who wishes
to travel through the domain of all the foolish worldlings should train
himself in the Suramgamasamadhi, but without thinking of any training
(sarvasiksandm amanyanayd).
[Gradual Training in the Heroic Progress]
47. The bodhisattva Drdhamati said to the Buddha: Bhagavat, if a
bodhisattva wishes to train himself in the Suramgamasamadhi, how
108
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hgyur de ni dehi bzodpahipha rol tuphyinpaho.
109
In Tib. Byamspa mchog.
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should he train himself?
The Buddha said to Drdhamati: It is like training oneself in archery
(dvedha). First of all, you aim at a large mound of earth110. When you
have hit the large mound of earth, you learn to aim at a small mound of
earth. When you have hit the small mound of earth, you learn little by
little to aim at a target (laksya)u\ When you have learnt to hit the target,
you then learn to aim at a stick (danda). When you have learnt to hit the
stick, you learn to aim at an hundred hairs (roman). When you have hit
those hundred hairs, you learn to aim at ten hairs. When you have hit
those ten hairs, you learn to aim at a single hair. When you have hit that
single hair, you learn to aim at an hundredth fraction of a hair: once
capable of hitting that, you are reputed to be a good archer (nirydta
isvastrdcdrya); wherever you wish to aim, you do not strike emptiness;
if you want to, you can effortlessly (andbhogena) reach any being,
human (manusya) or non-human (amanusya), the sound of which is
heard in the night (rdtri) or darkness (andhakara).
48. Equally112, O Drdhamati,
1,0

Adopt the variant tui if .
'' The Tibetan version differs slightly: hdi Ita ste dper na hphon gi slob dpon nam / hphon
gi slob ma ni thog mar ba Ian gi ko ba la phog par byed do // gan gi tshe na ba Ian gi ko ba la
lobs ba dehi tshe / sin leb la phog par byed do //gan gi tshe sin leb la lobs pa dehi tshe hben pa
la phog par byed do / 'It is like a master archer (isvastrdcdrya: cf. Mahavyut., No.3744) or his
pupil (antevdsin) who aims first at an oxskin (gocarman); when he has hit the oxskin, he then
aims at a plank of wood (phalaka); when he has hit the plank, he then aims at a target (laksya:
cf. Mahavyut., No.5090)'.
The Chinese records produced at the Council of Lhasa are close to this reading: 'When you
learn archery, you first aim at bamboo matting as thick as an ox's body...' (cf. P. Demieville,
Le Concile de Lhasa, p.74).
112
This paragraph, which I have divided into six sections, contains an outline of the career
of the bs in the preparatory stages (bhumi) and the stages proper. As in the bhumiparivartas of
the larger Prajnaparamitas, these stages are as yet unidentified and do not bear the name of
Pramudita, etc., which will come to define them later.
The account in the Sgs is still incomplete but contains elements which will be taken up by
later sutras and sastras and will finally culminate in a comparatively coherent system. The
fundamentals of this can be found in the preface by J. Rahder to his edition of the Dasabhumika
and in other more systematic works, such as N. Dutt, Aspects of Mahayana Buddhism, London
1930, pp.238-89; L. de La Vallee Poussin, 'Bodhisattva' in Encyclopaedia of Religion and
Ethics II, pp.743-8; 'La carriere de Bodhisattva' in Siddhi, pp.721-42.
I will limit myself here to indicating the still undecided position of the &gs.
1. The first section concerns the bs's career before the bhumis: the bs trains himself in good
intentions (dsaya) and effort (prayoga); he arouses high resolve (adhydsaya), develops the four
infinite states (apramdnacitta), also called Brahmaviharas, and undertakes the practice of the
first five Abhijnas.
The bs is still at the beginner's level (ddikarmika) where his cittotpdda is merely associated
1
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with wishing (chanda), good intentions (dsaya) and high resolve (adhydsaya) to bring about the
welfare and happiness of creatures. Then he devotes himself to effort and his cittotpdda, flamelike, is 'associated with effort' {prayogasahdgata).
This preliminary phase will later be called Adhimukticaryabhumi 'Stage of the Practice of
Adherence'. It consists of two spheres: 1. the sphere of the accumulation of merits
(sambhdravasthd), 2. the sphere of effort (prayogdvasthd). The former consists in the
cultivation of good roots leading to deliverance (moksabhdglya kusalamula); the latter in the
cultivation of good roots leading to the penetration of the truths (nirvedhabhdgiya kusalamula),
namely, heat (usmagata), summits (murdhan), patience (ksanti) and supreme worldly dharmas
(laukikdgradharma).
Even though the moksa- and nirvedhabhdglyas are mentioned by both Vehicles, the Sgs
passes over them in silence. Conversely, it refers to the Brahmaviharas and Abhijnas, practices
and mental powers whose origins are lost in the mists of time, but which have their place in the
canonical writings of Buddhism and which the Prajnaparamita introduces into the bs's career
(see Pancavimsati, pp. 181-2 and 184-5).
2. The second section in the &gs is very brief: 'Having learnt the Abhijnas, he can then
complete the six pdramitds\ This completing of the six paramitds is a characteristic of the sixth
stage: the Abhimukhi (cf. Pancavimsati, p.216, 1-2). In the course of the first six stages Pramudita, Vimala, Prabhakari, ArcismatI, Sudurjaya and Abhimukhi - the bs cultivates all six
paramitds at the same time, but especially giving (ddna) in the first, morality (slla) in the
second, patience (ksanti) in the third, vigour (virya) in the fourth, absorptive meditation
(dhydna) in the fifth, and wisdom (prajhd) in the sixth. The Sgs gives sufficient allowance to
this state of affairs by assigning the completing of the six paramitds to the sixth bhumi.
What it does not say, however, is that the first bhumi, the Pramudita, constitutes the path of
vision (darsanamdrga) of the bs, the sphere of his penetration of the truths (prativedhdvasthd),
while the other nine bhumis form his path of meditation (bhavandmargz). This assertion enables
us to estabish a parallel between the Path of the Sravakas and that of the bodhisattvas. We can
take it that, at the time of the &gs, no approximation between them had yet been made, or at least
not markedly.
Other definitions were to follow later (cf. Bodh. bhumi, p.367; Sutralamkara, p. 179):
a. Thefirstbhumi, the Pramudita, is the stage of pure high resolve (suddhddhydsaya).
b. The following six bhumis form the stage of the accomplishing of the practices (carydpratipatti): 1. the second bhumi, the Vimala, is the abode of higher morality (adhisllavihdra);
2. the third bhumi, the Prabhakari, is the abode of higher thought (adhicittavihara); 3. the fourth,
fifth and sixth bhumis - namely, ArcismatI, Sudurjaya and Abhimukhi - form the abode of
higher wisdom (adhiprajndvihdr a),-being respectively associated with the auxiliaries of
enlightenment (bodhipdksya), the noble truths (satya), and dependent origination
(Pratityasamutpada); 4. the seventh bhumi, the Duramgama, is the abode where 'not without
action or effort, the bs no longer perceives objects' (sdbhisamskdrah sdbhogo nirmittavihdrah).
c. A close link unites bhumis 2 to 7 (cf. Madhyantavibhaga, p. 190, 15-18): they aim at destroying attachment to objects (nimittabhinivesa) by means of meditation (bhavand) and, to this
effect, increase efforts (dbhogaprayoga): taken together, they constitiute the 'sphere of
overcoming' (nirydndvastha).
The preceding considerations seem to be totally unknown to the Sgs.
3. The third section in the Sgs evidently concerns the seventh bhumi, the Duramgama, since
'the bs understands and penetrates skilfulness in means' and because, according to general
opinion, the seventh bhumi is particularly associated with the updyakausalyapdramitd (see
Da&abhumika, p.60, 6-7; Samgraha, p.207; Siddhi, p.623).
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Immediately after updyakausalya, the &gs mentions the successive acquisition of two
ksdntis: 1. the second certainty called preparatory {dvitiydnulomiki ksdnti); 2. the certainty of the
non-arising of dharmas {anutpattikadharmaksdnti). Once the latter is acquired, the Buddha gives
the bs the great prediction {mahdvydkarana) and announces to him that he will one day reach
Sambodhi.
However, this classification will not be retained; as will be seen later on, in n.119, the
dvitiydnulomiki ksdnti1 is a characteristic of the sixth bhumi and not the seventh, while the
anutpattikadharmaksdnti, followed immediately by the mahdvydkarana, is definitively obtained
in the eighth.
4. The fourth section in the &gs concerns the eighth bhumi, the Acala. According to our author,
it is characterised by the 'Concentration consisting of always being in the presence of the Buddhas
of the present' {pratyutpannabuddhasammukhdvasthitasamddhi), the requirements necessary for
acquiring the Buddha attributes and, finally, the securing of a Buddha-field {buddhaksetra).
However, by placing the pratyutpannasamddhi in the eighth bhumi, the author contradicts
himself, for he will assert in section 6 that all the concentrations of the bs are obtained in the
tenth bhumi, and we know from the DaSabhumika (p.82,14-15) that the pratyutpannasamddhi is
no exception. Conversely, it is indeed in the eighth bhumi that the bs practises the vision
(darsanatd), realisation (parinispddanatd) and purification {visodhanatd) of his buddhaksetra.
Here the &gs agrees with the Pancavimsati, p.217; the &atasahasrika, p. 1458, the Dasabhumika,
p.66,10-16, etc.
The Sgs, however, does not seem to have given much consideration to the importance of
the eighth bhumi, which later sources emphasize emulously:
a. The eighth bhumi is characterised by the definitive acquisition (pratildbha, pratilambha,
pratilambhata) of the anutpattikadharmaksdnti (see the references below, n.l 19).
b. The acquisition of the ksdnti is accompanied by the great prediction {mahdvydkarana)
concerning the final triumph of the bs; cf. Lalitavistara, p.35, 21; Dasabhumika, p.71, 24;
Saddharmapund., p.266, 1-2; Sutralamkara, pp.20, 75; 141, 27; 166, 12; Madhyantavibhaga,
pp.190,18; 192,' 1.
c. From then on, the bs is predestined as to his future Buddhahood: niyatipatito bhavati
buddhatve (Madhyantavibhaga, p. 190, 20); niyato bhavaty anuttardydm samyaksambodhau
(Sutralamkara, p.83, 24); trtiyaniyatipdtapatito bhavati (Bodh. bhumi, p.367, 12). He is an
irreversible (avaivartika) bs, in possession of an irreversible certainty {avcrivartikaksdntipratilabdha; cf.v Saddharmapund., p.259, 13). Besides, the eighth bhiimi, the Acala, is also
called Niyatabhumi 'Predestined Stage' (Bodh. bhumi, p.367, 11), Avivartyabhumi,
Avinivartaniyabhumi, Avaivartikabhumi 'Irreversible Stage' (Dasabhumika, p.71, 12;
Sutralamkara, p. 176, 22; Bodh. bhumi, p.235, 18). It marks the beginning of the irreversible
career (avivartacaryd, avivartanacaryd), the infallible career (abandhyacaryd) which will carry
on through the last three bhumis (cf. Mahavastu I, pp.1, 3; 63,13-14; Bodh. bhumi, p.290, 21).
d. Finally and above all, in the eighth bhumi, the activity of the bs is carried out
spontaneously, without action or effort, for it is no longer distracted by objects or notions; that is
why it is called Anabhisamskaranabhogavihara or Anabhoganirmittavihara (cf. Madhyantavibhaga,
p.105,18-21; Sutralamkara, p.178, 3; Bodh. bhumi, p.367,11; Samgraha, p.202).
5. The fifth section in the Sgs concerns the ninth bhiimi, the Sadhumati. The author
mentions only five accomplishments (sampad) characterising the bs from his descent from the
Tusita heaven until his reaching Sambodhi. It is therefore not as complete as the Prajnaparamita
(Pancavimsati, pp.217, 11-16; 224, 10 - 225, 7; Satasahasrika, pp.1458, 11-18; 1470, 16 - 1472,
7), the Abhisamayalamkara (I, w.68-9) and the Aloka (p. 103, 19-26), which attribute up to
twelve accomplishments to the ninth bhiimi, while not interpreting them in exactly the same
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1. A bodhisattva who wishes to train himself in the Suramgamasamadhi should first train himself in good intentions (dsaya). [Having
learnt good intentions, he should learn effort (prayoga)"*].[Having
learnt effort], he should learn high resolve (adhydsaya)114. Having learnt
high resolve, he should learn great goodwill (mahdmaitrl). Having
learnt great goodwill, he should learn great compassion (mahdkarund).
Having learnt great compassion, he should learn the four Noble Brahma
Abodes (drya brahmavihdra), that is, goodwill (maitri), compassion
way. Certain accomplishments indicated by the Sgs - accomplishment of birth (janman), family
(kula), clan (gotra), conception (garbhdvakrdnti) - are partly inspired by the biographies of the
Buddha Sakyamuni; cf. Majjhima III, pp.119-23; Ariguttara II, p.130; Mahavastu I, pp.142-8;
Nidanakatha in Jataka I, pp.48-9.
Here again, however, the Sgs is silent on the particularly mystical value of the ninth bhumi,
the stage of assured practice and the abode of the four analytical knowledges (niyatacarydbhumi
and pratisamvidvihdra; cf. Bodh. bhumi, p.367, 75), having as its main virtue* the power (bala)
of the pratisamkhydna and bhdvand (Samgraha, p.208; Siddhi, p.624). It is pre-eminently the
sphere of the instructor (kathikdvasthd); cf. Madhyantavibhaga, p. 190, 21-24).
6. Finally, the sixth section in the Sgs concerns the tenth bhiimi, the Dharmamegha 'Cloud
of the Dharma' (see Samgraha, pp.202-3), also called Ultimate Abode (paramavihdra; cf.
Bodh.' bhumi, p.367, 13), Stage of the Consecration in Omniscience (sarvajnajhandbhisekabhumi: cf. Dasabhumika, p.82,-#), or Sphere of Consecration (abhisekdvasthd; cf.
Madhyantavibhaga, p. 190, 24). In this stage, the predominant virtue is the perfection of
knowledge (jhdnapdramitd). The bs obtains the great samddhis (Dasabhumika, p.82, 9-21) and
has at his command the dhdranls and pratibhdna (Sutralamkara, p. 17, 2). According to the
Pancavimsati, p.225, 8, and the Aloka, p. 104, 8-9: bodhisattva dasamyam bhumau sthitah sams
tathagata eveti vaktavyo na tu samyaksambuddhah: 'the bs who is to be found in the tenth
stage should quite simply be called Tathagata, but not yet Fully and Perfectly Enlightened'.
Thus, § 48 of the Sgs contains an outline of the ten stages proper to the bodhisattvas: an
account which is exact in its essentials, but too summary and divergent on several points of what
was later to become, in the great Mahayanist treatises, the traditional teaching.
We will see further on, at § 149, n.299. that the Sgs was not unaware of speculations
concerning the stages common to the Sravakas and bodhisattvas.
113
Phrase, no doubt inadvertently, omitted from the Chinese version. This is the Tibetan
version: byan chub sems dpah dpah bar hgro bahi tin ne hdzin hdi la slob pa na thog ma hid du
bsam pa la slob po //gan gi tshe bsam pa la slobs par gyurpa dehi tshe sbyor ba la hjug go /.
114
In Tib. gan gi tshe sbyor ba la bslab par gyurpa dehi tshe lhagpahi bsam pa la hjug go.
On the difference between dsaya and adhydsaya, see Vkn, pp.284-6. In the Sambharabhumi
'Stage of Accumulation', the cittotpdda of the beginner bs ^ddikdrmika) is associated with good
wishing (chanda), good intentions (dsaya) and high resolve (adhydsaya). Associated with
chanda, the cittotpdda is like earth (prthivi); associated with the asayas, it is like pure gold
(kalydnasuvarna); associated with adhydsaya, it is like a new moon in the white fortnight
(suklapaksanavacandra). In the Adhimukticaryabhumi 'Stage of the Practice of Adherence'
preceding the ten stages proper, the cittotpdda of the bs, associated with effort (prayoga), is like a
flame (jvalana). See Pancavimsati, pp.19, 4 - 21, 16; Satasah., pp.56-66; Abhisamayalamkara I,
v.l9a; Aloka, p.25,14-24; Sutralamkara, p.16,17-21.
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(karuna), joy (muditd) and equanimity115. Having learnt the four Noble
Brahma Abodes, he should learn the five superknowledges
(pancdbhijnd) incurred by fruition (vipdkaja) and always conform to
them116.
2. Having learnt the superknowledges [634a], he can then complete
the six perfections {satpdramitdh paripurayati)ul.
3. Having completed the six perfections, he understands and
penetrates [skilfulness] in means (updyakausalya)u%. Having
penetrated skilful means, he establishes himself in the second
certainty called 'preparatory' {dvitiydnulomiki ksanti)"9. Being
1,5
Cf. the Tibetan version: gan gi tshe lhag pahi bsam pa la bslabs par gyur pa dehi tshe
byams pa chen po la hjug go / gan gi tshe byams pa chen po la bslabs par gyur pa dehi tshe shin
rje chen po la hjug go / gan gi tshe snin rje chen po la bslab? par gyur pa dehi tshe dgah
ba chen po la hjug go /gan gi tshe dgah ba chen po la bslabs par gyur pa dehi tshe btan shoms
chen po la hjug go / gan gi tshe btan snoms chen po la bslabs par gyur pa dehi tshe byan chub
sems dpah hphags pahi gnas pa bzi la bslabs pa yin te / bzi gan ze na / byams pa chen po dan /
snin rje chen po dan / dgah ba chen po dan / btan snoms chen poho /. This clearly concerns the
four Brahmaviharas, also called apramanas or apramanacittas (cf. Vkn, p. 18, n.66). From the
outset, Buddhism borrowed these devout practices from ancient Brahmanic Yoga, and the
Prajnaparamita also recommends them to the bs (see Pancavimsati, pp. 181-2).
116
The Tib. is more precise: gan gi tshe byan chub sems dpah hphags pahi gnas pa hdi bzi
la bslabs par gyur ba dehi tshe rjes su hthun pahi mnon par ses pa Ina po mi hams pa dag la
slob po: 'When the bs has learnt the four noble abodes (dryavihdra), he learns the five
preparatory (anulomiki) Abhijnas which are indestructible (aksaya)\
In the main, the first five abhijnas are supernormal powers common to both worldlings
(prthagjana) and noble ones (arya); only the sixth abhijha, the knowledge of the destruction of
the defilements (asravaksayajhana), is reserved for the noble ones (Kosa VII, pp.97 and 100).
This is why the Prajnaparamita (Pancavimsati, pp. 184-5) does not recommend it to the bs
who would be transformed by this abhijha into a ksinasrava arhat, unable to devote himself to
the welfare of beings.
117
The six paramitds *are cultivated in the first six bhumis, dana mainly in the first, slla in
the second, and so on (Samgraha, p.207). They are not perfectly fulfilled (paripurna) until the
sixth bhumi.
118
Upayakausalya is the dominant perfection of the seventh bhumi; see Dasabhumika, p.60,
6-7; Samgraha, p.207; Siddhi, p.623.
119
Here and in the following line read //' erh (and not ti san) jou shun jen ^ZlfflJOL^,
according to the Tib. rjes su hthun pahi bzodpa ghispa = dvitiydnulomiki ksanti.
The problem of ksanti, sometimes 'patience' and sometimes 'certainty', is one of the most
complicated ones for scholasticism. J. May (Candrakirti, p.212, n.717) remarks: Ksanti is firstly
a nirvedhabhagiya, thus connected to the prayogamarga (Kosa VI, p. 165; Siddhi, pp.579-82);
secondly, eight moments of the darsanamarga; thirdly, the third paramita.
However, we must further distinguish the ksantis clustered around the anutpattikadharmaksanti 'certainty of the non-arising of dharmas', a fundamental thesis of the
Madhyamaka. In all they number three, ten or five.
I. The three ksantis.
1. Sometimes they are designated by their numerical order: prathama, dvitiyd and trtiyd:
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Sukhavativyuha, ed U Wogihara, p 44, 16-17 (T 360, ch 1, p 2696 5), Samadhiraja I, p 76, 5-6
(T 639, ch 2, p 556a 2)
2 More often they have names 1 ghosdnugd or ghosanugami 'following words' (yin
hsiang # f f , sgrahi rjes su hgro ba), 2 anulomiki 'preparatory' or 'conforming' {jou shun
^cJIS, rjes su hthun pa), 3 anutpattikadharmaksanti 'certainty of the non-arising of dharmas'
(wu shengfajen %&L&M , mi skye bahi chos la bzodpa), cf Sukhavativyuha, p 112,13 (T
360, ch 1, p 271a 14-15), Avatamsaka, T 278, ch 28, p 580c 8, T 279, ch 44, p 232b 9)
The Avatamsaka (T 279, ch 44, p 2326 12-26) defines them clearly 'What is the
ghosdnugd ksdnti of the bs? Hearing the dharmas expounded by the Buddha, the bs does not
fear, does not tremble, does not take fright (na trasati, na samtrasati na samtrdsam dpadyate),
he believes in them deeply, loves them, follows them, remembers them attentively, cultivates
(bhavayati) them and dwells {pratisthati) in them
'What is the anulomiki ksdnti of the bs 9 The bs examines {yitarhayati) and appreciates
(yicdrayati) these same dharmas, he assimilates and does not refute (na virodhayati) them, he
gradually comprehends them so well that his mind is purified, he abides correctly in their
cultivation and possesses (pratipadyate) them
'What is the anutpattikadharmaksanti of the bs9 The bs does not see that the least dharma
anses and does not see that the least dharmas ceases Why9 That which is unansen (anutpanna)
is unceasing (aniruddha), that which is unceasing is indestructible (aksaya), that which is
indestructible is unstained (viraja), that which is unstained is undifferentiated (abhinna), that
which is undifferentiated is abodeless (andlaya), that which is abodeless is calm (sdnta), that
which is calm is free from desire (vitardga), that which is free from desire is inactive
(anabhisamskrta), that which is inactive is wishless (apranihita), that which is wishless is
homeless (aniketa), that which is homeless does not leave and does not arrive'
See a similar definition of the anutpattikadharmaksanti in DaSabhumika, pp 63, 26 - 64, 6
Certain paraphrases clarify the meaning of these three ksdntis the second is called
sunyatdnulomiki ksdnti 'certainty conforming to emptiness' (Tathagataguhyasutra, T 312, ch 12,
p 732c 18, quoted in Madh vrtti, p 362, 8) For the third, we find anutpattikesu dharmesu
ksantih (Lahta, p 36, 9), nirdtmakesv anutpattikesu dharmesu ksdntih (Vajracchedika, p 58, 9),
anutpattikadharmesu ksdntih (Sutralamkara, p 163, 20), etc
3 After having defined the prathamd, dvitiyd and trtiyd ksdntih, the Samadhiraja I, p 82, 710 (see the Chinese tr, T 639, ch 2, p 5566 24-25) qualifies them respectively as ghosanugami
ksdntih, cintdmayi anulomiki ksantih and bhdvandmayi anutpattikd ksdntih These details are
interesting because they establish a parallel between the three ksdntis of the bs and the three
prajna- of the sravaka srutamayl 'based on teaching', cintdmayi 'based on reflection' and
bhdvandmayi 'based on contemplation' (cf Digha III, p 219, Vibhanga, pp 324-5, Visuddhimagga, ed Warren, p 370, KoSa VI, pp 143-4) However, whereas the three ksdntis of the bs
concern emptiness, the three prajnds of the Sravaka concern the general marks of dharmas
(dharmdndm sdmdnyalaksanam) Impermanence, suffering and impersonality
4 The Dhyanasamadhisutra (T 614, ch 2, p 285a 10 sq ) distinguishes between an
utpddaksdnti, an anulomiki dharmaksdnti and an anutpddaksdnti The first is simply patience in
bearing insults and torments (see above, § 28, n 86), the second is the understanding of
Impermanence and of the bhutalaksana devoid of any mark, the third marks an advance on the
previous one Here, the 'patience' ksdnti and the 'certainty' ksdnti are intermixed
5 A treatise by Vasubandhu (or Maitreya) translated by Kumarajiva, the
Bodhicittotpadanasastra (T 1659, ch 2, p 5166-c), posits three ksdntis 1 sraddhdksdnti, faith in
the four dryasatyas, the dvadasaniddnas of dependent origination, the four apramdnacittas and
the six pdramitds, 2 anulomiki ksdnti, certainty relating to the pudgala- and dharmanairdtmya,
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established in the second certainty called 'preparatory', he acquires
(pratilabhate) the certainty of the non-arising of dharmas
(anutpattikadharmaksdnti). When he has acquired the anutpattikadharmaksdnti, the Buddhas predict to him (vydkurvanti) [that he will
reach supreme and perfect enlightenment (anuttardm samyaksambodhim abhisambhotsyate)]120.
4. After the Buddhas have given him the prediction (vydkarana), he
3. paramd dharmaksdnti, which is none other than the anutpattikadharmaksdnti. Under slightly
different terms, it is always the same theory.
One would like to know at what precise moments in his career the bs acquires these three
ksdntis, but the early texts are somewhat reticent. Naturally, it depends on the disposition of
each person. In the course of one and the same instruction, certain listeners arouse the
cittotpdda, others acquire the ghosdnugd, others the anulomiki, and yet others the anutpattikd
(see Vkn, pp.25 and n.84; 58; Samadhiraja II, pp.253, 5; 280-1).
The texts distinguish between adhimukti, adherence, approbation of the non-arising of
things, and the definitive acquisition (pratildbha, pratilambha, pratilambhatd) of ksdnti
(Lalitavistara, pp.36, 9; 440, 27; Saddharmapund., pp.266, 7; 437, 7). See the Astasah., p.856,
25: bodhisattva!} prajndpdramitdydm carantah sarvadharma anutpattikd ity adhimuncanti na ca
tdvad anutpattikadharmaksdntipratilabdhd bhavanti.
Here, in § 48, the &gs situates the anulomiki and the anutpattikd in the seventh bhumi, but
this is not the general opinion. The DaSabhumika places the anulomiki in the sixth bhumi (p.47,
19-20) and the anutpattikd in the eighth (p.64, 5). Equally, nearly all the Sastras situate the
anutpattikd in the eighth bhumi (Sutralamkara, pp.122', 2; 131, 77; Madhyantavibhaga, p. 105,
77; Bodh. bhumi, pp.350, 27; 351,13-14).
II. The ten ksdntis. Less frequent than the preceding, a list often ksdntis is mentioned in the
&atasahasrika, p.64, 17 (T 220, ch.3, p. 126 16) and itemised in the Avatamsaka (T 279,t>ch.44,
p.2326 9-10): 1. ghosdnugd, 2. anulomiki, 3. anutpattikadharmaksdnti, 4. mayopamd,
5. marlcyupamd, 6. svapnopamd, 1. pratisrabdopamd, 8. pratibimbopamd, 9. nirmitopamd,
10. dkdsopamd.
III. The five ksdntis. Modern judgement considers the Jen-Wang hu kuo po-lo-mi ching
'Perfection of Wisdom of the Good King who protects the State' as an apocryphal Chinese
work, of which there exist two editions: that by Kumarajiva (T 245) and that by Amoghavajra
(T 246). They mention five ksdntis (T 245, ch.l, p.8266 23-24; T 246, ch.l, p.8366-c):
1. damaksdnti (fu jen), 2. sraddhdksdnti, 3. anulomiki ksdnti, 4. anutpddaksdnti,
5. nirodhaksdnti. The first four are subdivided into three categories: strong (adhimdtra),
middling (madhya) and weak (mrdu); the fifth and last, into strong and weak categories.
The damaksdnti relates to the Adhimukticaryabhumi, the preparatory stage of the bhiimis,
the weak category concerning the ten vihdras, the middling category the ten caryds and the
strong category the ten parindmas. [Here the Chinese apocryphal text agrees with the
Pancavimsati, pp.136,14 - 141, 24, and the Bodh. bhumi, p.324,14-20.]
The sraddhdksdnti pertains to thefirstthree bhiimis: Pramudita, Vimala and Prabhakari,
The anulomiki ksdnti pertains to bhiimis 4 to 6: Arcismati, Sudurjaya and Abhimukhi.
The anutpddaksdnti concerns bhiimis 1 to 9: Duramgama, Acala and Sadhumati.
The nirodhaksdnti characterises the tenth bhumi (Dharmamegha) and the Buddhabhumi.
This distribution of the ksdntis among the bhiimis became a compulsion among the masters
of Chinese Buddhism; cf. Mochizuki's Encyclopaedia, pp. 1657-8.
120
The acquisition of the anutpattikadharmaksdnti is accompanied by a 'Great Prediction'
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penetrates into the eighth bodhisattva stage (bodhisattvanam astamakdm
bhumim pravisati). When he has entered the eighth bodhisattva stage, he
acquires the Concentration consisting of always being placed facing the
Buddhas of the present (pratyutpannabuddhasammukhdvasthitasamadhi)m.
Having obtained the Concentration consisting of always being placed
facing the Buddhas of the present, he is never deprived of the sight of the
Buddhas {satatasamitam tathdgatadarsandvirahito bhavati). Never being
deprived of the sight of the Buddhas, he fulfils the causes and conditions
(hetupratyaya) necessary for attaining the Buddha attributes
(mahdvydkarana) regarding the final triumph of the bs cf Lalita, p 35, 21, Sutralamkara, pp 20,
15, 141, 27, 166, 12 This is what stands out clearly in a passage from the Saddharmapund,
p 266, 1-2, which attributes to three thousand living beings the joint acquisition of the
anutpattika and the vyakarana travdndm pramsahasrdndm anutpattikadharmaksantipratddbho
'bhut, traydndm ca prdnisahasrdnam anuttaraydm samyaksambodhau vydkaranapratildbho
'bhut This great vyakarana will be defined below, in § 108
121
This is the last of the nine bodhisattvasamddhis listed by the Mahavyut, No 745,
according to the Dasabhumika, p 82,14-15, it concerns the tenth bhumi A Pratyutpannabuddhasammukhavasthitasamadhisutra was translated into Chinese with the title of Pan chou san mei
ching (T 418) by Lokaksema on the eighth day of the tenth moon of the second Kuang-ho year
(cf Ch 'u, T 2145, ch 2, p 6b 12) or 24 November 179 In this sutra, the Buddha says to the bs
Bhadrapala 'There is a dharma which should be cultivated ceaselessly, which should be kept
ceaselessly, which does not yield to other dharmas and which is the foremost of the virtues
(guna) it is the PratyutpannabuddhasammukMvasthitasamadhf (T 418, ch 1, p 9046 19-22) Tt
is not with the heavenly eye (divyacaksus) that the bs in samadhi sees the Buddha, nor with the
heavenly ear (divvasrotra) that he hears him, nor with the rddhipddas that he goes to his
buddhaksetra Neither does he see the Buddha by dying here and being reborn there in his
buddhaksetra on the contrary, it is here, on the very spot where he is seated in samadhi, that the
practitioner sees the Buddha and hears the sutras he expounds' (ibid, p 905a 23-26)
The samadhi in question is independent of the abhijnas (superknowledges or powers
normally acquired by the yogin) and of infinitely greater import, for it draws its powerfromthe
Prajnaparamita Commenting on a passage in the PancavimSati (ed Dutt, p.30, 6-12), the
UpadeSa in Nagarjuna, Traite V, p 2272 sq , explains 'What is seen with the divyacaksus does
not go beyond the trisdhasramahdsdhasralokadhdtu, but here [in this samadhi], through the
power of the Prajnaparamita, the bs sees all the Buddhas to be found, in each of the ten
directions, in universes as numerous as the sands of the Ganges Why9 Because from the
perspective of the Prajnaparamita, nothing is close (samlpe) or distant (dura), and there is no
obstacle. . The divyacaksus is undefiled and undefined (anivrtdvydkrta, cf Kosa II, p 168) The
Pratyutpannasamadhi is obtained as much by a man freed from desire (vltaraga) as a man not
freed from desire (avitardga), the divyacaksus is obtained only by those who have renounced
desire. The Pratyutpannasamadhi is a vision resulting from the constant cultivation and practice
of mindfulness (smrti), perception (samjnd) and subjective imagination (samkalpa) The
divyacaksus, obtained through the practice of the abhijnas, is an eye made of clear form derived
from the four great elements of the world of form (rupadhdtos caturmahdbhutany updddya
rupaprasdda), and that eye enjoys total luminosity. The technique of the divyacaksus is easy
thus, when the sun rises, it is not hard to see colours, conversely, the technique of the samadhi is
difficult: thus when one lights a lamp at night-time, it is not easy to see colours'
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(buddhadharma). Fulfilling the causes and conditions necessary for
attaining the Buddha attributes, he achieves {abhirnirharati) a Buddhafield of splendid accomplishments (buddhaksetravyuhasampadf22.
5. Having achieved a Buddha-field of splendid accomplishments, he
attains the accomplishments called of birth, family and clan (janrnakula-gotrasampadah paripurayati)^. Having attained the accomThe method of the recollection of the Buddhas (buddhdnusmrti) through the
Pratyutpannasamadhi or direct visualisation excited great interest in China, particularly among
members of the Assocation of the White Lotus (Po-lien she) founded in Lushan by Hui-yuan
(334-416 C.E.) who had earlier consulted Kumarajiva. Regarding this particularly interesting
phase of Chinese Buddhism, all the details wished for can be found in P. Demieville, 'La
Yogacarabhumi de Sarigharaksa', Bulletin de I'Ecole francaise d'Extreme-Orient XLIV, 1954,
pp.355-9; see also E. Ziircher, The Buddhist Conquest of China, pp.220-1.
122
According to the Prajnaparamita (Pancavimsati, p.217, Satasahasrika, p. 1458), it is in
the eighth bhumi that the bs practises the vision (darsanatd), realisation (parinispddanatd) and
purification (parisodhanatd) of his buddhaksetra. On this purification, see especially Vkn,
pp. 14-17.
123
Read sheng chia hsing ch 'eng chiu £M$LJ$M* w ' m t n e Tib skye ba dan rigs dan rus
phun sum tshogs pa = janmakulagotrasampad.
These three accomplishments are explained in the Prajnaparamita (Pancavimsati, p.224;
Sata-sahasrika, p. 1471):
1. Janmasampad 'accomplishment of birth': yad bodhisattvo mahdsattvo jdtamdtra
evdsamkhyeyalokadhdtun avabhdsena sphurati tarns ca sadvikdram prakampayati: 'The bs, at
his birth, illuminates with his radiance innumerable universes and shakes them in six ways'.
Cf. Upadesa in Nagarjuna, Traite V, p.2439: 'When the Bodhisattva is on the point of
being born, the devas, nagas and asuras adorn the trisdhasramahdsdhasralokadhdtu. Thereupon
.lotus seats (padmdsana) made of the seven jewels (saptaratnamaya) emerge spontaneously
{svatas). From the belly of the mother first come innumerable bss who go and sit on the lotuses;
they join their hands, sing praises and wait. Bodhisattvas, and also devas, nagas, asuras, rsis and
noble ladies join their hands and wholeheartedly wish to see the birth of the Bodhisattva. Then
the Bodhisattva emerges from the right side of his mother, just like the full moon emerging from
clouds. He emits a great radiance (avabhdsa) which illuminates immense universes. At that very
moment a great voice extends throughout the universes of the ten directions and proclaims that,
in such-and-such a place, the Bodhisattva has come to his last existence. Sometimes there are
bss who are born in apparitional bodies on lotuses. With regard to the four wombs (yoni), the
Bodhisattva is born from the chorion (jardyuja) or has an apparitional birth (upapdduka). With
regard to the four human castes (jdti), the Bodhisattva is born into either the ksatriya caste or
that of the brahmana, since those two castes are respected by men'.
2. Kulasampad 'accomplishment of family': yad bodhisattvo mahdsattvo mahakulesu
pratydjdyate: 'The bs goes to be born in great families'.
Cf. Upadesa in Nagarjuna, Traite V, pp.2439-40: 'Brahmana families possess wisdom
(prajnd), ksatriya families possess power (bala); the brahmana favours the future life; the
ksatriya favours the present life, both types of families are useful to the world; that is why the
Bodhisattva is born among them. Furthermore, there is the deserving Dharma family, that of
irreversible (avaivartika) adherents. Taking on birth in those families is the "accomplishment of
family"'.
3. Gotrasampad 'accomplishment of clan': yad bodhisattvo mahdsattvo yato gotrdt
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plishments called of birth, family and clan, he attains the accomplishments of the descent into the womb and of the leaving of the
world (garbhavakrdnty-abhiniskramanasampadah paripurayati)n\
paurvakd bodhisattva abhuvan tatra gotre pratydjdyate 'The bs goes to be born in clans from
which earlier bss have come'
Cf Upadesa m Nagarjuna, Traite V, p 2440 'When the Bodhisattva is still found in the
Tusita heaven, he examines (vilokayati) the world, wondering which clan (gotra) is the most
noble for welcoming a being, it is into that clan that he takes on birth Thus, of the last seven
Buddhas, the first three were born into the Kaundinya clan, the next three into the Kasyapa clan,
and the Buddha Sakyamuni into the Gautama clan Moreover, the bs who begins with the
firmness of high resolve (adhydsayadrdhatd) [is born] into the clan of the Buddhas For others,
obtaining the certainty of the non-arising of dharmas (anutpattikadharmaksdnti) would be the
"clan of the Buddhas", since it is then that the bs acquires a partial influx of the "knowledge of
all the aspects" (sarvdkdrajnatd) [proper to the Buddhas] Compare this level with the
gotrabhumi in the Sravaka system'
124
Read ju t'ai ch'u chia ch eng chiu A§&±i^$c|jfc, with the Tib mnal du hjug pa dan
mnon par byun ba phun sum tshogs pa = garbhdvakrdnty-abhiniskramanasampad
These two accomplishments are also explained in the Prajnaparamita (Pancavim^ati, p 224,
Satasahasnka, p 1471)
1 Garbhdvakrdntisampad 'accomplishment of the descent into the womb' yad bodhisattva
mahdsattvah sarvdsu jdtisupapdduka upapadyate 'In all his births, the bs is born as an
appantional being'
Cf Upadega in Nagarjuna, Traite V, pp 2438-9 'According to certain people, the
Bodhisattva, mounted on a white elephant, surrounded (panvrta), revered (satkrta), respected
(gurukrta), esteemed (mdnita) and served (pujita) by innumerable Tusita gods, enters with them
into the womb of his mother According to others, the mother of the Bodhisattva who possesses
the Illusion-like Concentration (mdyopamasamddhi) acts so that her belly dilates inordinately,
all the bss of the trisdhasramahdsdhasralokadhdtu, the devas, nagas and asuras can enter and
leave there In that belly is a palace (bhavana) and a dais (kutdgdrd) [The deities] arrange a bed
(khatvd) on it, suspend banners (patdkd) and parasols (chattra), scatter flowers and burn
perfume, all that results from the meritorious actions (punyakarman) of the Bodhisattva Then
the Bodhisattva descends and takes his place and, through the power of his samddhi, enters that
womb even while remaining as before m the heaven of the Tusita gods '
2 Abhiniskramanasampad 'accomplishment of the leaving of the world' yad bodhisattvo
mahdsattvah pravrajito 'nekaih sattvakotimyutasatasahasraih sardham abhimskrdmati grhdt te
ca sattvd myatd bhavanti trisu ydnesu 'The bs who is leaving the world takes up the homeless
life with innumerable hundreds of thousands of kotimyutas of beings, and those beings are
predestined to the three Vehicles'
Cf UpadeSa in Nagarjuna, Traite V, p 2442 'Thus, one night in his palace, the
Bodhisattva Sakyamuni saw that his courtesans resembled corpses The devas and asuras of the
ten directions, bearing banners (patdkd) and flowers (puspa), came and offered them to him
and, proceeding respectfully to meet him, escorted him outside Then Chandaka, despite the
order he had received previously from King &uddhodana, acquiescing to the wishes of the
Bodhisattva, arrived leading the horse [Kanthaka] The four messenger-kings of the gods
supported in their hands the hooves of the horse, which left the town by jumping over the
ramparts It was in order to destroy all the passions (klesa) and Mara in person that the
Bodhisattva thus bore witness, before all beings, to his repugnance for the household life* since
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6. Having attained the accomplishments of the descent into the womb
and of the renunciation of the world, he attains the tenth stage
(dasamdm bhumim paripurayati). Having attained the tenth stage, he
receives the consecration (abhiseka) of the Buddhas125. Having received
the consecration of the Buddhas, he obtains all the bodhisattva
concentrations (sarvabodhisattvasamddhi). Having obtained all the
bodhisattva concentrations, he last of all (pascdt) obtains the
Suramgamasamadhi. Having obtained the Suramgamasamadhi, he can
perform Buddha deeds (buddhakdrya) for all beings, but he does not
abandon the practices (caryd) of a bodhisattva.
Drdhamati, if a bodhisattva learns all those dharmas, he obtains the
Suramgamasamadhi. A bodhisattva who has obtained the Suramgamasamadhi has no further dharmas to learn. Why? Because he has learnt all
dharmas thoroughly. Just as an apprentice-archer who can hit afractionof
a hair has nothing further to learn - and why? Because he has already
learnt how to; so, O Drdhamati, a bodhisattva who is in
Suramgamasamadhi has no further dharmas to learn, because he has
already gained all the concentrations (samddhi) and all the merits (punya).
49. Thereupon the bodhisattva Drdhamati said to the Buddha:
Bhagavat, I would like to relate a comparison (upamd); may the
Bhagavat permit me to do so. The Buddha consented126.
Bhagavat, just as the devaraja Mahabrahma, lord of the trisdhasramahdsdhasralokadhdtu, surveys (vilokayati) for himself the
if a person as deserving and noble as himself abandons his home, what should not common
worldlings {prthagjana) do? Episodes (niddna) of that type illustrate the "accomplishment of
the leaving of the world'".
125
Cf. Madhyantavibhaga, p. 190, 24 sq.: dasamydm hi bhumau
bodhisattva
mdrganisthdgato dasadiglokadhdtuvyavasthitdndm
buddhabhagavatdm
rasmibhyo
'bhisekendbhisicyate.
To consecrate the son of a cakravartm king, water from the four great oceans is poured on
his head. To consecrate a bs of the tenth stage, called stage of the Cloud of the Dharma
(dharmameghd), the Buddhas of the ten regions emit rays which enter the head of the bs and
confer on him all the Buddha attributes: he is then said to be abhisikto buddhatve 'consecrated
in Buddhahood' (cf. DaSabhumika, pp.85-6; Sutralamkara, p. 178). For the Prajnaparamita
(PancavimSati, p.217, 17; &atasahasrika, p. 1458, 19) the bs in the tenth bhumi should be called
Tathagata: bodhisattvo mahdsattvo dasamydm bhumau sthitah sams tathagata eveti vaktavyah.
126
The Chinese translation is somewhat free. We have in Tib. bcom Idan hdas bdag spobs
so / bde bar gsegs pa bdag spobs so / bcom Idan hdas kyis bkah stsal pa / bio gros brtan pa dehi
dus la dbab par ses na khyod spobs par gyis sig; this gives in Skt pratibhdti me Bhagavan
pratibhati me Sugata. bhagavan avocat: pratibhatu te Drdhamate yasyedanim kdlam manyase:
'Something comes to my mind, O Bhagavat; something comes to my mind,
O Sugata'. The Bhagavat replied: 'Say it, O Drdhamati, if you think the time has come'.
This expression is very common in Pali and Sanskrit; cf. Majjhima I, pp.230,10-12; 234, 6-7;
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trisdhasramahdsdhasralokadhdtu
without making any effort, so the
bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi surveys for himself all the dharmas
without making any effort, and he also knows the functioning of the
mind and mentation {cittacaittapravrtti) of all beings.
The Buddha said to Drdhamati: It is as you say (evam etad yathd
vadasi): the bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi knows all the bodhisattva dharmas and all the Buddha dharmas.
[Secrets and Mysteries of Merusikharadhara]
50. Now, in that assembly, there was a Sakra devendra named
Merusikharadhara127 'Holding the Summit of Mount Meru\ who lived
outside the confines (prdntadvipa)
of the
trisahasramahdsahasralokadhatu.
He said to the Buddha: Just as [634b] a being
established on the summit of Sumeru beholds (vilokayati) all the
continents (dvipa), so a bodhisattva established in Suramgamasamadhi
spontaneously (svatas) sees the practices (caryd) of the Sravakas and
Pratyekabuddhas as well as the practices of beings.
5 1 . Then the bodhisattva Drdhamati asked the Sakra
Merusikharadhara: From which universe of four continents
(cdturdvipaka) do you come? Of which Sumeru do you occupy the
summit (sikhara)?
The Sakra replied: Kulaputra, a bodhisattva who possesses the
Suramgamasamadhi should not be asked the place (sthdna) where he
dwells. Why? Because such a bodhisattva dwells in all the buddhaksetras, but is not attached to a dwelling-place (sthdnam ndbhinivisati),
does not perceive a dwelling place (sthdnam nopalabhate) and does not
Sanskrit Mahaparinirvana, p. 182; Mulasarv. Vinaya in Gilgit Manuscripts III, part 4, p. 188, 6;
Divyavadana, p.20, 21; Saddharmapund., p. 101, P.
Commenting upon the passage in Majjhima I, p.230, 10: upamd mam, bho Gotama,
patibhati, etc., Buddhaghosa (Papancasudani II, p.275) explains: "Upamd mam, bho Gotama,
patibhati' ti, bho Gotama, mayham eka upamd upatthdti, dhardmi tarn upaman ti vadati.
'Patibhatu tarn Aggivessand' ti upatthatu te, Aggivessana, dhara tarn upamam vissattho ti
Bhagava avoca: 'A comparison comes to my mind means: a comparison comes to me and I
would like to say it. The Bhagavat answers patibhatu, meaning: as the comparison comes to
you, say it with confidence'.
Pratibhati comes from the root bhd 'to shine, to gleam', but by giving it as shuo |& and
spobs respectively, the Chinese and Tibetan translators seem to have confused it with the root
bhan 'to speak, so say'.
127
In Tib. Lhunpohi rtse hdzin (see Mahavyut., No.693). This Sakra who holds sway over
the great chiliocosm is infinitely superior to the god Sakra who rules over the TrayastrimSa gods
of our little universe of four continents. On the respective dimensions of these worlds, see Vkn,
p.276. [f see Foreword, p.xv, regarding this Sakra's name in Sanskrit].
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see a dwelling place (sthdnam napasyati).
Drdhamati asked: Friend (sakhi), have you obtained the Suramgamasamadhi?
The Sakra replied: Such a samddhi, can it be obtained or not?
Drdhamati answered: No!
The Sakra went on: Kulaputra, it must be understood that the
bodhisattva who practises this samddhi has not obtained any dharma128.
Drdhamati said further: A man as eloquent (pratibhdnavat) as
yourself must necessarily have obtained the Suramgamasamadhi.
The Sakra said: Kulaputra, I do not see any dharma onto which one
can hold; and among all those dharmas onto which one cannot hold must
be ranked the Suramgamasamadhi. O Kulaputra, to hold to this samddhi
is not to hold to anything. If you do not hold to anything, you do not take
anything. If you do not take anything, you do not speak of it.
52. Then the Buddha said to the bodhisattva Drdhamati: Do you see
this Sakra Merusikharadhara?
I see him, O Bhagavat.
O Drdhamati, this Sakra, spontaneously (svatas) and at will
(yathdkdmam), obtains the Suramgamasamadhi and, dwelling in that
samddhi, manifests himself (dtmdnam samdarsayati) in all the palaces
of the Sakras (sakrabhavana) of the trisdhasramahdsdhasralokadhdtu.
53. Then the Sakra devendra of this universe129 said to the Buddha:
Bhagavat, if the Sakra Merusikharadhara manifests himself in all the
palaces of the Sakras, how is it that I myself have never seen him in any
Sakra residence (sakrasthdna)?
Then the Sakra Merusikharadhara said to the Sakra [devendra]:
Kausika, if I were now to show you my true body (bhutakdya), you
would feel no joy (muditd) in your own palace. I am forever going to
the palace where you reside, but you, you do not see me.
54. Then the Sakra devendra said to the Buddha: Bhagavat, I would
like to see the perfected body (parinispannakdya)m of this satpurusa.
The Buddha said: KauSika, do you want to see it?
Yes, Bhagavat, I would very much like to see it.
The Buddha said to the Sakra Merusikharadhara: Kulaputra, then
show your true and marvellous body to the Sakra [devendra]:
Immediately, the Sakra [Merusikharadhara] displayed his true and
128

Compare in the Vkn, pi63, § 10, the answer given by the Devi to &anputra.
The &akra of our little universe of four continents {caturdvipakd) who is often
mentioned in the early canonical texts; he is named KauSika (cf. Vkn, p. 101 and n.).
130
In Tib. lus yohs su grub pa.
129
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marvellous body. Thereupon, in the assembly, the Sakras, Brahmas,
Lokapala Kings of the gods, sravakas and bodhisattvas who had not as
yet obtained the Suramgamasamadhi, became invisible [634c], like a
block of ink (masirdsisadrsa)n].
The body of the Sakra
Merusikharadhara, as lofty (abhyudgata)
as Meru, king of the
mountains, was shining (bhasate), gleaming (tapati) and resplendent
(virocate)"2. The body of the Buddha was itself doubly luminous.
55. The Sakra devendra said to the Buddha: It is extraordinary
(adbhuta), O Bhagavat, the body of the satpurusa present here has
colours that are pure, marvellous and unequalled. The bodies of the
Sakras, Brahmas and Lokapala Kings of the gods are all eclipsed
(dhyamikrta), like blocks of ink (masirdsi). Bhagavat, when I, in the
Sudharma devasabha'33 on Mount Sumeru, wear the necklet of jewels
(maniratnaniskd) called Sakrabhilagna134 'Sakra pendant', the bodies of
all the devas are eclipsed (dhydnikrta) by its brilliance. It is I whom am
111
In Tib. snag tshahiphun po bzin. Compare Mahavastu II, p.432, 19: masirasivarna. Masi,
Tib. snag tsha, Ch. me H (cf. Mahavyut., No.5935) really means ink. The reading masarasi and
the translation 'heap of beans' proposed by Edgerton, Dictionary, p.432, are to be avoided.
132
This is a stock phrase; cf. Vkn, p.6, n.37.
133
Read shanfa t'ien Vang # £ £ ; ^ ^ with the Tib. chos bzan lhahi mdun sa = Sudharma
devasabha. Cf. Divyavadana, p.220, 6-8: esd devanam trayastrimsanam Sudharma nama
devasabha yatra devas traystrimsas catvaras ca maharajanah samnisannah samnipatitah: 'It is
the meeting hall of the Trayastrimsa gods called Sadharma, where the Trayastrimsa gods and the
four Great Kings assemble'.
Sudharma, one of the four wives of Magna, was involved in the construction of a rest house
for travellers. After her death, she was reborn among the Trayastrimsas and, in recompense for
her merit, the city of the gods was endowed with a meeting hall which was given the name of
Sudharma (cf. Dhammapada Commentary I, pp.269-74; Jataka I, p.201). It is in this hall that the
gods assembled on the eighth of each month, or else to hear the propounding of the Dharma and
to celebrate festivals (cf. Digha II, p.268; Majjhima II, p.79; Samyutta I, p.221; Jataka VI,
pp.97, 126, etc.).
134
In Tib. brgya byin thogs pa. The Sakrabhilagna appears in the list of the forty-seven
maniratnas compiled by the Mahavyutpatti, No.5960. In theory, it is a jewel belonging to Sakra
(Gandavyilha, p.498, 22), but it is also worn by the bss, notably ManjuSri (Manjusriparinirvana,
T 463, p.481<z 1), and used in the way of adornment (Mahavastu II, p.310, 21; Sukhavativyuha,
p.l 10, 9; Lalitavistara, p.297,16; Gandavyilha, p.101, 21).
Ratnakaranda, T 462, ch.l, p.468a 18-20: 'The Sakrabhilagnamaniratna is attached to the
neck of Sakra and lights up the Trayastrimsa heaven all over. Through the power of this jewel,
all that exists is illuminated; nevertheless, this jewel is devoid of reflection'.
Amitayurbuddhadhyana, T 365, p.342b 10-12: 'In the Sukhavati, every young person wears
five hundred kotis of Sakrabhilagnamaniratnas by way of a necklet {niska). The brilliance of
those manis lights up an hundred yojanas, as would an hundred kotis of suns and moons
together'.
* Ascent of Maitreya to the Tusita heaven', T 452, p.419c 22-25: 'He is seated on a lotus,
his legs crossed. His body, the colour of the jambunadaratna, is sixteen yojanas long
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now eclipsed by the brilliance of this satpurusa and the necklet of
jewels that I wear no longer shines {na bhdsate).
The Buddha said to the Sakra devendra: Kausika, supposing the
trisdhasramahasahasralokadhatu
were filled (paripurna) with
Sakrabhilagna jewels, there is still another jewel which would eclipse
them all: the Sarvadevaloka 135 'Brilliance of all the gods'. Kausika,
supposing the trisdhasramahasahasralokadhatu
were filled with
Sarvadevaloka jewels, there is still another jewel which would eclipse
them all: the Vajraloka136 'Diamond Brilliance'. Kausika, supposing the
trisdhasramahasahasralokadhatu
were filled with Vajraloka jewels,
there is still another jewel which would eclipse them all: the
Sarvalokasamgraha1T7 'Assemblage of all the brilliances'.
Kausika, do you see the Sarvalokasamgraha jewel worn by this Sakra
[Merusikharadhara]?
Yes, I see it, O Bhagavat; but the brilliance of that jewel is so violent
that my eyes cannot bear it.
The Buddha said: Kausika, when bodhisattvas in possession of the
Suramgamasamadhi eventually become Sakras, they all wear a necklet
of jewels like that.
Then the Sakra devendra said to the Buddha: So, O Bhagavat, those
who do not arouse the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta
are deprived
(parihina) of such a perfected body (parinispannakdya) and are also
deprived of the Suramgamasamadhi.
and is endowed with the thirty-two laksanas and the eighty anuvyanjanas. His usnlsa has the
violet colour of the vaidurya. The Sakrabhilagnamani and an hundred thousand myriads of kotis
of kimsukaratnas adorn his tiara'.
Mahadharmaulkadharam, T 1340, ch.5, p.681c 19-27: 'The Abhilagnaratna is the colour of
pure gold and originates from good roots {kusalamula). It shines by itself; it can even surpass
the summit of Sumeru, the heavens of the Trayastrimsas, Yamas, Tusitas and be found in the
palace of Brahma. When the bs, on leaving Jambudvipa, is born among the Tusitas, it happens
that, through the power of its kusalamulas, this jewel spontaneously springs from its coffers
(karanda) and overcomes the Maras. How is this so? If the Maras or their entourage (parivdra)
arouse a malign thought against the Tusita gods, thwart or torment the bs, then even if they try
with all their might, they cannot shake him. Why? Because this maniratna adorns the neck of
the bs and, through its power, annihiliates all Mara works. Mara Papimat is deeply troubled by
it. Besides, from the moment when the bs leaves the Tusita gods to enter his mother's belly, this
ornament always accompanies him. Until he leaves home and sits on the bodhimanda and under
the bodhivrksa, this jewel is constantly there'
However, here the Sgs reveals to us the existence of jewels infinitely more powerful than
the Sakrabhilagna. I have not been able to find any reference to them.
135
In Tib. lha thams cadsnah ba.
136
In Tib. rdo rje snah ba.
137
In Tib. snah ba thams cad bsdus pa.
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[Gopaka 's Devotion and Change of Sex]
56. Then the devaputra Gopaka138 said to the Sakra devendra:
13x
In Tib. Sbed pa. This concerns a young woman of the Sakyan clan, named Gopa, GopI
or Gopika, who knew Sakyamuni while he was still living at home and giving himself over to
pleasure. According to certain sources, she was one of Sakyamuni's wives. After her death, she
was reborn in the Trayastrimsa heaven, where she was known as the devaputra Gopaka.
We have little information on the wife or wives of the Buddha Sakyamuni and their exact
names.
1. The Pali sources only recognise, it seems, that he had but one wife: the one who gave
him Rahula, his only son. She was known by various names: Rahulamata (Vin, I. p.82),
Bhaddakaca[na] (Buddhavamsa XXVI, v. 15; Mahavamsa II, v.24) Yasodhara (Buddhavamsa
Comm., p.245), Bimbadevi (Jataka II, p.392, Sumangala II, p.422) and Bimbasundari (Jataka
VI, p.478). She was born on the same day as the Buddha (Jataka I, p.54) and married him at the
age of sixteen (Jataka I, p.58).
The Pali sources also know of a Gopa or Gopika, but without stating whether or not she
was the wife of the future Buddha. She is mentioned in the Sakkapafiha suttanta (Digha II,
p.271): Idh' eva Kapilavatthusmim Gopika ndma Sakyadhltd ahosi Buddhe pasanna dhamme
pasanna samghe pasanna sllesu paripurakdrinl. Sd itthicittam virdjetvd purisacittam bhdvetvd
kdyassa bhedd param marand sugatim saggam lokam uppannd devdnam Tdvatimsdnam
sahavyatam, amhdkam puttattam ajjhupagata: 'Here, in Kapilavatthu, there was a daughter of
the Sakyas, named Gopika, who believed in the Buddha, the Dhamma and the Community, and
kept the precepts. Having given up all female thoughts and having cultivated male thoughts, she
had, on the dissolution of her body after her death, a good destiny and was born in the heavenly
world, in the company of the Tavatimsa gods, with a filial relationship with us'.
This passage recurs in the corresponding Chinese Agamas: Dirgha, T 1, ch.10, p.63a 3-4;
Madhyama, T 26, ch.33, p.6346 5-10. The latter is more prolix: 'Gopi, a daughter of the Sakyas,
was a disciple of the Bhagavat. She followed the Bhagavat and practised continence
(brahmacarya}. She abhorred the female body and loved the masculine form: she changed her
feminine body and took a masculine form. She renounced desires and abandoned desires. On the
dissolution of her body after her death, she was reborn in a good place, among the Trayastrimsa
gods, where she was our son'.
2. The separate biographies recount how the Buddha came to win the hand of his future
wife, during a tournament where he was displaying his skill in the arts (silpasamdarsana); in
these sources, the wife of the Buddha is sometimes referred to as Yasodhara (Fang kuang ta
chuang yen ching, T 187, ch.4, p.561c; Yin kuo ching, T 189, ch.2, p.629/3; Fo pen hsing chi
ching, T 190, ch.13, p.712c; Ching hsu mo ho ti ching, T 191, ch.4, p.942c; Buddhacarita II,
v.26; Mahavastu II, p.48 sq.), sometimes as Gopa or Gopi (Hsiu hsing pen ch'i ching, T 184,
ch.l, p.4656; T'ai tzu jui ying pen ch'i ching, T 185, ch.l, p.475a; P'u yao ching, T 186, ch.3,
p.500c; I ch'u p'u sa pen ch'i ching, T 188, p.6\9a; Lalitavistara, p. 142 sq.
3. We read in the Mahayanist UpadeSa (Nagarjuna, Traite 11, pp. 1002-4): 'It is said in the
Rahulamatrjataka that the Bodhisattva Sakyamuni had two wives: thefirstwas called Gopa or Gopiya,
the second Ya&xihara or Yasodhara Rahulamata. Gopa, being sterile (bandhya), had no children'.
4. The Mulasarvastivadin Vinaya attributes three wives to him, each one surrounded by
20,000 courtesans: YaSodhafa, Gopa and Mrgaja (Ken pen shuo . . . p'i nai yeh, T 1442, ch.l8,
p.720c 12-13; P'o seng shih, T 1450, ch.3, p.1146 24-26; ch.12, p.l60c 15). The same Vinaya
tells us in what circumstances Sakyamuni married them: 1. He himself chose Yasodhara from
among all the young girls of his clan (T 1450, ch.3, p.l 1 lc; W.W. Rockhill, Life of the Buddha,
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Sravakas' 39 who have already entered the absolute certainty
(avakrdntan-iydma)]M\ even if they praise and cherish Buddhahood
{buddhatva), cannot achieve it because they have already set up an
obstruction (dvarana) to Samsara141. Beings who have aroused, are
arousing and will arouse the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta should
cherish Buddhahood: then they can obtain a physical body (rupakdya)
as perfected [as that of Meru-sikharadhara].
57. Just as those born blind (jdtyandha), even if they praise and
cherish the sun (siirya) and moon (candra), cannot delight
(anubhdvitum) in their radiance, so those Sravakas entered into the
absolute certainty (avakrdntaniydma), even if they praise and cherish
the Buddha attributes (buddhadharma), cannot personally gain any
advantage from those Buddha virtues (buddhaguna). That is why those
who wish to obtain that marvellous body and great wisdom
(mahdprajha) should arouse the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta [635a];
then they will obtain a perfected physical body.
When the devaputra Gopaka had spoken those words, twelve
thousand devaputras aroused the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta.
p.20); 2. He stopped his coach beneath Gopa's terrace; seeing which Suddhodana took Gopa and
gave her to his son (T 1450, ch.3, p. 112c; Rockhill, op. cit., pp.21-2); 3. Seven days before the Great
Departure, when the future Buddha was returning to his palace, Mrgaja addressed him with the
famous stanza, Nibbuta nuna sa mata\ Sakyamuni, in thanks, cast his necklet on the young woman;
Suddhodana, learning of the matter, took Mrgaja and gave her to his son (T 1450, ch.3, p. 1146;
Rockhill, op. cit., pp.23-4). This version of the facts is confirmed by the Chung hsu mo ho ti ching
(T 191, ch.4, pp.944c-945a). Other sources mention the stanza uttered by the young woman whom
they call MrgI (Fo pen hsing chi ching, T 190, ch.15, p.7246; Mahavastu II, p. 157) or KisagotamI
(Jataka I, pp.60-1; Dhammapada Comm. I, p.85), but do not say that she married Sakyamuni.
Gopa was a Sakyakanya and daughter of Dandapani, maternal uncle of the Buddha
(Lalitavistara, p. 142, 8; Gandavyilha, p.420, 19). Mahayana texts consider her the wife or one of
the two wives of the Buddha (Lalitavistara, p. 157, 3-9; Suvarnabhasa, p.200, 8-9; Upadesa in
Nagarjuna, Traite II, pp.2002-4; V, p.2236). The Sgs is of the same opinion, as is shown clearly
by the Tibetan version (see below, n.143).
139
In the Tibetan translation, Gopa addresses Sakra by saying to him: kye yab 'O, my
father'. This daughter of the Sakyas had been reborn with the status of devaputra among the
Trayastrimsa gods; thus it is that Sakra was her father.
140
In Tib. nes par gyur pa la zugs pa. On the meaning of this expression, cf. Vkn, p. 18,
n.65. Kumarajlva translates it here by ju fa wei AW&L , whereas in his translation of the
Vimalaklrti he regularly rendered it by ju ching wei ATFffr (T 475, pp.5496 7; 553c 8; 554c
12), which seems preferable.
141
When he penetrates the darsanamarga, the sravaka is predestined (niyata) to the
acquisition of the Absolute Good (samyaktva), that is, Nirvana. Turning his back on samsara, he
will attain the Bodhi of the arhats which will release him from existence, but with the difference
from the bodhisattvas that he will never reach the supreme and perfect Bodhi of the Buddhas.
Cf. Vkn, pp. 179-80.
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58. Then the bodhisattva Drdhamati asked the devaputra Gopaka:
Through what good-rooted action did you change your female body
(kena kusalamulena strlkdyam pardvartisthdhf42!
Gopaka: Kulaputra, those who are pledged to the Great Vehicle
(mahdydnasamprasthita) do not see any difference (visesa) between
man (purusa) and woman (stri). Why? Because the omniscient thought
(sarvajnacitta) is not found in the triple world (traidhdtuka) and
because [notions] of man and woman are wrought by discrimination
(vikalpaprabhavita). You ask me, O friend (sakhi), through what good
actions I changed my female body; well, it is because in days gone by I
served the Bodhisattva [Sakyamuni]143 with a mind free of hypocrisy
(aham purvakdle bodhisattvasya satkdram cakdrdcapalena cittena)]4\
Drdhamati: How did you 'serve' him?
Gopaka: I served the Bodhisattva as the Lord (bhagavat).
Drdhamati: How did you serve him 'with a mind free of hypocrisy'?
Gopaka: I conformed my bodily action (kdyakarman) to my voice
(vac), and I conformed my vocal action (vdkkarman) to my mind
(manas): this is, for a woman, a mind free of hypocrisy (acapalacitta).
Drdhamati: How did you change your female body?
Gopaka: In conformity with fulfilment (yathdsddhanam).
Drdhamati: How did you 'fulfil'?
Gopaka: In conformity with changing (yathdpardvrttim).
Drdhamati: O devaputra, what is the meaning of that word?
Gopaka: Kulaputra, dharmas do not consist of either 'fulfilment'
(sddhana) pr 'changing' (pardvrtti). All dharmas are of a single flavour
(ekarasa), that is, the flavour of the fundamental element (dharmadhdturasa)]45. It is in conformity with my aspiration (yathdpranidhdnam)
that I had a female body (strikdya) and, if now my body is that of a man
(purusa), I have not for all that destroyed or abandoned the signs
(nimitta) of a female body. That is why, O Kulaputra, it must be
understood that [concepts] of man and woman are perverse views
(viparydsa), and that all dharmas as well are perverse views: they are
142
This change took place when Gopa was reborn in the Trayastrimsa heaven with the
status of a devaputra; see above, n.138 at the beginning.
143
Instead of saying: 'I served the Bodhisattva', the Tibetan version says: 'I served my
husband {khyim thab)'; according to the &gs, Gopa was indeed the wife of Sakyamuni.
144
According to the canonical sources, if Gopa had changed sex and been reborn in the
form of a devaputra, it was because during her life she had 'given up all female thoughts and
cultivated male thoughts'. See the references above, n.138 at the beginning.
145
In Tib. chos thams cad ni chos kyi dbyihs su ro gcigpas na.
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absolutely free of duality (atyantam dvayavipramukta)]46.
59. The bodhisattva Drdhamati asked Gopaka: Do you know even
the smallest part (kamcid eva pradesam) of the Suramgamasamadhi?
Gopaka replied: Kulaputra, what I know of it I learnt from others. I
did not acquire it personally (saksatkrta). According to my memories,
in days gone by (atlte 'dhvani), the Buddha Sakyamuni, then an
ordinary bodhisattva in the dwelling of King Suddhodana, was at the
palace in the midst of his harem (antahpura). In the still of the night
(prasantardtri), there arrived from the Eastern region (purvd dis)
Brahmarajas as numerous as the sands of the Ganges (gafigdnadlvdlukopama)\ they questioned the Bodhisattva, some of them about
the Bodhisattva Vehicle and others about the Sravaka Path, and the
Bodhisattva replied to all their questions147.
146
In the Vkn, pp. 169-71, the problem of the equivalence of the sexes is treated in more or
less the same terms; the Sgs and the Vkn are manifestly inter-related, but the latter likes to
present things in a more theatrical style: it introduces a goddess who changes into a man, whilst
her questioner, Sanputra, is changed into a woman.
147
An interesting variation on the theme of the Great Departure or, to be more exact, on the
reasons that determined it. On this subject like many others, the Buddhist tradition has been the
object of more and more complicated anecdotal constructions:
1. The spiritual crisis which determined Sakyamuni to leave home was, in the beginning,
confined to three depictions: marriage followed by a life of pleasure in the women's quarters;
this led to disgust, and disgust provoked the Great Departure. Such is the most simple and
logical version of the facts; it can be found in the Pali sources (Nidanakatha, in Jataka I, p.61,
21-31) and in the Buddhacarita of Asvaghosa, Ch.V, w.63-8.
2. Most of the separate biographies insert a new event: the intervention of deities who
remind the Bodhisattva that the time has come for him to leave home and that his refusal would
lead to serious consequences for humanity. This is what is called in Sanskrit the samcodana
'instigation', not to be confused with the adhyesana 'invitation' or request which the gods
addressed to Sakyamuni, once he had become a Buddha, so that he would consent to expound
the Dharma.
The sources are not in agreement over the deities who instigated the Bodhisattva to the
Great Departure:
Suddhavasa devah, Isvara, Mahesvara and Mahabrahma (Mahavastu II, pp.158, 4 - 159, 2).
A group of undefined devas (Hsiu hsing pen ch'i ching, T 184, ch.2, p.467c 14; T'ai tzu jui
ying pen ch'i ching, T 185, ch.l, p.4756 19-20).
Devas, nagas, yaksas, gandharvas, asuras, garudas, kimnaras, mahoragas, sakras, brahmas
and lokapalas (Lalitavistara, p. 159, 20 sq.; T 187, ch.5, p.565Z> 7-8).
The four devarajas (Abhiniskramanasutra, T 188, p.6\9a 29).
All the devas, from the four devarajas to the suddhavasas (Kuo ch'u hsien tsai yin kuo
ching, T 189, ch.2, p.6326 24-28).
The Tso-p'ing or ghatlkara gods (Abhiniskramanasutra, T 190, ch.l6, p.7296 11-21).
Sakra devendra and Brahma devaraja (Chung hsii mo ho ti ching, T 191, ch.5, p.946a 16
sq.; Mulasarv. Vin., T 1450, ch.4, p.l 15c 22 sq.).
The exhortations addressed to Sakyamuni by these deities vary in length depending on the
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60. Among those Brahmas, a Brahmaraja who had not grasped the
skilful means (updya) being used by the Bodhisattva, put this question
to him: Friend, even while being so wise and replying so well to/
questions, how can you remain attached to royalty (rdjya) and pleasures
(kdmabhoga)?
Other Brahmadevas who had understood the wisdom (prajnd) and
skilful means (updya) of the Bodhisattva said to that Brahma: The
Bodhisattva is not attached to royalty and pleasures; it is in order to
ripen and perfect beings that he is here as a layman (grhastha) and that
he appears as a bodhisattva, but at the same time, in other universes, he
has already attained complete enlightenment (abhisambuddha) and sets
turning the Wheel of the Dharma (dharmacakram pravartayati)m.
The Brahma, having heard this, asked: What samddhi has the Bodhisattva acquired in order to perform such transformations (vikurvana)149?
The other Brahmas replied: He performs them through the might
(sthdma) of the Suramgamasamadhi,
61. [This narration over, Gopaka said to Drdhamati]: Kulaputra, at
sources but follow the same aim: to remind the Bodhisattva of his duties. No deity seems as yet
to suspect that the life of pleasure in the women's quarters is only skill in means. The old school
of sculpture in central India has depicted the adhyesana, the invitation to the Buddha to expound
the Dharma (J. Marshall and A. Foucher, Monuments ofSanchl I, p.210; II, pl.49c, and 64a 2),
but did not, it seems, devote any sculpture to the samcodana, the instigation to the Bodhisattva
to leave home. This deficiency accords in with the silence held by the earliest literary sources.
In contrast, the Graeco-Buddhist school of Gandhara depicted both events. In the scenes of
the samcodana, the Bodhisattva wears the hairstyle and jewels of a prince (cf. A. Foucher, Art
greco-bouddhique I, p. 127, fig.47 in the centre; I, p.321, fig. 1646; II, p.89, figs 347 and 348),
whilst in the scenes of the adhyesana, he is dressed as a monk (ibid., I, pp.420-7, figs 212, 213,
215).
3. In the present passage, the Sgs gives another version and another interpretation of the
facts. From among the deities who instigated the Bodhisattva, it only retains the Brahmarajas,
not the single Brahma reigning over the Rupadhatu of our universe of four continents, but an
infinity of Brahmas as numerous as the sands of the Ganges and come from the Eastern region.
This grandiose perspective is in keeping with the taste of the Mahayana. It is another
Mahayamst theory that the presence on earth of the Buddhas and bodhisattvas does not relate to
an historical truth, but constitutes ordinary skilful means (updya) on their part derived from the
prodigious power (rddhi, adhisthana, vikurvana) of the Great Compassionate Ones. In order to
bring this theory to light, the Sgs distinguishes between two kinds of Brahma: on the one hand,
Brahmas with a poor understanding, sharing the narrowness of view of the sravakas and who
believe they can reproach the Bodhisattva for lingering with the pleasures of the women's
quarters and the idleness of power; on the other hand, Brahmas who know that the whole
conduct of a bodhisattva, whether it seems good or bad, is following no other aim than the
winning over of beings.
148
See below, §§ 125-8.
149
Tzu tsai shin pien §^$5H corresponds to the Tib. rnam par hphrul ba.
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that moment [635b], I had this thought: T h e samddhi and supernormal
power (rddhibala) of the Bodhisattva150 must indeed be extraordinary
(adbhuta) so that, living in the midst of pleasures (kdma) and directing
the affairs of the kingdom, he never deviates at all from that samddhi \
Having said this to myself, I redoubled my respect and really considered the Bodhisattva as the Lord (bhagavat). Resolutely, I aroused
the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta and I too wished to fulfil the same
virtues (guna) as he in the future. O Kulaputra, this is what I have seen
of the Suramgamasamadhi; it is only a small part of it. I only know that
this Suramgamasamadhi possesses virtues (guna) and might (sthdma)
which are immense (apramdna) and inconceivable (acintya).
Drdhamati said to the Buddha: Marvellous (dscarya), O Bhagavat,
are those most deeply inspired words (adhydsayanirdesa)
of the
devaputra Gopaka: all that is the work of the Tathagata. O Bhagavat,
ever protected by [the Tathagata] his spiritual friend (kalydnamitraparigrhita), the devaputra Gopaka will also be established in the
Suramgamasamadhi and will obtain powers of transformation
(vikurvanabala) like those which the Bhagavat at present possesses.
[Multiple Appearance of a Bodhisattva in the Heroic Progress]
62. The bodhisattva Drdhamati asked the Buddha: Bhagavat, in this
assembly are there persons in possession of the Suramgamasamadhi?
Now, in the assembly, there was a devaputra named
*Matyabhimukha151 'Close to the intelligence [of a Buddha]' who said to
the bodhisattva Drdhamati: It is as if a merchant (sdrthika) entering the
great sea (samudra) asked if the great sea contained jewels (maniratna)
to be taken and carried away152. Your question is like that. And why is
this? At the moment you are sitting in the presence of the Tathagata, the
great sea of knowledge (mahdjndnasamudra), in an assembly153 in which
there are bodhisattvas endowed with the jewels of the Dharma
,5(

^Read/? 'u sa san mei insteadofp 'u sa chu san mei.
To the Hsien-i i%M of the Chinese corresponds the Tib. Sans rgyas bio gros mnon sum,
which presupposes Buddhamatyabhimukha in Sanskrit. I have kept the abridged Chinese
reading Matyabhimukha.
152
The great sea possesses eight wonderful and extraordinary qualities; one of the eight is
to contain quantities of precious jewels: Seyyatha pi mahasamuddo bahuratano anekaratano,
tatr' imdni ratanani seyyathldam mutta mani veluriyo sankho sila pavalam rajatam jatarupam
lohitanko masaragallam (Vinaya II, p.239, 35-38; Anguttara IV, p. 199, 20-23; Udana, p.56, 6-9,
see also Dasabhumika, p.97,10; Vkn, p. 179).
153
The punctuation in the Taisho should be corrected.
151
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(dharmaratnasamanvagata) and displaying great trappings154. And you
dare to ask if in this assembly there are bodhisattvas who are in
possession of the Suramgamasamadhi. O Drdhamati, at present in this
assembly there are bodhisattvas in possession of the Suramgamasamadhi who manifest themselves in the body of a Sakra devendra, in
the body of a Brahmaraja, or in the bodies of devas, nagas, yaksas,
gandharvas, asuras, garudas, kimnaras and mahoragas. There are
bodhisattvas in possession of the Suramgamasamadhi who manifest
themselves in the bodies of bhiksus, bhiksunis, upasakas and upasikas.
There are bodhisattvas in possession of the Suramgamasamadhi with
bodies adorned with the primary and secondary physical marks {laksananuvyanjanasamalamkrta). There are bodhisattvas who, in order to ripen
beings (sattvaparipdcanartham), manifest the figure (samsthana),
colours (yarnd) and signs (nimitta) of a female body (strikdya); others
manifest the figure, colours and signs of a Sravaka; yet others, the figure,
colours and signs of a Pratyekabuddha.
63. Drdhamati, depending on whether the Tathagata attends an
assembly of Ksatriyas, Brahmanas, Vaisyas, Sakras, Brahmas or Lokapalas, the bodhisattvas manifest figures, colours and signs
corresponding to those assemblies. It should be known that all these are
the special fruits (phalavisesa) of the Suramgamasamadhi.
Drdhamati, wherever you see the Tathagata expounding the Dharma,
understand clearly that there there are [635c] innumerable great
bodhisattvas, masters of great knowledges, displaying great trappings155,
having obtained mastery over all dharmas {sarvadharmesu vasitaprdpta); they come in the wake of the Tathagata to set turning the
,54
KumarajIva usually renders by fa ta chuang yen %&J$£Bfc the Sanskrit expression
mahdsamndhasamnaddha, in Tib go cha chen po bgos pa (see further below, notes 155, 216)
Literally, the expression means 'Girded in the great armour' The Abhisamayalamkara I, v 43,
defines it as
ddnddau sadvidhe tesdm pratyekam samgrahena yd
samndhapratipattih sa sadbhih satkair yathoditd
'The action [which consists of girding on] the armour is represented by six sextuples, the
six [pdramitds], giving, etc , being combined respectively one with the others'
The samndhapratipatti thus includes six sextuples (the combination of giving with the other five
pdramitds, of morality with the other five pdramitds, etc), this adds up in all to thirty-six aspects
They are detailed in the Pancavimsati, pp 176, 7 - 178, 22, and the &atasahasnka, pp 1302,
20 - 1309, 12 See also Astasahasnka, p 84, Aloka, pp 84-5, E Obermiller, Analysis of the
Abhisamayalamkara I, p 107-13, E Conze, Abhisamayalamkara translation, pp 19-20
It must be recognised that the translation/ft ta chuang yen adopted by Kumarajiva is not a
very happy one That of Hsuan-tsang appearing in T 220, vol VII, ch 411, p 62a 12, is clearer
pei ta kung te k'ai ^^friifciii 'Dressed in the great armour of the qualities'
155
See the preceding note
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Wheel of the Dharma.
64. The bodhisattva Drdhamati said to the Buddha: Bhagavat, I now
say that this devaputra *Matyabhimukha possesses the Suramgamasamadhi; in fact his wisdom (prajna), eloquence (pratibhdna) and
unobstructed superknowledges (apratihatdbhijnd) are so very great!
The Buddha said: Drdhamati, it is exactly as you say (evam etad
yathd vadasi): that devaputra *Matyabhimukha is already in
Suramgamasamadhi;'it is because he does penetrate that samddhi that
he could speak as he did.
[Various Transformations of the Assembly]
65. Then the Buddha said to the devaputra *Matyabhimukha: Show,
then, be it only a small part (kamcid eva pradesam darsaya) of your
skill in the Suramgamasamadhi.
The devaputra *Matyabhimukha asked the bodhisattva Drdhamati:
Friend, would you like to see a little of the supremacy (drsabha)]56 of
the Suramgamasamadhi?
Drdhamati replied: I would very much like to see it.
1. The devaputra *Matyabhimukha, who had at his disposal the
supremacy of the Suramgamasamadhi, performed such a supernormal
action (evamrupam rddhyabhisamskdram abhisamskaroti sma)151 that
all the members of the assembly (sarvdvati parsad) were transformed
into noble Cakravartin kings, adorned with the thirty-two marks
(dvdtrimsallaksanasamalamkrta),
surrounded by a retinue (sdnucdra)
and accompanied by the seven jewels (saptaratnasamanvdgata).
The devaputra asked: What do you see?
Drdhamati replied: I see all the members of the assembly with the
colours (rilpa) and signs (nimittd) of noble Cakravartin kings, surrounded by a retinue and accompanied by the seven jewels.
2. Then the devaputra made all the members of the assembly appear
like so many Sakra devendras, dwelling in the palaces (yimdna) of the
Trayastrimsas158, surrounded by an hundred thousand daughters of the
gods (devakanyd), playing music (turydni pravddayamdna) and giving
themselves over to pleasure in the Grove of Joy
(nandanavane
paricdrayamdna)159.
156

In Tib., khyu mchog.
This is a stock phrase; cf. Vkn, pp.139, 204, 219, 247.
158
The Vaijayantaprasada.
159
The four parks of the TrayastrimSa gods are the Caitraratha, Parusyaka, Misraka and
Nandana.
,57
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3. And again, by means of his supernormal power (rddhibala), he
transformed all the members of the assembly into as many Brahmarajas,
with their colours (rupa), signs {nimitta) and bodily attitudes
(irydpatha), dwelling in the palaces (vimdna) of the Brahmas160 and
cultivating the four infinite states (caturapramdna).
Then he asked Drdhamati: What do you see?
The latter replied: Devaputra, I see all the members of the assembly
like so many Brahmas.
4. Once again, he displayed such supernormal power that all the
members of the assembly were transformed into as many sthavira
Mahakasyapas, with his figure (samsthdna), colours (varna) and
appearance (prakdra), equipped with his robe and alms-bowl
(civarapdtradhara), entering the absorptions (dhydna) and attainments
(samdpatti) and practising the eight liberations (vimoksa): there was not
the slightest difference.
5. Yet again, he displayed such supernormal power that all the
members of the assembly appeared like so many Sakyamunis with their
Buddha-bodies (buddhakdya), their primary and secondary marks
(laksandnuvyanjana)
and their bodily attitudes (irydpatha), each
surrounded by a gathering of monks (bhiksusamghaparivrta).
Then he asked: Drdhamati, what do you see?
The latter replied: Devaputra, I see all the members of the assembly like
so many Sakyamunis with their Buddha-bodies, their primary and secondary
marks and their bodily attitudes, each surrounded by a gathering of monks.
66. The devaputra *Matyabhimukha said to Drdhamati: This is the
supremacy (drsabha) of the Suramgamasamadhi. O Drdhamati, a
bodhisattva who possesses the Suramgamasamadhi can insert the
trisdhasramahdsdhasralokadhdtu into a mustard seed (sarsapa) in such
a way that the mountains (parvata), rivers (nadi), suns (surya), moons
(candra) and stars (tdraka) all appear as before, without constricting or
disturbing beings161. Drdhamati, this is the inconceivable supremacy
(acintydrsabha) of the Suramgamasamadhi.
[Necessity of acquiring the Heroic Progress]
67. Then the Mahasravakas and the devas, nagas, yaksas [636a],
gandharvas, Sakras, Brahmas and Lokapala Kings of the gods,
160

The spheres of the four dhydnas; the first three consist of three stages, and the fourth of

eight.
161

in full.

See the Vkn, pp. 141-50, which describes these abilities, the acintyavimoksas of the bs,
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addressing the Buddha with one voice, said to him: Bhagavat, those
who have obtained this Suramgamasamadhi have inconceivable virtues
(acintyaguna). Why? Those men are all close to Buddhahood162 and
they are endowed with knowledge (Jnana), the superknowledges
(abhijha) and the higher knowledges (vidya)[6\ We others, today and in
this very place, have seen the various colours (rupa) and various
transformations (vikurvana) of the assembly, and we think this: Those
who have not heard the Suramgamasamadhi are certainly possessed by
Mara (maradhisthita),
and those who have heard it are certainly
protected by the Buddhas (buddhaparigrhlta). What then can be said
(kah punar vadah) of those who, having heard it, repeat and practise it?
Bhagavat, the bodhisattva who wishes to penetrate the Buddha
attributes (buddhadharma) and reach the other shore (para) should
listen attentively (ekacittasravana) to the Suramgamasamadhi, grasp it
(udgrahana), remember it (dhdrana), repeat it (vacana) and expound it
to others (parebhya uddesana).
Bhagavat, the bodhisattva who wishes to manifest all the figures
(samsthana), all the colours (varna) and all the bodily attitudes
(iryapatha), the bodhisattva who wishes to understand the functioning
of the mind and mentation (cittacaittapravrtti)
of all beings, the
bodhisattva who wishes to know how to cure all the diseases (vyadhi) of
beings, that bodhisattva should listen carefully to this jewel of the
Dharma (dharmaratna) which is the Suramgamasamadhi, grasp it,
remember it and repeat it.
Bhagavat, he who has obtained the Suramgamasamadhi has certainly
entered the domain of the Buddhas (buddhavisaya) and into the mastery
of knowledge (jnanavasita).
68. The Buddha said: It is so, it is so, it is exactly as you say (evam etad
yatha vadatha). He who has not obtained the Suramgamasamadhi does not
deserve the name of perfectly accomplished (krtacarya)XM bodhisattva, and
the Tathagata denies that this man truly possesses giving (dana), morality
(slid), patience (ksanti), vigour (virya), absorptive meditation (dhyana) and
wisdom (prajha). That is why, if you wish to tread all the paths [of release
(niryanamargay65], you should seek to obtain the Suramgamasamadhi, but
without thinking of any training (siksa).
162
Chiu chingfo tao 9£j£ffioM. corresponds here to the Tib. de bzin gsegs pahi hgros su
mchi ba lags, which gives the Sanskrit tathdgatagatimgata.
163
The traividya consisting of three of the six abhijnds\ see Ko£a VII, p. 108.
lM
Shen hsing $JSfj corresponds to the Tib. spyodpa byas pa.
165
In Tib. hespar hbyun bahi lam.
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[Philosophical Discussion]
1. The Practice of Heroic Progress
69. Then the bodhisattva Drdhamati questioned the devaputra
*Matyabhimukha: If a bodhisattva wishes to obtain this samadhi, what
dharmas should he cultivate?
The devaputra: A bodhisattva who wishes to obtain this samadhi
should cultivate the dharmas of the worldly (prthagjanadharma). If he
sees those prthagjanadharmas
are neither united (yukta) with nor
separate (viyukta) from the buddhadharmas, then he is cultivating the
Suramgamasamadhi.
Drdhamati'. Can there be union (yoga) or separation (viyoga) in
relation to the buddhadharmas?
The devaputra: In relation to the prthagjanadharmas, there is neither
union or separation, and even less so in relation to the buddhadharmas.
Drdhamati: What is meant by cultivating [dharmas]?
The devaputra: Understanding that the prthagjanadharmas and the
buddhadharmas constitute non-duality (advaya), that is cultivating
dharmas166. In reality, between these [two kinds] of dharmas, there is
neither union nor separation since, O Kulaputra, all dharmas have a
mark of non-arising (anutpadalaksana), all dharmas have a mark of
non-cessation (anirodhalaksana), all dharmas have a mark like space
(akasasamalaksana) and all dharmas have a mark of non-encounter
(asamagama)]61.
2. The End Result of the Heroic Progress
70. Drdhamati: Where does the Suramgamasamadhi go (kva
gacchati)!
The devaputra: The Suramgamasamadhi goes [636b] to the minds
(citta) and practices (carita) of all beings, but does not take for its
object (nalambhate) those minds and practices.
It goes to all the places of birth (jdtisthdna), but it is not defiled
166

Regarding the identity of the worldly and the holy ones, see Vkn, pp.44-5, 55-6, 128.
The Tib. is clearer: hdi la sbyar baham / dgral bar bya bahi chos ni gah yah meet do //
de cihi phyir ze na / rigs kyi bu chos thams cad ni mi skye bahi de bzin nid dan Idan no // chos
thams cad ni mi hgogpahi de bzin nid dan Idan no // chos thams cad ni mi hkhrugs pahi de bzin
nid dan Idan no //chos thams cad ni hdu ba medpahi de bzin nid dan Idan no //chos thams cad
ni hbral ba medpahi de bzin nid dan Idan no /: 'Here, there is no united {yukta) nor separated
{viyukta) dharma. Why? O Kulaputra, all dharmas have a suchness {tathata) [comprising] nonarising {anutpada), non-cessation {anirodha), non-distraction {aviksepa), non-encounter
{asamagama) and non-separation {aviyoga)\
167
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(klista) by those places of birth.
It goes close to the Buddhas of all the universes, but it does not
distinguish (na vijdndti) the bodies of those Buddhas with their primary
and secondary marks (laksandnuvyahjana).
It goes towards all sounds (svara) and all languages (nirukti), but it
does not distinguish the notion of a syllable (aksarasamjnd).
It displays (samdarsayati) all the buddhadharmas but does not go so
far as to exhaust them completely.
Kulaputra, you asked me where this samddhi goes. Well, everywhere
the Buddhas go, this samddhi goes as well.
3. The Nirvana of the Buddhas
71. Drdhamati: And the Buddhas, where do thcv go?
The devaputra: The Buddhas, because of the suchness of things
(tathatd), do not go anywhere.
Drdhamati: Do not the Buddhas go to Nirvana?
The devaputra: All dharmas are [already] in Nirvana (atyantanirvrta)\ that is why the Tathagatas do not go to Nirvana. Why?
Because of the very nature of Nirvana, one does not go to Nirvana.
Drdhamati: In the past did not Buddhas as numerous as the sands of
the Ganges (gahganadlvdlukopama) go to Nirvana?
The devaputra: All those Buddhas as numerous as the sands of the
Ganges, do they arise?
Drdhamati: And yet, it has been said by the Tathagata: 'Buddhas as
numerous as the sands of the Ganges, after arising, attain Nirvana'168.
The devaputra: Kulaputra, has he not also said: 'A single individual
arising in the world arises for the benefit and happiness of many beings,
[through compassion for the world], for the advantage, benefit and
happiness of the great body of beings, [mankind and the gods. Which is
that single individual? The Tathagata, the holy, fully and perfectly
enlightened one]169. What do you think of that (tat kim manyase)!
168

Regarding this idea, see Saddharmapund., p.49, 3-4:
Ye cdpy abhuvan purimds tathagatdh
parinirvrta buddhasahasraneke,
atltam adhvdnam asamkhyakalpe
tesdm pramdnam na kaddci vidyate.
169
The Tibetan version quotes the passage in full: lha dan mihi skye bo man po la phan pahi
phyir / skye bo man po la bde bahi phyir / hjig rten la snin brtse bahi phyir / skye bo phal po che
dan lha dan mi rnams kyi don gyi phyir /phan pahi phyir bde bahi phyir / gan zag gcig hjig rten
du hbyun ste / hdi Ita ste / de bzin gsegs pa dgra bcom pa yah dag par rdzogs pahi sans rgyas so I.
This concerns a well-known passsage in the Anguttara I, p.22, 1-4: Ekapuggalo bhikkhave
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Would the Tathagata truly be an individual subject to arising (utpada)
and cessation (nirodha)110?
Drdhamati: O Devaputra, the Tathagata, in truth, is not possessed of
either arising or cessation.
The devaputra: Kulaputra, understand this: Even though the
Tathagata speaks of 'Buddha arising in the world', for the Tathagata
there is no real arising. Even though the Tathagata speaks of 'Buddha
reaching Nirvana', for the Tathagata there is no real cessation171.
72. Drdhamati: At present, do not innumerable Tathagatas attain
complete enlightenment (abhisambodhi)!
The devaputra: It is in accordance with the nature of non-arising
(anutpdda) and non-cessation (anirodha) that the Tathagatas attain
abhisambodhi. O Kulaputra, whether the Buddhas appear in the world
or enter Nirvana, there is no difference (visesa). Why? The Tathagatas
understand completely (abhisambudhyante)
that all dharmas are
essentially appeased (atyantaparinirvrta) and that is why they are called
Buddhas.
Drdhamati: If all dharmas are essentially appeased, can Nirvana
itself [insofar as it is appeasement] be understood (abhisambuddhdfl
The devaputra: The fact that all dharmas are essentially appeased
(parinirvrta) is identical to Nirvana itself. To understand this is to
understand the nature of Nirvana. O Kulaputra, if the Tathagatas appear
in the world, it is not by virtue of an arising (utpada), a duration (sthiti)
and a destruction (bhahga)m\ it is the absence of arising, duration and
destruction that is named the appearance of a Buddha (buddhotpada).
4. The Absence of a Base
73. Drdhamati: Is it while in Suramgamasamadhi that you say all that?
The devaputra: Kulaputra, what do you think of this (tat kim
manyase)! On what do the imaginary beings created by the Tathagata
(tathdgatanirmitanirmdna) base themselves in order to speak?
Drdhamati: They base themselves on the supportive power
loke uppajjamano uppajjati bahujanahitdya bahujanasukhdya lokdnukampdya atthdya hitdya
sukhdya devamanussdnam. Katamo ekapuggalo? Tathagato araham sammd sambuddho. Cf.
Ekottara, T 125, ch.3, p.561a 9-13; ch.5, p.5696 20-23. This text is discussed in Kathavatthu,
p.65,18-20; KoSa IX, p.259.
170
The Chinese text is corrupt, though the Tibetan is clear: ci de bzin gsegs pas gan skye
baham / hgagpar hgyur bahi gan zag de shed dam I
171
In other words, Nirvana is possessed in advance and not acquired.
172
Arising, duration and cessation constitute, according to early Buddhism, the three marks
of conditioned things (samskrtalaksana).
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(adhisthdna)m of the Buddha, and then they can speak.
The devaputra: And the Buddha, on what does he base himself in
order to create those imaginary beings? [636c].
Drdhamati: The Buddha bases himself on the knowledge of nonduality (advaydbhijhd) in order to create those imaginary beings174.
The devaputra: Just as the Tathagata bases himself on the 'absence
of a base' (apratisthdna) in order to create those imaginary beings, so
those imaginary beings base themselves on the absence of a base in
order to speak.
Drdhamati: If they have no base, how can they speak?
The devaputra: In the same way that I speak to you while not basing
myself on anything.
5. The Bodhisattva's

Eloquence

74. Drdhamati: Why is a bodhisattva endowed with eloquence
(pratibhdnasampanna)'75?
The devaputra: A bodhisattva speaks without using the notion
of self (dtmasamjnd),
w i t h o u t using the notion of a n o t h e r
(parasamjnd) and without using the notion of dharma 176 ; he is
therefore 'endowed with eloquence'.
When he expounds the Dharma, syllables (aksara) are inexhaustible
(ahsaya), and dharmas are also inexhaustible. In so speaking, he does
not speak of duality (dvaya), he is therefore 'endowed with eloquence'.
Kulaputra, if a bodhisattva does not reject the mark of illusion
(mdydlaksana) inherent in all dharmas and does not reject the mark of
echo (pratisrutkdlaksana) inherent in all sounds (svara), he is 'endowed
with eloquence'.
Moreover, just as syllables (aksara), sounds (svara) and language
(nirukti) have no sphere (sthdna), no place (desa), no inside, no outside,
173

In Tib. byin gyi rlabs.
The Tib. differs slightly: de bzin gsegs pa ni gnas medpa la gnas te sprulpa sprul par
mdzad do: 'It is by basing himself on the absence of a base (apratisthdna) that the Tathagata
creates those imaginary beings (nirmdna)\
The subject is treated in the same way and in practically the same terms by the Vkn,
pp. 158-60, 171.
175
The eloquence of the bs is 'philosophical silence': excluding all words and not saying
anything, not expressing anything, not uttering anything, not teaching anything, not designating
anything, this is to enter into non-duality. See Vkn, pp.202-3, where Manjusri congratulates
Vimalakirti on remaining silent.
176
In the Vkn (p.49), Vimalakirti explains to Maudgalyayana that there is no-one to expound,
no-one to hear or understand: it is as if an illusory man were to expound the Dharma to other
illusory men.
174
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no base (pratisthana)
and originate an dependence
(pratityasamutpanna), so also dharmas have no sphere, no place, no inside, no
outside and no base; they are neither past (atita), nor future (andgata)
nor present (pratyutpanna), and they are not expressed by sounds
(svara) or language (nirukti). To speak, in knowing this for oneself, is
to be 'endowed with eloquence'. Like an echo (pratisrutkd), for
example: it speaks in that all sounds reverberate (anugacchanti) in it.
75. Drdhamati: What does the word 'reverberation' (anugama) mean?
The devaputra: Kulaputra, reverberation means reverberation in
space (dkasa). Just as there is no reverberation in space, so all dharmas
are devoid of reverberation, all dharmas avoid comparison (anupama)
and avoid all reconciliation (asadrsa). It is those who hear the echo who
speak of reverberation.
Then the Bhagavat congratulated (sddhukdram addt) the devaputra:
Excellent, excellent, it is exactly as you say (sddhu sddhu. evam etad
yathd vadasi). Over this matter a bodhisattva should not fear, tremble or
take fright (nottrasitavyam
na samtrasitavyam
na samtrdsam
dpattavyamy11. Why? Because if 'reverberation' were to exist, he would
not attain anuttarasamyaksambodhi.
[Revelations Concerning the Devaputra *Matyabhimukha]
76. The bodhisattva Drdhamati asked the Buddha: Bhagavat, from
which buddhaksetra did this devaputra *Matyabhimukha come to this
[Saha] universe?
The devaputra said: What is the point of that question?
Drdhamati said: I would like to turn towards that place and pay homage
to it, for it is the place travelled through and inhabited by such satpurusas.
The devaputra said: It is those who hold this Suramgamasamadhi in
their hands that the whole world with its gods and mankind
(sadevamanusyo loka) should venerate.
77. Then the Buddha said to the bodhisattva Drdhamati: It is from the
Abhirati universe of the Buddha Aksobhya 178 that this devaputra
*Matyabhimukha arrived here [in the Sahaloka]. There, he always
expounded the Suramgamasamadhi. O Drdhamati, all the Buddhas
without exception expound the Suramgamasamadhi. Drdhamati, this
devaputra *Matyabhimukha [637a], here in this Saha universe, will
177
This is a stock phrase; see Samadhiraja h, p.273, 6-7; Saddharmapund., pp.36, 2; 37, 7;
73, 8-9; 78, 3; 233,13-14.
178
In the Vkn, pp.243-9,1 have assembled some references to the Abhirati universe of the
Buddha Aksobhya. It isfromthere that Vimalakirti also came.
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reach supreme and perfect enlightenment (anuttaram
samyaksambodhim abhisambhotsyate).
It is in order to destroy the five
corruptions (pancakasdyaprdhdna)n\
to secure a pure Buddha-field
(parisuddhabuddhaksetraparigrdhana),
to
ripen
beings
(sattvaparipdcana), to cultivate (bhdvana) and to enhance (yardhana)
the Suramgamasamadhi that he has come here.
78. Drdhamati asked the Buddha: After how long (kiyacciram) in this
universe here will that devaputra reach supreme and perfect
enlightenment (anuttaram samyaksambodhim abhisambhotsyate)! What
will he be called and what will be the name of his universe (lokadhatu)!
The Buddha answered: During the sixty-two kalpas that will follow
the Nirvana of the thousand Buddhas of the Auspicious Period
(bhadrakalpd), there will be no more Buddhas; during this lapse of
time, there will appear only an hundred thousand nayutakotis of
Pratyekabuddhas, and it is under them that all beings will plant good
roots (kusalamulany avaropsyanti)m'.
I79

SeeVkn, pp.84, 264.
We are at present in the mahakalpa called the Auspicious Period {bhadrakalpd), in the
course of which a thousand Buddhas appear in the world; four have already come, all the others
are yet to come. The mahakalpa which will follow will, as always, consist of four
asamkhyeyakalpas: 1. a period of devolution of the world (samvartakalpa), 2. a period during
which the world remains devolved (samvartasthdyikalpa),
3. a period of evolution
(vivartakalpa) and, 4. a period during which the world remains evolved (vivartasthdyikalpa).
Each of these four periods consists of twenty intermediary kalpas, called antarakalpas or
'small kalpas'. It is only during the twenty intermediary kalpas of the period when the world
remains evolved (vivartasthdyikalpa) that the Buddhas, Pratyekabuddhas and cakravartin kings
appear in the world.
During the first antarakalpa of this period (the 61st of the mahakalpa), the human lifespan, infinite in the beginning, continues to diminish until it is no more than ten years.
Antarakalpas Nos 2 to 19 of this period (Nos 62 to 79 of the mahakalpa) are each
subdivided into two phases: 1. a phase of increase (utkarsa) during which the human life-span,
ten years at the beginning, increases until it is 80,000 years, 2. a phase of diminution (apakarsa)
during which the human life-span progressively decreases from 80,000 to ten years.
The 20th antarakalpa of this period (No.80 and the last of the mahakalpa) is only of
augmentation: the human life-span increases from ten to 80,0000 years.
The Buddhas appear in the course of the phases of diminution of life, when the life-span is
diminishing from 80,000 to 100 years. The Pratyekabuddhas appear during the phases of
augmentation and the phases of diminution of life. The cakravartins appear in the era when the
human life-span is infinite until the era when life is of 80,000 years.
In the case envisaged here, an hundred thousand nayutakotis of Pratyekabuddhas will
appear during the first two antarakalpas of the vivartasthdyikalpa, that is, during the 61st and
62nd antarakalpas of the mahakalpa. During the 63rd antarakalpa., the Buddha
Vimalaprabhakirtiraja will appear, and his life-span will last throughout ten antarakalpas, that is
from the 63rd to the 72nd antarakalpas of the mahakalpa.
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Those [sixty-two] kalpas having elapsed, the devaputra
[*Matyabhimukha] will reach supreme and perfect enlightenment He
will be called the Tathagata Vimalaprabhakirtiraja181 'King Glory of
Unstained Brilliance' His universe [the present Sahalokadhatu] will
then have the name of Prasannadarsana 'Pure vision"82
181
In Tib Hod dn ma medpar grags pahi rgyal po The prediction which concerns him is
of great interest Certain preliminary thoughts are required, which have already been noted by
Burnouf [tr ] 'In extended Sutras, such as the Saddharmapundanka, Samadhiraja,
Saddharmalankavatara Lahtavistara and Gandavyuha, the Buddha does not gather together an
assembly unless it consists of an exaggerated number of monks and nuns, devas of all kinds and,
above all bodhisattvas, persons whose merits are no less innumerable than their names are
complicated' These names are the longer the more the bodhisattva is less known In the case of
famous bodhisattvas, their names tend to be abbreviated, but the processes of abbreviation are
extremely varied, so much so that it is not always easy to know if one is dealing with the same
person Here are some names of famous Buddhas and bodhisattvas whose names have several
variations
Aksobhya, Aksobhyaraja, Amitabha, Amitayus, Amitaprabha, Amitanatha,
Amitayurjnanaviniscayarajendra, Avalokitesvara, Avalokita, Avalokitasvara, Dundubhisvara,
Dundubhisvaranirghosa, Dundubhisvararaja, Bhaisajyaguru, Bhaisajyaguruvaiduryaprabha,
Bhaisajyaguruvaiduryaraja, Bhaisajyaguruvaiduryaprabharaja, Manjusn Manjughosa,
Mafijudhvaja, Manjunatha, Mafijubhanin, Manjusvara, Manjurava, Manjuvajra, Manjuvara
Manjusvara, Mahasthama, Mahasthamaprapta, Maitreya, Maitnya, Maitraka, Maitranatha,
Maitranaman, Ajita, Ajitamaitreya, Vajrapani, Candavajrapani, Guhyakadhipati, Guhyadhipati,
Guhyakendra, Guhyaka Vajrapani Malla (only in Chinese versions 9 ), Vairocana,
VairocanaraSmipratimanditadhvajaraja, Samantabhadra, Samantatabhadra, Bhadra, Samanta
The greatest circumspection is required when it is a question of recognising one and the
same person among all these diverse vanations
Here, in § 78 of the §gs, &akyamuni gives a prediction to the devaputra-bodhisattva
Matyabhimukha (or Buddhamatyabhimukha, according to the Tibetan version) In our Sahaloka
universe, which will then have the name of Prasannadarsana, during the 63rd antarakalpa of the
Mahakalpa which will follow the present Bhadrakalpa, Matyabhimukha will become a Buddha
with the name of Vimalaprabhakirtiraja
It was said above, at § 77, that before appearing here in the Sahaloka, Matyabhimukha was
to be found in the Abhirati universe of the Buddha Aksobhya According to the Vkn, p 243, it
was from this same Abhirati universe in the Eastern region that Vimalakirti came, and, as I have
pointed out in the notes, the ideas expressed by Matyabhimukha in §§ 62-75 of the Sgs are
identical to the theories explained by Vimalakirti m the Vkn
So, in the minds of the authors of these two sutras, Matyabhimukha and Vimalakirti tend to
be confused* and this Buddha Vimalaprabhakirtiraja whom Matyabhimukha is named to become
one day would be none other than the bodhisattva Vimalakirti in his final existence as a Buddha
In this case, Vimalaprabhakirtiraja would be to Vimalakirti what AmitayurjnanaviniScayarajendra is to Amitabha, what Bhaisajyaguruvaiduryaprabharaja is to Bhaisajyaguru,
etc a full name as against a name abbreviated by use
If this hypothesis is correct, the present passage of the Sgs would be informing us about the
final abhisambodhi of Vimalakirti and would thus fill a gap that I regretted in my introduction to
the Vkn, p civ
182
In Tib Mthon na dan ba
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79. In that period, the Tathagata Vimalaprabhakirtiraja will cause
beings to have pure minds {prasannacitta), and the beings of that
universe will not be beset {parivestita) by craving (rdga), hatred
(dvesa) or delusion (moha); animated by pure faith in the Dharma
(dharmaprasdda),
they will p r a c t i s e the Good D o c t r i n e
(saddharma).
Drdhamati, the life-span (dyuspramdna)
of the Buddha
Vimalaprabhakirtiraja will consist of ten small kalpas (antarakalpa).
He will deliver beings by means of the Three Vehicles and, among
them, an innumerable (apramdna) and infinite (ananta) number of
bodhisattvas will obtain the Suramgamasamadhi and a wondrous
power (vikurvanabala) over all dharmas. In that period, Mara and his
kin (mdrajdtiya)
will pledge themselves to the Great Vehicle
{mahdydnasamprasthita) and will be compassionate towards beings
(sattvakdrunika). That buddhaksetra will be free of the three bad
destinies (durgati) and the [eight] unfavourable conditions (aksana)m;
adorned and pure, it will be like the Uttaravati184. It will be free of the
works of Mara (mdrakarman) and freed from all the false views
(mithyddrsti).
After the Nirvana of that Buddha, his Dharma will endure for an
hundred thousand kotis of years. Drdhamati, such is the pure universe in
which that devaputra will reach supreme and perfect enlightenment.
80. Then the bodhisattva Drdhamati said to the devaputra: It is of
great advantage to you (labhds te sulabdhdh)m that the Tathagata has
predicted your reaching anuttarasamyaksambodhi.
The devaputra replied: Kulaputra, the great advantage is not gaining
any dharma (sarvadharmdndm aldbho mahdldbha ity utcyate). To gain
any dharma whatsoever is disadvantageous: that is why, O Kulaputra,
not gaining any dharmas is a great advantage.
As he was speaking, twenty-five thousand devaputras who had
previously planted good roots (avaropitakusalamula)
aroused the
183

Cf. Vkn, pp.20 and n., 57, 79.
A continent situated to the north of the caturdvlpaka (Ko£a III, p. 146), the Uttaravati or
Uttarakuru is the mythical region of the Hyperboreans. Men there are without cupidity (amamd)
and have no private property (apariggahd), they live for a thousand years and are particularly
elegant. Without sowing or labouring, they gather rice which is free of blight and husks and
cook the grains on oven stones (DIgha III, p. 199; Anguttara IV, p.396; other references in
Akanuma, Noms propres, pp.721-2; Malalasekera, Proper Names I, pp.355-6). Their way of life
is depicted on the Stupa at Bharhut; cf. A. Foucher, 'Sur 1'interpretation de quatre bas-reliefs de
Bharhut', Revue des Arts Asiatiques XIII, pp. 1 -9.
185
A traditional expression; see Vkn, p.249.
184
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anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta, and ten thousand bodhisattvas acquired
the anutpattikadharmaksanti. [637b]
[Mara Tied by the Five Bonds'™]
81. Then Sariputra said to the Buddha: It is extraordinary (adbhuta):
at present the Suramgamasamadhi is being expounded and yet Mara
Papimat187 'Mara the Malign' does not come to cause trouble (vicaksuhkaranaya)m.
The Buddha said to Sariputra: Do you want to see Mara's troubles?
Yes, I would like to see them.
82. Thereupon the Buddha at that very instant emitted a ray of light
from the circle of hair between his two eyebrows, one of the
characteristic marks of a great man (atha khalu buddhas tasyam
veldyam mahapurusalaksanad bhruvivarantarad urnakosat prabham
pramumoca)m; the whole of the assembly saw Mara Papimat bound by
the five bonds (pancabandhanabaddha)
and incapable of freeing
himself from them.
The Buddha said to Sariputra: Do you see Mara Papimat bound by
the five bonds?
[Sariputra replied]: Yes, I have seen him; by what is Mara then bound?
The Buddha replied: He is bound by the supportive power
(adhisthanabala) of the Suramgamasamadhi. In buddhaksetras where
the Suramgamasamadhi is expounded, ill-willed (pradustacitta) Maras
oppose it, but through the supportive power {adhisthanabala) of the
Suramgamasamadhi and of the Buddhas, all those Mara Papimats find
themselves bound by the five bonds. Sariputra, in the places where the
Suramgamasamadhi is expounded, whether I am present in the world or
already in Parinirvana, all Maras, kin of Mara (marajatlya) and other
ill-willed (pradustacitta) beings are bound by the five bonds through
186

Regarding Mara, see my notes in Vkn, pp.99-101, and the survey by A. Wayman,
'Studies in Yama and Mara', Indo-Iranian Journal III, 1959, pp.44-73, 112-31. The conversion
of Mara and his daughters is a literary theme frequently exploited by the sutras of both Vehicles;
the present account should be compared with the Mahasamnipata, Gilgit Manuscripts IV, 1959,
pp. 1-82, the Vkn, pp.99-106, and many other sources.
187
On the epithetpapimant orpapiyams, cf. Edgerton, Dictionary, p.341.
1S8
To the Chinese jap luan £$$[ corresponds the Tib. mig gis mi rtsol bar bgyi bahi slad
du, which gives in Sanskrit vicaksuhkaranaya; cf. Mahavyut., No.6528. The expression is also
found in Mahavastu III, p.416, 7 and 75; Lalitavistara, p.378, 75; Astasahasrika, p.243, 2;
Siksamuccaya, p.96,10 (cf. Edgerton, Dictionary, p.483).
189
A stock phrase; see Saddharmapund, p.423, 7-2, and, with slight variations, ibid., pp.20,
8-9; 243, 3; Lalitavistara, pp.300, 6-8; 393,17-18; Lankavatara, p. 13, 4.
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the supportive power of the Suramgamasamadhi190.
[The Twelve Bonds of False Views]
83. Then, in the assembly, the devas, nagas, yaksas, gandharvas, etc.,
said to the Buddha: Bhagavat, with regard to this samadhi, we do not
feel any doubt (samsaya) and we have no opposition (antaraya) to it.
We do not want to be bound by the five bonds
(pancabandhana).
O Bhagavat, we respect this samadhi, and that is why we have all come
to protect {parigrahana) its instructors (dharmabhanaka). We consider
this samadhi like the Bhagavat himself.
84. The Buddha said to the devas, nagas and other divine beings: It is
for this reason that you must free (parimoktum) yourselves from the
twelve bonds of false views {drstigatabandhana).
What are those
twelve?
Those twelve bonds are:
1. the view of a self (atmadrsti),
2. the view of a being (sattvadrsti),
3. the view of a living being (jivadrsti),
4. the view of an individual (pudgaladrsti),
5. the view of nihilism (ucchedadrsti),
6. the view of eternalism (sasvatadrsti),
7. the view of the belief in a self (atmagrahadrsti),
8. the view of the belief in what pertains to the self (atmiyagrahadrsti),
9. the view of existence (bhavadrsti),
10. the view of non-existence (vibhavadrsti),
11. the view of a personality (satkayadrsti),
12. the view of all dharmas {sarvadharmadrsti)m Such are the twelve bonds. Know that if beings have any feelings
of hatred (dvesa) for the Buddhadharma and seek to destroy
(nivartitum) it, they are entangled in those twelve bonds of false
views. Those who believe (adhimucyante) in the Buddhadharma,
follow (anuvartante) it and do not oppose it will be freed from those
twelve bonds.

190

As we shall see at the end of § 87, these bonds are fixed to both hands, both feet and the
neck of Mara In the Legend of Asoka and related sources (cf Divyavadana, p 357), three
corpses, those of a serpent, a dog and a man, are bound to the nape of Mara's neck
191
We have in Tib chos thams cad la mnon par zen par Ita ba, which gives in Sanskrit
sarvadharmabhim vesadrsti
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[The Virtue of the Name]
85. Then Sariputra said to the Buddha: Bhagavat, at the moment,
does Mara Paplmat [637c] hear the name of this Suramgamasamadhi?
The Buddha replied: He too hears it but, since he is bound, he cannot
come here.
Sariputra said: Why does the Tathagata not make use of his
supportive power (adhisthanabala) so that Mara cannot hear the name
of that Suramgamasamadhi?
The Buddha said: Stop (tistha), do not say such words! Supposing
that universes as numerous as the sands of the Ganges (gangdnadlvdlukopama lokadhatu) were filled with a great fire (mahdgni) [and
that they would have to be crossed] in order to hear the
Suramgamasamadhi being expounded, they would have to be crossed
all the same. Why? If someone hears the Suramgamasamadhi being
expounded, I claim that he would gain from it great advantages (labha)
far superior to the obtaining of the four absorptions (dhydna) or the four
Brahma Abodes (brahmavihdra).
86. Sariputra, if Mara Paplmat now hears the name of the
Suramgamasamadhi being uttered, he will succeed in transcending
(samatikrdntum) the works of Mara (mdrakarman). And, even if they
are bound, those who hear this samddhi will free themselves from the
twelve bonds of false views (dvddasa drstigatabandhana). That is why,
O Sariputra, perverse and malign men, caught in the net of Mara
{mdrajdlapravistd), should hear this Suramgamasamadhi. How much
more so (kah punar vadah) should beings with pure thoughts
(prasannacitta) delight in hearing it.
[Bondage and Deliverance]
87. Now there was in the assembly a bodhisattva named
Maragocaranupalipta192 'Undefiled by the Domain of Mara'; he said to
the Buddha: In truth, Bhagavat, I would like to go now to the world of
Mara and, by means of my wondrous power (yikurvanabala), compel
Mara to establish himself in the Suramgamasamadhi.
The Buddha said: Yes, if you consider now to be the right time
(yasyeddnim kdlam manyase).
Then the bodhisattva Maragocaranupalipta suddenly disappeared
from the assembly and appeared in Mara's palace (mdrabhavana). He
said to Mara Paplmat: Do you not hear the Buddha expounding the
In Tib. Bdud kyi spyodpahi yul gyis mi gos pa.
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Suramgamasamadhi? Innumerable beings arouse the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta and escape from your domain (gocara), and [that
instruction] will deliver many more persons by enabling them all to
leave your domain193.
Mara replied: I hear the Buddha expounding the name of the
Suramgamasamadhi but, being bound by the five bonds (pancabandhanabaddha), I am not able to go there. They are the bonds I have at
my two hands, two feet and neck.
88. [Maragocaranupalipta] asked Mara Paplmat: Who bound you?
Mara replied: At the precise moment that I made the resolve to go
there in order to disturb those who are listening attentively to the
Suramgamasamadhi, I was immediately bound by the five bonds. At
that precise moment I said to myself: 'The Buddhas and bodhisattvas
have great might (anubhava) and are not easily disturbed; if I go there, I
shall be overcome, so it is better to stay here in this palace'. I had
scarcely finished that thought when I was [f momentarily] delivered
(mukta) from the five bonds.
The bodhisattva responded: [f Similarly], those foolish worldlings
(bdlaprthagjana) are bound (baddha) by their own notions (samjna),
imaginations (yikalpa), perverse views (viparyasa) and apprehensions
(nimittograhana); they are bound by their movements (injita),
reflections (manyana) and idle talk (prapanca); they are bound by what
they have seen, heard, thought and known (drstasrutamatavijnata)m.
But in reality, there is nothing which is 'bound' {baddhd) or 'delivered'
(mukta). Why? Dharmas are not 'bound' because they are originally
delivered (svabhavena mukta); dharmas are not 'delivered' because
originally they were not bound195. Regarding this mark of eternal
deliverance (nityavimuktilaksana), there is no possible error: it is by
means of this exposition of the Dharma (dharmamukha) that the
Tathagata expounds the Dharma; [638a] beings who understand its
meaning and seek deliverance attentively and vigorously are delivered
from the bonds.
[Conversion of the Daughters of the Gods]
89. Then, in Mara's entourage, seven hundred devakanyas 'daughters
193

In Tib gzan yan sems can sin tu dpag tu med pa dag khyod kyi yul las hdah bar hgyur
ro 'Besides, innumerable beings will still leave your domain'
,94
SeeVkn,pl38,n5
195
The identity of bandhana and moksa is also one of the theses of the PancavimSati, p 192,
12-13, and the Vkn, pp 192, 201
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of the gods' strewed the bodhisattva Maragocaranupalipta with celestial
perfumes (divyagandha), flowers (puspa), powders (curna), unguents
(vilepana) and necklets (niska). They said to him: When shall we be
delivered (mukta) from the domain of Mara?
The bodhisattva replied: If you do not destroy the bonds of Mara
(mdrabandhana), you will be delivered.
They asked: What are the bonds of Mara?
He said: They are the sixty-two kinds of false views (drstigata). If
you do not destroy those false views, you will be delivered from the
bonds of Mara196.
90. The devakanyas said further: How can deliverance be obtained
by not destroying false views?
He replied: False views do not originally come from anywhere and
do not go anywhere. To know the mark of the non-coming and nongoing (anagamanirgama) of the false views is to be delivered from the
bonds of Mara.
False views are neither existent nor non-existent. Not to distinguish
between either existence (bhdva) or non-existence is to be delivered
from the bonds of Mara.
Not to see anything is the right view (samyagdrsti) and this right
view is neither right (samyak) nor wrong (rnithya). Dharmas are neither
right nor wrong, neither actors (kdraka) nor reactors (vedaka), and this
is to be delivered from the bonds of Mara.
Those false views are not found inwardly (adhyatmam) or outwardly
(bahirdha) or beyond the two (nobhayam antarena). Not to muse
(amanyana) on those false views is to be delivered from the bonds of
Mara.
The seven hundred devakanyas, having heard that discourse,
obtained the preparatory certainty {anulomikl ksanti) and said: When
we are no longer defiled by the domain of Mara (maragocaranupalipta), we shall set free (parimocayisyamah) all those who are bound
by Mara (marabaddha).
[Self-interested Conversion of Mara]
91. Then the bodhisattva Maragocaranupalipta said to Mara Paplmat:
Your handmaids (bhrtya) have aroused the
anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta; what are you going to do?
Mara replied: Being bound by the five bonds (pancabandhana196

According to the Vkn as well, the sixty-two kinds of false views are identical to
deliverance and constitute the Tathagatagotra, cf Vkn, pp 44, 57, 119, 127, 129 and n., 177, 183
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baddha), I do not know what to do.
The bodhisattva went on: Arouse the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta,
and you will be delivered from those bonds.
Then the devakanyas, through pity (anukampa) for Mara, said to
him: You can arouse the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta. Do not take for
the fearful (bhaya) what is security (ksema); do not take for suffering
(duhkha) what is happiness (sukha); do not take for bondage
(bandhana) what is deliverance (mukti).
92. Then Mara framed a thought of deceit (mayacitta) and said: If
you renounce (visarjatha) the bodhicitta, I consent to arouse it.
Then the devakanyas, resorting to skilful means (upaya), said to
Mara: We have already renounced the bodhicitta, therefore you can
arouse the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta.
If a single bodhisattva
arouses the bodhicitta, all bodhisattvas arouse it as well. Why? The
citta is undifferentiated (nirvisista); among all beings the citta is the
same (sama).
Thereupon Mara Paplmat said to the bodhisattva Maragocaranupalipta [638b]: I arouse the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta;
may I
through that good root (kusalamiila) be delivered from the bonds!
Scarcely had he said those words than he found himself delivered
from the bonds.
[Conversion of the Lustful Devakanyas]
93. Then the bodhisattva Maragocaranupalipta, by means of his
supernormal power (rddhibala), emitted a great light (mahaprabhd) and
showed his marvellous body (parinispannakdya): he illuminated all the
palaces of Mara (marabhavana), and Mara found himself eclipsed
(dhyamikrta) like a block of ink (masirdsisadrsa).
Now there were in Mara's entourage two hundred devakanyas deeply
attached to the pleasures of the senses (kamardgatisakta). Seeing the
perfect beauty (rupasampad)
of that bodhisattva, they became
enamoured (samrakta) of him. Each one declared separately: If that
man makes love to us197, we will all comply with his orders (sarvas
tasya sdsanam anuvartsydmah).
94. Then the bodhisattva, knowing that they fulfilled the requisite
conditions (purvapratyayd)
for being delivered, created through
transformation {abhinirmimlte smd) two hundred devaputras of perfect
197
With ts 'ung chih %£$•, Kumarajlva summarises the long traditional Sanskrit periphrase
krldati ramate paricdrayati (cf. Divyavadana, pp.1, 6; 98,19; Saddharmapund., pp.72,13; 78, 2,
etc.).
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beauty, identical to his own. He also created two hundred magnificent
belvederes (kutagara) for intimacy, superior to all the palaces of Mara.
The devakanyas, finding themselves in those magnificent belvederes,
each thought apart: 'It is I who am disporting myself with the bodhisattva'. When their desires (asaya) were fully gratified (paripurna),
their craving (kamaraga) disappeared. They aroused the high resolve
(adhyasayd) and honoured the bodhisattva. Then the latter expounded
the Dharma as was suitable (yathdpratyarham) to them, and they all
aroused the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta.
[Further Guile of Mara]
95. Then the bodhisattva Maragocaranupalipta said to Mara Papimat:
You can go to the Buddha.
Mara had this thought: Now that I am delivered from the bonds, I
shall go to the Buddha and disturb the instruction of the Dharma.
Thereupon Mara Papimat, surrounded by his retinue, went to the
Buddha and said to him: Bhagavat, do not expound the Suramgamasamadhi any more. Why? When you expound that samadhi, I am bound
by the five bonds. I would like the Tathagata to expound something
else.
Then the bodhisattva Drdhamati said to Mara Papimat: Who
unbound your bonds?
Mara replied: The bodhisattva Maragocaranupalipta unbound my
bonds.
[Drdhamati went on]: What did you promise, in return for being
unbound?
Mara said: I promised to arouse the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta.
96. Then the Buddha said to the bodhisattva Drdhamati: Today Mara
Papimat aroused the bodhicitta in order to be unbound, and not with a
pure intention {adhyasayd). Equally, O Drdhamati, after my Nirvana [at
the end of time, in the final period], in the last five hundred years
(mama parinirvrtasya, pascime kale, pascime samaye, pascimayam
pahcasatyam vartamanayam)m;, numerous bhiksus will arouse the
bodhicitta for material gains (labha) and not with a pure intention
(adhyasayd).
97. O Drdhamati, consider the might (sthama) of the Suramgamasamadhi and the supportive action (adhisthana) of the Buddhadharma:
bhiksus, bhiksunis, upasakas and upasikas who, through derision
198
The Tibetan version reproduces in full this well-known stock phrase; cf. Vkn, p.264, in
the notes.
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(vidambana), through love of gain (labhakdma) or to imitate others
(pardnuparivartana),
will listen to this samddhi and arouse the
bodhicitta, I know that for them that cittotpdda will be the cause and
condition {hetupratyaya) of arrival at anuttarasamyaksambodhi. How
much more so can it be said (kahpunar vddah) of those who will listen to
this Suramgamasamadhi with a pure intention (adhydsaya) and will
arouse the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta.l [638c]. It must be known that
the latter are predestined to the Buddha attributes (buddhadharmaniyata).
[Prediction to Mara]
98. The bodhisattva Drdhamati said to the Buddha: Bhagavat, today
Mara Papimat, after having heard the Suramgamasamadhi expounded,
aroused the bodhicitta in order to be delivered from his bonds. Will that
cittotpdda enable him one day to obtain the perfected Buddha attributes
(paripurnabuddhadharma)?
The Buddha replied: It is indeed as you say (evam etad yathd
vadasi). Because Mara Papimat has the merit (= good roots,
(kusalamula) of having heard199 this samddhi and because he aroused
the bodhicitta, he will in the future (andgate 'dhvani) come to eliminate
(yyantlkartum) the works of Mara (mdrakarman), the practices of Mara
(mdracaryd), the hypocrisy of Mara (mdrasdthya) and the guiles of
Mara (mdramdyd). As from today (adydgrena) he will gradually
(kramena) gain the power of the Suramgamasamadhi and will finally
reach supreme and perfect enlightenment (anuttardydm
samyaksambodhim abhisambhotsyate).
99. The bodhisattva Drdhamati said to Mara Papimat: The Tathagata
has just given you the prediction (yydkarana).
Mara said: Kulaputra, it was not with a pure intention (adhydsaya)
that today I aroused the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta. How then could
the Tathagata give me the prediction? The Buddha has said: 'From
thought (citta) arises action (karman) and from action arises fruition
(vipdka)\ Since I have never had the thought [that is, the intention] of
seeking Bodhi, how could the Tathagata give me the prediction?
[The Four Kinds of Prediction200]
100. Then the Buddha, in order to destroy the doubts of the assembly
199

Adopt the variant i wen J^RJ.
l.The Avatamsaka (T 278, ch.37, 633c 8-19; T 279, ch.53, p.281a 16-25; Tib. Trip.,
vol.26, p.62, fol.1506 4 - 151a 3) is familiar with the ten vyakaranas by virtue of which the bs
knows himself to be vyakrta. Further on (T 278, ch.39, p.646c 7-15; T 279, ch.55, p.292c 16-23;
200
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Tib Trip , vol 26, p 80, fol 194.6 1-5), the same text draws up a list of the ten vydkaranas of
which at least three can be compared with the present passage of the Sgs 4 sammukhavydkarana, prediction made in the presence of the one concerned, 5 asammukhavydkarana,
prediction made in the absence of the one concerned, 7 ksantilabhavydkarana, prediction
conferred after the acquisition of the anutpattikadharmaksanti
2 The four vydkaranas of which the Sgs speaks here are mentioned in the Bodhisambharasastra, a work translated into Chinese at Lo-yang between 590 and 616 by
Dharmagupta of the Sui, with the title of P'u ti tzu hang lun (T 1660) It is a work in verse and
prose, according to the K'ai (T 2154, ch 7, p 551c 1), the kankas are by Nagarjuna and the
commentary by the bhiksu Isvara Here is a translation of the passage referring to the
vydkaranas (T 1660, ch 3, p 5286 16-25)
Tn the Mahayana, four vydkaranas are spoken of 1 Anutpdditabodhicittavydkarana A
man is tiksnendriya and udarddhimuktika, and the Bhagavat Buddhas having considered him
with their apratihatabuddhacaksus give him the vyakarana 2 Utpaditabodhicittavydkarana A
man has ripened the kusalamulas, planted and cultivated the seed of Bodhi, his faculties are very
sharp, he has obtained the superior practices and he wants only to liberate beings This is why,
as soon as he has aroused the bodhiatta, he has entered the state of avaivartika, he is
avimpdtadharman and freed from the eight aksanas 3 It can happen that a man, hearing his
own vyakarana, loses his zeal (virya) for the six pdramitas, but he proves to be ever more
vigorous if he does not hear it this is why the Buddha does not let him hear it However,
desiring other men to hear the vyakarana so that they may cut off their doubts
(samsayacchedandya), the Buddha, through adhisthdna, confers the vyakarana unbeknown to
the one concerned 4 If the bs has ripened the five lokottarendriyas, he acquires the
anutpattikadharmaksanti and dwells in [the eighth stage] of the bs, namely the acaldbhumi It is
to him that the sammukhavydkarana applies'
3 The Upadesa, also attributed to Nagarjuna, refers twice to the four vydkaranas of the Sgs
(T 1509, ch 4, p 92b 3-6, ch 40, p 349c 19) I should here_jQorrect the translation of the first
passage which I gave earlier in Nagarjuna, Traite I, p 293 It should read 'In the
Suramgamasamadhi, there are four kinds of bs and four kinds of vyakarana 1 The
anutpaditabodhicittavydkarana, 2 the utpaditabodhicittavydkarana, 3 the sammukhavydkarana
[given in such a way] that [only] all other men know it, but the one concerned does not know it,
4 the sammukhavydkarana given in such a way that all men and the one concerned know it'
[In this passage, the term used for the third vyakarana is wrong, it should read asammukhavydkarana instead of sammukhavydkarana]
Further on (ch 76, p 597a 23 - b 2), the Upadesa goes into more detailed explanations
'According to some people, there are two kinds of irreversible (avaivartika) bs 1 he who
has already obtained the vyakarana, 2 he who has not yet obtained the vyakarana
'He who has already obtained the vyakarana is of two kinds 1 he who obtained the
vyakarana while he was present (sammukha), 2 he who obtained the vyakarana while he was
not present (asammukha)
'He who has obtained the vyakarana while he was not present is of two kinds 1 he who
has obtained the vyakarana while he was already perfected (sampanna), 2 he who has obtained
the vyakarana while he was not perfected (asampanna)
'He who has obtained the vyakarana while he was already perfected is he who knows the
true nature (bhutalaksana or bhutanaya) of all dharmas and who fulfills to perfection
(panpurayati) the six pdramitas
'He who has obtained the vyakarana while he was not perfected is he who knows only the
true nature of all dharmas but who has obtained only a part of the prajhdpdramitd and does not
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perfectly fulfil the other pdramitds.
4. The quotations that preceded demonstrate the importance that the Madhyamikas attached
to the predictions. However, the theory of the vyakarana which disregards the
pudgalanairdtmya and runs counter to the absolute sameness among beings, is only valid for
Samvrti and does not apply absolutely speaking. Thus the Vkn does not pay much attention to it:
Vimalakirti explains to the future Buddha Maitreya that supreme Bodhi being possessed by
everybody, from the beginning and by right, any prediction concerning it is null and void and no
bs can pride himself on having received it (see Vkn, pp.86-90). Nevertheless, scholars continued
to discuss the vyakarana and the Yogacarins developed the system still further.
5. Mahayanasutralamkara, p. 166, 9-17: Tatra pudgalabhedena
vyakaranam
gotrasthotpdditacittasammukhdsamaksapudgalavydkarandt kdlabhedena parimitdparimitakdlavydkarandt. punar bodhau vyakaranam bhavati vydkarane vd evamndmd tathagata evam
amusmin kale vydkarisyatlti. anyat punar mahdvydkaranam yad astamydm bhumdv
anutpattikadharmaksdntildbhatah,
aham buddho bhavisydmlti
mdnaprahanatah,
sarvanimittdbhogaprahdnatah, sarvabuddhabodhisattvais ca sardham ekibhdvopagamanatah,
taddtma-samtdnabhedddarsandt,
punah ksetrddibhir vyakaranam idrse buddhaksetre
evamndmd iyatd kdlena buddho bhavisyati, evamndmake kalpe, Idrsas cdsya parivdro
bhavisyati, etdvad antaram kdlam asya saddharmdnuvrttir bhavisyatlti.
Free translation: 1. Depending on the various individuals to whom it is addressed, the
prediction is conferred: a. on an individual belonging to the lineage of the Tathagata; b. on a bs
who has already aroused the thought of Bodhi; c. on a bs who is present; d. or finally, on a bs
who is absent. 2. According to the various methods of predicting the time, we can distinguish:
a. the prediction which fixes the time required for attaining supreme and perfect enlightenment;
b. the prediction which does not fix it. 3. Again there are: a. the prediction having a bearing on
Bodhi, that is, prophesying the attainment of Bodhi; b. the prediction having a bearing on the
prediction, announcing that a Tathagata with such-and-such a name, at such-and-such a time,
will make such-and-such a prophecy. 4. Yet another is the Great Prediction: it is addressed to a
bs in the eighth stage who has acquired the certainty of the non-arising of dharmas, who has
destroyed any feeling of pride making him say: T shall become a Buddha!', who has eliminated
every object and every effort of thought, who has understood the fundamental sameness uniting
him with all the Buddhas and bodhisattvas and who no longer sees any distinction between their
mental series and his own mental series. 5. The prediction which specifies the field and the rest,
saying: 'In such-and-such a Buddha-field, the so-named,, after so long, will become a Buddha, in
the cosmic period of such-and-such a name; he will have such-and-such an entourage, and his
Saddharma will last for such-and-such a length of time'.
6. The Madhyantavibhaga, p.190, 18-21, defines the Great Prediction (No.4 of the
preceding text) in the following way: Vydkarandvasthdstamydm bhumdv iti. sarvathd
sarvanimittdbhogasamjndvigamdd astamydm bhumau niyatipatito bhavati buddhatva iti
buddhair bhagavadbhih sammukhavydkaranena vydkriyate: The state of prediction is related to
the eighth stage: in the eighth stage, through the complete elimination of every object of
thought, every mental effort and every notion, the bs is predestined to Buddhahood; this is why
the Blessed Lord Buddhas confer the prediction on him in his presence'.
7. Bodh. bhumi, p.290, 4-10: Sadbhir akdraih samdsatas tathagata bodhisattvam
anuttardydm samyaksambodhau vydkurvanti. katamaih sadbhih. gotrastham anutpdditacittam,
tathotpdditacittam,
sammukhavasthitam, viparoksdvasthitam, parimitakdlam iyatd
kdlendnuttardm samyaksambodhim abhisambhotsyata iti, aparimitakdlam vydkaroti na tu
kdlaniyamam karoti: 'In short, the Tathagatas predict to a bodhisattva his arrival at supreme and
perfect enlightenment in six different ways. What are those six? They confer the prediction:
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(tasydh parsadah samsayacchedandya), said to Drdhamati: The prediction
conferred on a bodhisattva is of four kinds. What are those four?
1. The prediction concerning him who has not yet aroused the
thought of Bodhi {anutpdditabodhicittavydkarana).
2. The prediction conferred on him who has just aroused the thought
of Bodhi (utpdditabodhicittavydkarana).
3. The prediction made unbeknown to the one concerned
(rahovydkarana)m.
4. The prediction made in the presence of him who has acquired the
certainty of the non-arising of dharmas
(anutpattikadharmaksdntilabdhasammukhavydkarana)202.
These four predictions can only be known by the Tathagatas;
Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas do not know them.
1. Anutpdditabodhicittavydkarana
101. Tatra Drdhamate katamad
anutpdditabodhicittavydkaranam.
iha Drdhamate sa pudgalah pdncagatike samsdre upapanno bhavati,
yadi vd nirayesu yadi vd tiryagyonau yadi vd yamaloke yadi vd devesu
yadi vd manusyesu;
sa ca pudgalas
tiksnendriyo
bhavati,
uddrddhimuktikah; tarn enam tathdgatah prajdndti: ay am purusapudgalo ydvadiyadbhih kalpakotlniyutasatasahasrair
anuttardydm
samyaksambodhau
cittam utpddayisyati,
iyadbhir
asamkhyeyakalpakotlniyutasatasahasrair
bodhisattvacaryds
carisyati, iyanti
buddhakotlniyutasatasahasrdni
satkarisyati, iyanty
apramdndni
sattvakotlniyutasatasahasrdni paripdcayisyati
bodhipratisthdpandya,
iyadbhis cdsamkhyeyakalpasatasahasrair
bodhim abhisambhotsyate,
evamndma bhavisyati, idrsam easya buddhaksetram bhavisyati, Idrsas
1. on a bs who belongs to the lineage of the Tathagatas, but who has not yet aroused the thought
of Bodhi; 2. on a bs who has just aroused that thought; 3. on a bs who is present; 4. on a bs who
is absent; 5. they predict a specific time by saying that at the end of a certain length of time the
bs will reach supreme and perfect enlightenment; 6. they predict an indeterminate time and give
no set date'.
8. At the Council of Lhasa, the Indian party referred tQ the present passage of the §gs in
support of their gradualist thesis. The Chinese Sudden Way supporters responded by opposing
them with a passage from the Vi^esacintibrahmapariprccha (T 586, ch.2, pp.45c - 46a) where it
is said that the Buddha confers the prediction on the bss who practise neither the dharmas of
arising nor the dharmas of cessation... (cf. P. Demieville, he Concile de Lhasa, pp. 141-6). They
Could also have quoted the Vkn which, as we have just seen, considers the prophecy as null and
void, even if given to Maitreya.
201
In Tib. gsan luh bstanpa. It is also called asammukha- or viparoksavyakarana.
202
The Tib. simply says: bzod pa thob nas mnon sum du lun bstan pa =
ksdntilabdhasammukhavyakarana.
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cdsya srdvakaparivdro bhavisyati, idrsam cdsydyuspramdnam
bhavisyati, etdvad antaram kdlam asya parinirvrttasya saddharmah
sthdsyati. idam Drdhamate xathagatah prajdndti taduttaram ca. idam
Drdhamate ucyate bodhisattvasyanutpaditabodhicittavydkaranamm.
Drdhamati, what is the prediction concerning him who has not yet
aroused the thought of Bodhi? Here, Drdhamati, a man has taken on
birth in the round of rebirth with five destinies, among the hell-born,
animals, the world of Death, gods and mankind: this man has sharp
faculties and aspires to the noble teaching. The Tathagata knows this
man well and says: This individual, after so many hundreds of
thousands of kotiniyutas of cosmic periods, will arouse the thought of
supreme and perfect enlightenment; for so many hundreds of thousands
of kotiniyutas of incalculable cosmic periods, he will perform the
practices of the bodhisattvas; he will revere so many hundreds of
thousands of kotiniyutas of Buddhas; he will ripen so many
innumerable hundreds of thousands of kotiniyutas Of beings so as to
establish them in Bodhi; after so many hundreds of thousands of
incalculable cosmic periods, he will attain perfect Bodhi; he will have
such-and-such a name, his Buddha-field will have such-and-such
characteristics; his entourage of disciples will number so many; his lifespan will last for so long and after his Nirvana his Good Dharma will
endure for so many years. This, Drdhamati, the Tathagata knows well,
and other things also. Such is, O Drdhamati, the prediction concerning
the bodhisattva who has not yet aroused the thought of Bodhi.
102. Atha khalv dyusmdn Mahdkdsyapo bhagavantam etad avocat.
adyagrendsmdbhir bhagavan sarvasatvdndm antike sdstrsamjnotpadayitavyd. tat kasya hetoh. na hy asmdkam etaj jndnam pravartate:
katamasya bodhisatvasya bodhiparipdcakdnindriydni samvidyante,
katamasya na samvidyante. tato vayam bhagavann ajdndnds
tatharupesu, hinasamjhdm utpddayema. tena vayam ksanyema204.
Then the Venerable MahakaSyapa said to the Bhagavat: As from
today, O Bhagavat, we [639a] should consider all beings as being the
Master in person. Why? It is because we do not possess your knowledge
and we do not know in which bodhisattva spiritual faculties ripening in
203

The underlined text represents an original passage of the §gs quoted in Siksasamuccaya,
p.9\,8-14.
204
This is a fragment of the original text quoted in Siksasamuccaya, pp.91,14 - 92, 1. The
form ksanyema, from the verb ksan (ksanoti, ksanute) is a passive optative with an active
flexional ending {ksanyema for ksanyemahi); cf. L. Renou, Grammaire sanscrite II, p.465;F. Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Grammar, p. 182.
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Bodhi are to be found and in which bodhisattva they are not to be found.
So therefore, O Bhagavat, not knowing this, it comes about that we
conceive scorn for such men and, through this, we can harm ourselves.
103. Bhagavdn aha, sddhu sddhu Kasyapa subhdsitd te iyam vdk.
idam ca. maya Kdsyapdrthavasam sampasyamdnena yusmdkam evam
dharmo desito: 'Ma bhiksavah pudgalena pudgalam pravicetavyam.
yac chlghram ksanyati205 hi bhiksavah pudgalah pudgalam pravicinvan.
aham vd pudgalam praminuydm yo va syan mddrsah'. etena Kasyapa
nirdesena bodhisatvena va srdvakena va sarvasatvdndm
antike
sdstrsamjotpddayitavyd.
mdtra kascid bodhisatvaydnikqh
pudgalo
bhavet tena tatrdtma raksitavya iti206.
The Bhagavat said: Excellent, excellent, Kasyapa, what you have just
said was well spoken. It is in considering the importance of the subject,
O Kasyapa, that I taught you the following rule: 'Monks, a man should
not judge a man, for he harms himself very quickly, O monks, that man
who judges a man. I myself or someone like me can assess a man'207. In
accordance with this teaching, O Kasyapa, a bodhisattva and a sravaka
should consider all beings as being the Master himself, and ask
themselves cautiously if some individual adhering to the Bodhisattva
Vehicle is not before them.
2. Utpdditabodhicittavydkarana
104. 'The prediction conferred on him who has just aroused the
thought of Bodhi'. There are also beings having long since planted good
roots (avaropitakusalamula), having accomplished the good practices
(krtacarya)20*, given over to vigour (arabdhaviryd), with sharp faculties
(tiksnendriya), aspiring to the noble teaching
(uddrddhimuktika),
205

Ksanyati is a passive present indicative with an active ending. To this form, attested in
Siksasamuccaya, p.92, 3, corresponds the Pali khahhati attested in Aftguttara III, p.350, 6; V,
p. 140, 79, etc. The verb is therefore connected with the Sanskrit root ksan 'to harm' and not
with the root khan 'to dig' as the Rhys Davids and W. Stede Pali-English Dictionary II, p.60,
and Woodward and Hare, Pali Concordance II, p.74, would have us believe.
206
A fragment of the original text quoted in Siksasamuccaya, p.92,1-6.
207
A canonical saying taken from the Samyuktagama, T 99, ch.35, p.258a 23-25; c 7-8.
The Pali phrasing attested in Anguttara III, pp.350, 4-8\ 351, 13-16, V, pp.140,18-22; 143, 1721, differs slightly: Tasma ti h 'Ananda ma puggalesu pamanikd ahuvattha, ma puggalesu
pamanam ganhittha. Khannati h 'Ananda puggalesu pamanam ganhanto. Aham va Ananda
puggalesu pamanam ganheyyam, yo va pan' assa madiso: 'This is why, Ananda, do not be
among those who take the measure of men; do not take the measure of men, for he harms
himself, O Ananda, he who takes the measure of men. It is I, Ananda, who can take the measure
of men, or someone who may be like me'.
208
In Tib. spyad ba byaspa.
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greatly compassionate (mahdkarundsamanvdgata) and seeking to
deliver beings {sattvavimoktukdma). Immediately after their cittotpdda,
those men are:
irreversible (avaivartika)™,
entered into the absolute certainty of the bodhisattvas
209
We saw earlier, § 5, n.5, that the bs is truly avaivartika when he is in possession of the
anutpattikadharmaksdnti, a virtue of the eighth bhumi, the Acala, also called avivartyabhumi or
avaivartikabhumi. However, the problem of the avaivartika is one of the most obscure of the
Mahayana, and the long chapter devoted to it by the Prajnaparamita (Astasahasrika, pp.665-92;
Pancavimsati, T 223, ch.16, pp.339a - 3416) is not enough to clarify it.
In fact, the eighth bhumi is not the only one to be qualified as avivartanya- or
avaivartikabhumi: the epithet can also be applied to the first bhumi, the Pramudita, classified in
the Path of Vision (darsanamdrga) of the bs, a path in the course of which the bs is
avakrdntabodhisattvaniydma 'entered into the certainty of the Bodhisattva', predestined as to
his future accession to Sambodhi (see above, § 7, n. 13).
Here are some texts where it appears quite clearly that the bs is avaivartika from the start of
his career, from the first bhumi:
a. Pancavimsati, p.66, 15-16; Satasahasrika, p.272, 7-9- santi bodhisattva mahdsattvd ye
prathamacittotpddenaiva
bodhisattvaniydmam
avakrdmanty
avinivartaniyabhumau
vdvatisthante: 'There are bss who simply by means of the first cittotpdda enter the certainty of
the bs or establish themselves in the irreversible stage'.
b. Pancavimsati, p. 107, 10-11 (cf Satasahasrika, p.381, 20): evam hi bodhisattvo
mahdsattvah prajndpdramitaydm carann avinivartaniyam bhumim avakrdmati: iti nirodhe
dharma]nanaksdntih: 'And so the bs moving in the perfection of wisdom enters the irreversible
stage: this is the nirodhe dharmajhdnaksdntih\ or ninth moment of the Darsanamarga having as
its object the cessation (nirodha) of suffering connected with the Kamadhatu (Kosa VII, p.5).
c. The Upadesa (T 1509, ch.75, p.586« 10-11) defines the DarSanabhumi, a stage common
to both sravakas and bodhisattvas: 'The Darsanabhumi [for the sravaka], is the Prathamaphalapratipannaka, that is, the candidate to the srotaapanna fruit [grade covering the first fifteen
moments of the Darsanamarga; see Kosa VI, p. 194; Aloka, p.35, 16-17; Abhidharmasamuccaya,
p.88, 19-20]; for the bodhisattva, it is the avaivartikabhumi''.
d. The Upadesa (T 1509, ch.74, pp.579c 21- 580a 11; passage noted and translated by
L. de La Vallee Poussin in Siddhi, pp.738-9):
'What should a bs obtain in order to receive the name of avaivartika?
'According to the Abhidharmavibhasa, when the bs, having passed through three asamkhyeyakalpas, plants the causes which will produce the thirty-two marks: from that moment, he
is called avaivartika (see KoSa IV, pp.222-3).
'According to the Vinaya-A vadana, from the time he saw the Buddha, Dipamkara scattered
the five flowers, spread his hair out on the ground, received the 'prediction of avaivartika' from
the Buddha, rose in the air and praised the Buddha: from that moment, he is named avaivartika.
'However, in the Prajnaparamita, when the bs is possessed of the practice of the six
pdramitds, obtains Jnana and updya, is no longer attached to the pdramitds which are absolutely
empty, sees that all dharmas are free of arising-cessation-increase-diminution-defilement-puritycoming-going-unity-multiplicity-permanence-impermanence-existence-non-existence, free of
any dualities whatsoever; when, by reason of this Jnana, he sees and severs every note of
impermanence after having severed every note of permanence; abandons the view of nonarising-cessation, the view of impermanence, is not attached to non-arising-cessation . . . he is
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(avakrdntabodhisattvaniydma)2W,
graded in absolute certainty (niyatipatita)21 \
called "bs who has acquired the anutpattikadharmaksantr', he enters the bs predestination
{bodhisattvaniyama), he is named avaivartika.
'Doubtless, from the first arousal of the thought of Bodhi, the bs is avaivartika, but he is
not endowed with the characteristics of avaivartika'.
It follows from this passage that the Upadesa, faithful interpreter of the Prajnaparamita,
distinguishes two kinds of avaivartika: 1. an avaivartika incorrectly so called, from the time of
entering the bhumis; 2. an avaivartika correctly so called, starting with the eighth bhumi. Hence,
the term leads to confusion and only the context allows us to decide which kind of avaivartika
we are dealing with. Here in § 104 of the §gs, it obviously concerns an avaivartika incorrectly
so called, while in § 108, it will be a question of an avaivartika correctly so called.
e. To complicate matters still further, the Aloka, p.665, 5-8, posits three kinds of
avaivartika bs: 1. he who is on the Preparatory Path [where he cultivates the practices]
favourable to the penetration of the Truths (nivedhabhagiyaprayogamargastha); 2. he who is on
the Path of Vision consisting of [eight] ksdntis and [eight] jhdnas (ksantijndnasamgrhitadarsanamargastha); 3. he who i s on the Path of Meditation which follows (prabandhikabhavanamargastha).
210
Regarding the bodhisattvaniyama, parallel to the samyaktvaniydma of the sravaka, see
above, § 7, n.13.
211
This concerns the second of the three niyatipatas enumerated in Bodh. bhumi, p.290, 1123 (or T 1579, ch.46, p.547a 5-17): traya ime bodhisattvasya niyatipatdh. katame trayah.
gotrastha eva bodhisattvo niyatipatita ity ucyate, tat kasya hetoh. bhavyo 'sau pratyayan asadya
niyatam anuttaram samyaksambodhim abhisamboddhum. punar ekatyo bodhisattvo niyatam
cittam utpadayati anuttaraydm samyaksambodhau na punas tasmat pratyudavartayati yavad
anuttaram samyaksambodhim abhisambudhyate. punar bodhisattvo vasitdpraptah sarvam
sattvarthacaryam yathecchati yatharabhate tathaivdbandhyam karoti. ta ete trayo niyatipatita
bhavanti. gotrasthaniyatipatas cittotpadaniyatipato 'bandhyacarydniyatipdtas ca. tatra
pascimam niyatipatam arabhya tathagata niyatipatitam bodhisattvam vyakurvdna vydkurvanti:
'There are three certainties [= predestinations] for4he bs: 1. The bs who is to be found in the
spiritual lineage is said to be predestined, in fact if he meets with favourable conditions, he is
capable of certainly reaching supreme and perfect enlightenment. 2. Furthermore, a certain bs
arouses a thought of 'predestination' regarding supreme and perfect enlightenment and does not
swerve from it until he reaches the latter. 3. Finally, the bs, in possession of the sovereign
powers, infallibly achieves whatever he wishes and whatever he undertakes in the service of all
beings. These three kinds of bs have 'fallen into predestination': predestination consisting
respectively of the fact of belonging to the lineage, of the cittotpada and of the infallible
practice. With regard to the third and last predestination, the Tathagatas give the prediction to
the niyatipatita bs'. Compare the six niyatipatas of Sutralamkara, pp.166, 21 - 167,1.
However, in the paragraph which concerns us, the epithet niyatipatita appears only in the
Chinese version by Kumarajlva who renders it by to-pi-ting-shu BL^feWL. The Tibetan version
replaces it with another expression: log par huh bahi chos can ma yin pa, corresponding to the
Sanskrit avinipdtadharman and meaning 'free from falling into the bad destinies'. It is a
standard epithet which the Hinayana texts apply to the srotaapanna: avinipdtadharman, niyata,
sambodhipardyana; see Digha I, p. 156, 9; II, p.200, 17; Divyavadana, p.534, 4. The Mahayana
texts also apply it, altering details as appropriate, to certain bss; the Sukhavativyuha, p.l 14, 16,
talks of avinipdtadharmdno ydvadbodhiparyantam bss 'free of falling or reversal until their
attainment of Bodhi'.
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and have transcended the eight unfavourable conditions of existence
(astdksanasamatikrdn tafn.
As soon as such men have aroused the cittotpdda, the Buddhas
predict to them that they will one day reach anuttarasamyaksambodhi,
that they will have such-and-such a name, such-and-such a field
(ksetra) and such-and-such a life-span (dyuspramdna).
When the Tathagatas, knowing the tendencies (dsaya) of men like
that, give them the prediction, it is a 'prediction conferred on him who
has just aroused the thought of Bodhi'.
3. Rahovydkarana2"
105. 'The prediction made unbeknown to the one concerned'. There
are bodhisattvas214 who, as long as they have not received the prediction,
always vigorously seek anuttarasamyaksambodhi.
1. Delighting in all kinds of giving (ndndvidhadanddhimukta), they
love to bestow all gifts215.
2. Undertaking strict commitments (drdhasamdddnastha), they do
not trangress against morality (silaskandham na tyajanti).
3. Displaying great trappings 216 , possessing the power of great
patience (mahdksdntibalopeta),
they are evenminded (samacitta)
towards all beings.
4. Giving themselves over to vigour (drabdhavirya), they seek all the
good dharmas (sarvakusaladharmdn paryesante). Their bodies (kdya)
and minds (citta) are not idle (akusida); they seem like men trying to
save their hair which is ablaze217.
5. Skilled in mindfulness and attention
(smrtisamprajanyakusala)m,
they can acquire the four absorptions (dhydna).
6. Seeking wisdom (prajndparyesin), they exercise the Bodhi of the
Buddhas.
Having long practised those six perfections (satpdramitd), they
212

SeeVkn,p.20andn.
Also called asammukha, asamaksa or viparoksa; cf. above, n.200.
214
The Tib. says: lazy (kuslda) bss.
2,5
In Tib.: bdog pa thams cad yons su gtoh ba 'abandon all their riches (sarvasvam
parityajantiy.
216
In Skt. mahdsamndhasamnaddha; cf. n.154.
2,7
The Tib. is more literal: mgo dan gos la me hbar ba liar = adiptasirascailopama 'Like
someone whose head and clothes were on fire'. This is a well-known expression; see
Gandavyilha, p.493, 2; Siksasamuccaya, p.54, 3-4; Mahavyutpatti, No. 1802; and for the Pali,
Samyutta V, p.440, 7; Anguttara II, p.93,18; III, p.307,12; IV, p.320, 27; V, p.98, 3.
2,8
In Tib. dranpa dan ses bzin la mkhaspa.
213
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realise the Buddha marks (buddhalaksana)2]9'.
106. Then other bodhisattvas, the devas, nagas, yaksas, gandharvas,
etc., reflect thus: 'So vigorous (evamvidharabdhavlrya) a bodhisattva is
truly extraordinary (adbhutd). After how long will he attain anuttarasamyaksambodhil What will his name be? Which will be his field
{ksetra)l What will be the number of his sravakas?
107. The Buddha, in order to cut off the doubts (samsayacchedana)
of those beings, then gives the prediction: the whole of the assembly
{sarvavati parsad) hears and understands the prediction; only, and
because of the supportive power {adhisthanabala) of the Buddha, the
bodhisattva concerned is not able to* hear it. The whole of the assembly
knows that this bodhisattva will become a Buddha, what his name will
be, which will be his field and the number of his sravakas. Those who
doubted will then be sure and will consider this bodhisattva as being the
Bhagavat himself {tasya bodhisattvasydntike
bhagavatsamjndm
utpddayisyanti). However, the bodhisattva himself [639b] will not know
whether or not he has obtained the prediction. Such is the 'prediction
made unbeknown to the one concerned'.
4. Anutpattikadharmaksdntilabdhasammukhavydkarana
108. 'The prediction conferred in the presence [of him who has
acquired the certainty of the non-arising of dharmas]'. A certain
bodhisattva has accumulated good roots {samcitakusalumula) for a long
time; there is nothing he does not see; he has always practised
continence (brahmacarya)220; he contemplates the not-self (andtmari)
and the empty (sunydflx and, concerning all dharmas, he has acquired
the certainty that they do not arise (anutpddaksdnti).
The Buddha knows that the merits (punya) and wisdom (prajnd) of that
man are perfected (sampanna)222; and so, in the midst of a great assembly
219
They accomplish acts productive-of the marks, and it is from this moment that they are
predestined; see Ko£a IV, p.220 sq.
220
It is doubtful whether Kumarajiva caught the meaning. The Tib. is more coherent: hdi la
byah chub sems dpah dge bahi rtsa ba bsdus pa yin, yun rih po nas tshahs par spyod pa mi
dmigs par spy ad pa . . . yin te\ 'Now, however, the bs has accumulated good roots
(sarncitakusalamula) and, long since, imperceptibly (anupalambhena) observed continence'.
221
The pudgala- and dharmanairdtmyas.
222
This concerns a bs of the eighth stage, free of all grasping of an object {nimittodgrahana)
and effort of thought (abfioga), possessing the 'absolute patience' (paramarthaksanti), namely, the
anutpattikadharmaksdnti, understanding the true principle (bhutanaya) of things and its
fundamental identity (advaya) with the Buddhas, definitively (atyantam) entered into the
predestination of the bss {avakrdntabodhisattvaniydma) and possessing the third certainty
(niyatipdta): that of the infallible practice (abandhyacaryd) which supremely ensures the welfare of
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of devas, manusyas, Maras, Brahmas, sramanas and brahmanas, he confers
the prediction on him openly {samrnukha) and says to him: 'Kulaputra, in
so many hundreds of thousands of kotiniyutas of kalpas, you will become
a Buddha having such-and-such a name, such-and-such a field, such-andsuch a number of sravakas and such-and-such a life-span'.
Then innumerable persons, in imitation of that bodhisattva, will
arouse the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta. As for him, having received
the prediction face to face with the Buddha, he will rise into the air to
the height of seven palm trees (saptatalamatram vaihdyasam abhyudgamisyati)22\ Such is, O Drdhamati, the fourth prediction, conferred 'in
the presence'.
[Bodhisattvas Having Received the Prediction]
109. Then the bodhisattva Drdhamati said to the Buddha: Here, in
this assembly, are there bodhisattvas who have been the object of the
four predictions?
The Buddha replied: Yes, there are some.
Drdhamati asked: Who are they?
The Buddha said:
1. The bodhisattva Simhanadanadin224 'Roaring the Lion's Roar' and
the grhapatiputra 'Pleasure-loving'225 have received the prediction
before arousing the thought of Bodhi (anutpaditacittavyakarana).
Equally, in universes in other regions, innumerable bodhisattvas have
also received the prediction before arousing the thought of Bodhi.
2. Moreover, the bodhisattva Santimat226 'Appeased', the bodhisattva
kumarabhuta 'Great Virtue'227, the bodhisattva Manjusri kumarabhuta228
beings. It is on this bs that the Buddhas confer the Great Prediction {mahavyakarana) which
always takes place, it seems, in the presence {samrnukha) of the one concerned.
223
This is a traditional expression, frequently used in Buddhist Sanskrit: Lalitavistara,
pp.18, 16; 350, 20-21; Divyavadana, p.252, 16; Samadhiraja I, p.88, 12; Saddharmapund.,
pp.459, / / ; 465, 7; Lankavatara, p. 16, 6. It is rarer in Pali which usually says vehasam
abbhuggantva without defining the height (however, see Dhammapada Comm. II, pp.62, 14;
100,-5). The translations in Chinese and Tibetan (sin ta la bdun tsam du) show that it does
indeed concern the height of the palm tree, and not the span as is sometimes translated.
224
In Tib. Sen gehi sgra sgrags; see Mahavyut. No.685; Vkn, p.5.
225
To the Chinese Lo-yu ^ ^ (Chanda?) here corresponds the Tib. Dgahi hdod (Nandakama?).
226
In Tib. li ba ldan pa.
227
Ta te -frM (Bhadanta?) is not mentioned in the Tibetan version.
228
In time gone by, in the Anutpada universe in the Eastern region, when he was the
cakravartin king Akasa, Manjusri aroused the cittotpada and at the same moment received the
prediction from the Buddha Meghasvara; see the Manjusribuddhaksetragunavyuha in T 310,
ch.59, p.345c 26, and for details, my article on 'Manjusri', T'oung Pao XLVIII, pp. 17-23.
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and innumerable other bodhisattvas have received the prediction after
having aroused the thought of Bodhi (utpdditacittavydkarana). They are
all at the irreversible stage (avaivartikabhumi)229.
3. Moreover, the bodhisattva Jnanasura230 'Hero of Knowledge', the
bodhisattva Visesamati231 'Special Intelligence' and innumerable other
bodhisattvas have received the prediction unbeknown to themselves
(rahovydkarana).
4. Finally, O Drdhamati, I myself232, Maitreya233 and the thousand
bodhisattvas of the Auspicious Period (bhadrakalpa)234 have all
received the prediction conferred in the presence of those who have
acquired the certainty of the non-arising of dharmas
(anutpattikadharmaksdntilabdhasammukhavydkarana).
The Bodhisattva Drdhamati said to the Buddha: Extraordinary
(adbhuta), O Bhagavat, are the inconceivable practices of the bodhisattvas (acintyabodhisattvacaryd)
and the inconceivable predictions
229
This remark, missing in the Tibetan version, is perhaps a note added to the text It should
only be accepted with the reservations formulated in n 209 above
230
In Tib Ye ses dpah bo
231
In Tib Hkhyad par bio gros The bs Visesamati is a member of a group of sixteen
Satpurusas, starting with Bhadrapala, enumerated with some variants in several Mahayana
sutras (cf Vkn, p 6, n 38) In the Saddharmapund , p 19, 4, Visesamati is one of the eight sons
of the Buddha Candrasuryapradipa
232
The career of a bs is usually divided into three incalculable periods {asamkhyeyakalpa)
Sakyamum revered 75,000 Buddhas during the course of the first Asamkhyeya, 76,000 during
the course of the second, and 77,000 during the course of the third
For Sakyamum, the first Asamkhyeya ended under the Buddha RatnaSikhin, at the same
time as the adhimukticaryabhumi
The second comprised bhumis 1-7 and ended with
Dipamkara The third comprised bhumis 8-10 and ended with Vipasyin See Vibhasa, T 1545,
ch 178, p 892c, Kosa IV, p 227, Nyayanusara, T 1562, ch 44, p 5916, UpadeSa, T 1509, ch 4,
p 87a (tr and notes m Nagarjuna, Traite I, p 248), Sutralamkara, p 172, Samgraha, pp 209-10
233
We possess in Sanskrit, Tibetan, Chinese, Tochanan, Old Turkish and Khotanese
several accounts or adaptations of the 'Prediction to Maitreya', see the references in Lamotte,
History, pp 701-2 The Maitreyavyakarana of Gilgit has been edited by N Dutt in Gilgit
Manuscripts IV, pp 187-214
234
The thousand sons of a cakravartin king - including Sakyamum and Maitreya - who are
or will be the thousand Buddhas of the present Bhadrakalpa received the prediction on several
occasions, as it appears in two long jatakas
1 According to the Tathagataguhyasutra (T 310, ch 9, pp 49a - 53a, T 312, ch 4, pp 712c 716c, Tib Trip vol 22, pp 56-9, fols 135a - 143a), the thousand sons of the cakravartin
Dhrtarastra received the prediction from the Buddha Anantagunananaratnavyuharaja who
appeared, during the Vibhusanakalpa, in the SudarSana universe
2 According to the Vimalakirtinirdesa (Vkn, pp 255-7), the thousand sons of the
cakravartin Ratnacchattra received the prediction from the Buddha Bhaisajyaraja who appeared,
during the Vicaranakalpa, in the Mahavyuha universe
In both cases, the thousand princes were in possession of the anutpattikadharmaksanti
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(acintyavydkarana)
that they receive! The Sravakas and
Pratyekabuddhas cannot understand them and, even less so, other beings.
The Buddha said: Drdhamati, the practices (caryd) of the
bodhisattvas and the vigour (virya) that they develop as well as their
supportive power (adhisthdnabala) are inconceivable (acintya).
[Prediction Conferred on the Daughters of the Gods}
110. Then the devakanyas who had been won over (vinita) by the
bodhisattva Maragocaranupalipta and who had aroused the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta scattered celestial flowers (divyapuspa) over the
Buddha and said to him: Bhagavat, we do not like the prediction
conferred unbeknown to the one concerned (rahovydkarana); we
would like to obtain the prediction conferred in the presence of
whoever has acquired the certainty of the non-arising of dharmas
(anutpattikadharmaksdntilabdhasammukhavydkarana).
We would like
the Bhagavat to give us now [639c] that prediction with regard to
anuttarasamyaksambodhi.
111. Thereupon the Buddha smiled (smitam akarot): from his lips
flashed forth rays (arcis) of various colours (ndndvidhavarna) which
illuminated all the universes, returned to the Bhagavat and disappeared
into his cranial protuberance (usnise 'ntarhita)m.
Ananda asked: Bhagavat, for what reason are you smiling?
The Buddha said to Ananda: Do you see these two hundred
devakanyas who, with joined hands, are bowing down before the
Tathagata?
Yes, I see them, O Bhagavat.
112. [The Buddha went on]: Ananda, those devakanyas, in days gone
by, in the presence of five hundred Buddhas, deeply planted good roots
(avaropitakusalamula). Henceforth, they will pay homage (pujayisyanti)
to innumerable Buddhas and, at the end of seven hundred incalculable
cosmic periods (asamkhyeyakalpa), they will become a Buddha with the
name of *Vyuharaja236. Ananda, those devakanyas, after their death
(maranakdlakriydkdle), will change their female bodies (strlkdya) and will
all be reborn in the dwelling of the Tusita gods where they will pay homage
to (pujayisyanti) and serve (upasthdpayisyanti) the bodhisattva Maitreya.
235

Depending on whether the Buddha intends this or that prediction, the rays that he emits
return to him in a fixed part of the body If he predicts supreme and perfect enlightenment, the
rays disappear into his usnlsa See Divyavadana, p 69, 6-7, Avadanasataka I, p 6, 1-2 yadi
Bhagavdn anuttaram samyaksambodhim vyakartukamo bhavaty, usnise 'ntardhlyante
236
In Tib Chos bkodpa = Dharmavyuha.
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[Fallacious Departure of Mara]
113. Then Mara Papimat, learning that the devakanyas had received
the prediction, said to the Buddha: Bhagavat, I have lost all command
(vasita) over my entourage (parijana) since it heard the Suramgamasamadhi expounded. What then can be said (kah punar vadah) of my
other subjects (anubaddha)? If they hear the Suramgamasamadhi, they
will also become certain of the Buddha attributes (buddhadharmesu
niyatd bhavisyanti).
114. Then the devakanyas bold-mindedly (allnacittena) said to Mara
Papimat: Do not be distressed, we are not leaving your world (dhatu).
Why?
The suchness of the world of Mara (maradhatutathata)231 is the
suchness of the world of the Buddha (buddhadhatutathata). Between
the maradhatutathata and the buddhadhatutathata there is neither
duality (dvaya) nor difference (visesa). And we do not swerve from that
suchness.
The true nature of the world of Mara (maradhatudharmata)23* is the
true nature of the world of the Buddha (buddhadhatudharmata).
Between the maradhatudharmata and the buddhadhatudharmata there
is neither duality {dvaya) nor difference (visesa). And we do not leave,
do not exceed that true nature.
The world of Mara (maradhatu) is nothing precise or definable, and
the world of the Buddha (buddhadhatu) is also nothing precise or
definable. Between the maradhatu and the buddhadhatu there is neither
duality (dvaya) nor difference (visesa). And we do not leave, nor do we
exceed that true nature of things (dharmata)239.
That is why it should be known that all dharmas are imprecise
(aniyata) and, since they are imprecise, [for you] there is neither
presence of retinue (parivara) nor absence of retinue (aparivara).
115. The Mara Papimat, saddened and aggrieved, wanted to return to
his paradise.
The bodhisattva Maragocaranupalipta said to Mara Papimat: Where
are you going?
Mara replied: I want to return to the palace where I live.
The bodhisattva went on: Do not leave this assembly, this is your
palace.
237

To ju in the Chinese corresponds the Tibetan de bzin hid.
To hsiang in the Chinese corresponds the chos hid of the Tibetan.
239
Cf. the Vkn, p.105, where, even while staying in the Garden of the Dharma
(dharmdrdma), the devakanyas are returned to Mara.
238
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At that very moment Mara Papimat found himself in his own palace.
The bodhisattva asked him: What do you see?
Mara Papimat answered: I find myself back in my own palace: these
lovely groves (ramaniyaramd) and these rivers (nadi) belong to me.
The bodhisattva said to him: Well then, now offer them (niryatayd)
to the Tathagata.
Mara replied: Agreed!
At the precise moment that he uttered that word, he saw the Tathagata,
the sravakas and bodhisattvas: the whole assembly was in his residence
and the Buddha was expounding the Suramgamasamadhi [640a].
[Respective Value of Offerings to the Buddha]
116. Then Ananda said to the Buddha: Bhagavat, the Buddha was
offered the place where he expounds the Suramgamasamadhi, and he
was offered the meal (bhojana) which he ate before attaining complete
enlightenment (abhisambodhi). How great are the merits (punya)
gained by the two masters of giving (danapati) who made those
offerings to him240?
240
In other words, what are the merits of the two generous ddnapatis who respectively
made an offering to the Buddha of the vihara where he expounded the Sgs and the meal which
he took before reaching enlightenment? The Tibetan version differs and asks which were the
respective merits of the two ddnapatis who offered Sakyamuni the vihara where he expounded
the Sgs and the meal he took before expounding this same sutra.
According to the text itself (§ 1), the &gs was expounded at Rajagrha on the Grdhrakutaparvata. This is a piece of pious fiction, the principle works of the Great Vehicle having been
published around five centuries after Sakyamuni's Nirvana. However, Mahayana scholars and
Chinese pilgrims accepted to the letter the anachronisms put forward by the Mahayana sutras,
and commentators such as Nagarjuna, Paramartha, Hsiian-tsang, Hsuan-ts'e, etc., elaborated a
whole theory on the places and dates that the three phases, or more exactly, three 'turnings of
the wheel' of the Buddha's teaching took place (cf. E. Lamotte, 'Sur la formation du
Mahayana', Festschrift F. Weller, Asiatica, Leipzig 1954, pp.381-2).
Several Mahayana sutras, including the Prajnaparamita, Saddharmapund., Sgs, etc., were
propounded on the Grdhrakutaparvata. This was one of five mountains surrounding Rajagrha,
present-day Rajgir. Archaeologists still argue over its exact position and hesitate between
Sailagiri (Cunningham), Chhathagiri (Sir John Marshall, M.H. Kuraishi and A. Ghosh,
D.N. Sen), Udayagiri (B.C. Law) and Ratnagiri (L. Petech). See the bibliography on this
question in A. Ghosh, 'Rajgir 1950', Ancient India VII, 1951, p.68; L. Petech, Northern
India..., Rome 1950, pp.44-8; D.N. Sen, 'Sites in Rajgir', Journal of the Bihar Research
Society, Patna, Buddha Jayanti Issue, 1956, pp. 136-58.
At the time of Sakyamuni, the Grdhrakuta already contained a certain number of residences
such as the Patibhanakuta, the Sitavana, the bank of the river Sappini, the Paribbajakarama, the
Moranivapa, the Maddakucchi, the Sukarakhatalena, etc. When it comes to establishing the site
where the great teaching of the Mahayana sutras took place, the choice is superabundant.
Fa-hsien and Hsiian-tsang, who respectively visited the Grdhrakuta in about 404 and 637 C.E.,
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brought back information which they collected on the spot (see T 2085, pp 862c-863<2, tr
Legge, pp 82-4, T 2087, ch 9, p 92\a-b, tr Watters II, pp 151-2) They are relatively in
agreement, but manifestly apocryphal On the summit of the Grdhrakuta, Fa-hsien saw the
'temple' (t ang) where the Buddha expounded the Dharma it was in rums and only the brick
foundations of the walls remained The pilgrim stayed for a whole night on the spot and, in
memory of the earlier divulgation, chanted the Suramgamasamadhi himself When, two
centuries later, Hsuan-tsang went to the same site, the temple had been restored 'where the
Tathagata had in the past stayed for a long time and expounded the Dharma' there now stood a
tall brick vihara (chuan ching-she) enclosing a life-sized statue of the Buddha Not far from
there, a stupa marked the spot where the Buddha had uttered the Saddharmapundanka
Fa-hsien and Hsuan-tsang are both agreed in situating the temple of the teaching in the
immediate neighbourhood of the places where Devadatta had thrown the rock which injured
Sakyamuni on the foot and where Mara, in the shape of a vulture, had terrified Ananda The first
event is well known to the canonical sources while the second is completely unknown to them
At the time of the two Chinese masters, the Guide to the Pilgrimage to the Grdhrakuta had
already been compiled, mixing the old with the new, it betrays its apocryphal nature
In such conditions, it is pointless to wonder, with the Sgs, who might have offered the
Buddha the vihara where he expounded the &gs In the mind of Hsuan-tsang or the Indian who
gave him the information, it was doubtless Bimbisara, the king of Magadha who, so he could go
and hear the Buddha, had built, from the foot of the mountain to its summit, a stone stairway
more than ten paces wide and five or six // long (T 2087, ch 9, p 921A 24-26) All this is mere
hypothesis
Conversely, the Indians were fully informed on the person who offered the Buddha the
meal before his Bodhi According to the Pah sources, this was Sujata, daughter of Senani
'General', from the village of Senani in Uruvela She presented the Bodhisattva with a cake
prepared with cream collected from the milk of a thousand cows and a handful of new nee (see
Nidanakatha in Jataka I, p 68, Dhammapada Comm I, p 85, Manorathapurani I, pp 402-3)
However, the Sanskrito-Chmese sources differ slightly from this tradition and sometimes
split the generous donatnx into two according to them, there would have been
1 A single donatnx Sujata (Mahavastu II, pp 131, 10, 200, 17, 205, 3, 263, 15,
Lahtavistara, pp 265-7, which makes Sujata one of the ten daughters of the gramika Nandika,
P'u yao ching, T 186, ch 5, p 51 \c 23, which presents the young lady as the daughter of a
Sresthm (merchant) from Sujataka, Tang kuang ta chuang yen ching, T 187, ch 7, p 583A 29,
Shen mao hsi shu ching, T 757, ch 2, p 599/? 6)
2 A single donatnx Nandabala (Buddhacarita of Asvaghosa XII, v 109, which makes
Nandabala the daughter of a gopadhipa) In the corresponding Chinese version, she is
sometimes called Nanda and sometimes Nandabala (T 192, ch 3, p 24c 9 and 11)
3 Two donatnees the daughters of Sena (Hsiu hsing pen ch'i ching, T 184, ch 2, p 469c
13)
4 Two donatnees the two daughers of the gramika Sujata (Fo pen hsing chi ching, T 190,
ch25,p7716 23)
5 Two donatnees Nanda and Nandabala, daughters of a gopadhipa (Mulasarv Vin,
T 1443, ch 1, p 91 la 8, T 1444, ch 2, p 1026c 24, T 1450, ch 5, p 121c 9, Chung hsu mo ho ti
ching, T 191, ch 6, p 9496 24, Fo pen hsing ching, T 193, ch 3, p 756 3)
In the weeks that followed his enlightenment, the Buddha went alms-seeking in Uruvilva
Sujata filled his bowl and took 'the two refuges' in the Buddha and the Dharma The fact is
reported in the MahiSasaka Vin (T 1421, ch 15, p 1036) and the Dharmaguptaka Vin, where
Sujata is called Sucara (T 1428, ch 31, p 786a 22) On this subject, see the translation and
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117. The Buddha replied: Ananda, the Buddha was offered the meal
which he ate before his reaching anuttarasamyaksambodhi, he was
offered the meal which he ate before setting turning the Wheel of the
Dharma (dharmacakrapravartana)u\ and he was offered the meal
which he ate before expounding the Suramgamasamadhi. Well, the
respective merits resulting from those three gifts of food are
undifferentiated {nirvisesa).
118. Ananda, the palace where I attained anuttarasamyaksambodhi is
the Diamond [Seat] (vajrasana) where all the Buddhas, past (atita),
future (anagata) and present (pratyutpanna), reach complete
enlightenment (abhisambodhi). Well, all the places where the
Suramgamasamadhi is expounded are absolutely the same {sama,
nirvisesa) as that Diamond Seat242. It is also the same for all the places
commentaries by A. Bareau, Recherches sur la biographie du Buddha, Paris 1963, pp. 127-34.
On that occasion the Buddha proclaimed Sujata, daughter of Senani, the foremost of the
upasika-disciples having been the first to take refuge (Anguttara 1, p.26, 16-17). However, in the
corresponding passage in the Ekottara (T 125, ch.3, p.5606 1), the upasika Sujata is replaced by
the upasika Nandanandabala, as if both names designated one and the same person.
However it may be, Buddhists have always considered Sujata's offering as supremely
meritorious because of the excellence of the beneficiary, on this occasion the Buddha who is the
best field of merit. Its value is only equalled by the meal, indigestible though it may have been,
which the blacksmith Cunda offered to the Master immediately before his Nirvana. This resulted
in a formal declaration by the Buddha (Digha II, pp. 135-6; Sanskrit Mahaparinirvana, pp.2824): Dve 'me pindapata samasamaphald samasamavipdkd ativiya ahhehi pindapdtehi
mahapphalatard ca mahdnisamsatard ca. katame dve. yah ca pindapatam bhunjitva tathagato
anuttaram sammdsambodhim abhisambujjhati yah ca pindapatam bhunjitva tathagato
anupddisesdya nibbanadhdtuyd parinibbdyati.
The thesis upheld here by the Sgs is that all gifts, of vihara or pindapata, made to the
Buddha or to Dharma instructors are equal and without difference.
241
As far as I know, no Buddhist text mentions a meal taken by the Buddha before the
Discourse at Varanasi.
242
In the proper meaning of the word, the bodhimanda is the site of the enlightenment at
Bodh-Gaya, the Diamond Seat {vajrasana) where the thousand Buddhas of the Bhadrakalpa
have attained or will attain enlightenment. In the figurative sense, the bodhimanda indicates the
wholly spiritual presence of the Dharma or of the dharmakdya of the Buddhas, and this
independently of any material location (for details, see Vkn, pp.94-9, n.105). Conceived
originally as the place sanctified by the presence of the material body of the Buddhas, the
bodhimanda is considered by several Mahayana sutras to be the symbol or quintessence of the
Dharma or Buddhist Path. Thus for the Saddharmapund., p.391, 6-13, anywhere that the Sutra
has just been recited, monastery, convent, house, etc., should be considered as the bodhimanda.
For the VimalakirtinirdeSa (Vkn, pp.94-9), the bodhimanda is quite simply the great Bodhi of
the Buddhas and bodhisattvas: wherever they may come from or go to, the bodhisattvas come
from the bodhimanda. The &gs expresses an identical idea by saying that all the places where
the Sutra is expounded are absolutely identical to the Diamond Seat. This is an outline of the
theory regarding the bodies of the Buddhas which contrasts the dharmakdya, or body of
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where the Suramgamasamadhi is taught (desita), recited (vdcita) or
written down (likhita).
119. Ananda, the Buddha was offered the meal which he ate before
setting turning the Wheel of the Dharma for the first time. Well, if a
Dharma-master (dharmdcdrya) who is about to recite or expound the
Suramgamasamadhi is offered a meal, the respective merits resulting
from those two offerings are the same (sama) and undifferentiated
(nirvisesa).
120. Furthermore, O Ananda, the Buddha was offered the monastery
(yihdrd) where he won over beings by means of the eighteen supernormal wonders (rddhiprdtihdrya)243; he was also offered the monastery
where he recites and expounds the Suramgamasamadhi. Well, the
merits resulting from those two gifts do not differ between themselves.
Then Ananda said to Mara Papimat: It is of great advantage for you
(mahdldbhds te sulabdhdh) to have been able to give your palace to the
Buddha so that he may dwell in it.
Mara said: That is the result of the supportive action (adhisthdna)244
of the bodhisattva Maragocaranupalipta.
[Exploits of Maragocaranupalipta in the Heroic Progress]
121. The bodhisattva Drdhamati said to the Buddha: Bhagavat, to
perform such great wonders (vikurvana), is not the bodhisattva
Maragocaranupalipta in Suramgamasamadhi?
The Buddha replied: Drdhamati, it is indeed as you say (evam etad
yathd vadasi). This bodhisattva is in Suramgamasamadhi and can thus,
by means of his supernormal power, proceed at will:
He manifests himself in all the domains of Mara (mdragocara), but
he is not defiled (upalipta) by the domains of Mara.
He disports himself (ramati) with the daughters of the gods
(devakanyd), but he does not experience any illicit sexual pleasures
(maithunarati)245.
immutable truth, with the nirmanakdyas, fictitional and provisional bodies which the Buddhas
assume out of compassion so as to win over beings.
243
The author doubtless has in mind the Pavilion of Wonders (pratihdryamandapa) which
Prasenajit, king of Kosala, built for the Buddha between the town of Sravasti and the J.etavana
Grove (cf. Mulasarv. Vin., T 1451, ch.26, p.331a 3-5; Divyavadana, p. 155, 17-19). It was there
that the Buddha performed the yamakaprdtihdrya, multiplied images of himself up to the
Akanistha heaven and where a violent storm raised by the yaksas completed the routing of the
six sectarian masters.
244
Correct en li JgL^j to shin li jjftjj . The Tibetan has byin gyi dabs.
245
In Tib. hkhrigpahi dgah ba.
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This kulaputra is to be found in Suramgamasamadhi: he enters the
palaces of Mara, and yet he never leaves the assembly (parsad)
gathered around the Buddha.
He seems to travel through the world of Mara (mdradhatu), to stroll
and amuse himself there, but he makes use of the buddhadharmas to
win over beings.
[Exploits of the Buddha in the Heroic Progress]
122. The bodhisattva Drdhamati said to the Buddha: Bhagavat, when
the Tathagata is in Suramgamasamadhi, how many wondrous feats
(vikurvanavyuha) does he manifest? It would be good, O Bhagavat, if
you would reveal to me be it only a small part of it (kamcid eva
pradesam).
The Buddha said: Drdhamati, I am at present in Suramgamasamadhi.
In this trisdhasramahdsdhasralokadhdtu,
there are a thousand
million (kotisata) Caturdvlpakas, Candrasuryas. Caturmaharaja devas,
Trayastrimsa devas, Yama devas, Tusita devas, Nirmanarati devas,
Paranirmitavasavartin devas, etc., up to Akanistha devas [640b],
Sumeru parvatarajas and Mahasamudras: this is called a trisahasramahdsdhasralokadhdtu246.
Drdhamati, even while dwelling in Suramgamasamadhi, I am in the
trisdhasramahdsdhasralokadhdtu
and, eventually, in Jambudvipa, I
practice, as the case may be, the perfections (pdramitd) of giving
(ddna), morality (sila), patience (ksdnti), vigour (virya), absorptive
meditation (dhydnd) or wisdom (prajhd). In Jambudvipa I am, as the
case may be, a recluse with the five superknowledges (pancdbhijnarsi), or again, a layman householder (grhastha) or a monk
(pravrajita).
In Caturdvlpaka, I am, should the occasion arise, a Tusita deva separated from Buddhahood by only one existence (ekajdtipratibaddha),
or again a noble Cakravartin king, a Sakra devendra, Brahmaraja,
Caturmahadevaraja, Yama devaraja, Tusita devaraja, Nirmanarati
devaraja, Para-nirmitavasavattin devaraja, or again a merchant
(sresthin), householder (grhapati), minor king (kottardja), great king
(mahdrdja), ksatriya, brahmana or sudra.
123. In Caturdvipaka, should the occasion arise, I leave the Tusita
heaven and descend to be born in the world, or again, I enter the womb, I
dwell in the womb, I am born, after my birth I take the seven steps
(saptapada) and, raising my hand, I proclaim: 'I am the eldest (jyestha) of
246

For details, see Vkn, pp.275-6.
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heaven and earth'247, I dwell in the palace in the midst of the harem
(antahpura),
I renounce the world, I practise the austerities
{duskaracarya), I receive the grass248,1 sit on the bodhimanda, I vanquish
Mara, I become Buddha, I meditate [under] the king of trees, Sakra and
Brahma invite me to set turning the Wheel of the Dharma, I set turning the
Wheel of the Dharma, I reject the life forces (dyuhsamskdrdn utsrjdmi)24\ I
enter Nirvana, my body is burnt, all my bodily relics (sarira) are
preserved, my relics are distributed, my Dharma is on the point of
disappearing, my Dharma has disappeared, my life-span (dyuhpramdna) is
immense, my life-span is short, my field (ksetra) does not contain any bad
destinies (apdya), my field does contain bad destinies.
Now Jambudvlpa is pure and adorned like a royal palace, now it
seems wretched250, now again, it seems superior (adhimdtra), middling
(madhya) or inferior (avara).
124. Such is, O Drdhamati, the wondrous power (vikurvanabala) of
the Suramgamasamadhi. The bodhisattva seems to enter Nirvana, but he
does not entirely disappear: in the trisdhasramahdsdhasralokadhdtu, he
continues to manifest this wondrous power {vikurvanabala) and display
such marvels (vyiiha).
Drdhamati, consider the Buddha: for the moment (etarhi), in this
caturdvipaka here he sets turning the Wheel of the Dharma, but in other
Jambudvipas he has not yet reached Buddhahood and, in yet other
Jambudvipas [640c], he is already in Nirvana. This is called the
Exposition of the Dharma leading to the Concentration of Heroic
Progress (suramgamasamddhipravesadharmamukha).
[Extension of the Heroic Progress to Other World Systems]
125. Then, in the assembly, the devas, nagas, yaksas, gandharvas,
etc., the bodhisattvas and mahasravakas reflected thus: Is it only in this
present trisdhasramahdsdhasralokadhdtu that the Buddha Sakyamuni
possesses this supernormal power (rddhibala), or does he exercise it
equally in other universes?
247
Cf. Majjhima III, p. 123: Sampatijdto bodhisatto samehi pddehi patitthahitvd
uttardbhimukho sattapadavltihdre gacchati, setamhi chatte anubhiramane sabbd ca disd
viloketi, dsabhih ca vacant bhasati : Aggo 'ham asmi lokassa, settho 'ham asmi lokassa, jettho
'ham asmi lokassa, ayam antimdjdti, na 'tthi ddni punabbhavo ti.
On the seven steps of the Bs, see Nagarjuna, Traite I, p.6, in the notes.
1A%
Kusa grass, to be laid on the seat of enlightenment. Sakyamuni received his from Svastika.
249
A traditional expression; cf Sanskrit Mahaparinirvana, p.212.
250
See in the Vkn, p.22 sq., the transformation of the Sahaloka on the supernormal
intervention of the Buddha: &ariputra, who saw it as impure, suddenly sees all its splendours.
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Thereupon Manjusri, knowing the thoughts of the assembly and
desiring to cut off the doubts (samsayacchedana) of the latter, said to
the Buddha: Bhagavat, I travel through all the Buddha-fields (buddhaksetra). Now, in the zenith region {uparisthad disi), if, leaving this
universe here, one traverses universes as numerous as the sands of the
sixty Ganges {ito buddhaksetrat sastiganganadlvalukopamani buddhaksetrdny atikramya), there is a Buddha universe (buddhalokadhdtu)
called Ekapradipa 'Single Lamp'; there a Buddha expounds the Dharma
to mankind. I went to him and, after saluting his feet by touching them
with my head (tasya pddau sirasdbhivandya), I asked him: 'Bhagavat,
what is your name and how should I address you (ko ndma tvam,
katham dhdraydmi)!" That Buddha answered me: 'Go and find the
Buddha Sakyamuni and he himself will answer you'.
O Bhagavat, the virtues and marvels (gunavyuha) of that Buddhafield are such that, were one to spend a kalpa or more at it, one could
not enumerate them all. In that field, the name of Sravaka or of
Pratyekabuddha is not even mentioned; there is only an assembly of
bodhisattvas ceaselessly expounding the irreversible Wheel of the
Dharma {avaivartikadharmacakra).
Bhagavat, do tell me the name of that Buddha who expounds the
Dharma in the Ekapradipa universe.
126. Then the Buddha [Sakyamuni] said to Manjusri kumarabhuta:
Now listen carefully and engrave it well in your mind (tena hi srnu sddhu
ca susthu ca manasikurufs\ but you must not fear or tremble or take
fright, or hesitate or doubt (nottrasitavyam na samtrasitavyam na
samtrdsam dpattavyam na vimativicikitsd utpddayitavydh)252. Why? The
supernormal power (rddhibala) of the Buddhas is inconceivable (acintya)
and the supremacy (drsabha) of the Suramgamasamadhi is also
inconceivable. Manjusri, he who expounds the Dharma in the Ekapradipa
universe is the Buddha named Sarvagunadharmasamdarsakavikurvanaprabharaja251 'King of Wondrous Brilliance manifesting all the
Virtues', O ManjuSri, that Buddha Sarvagunadharmasamdarsakavikurvanaprabharaja of the Ekapradipa universe is myself. In that
universe I manifest {samdarsaydmi) the supportive power of the
Buddhas; in that universe I expound the irreversible Wheel of the
251

Kumarajiva abbreviates this formula which the Tibetan reproduces in full.
This is a stock phrase; cf. Samadhiraja II, p.273, 5-6; Saddharmapund., pp.73, 8-9; 78, 3.
253
In Tib. Yon tan gyi chos thams cad ston par snan ba \am par hphrul bahi rgyalpo. He
is a Buddha of the zenith region. Further on, in § 170, Sakyamuni will also identify himself with
a Buddhafromthe eastern region.
252
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Dharma (avaivartikadharmacakra): it is a 'pure land'254 cultivated
(prabhavita) by me in days gone by.
127. Manjusri, you should know that I exercise this supernormal
power everywhere in innumerable (apramdna) and infinite (ananta)
kotinayutasatasahasranis of buddhaksetras, but the Sravakas and
Pratyekabuddhas do not know this. Such is, O Manjusri, the supremacy
(drsabha) of the Suramgamasamadhi: bodhisattvas, even while always
manifesting such wondrous feats (vikurvana) in innumerable universes,
never swerve from this samddhi.
128. Manjusri, just as the sun (purya) and moon (candra), without
ever leaving their palaces (yimdnd), illuminate villages (grama), towns
(nagara) and districts (nigama)255, so the bodhisattva^, without ever
swerving from the Suramgamasamadhi, manifest themselves everywhere in innumerable universes and expound the Dharma according to
the aspirations (adhimukti) of beings [641a].
[Faith in the Heroic Progress]
129. Then the whole assembly was filled with astonishment
(adbhutaprdpta): well-pleased (tusta), delighted (udagra), transported
(dttamands), filled with joy and gladness (pritisawnanasyajdta)256. The
innumerable onlookers made salutations, their hands joined
(pragrhitdnjali). The devas, nagas, yaksas, gandharvas, asuras, garudas,
kimnaras, mahoragas, etc., showered the Buddha with pearl necklaces
(ardhahdra), marvellous flowers of various colours, powders (ciirna)
and unguents (vilepana); they caused every musical instrument (turya)
at the disposal of the gods to sound and praised the Tathagata. The
Sravakas257 removed their outer garments (uttardsanga) and offered
them to the Buddha. The bodhisattvas showered the Buddha with
wonderfully coloured flowers, as big as Sumeru, as well as various
perfumes (gandha), powders {curna), unguents (vilepana\ necklets of
pearls and jewels (maniratnaniska).
They all exclaimed: Yes, Bhavagat, all the places (pradesa) where
the Suramgamasamadhi is expounded are diamond-like (vajrasama).
254
Ching t'u Wi. 'pure land' belonging to the vocabulary of Chinese Buddhism. Going by
the Tibetan version which has sans rgyas kyi zin, the Sanskrit original translated here was
simply buddhaksetra.
255
Kumarajiva abbreviates the traditional enumeration grama-nagara-nigama-janapadarastra-rajadhanyah; cf. Vkn, pp.8, 140, 141, 150, 246, 253, 272.
256
Here again, Kumarajiva abbreviates a well-known stock phrase; cf. Vkn, pp.8-9, 160,
234,264, 270.
257
The punctuation of the Taisho should be corrected.
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Those who, having heard this samadhi, will believe (adhimoksyanti),
grasp (udgrahisyanti), repeat (vdcayisyanti) and expound it widely to
others (parebhyas ca vistarena samprakdsayisyanti), will not fear
(nottrasisyanti) and will not tremble (na samtrasisyanti), those most
surely are also diamond-like (vajrasama), prompted by an
indestructible certainty (abhedyaksdntipratilabdha), firmly established
in faith (prasddanisrita), protected by the Buddhas (tathagataparigrhita), endowed with strong good roots (sthiilakusalamula),
having great advantages at their disposal (sulabdhaldbha), vanquishers
of Mara and adversaries (nihatamdrapratyarthika),freedfrom the bad
destinies (kslndpdya) and protected by spiritual friends (kalydnamitraparigrhita).
Bhagavat, as we understand the meaning of the Bhagavat's words
(ydthd vayam, bhagavan, bhagavato bhdsitasydrtham djdnimah)25*,
beings who, having heard this Suramgamasamadhi, will believe
(adhimoksanti), grasp it (udgrahlsyanti), repeat it (vacayisyanti),
penetrate it in depth (paryavapsyanti), expound it widely to others
(parebhyo vistarena samprakdsayisyanti) and apply their effort to it
(bhdvanakdrena prayoksyante), those beings will definitively and
irreversibly be predestined regarding the Buddha attributes (buddhadharmaniyata).
130. The Buddha said: Excellent, excellent, it is indeed as you say
(sddhu sddhu, evam etad yatha vadatha). Those, however, who have
not firmly planted good roots (anavaropitakusalamula), when they
hear this Suramgamasamadhi, do not believe it (na pattiyanti)259. Few
are the beings who, hearing this Suramgamasamadhi, believe it;
many are those who, hearing the Suramgamasamadhi, do not believe
it.
Kulaputras, if he is endowed with four qualities (caturbhir dharmaih
samanvdgatah), a man can believe (pattiyati) this samadhi when he
hears it. What are those four?
1. In times gone by, under the Buddhas of the past (atltabuddhd), he
heard this samadhi.
2. Protected by spiritual friends (kalydnamitraparigrhita), he aspires
profoundly (adhydsayati) to Buddhahood.
3. Having accumulated good roots (kusalamula), he is an aspirant to
the good teaching (uddrddhimuktika).
258

A stock phrase; cf. Vkn, p 252
Cf. Siksasamuccaya, p. 174, 15 On the verb pattiyati, pratiyati, see Edgerton,
Dictionary, pp.317, 374.
259
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4. He is a bodily witness to the profound dharmas of the Great
Vehicle (mahdydnagambhlradharmateyasdksin)2™.
If he is endowed with these four qualities, a man can believe the
Suramgamasamadhi.
131. Kulaputras, there are also the arhats whose aims are fulfilled
(paripurnasamkalpa), those who possess the right view {drstisampanna)26\ those who pursue [the truth] under the impulse of faith
(sraddhanusdrin) and those who pursue the truth by means of the
Dharma (dharmdnusdrin)2*2. Those men who adhere through faith
(sraddhadhimukta) to the word of the Buddha (tathdgatapravacana)
believe the Suramgamasamadhi, but do not witness it bodily (na tu
kdyena sdksdtkurvanti)263. Why? Because this samddhi cannot be
260

Regarding kayasdksin, see below, n.263.
The Tib. has Ita ba phun sum tshogs paham I rgyun du zugs pa: 'the drstisampanna or
srotaapanna'. One becomes srotaapanna on the sixteenth and last thought-moment of the
darsanamdrga. The srotaapanna has definitively abandoned the passions which are wrong
views (drsti) of their nature: satkdyadrsti, etc., those which the Kosa (VI, p.257) calls the
avastuka klesas. Thus put in possession of right view {drstisampanna), the srotaapanna is
assured of a swift deliverance: he will attain Nirvana after seven rebirths at the most. See also
Puggalapannatti, p.26.
262
Correct chien-hsing Wfif tofa-hsing 1&fj.
During the first fifteen thought-moments of the darsanamdrga, the ascetic, qualified as an
arya and who has entered the predestination (avakrdntaniydma), is a candidate to the first fruit
(prathamaphalapratipannaka), namely, the fruit of srotaapanna. If his spiritual faculties sraddha, virya, smrti, samddhi and prajna - are weak (mrdvindriya), the ascetic is a
sraddhanusdrin 'faith-devotee': he pursues the truth (arthdnusevin) and becomes acquainted
with the truths relating to suffering etc. (duhkhddisatya) under the impulse of others, through
confidence in others (parapratyayena). Conversely, if his spiritual faculties are sharp
(tiksnendriya), he is a dharmdnusdrin 'Dharma-devotee': he pursues the truth by means of the
twelve-limbed texts, sutras, etc. (see Kosa VI, p. 194).
The distinction between sraddha- and dharmdnusdrin, qualifying respectively the ascetic
with weak faculties and the ascetic with sharp faculties, persists into the bhdvanamarga, but the
wording differs.
The candidate to the fruit of sakrddgdmin, called candidate to the second fruit
(dvitiyaphalapratipannaka), who has destroyed the five categories of the passions relating to the
Kamadhatu, and the candidate to the fruit of anagdmin, or candidate to the third fruit
(trtiyaphalapratipannaka), who has destroyed seven or eight categories of the passions relating
to the Kamadhatu, are, according to the degree of their faculties, either sraddhdprdpta or
drstiprdpta in that they are informed (prabhdvita), the former by faith and the latter by
speculative views.
Regarding all this, sec Visuddhimagga, ed. Warren, p.566; Kosa VI, p. 196; Aloka, p.35 and
many other sources as well.
263
The kayasdksin 'bodily witness' is a type of anagdmin. The clearest explanation, in my
opinion, is found in the Aloka, p.36, 3-4: Bhavdgraparamas ca rupardgavitardgo drstadharmasamah kdyasdkslti dvividhah: [The anagamin] who has reached [by a rebirth or an
261
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penetrated (gatimgata) by the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas and even
less so by other beings.
132. Then the sthavira Mahakasyapa264 said to the Buddha: Bhagavat,
it is like a man blind from birth (jatyandha) who, in a dream (svapna),
regains his sight (caksus): he sees all kinds of colours (riipa) and feels
great joy; still in a dream [641b], he mixes and converses (pralapati)
with those who enjoy normal sight. However, this blind man, once
awakened (pratibuddha), no longer sees the colours. Thus we, having
heard this Suramgamasamadhi, were well-pleased {tusta), delighted
(udagrd) and transported (dttamanas); we thought we had obtained the
heavenly eye (divyacaksus)2b\ we mixed, we conversed and we debated
attainment] the summit of existence [or fourth and last level of the Arupyadhatu] and who is freed
from all attachment regarding form [because he has eliminated all the categories of the passions
relating to the Kamadhatu and RQpadhatu], this anagamin is of two kinds: 1. he who has attained
Calmness [or Nirvana] during the course of his present existence [in the summit o\^ existence
where he was reborn]; 2. he who bodily witnesses Nirvana [in the attainment called
samjhavedayitanirodha 'cessation of perception and feeling' constituting Nirvana-on-Earth].
Indeed, as defined by the Kosa VI, pp.223-4, the anagamin who has acquired nirodha is
considered as a kdyasdksin {nirodhaldbhy andgami kayasdksi punar matah). The anagamin,
whichever he may be, who has acquired the attainment of the cessation of perception and
feeling, experiences, through his body only - since he has no more mind a dharma similar to
Nirvana (nirvdnasddrsa dharma), namely, the nirodhasamdpatti. How can he immediately
experience it through his body only? Because, in the absence of mind, that immediate
discernment arises by relying on the body (cittdbhdvdt kdydsrayotpatteh . . . sdksdtkhyd).
On the kdyasdksin in the writings of the Hinayana, see Digha III, pp.105, 28; 254, /;
Majjhima I, pp.439, 30; 478, 4-8; Madhyama, T 26, ch.30, p.616a 13 (in the list of the eighteen
saiksas); Aiiguttara I, pp.74, /; 118-19; IV, pp.10, 25; 11, 18; 215, 10; Patisambhida II, p.52,
26-33; Puggalapannatti, p. 14, 29; Visuddhimagga, ed. Warren, p.566, 5-6 (yo dukkhato
manasikaronto passaddhibahulo samddhindriyam patilabhati so sabbattha kdyasakkhl ndma
hoti); Vibhasa, T 1545, ch.152, p.7766 5-7; Kosa VI, pp.223, 273; Kosavyakhya, p.566;
Abhidharmadipa, p.348; Satyasiddhisastra, T 1646, ch.l, p.246/? 25; Mahavyutpatti, No. 1020 (in
the list of the twenty sravakapudgalas).
Among the sutras and sastras of the Mahayana where the kdyasdksin is mentioned, we can
consult the Pancavimsati, pp.70, 14 - 71, 7; Satasahasrika, pp.272, 18 - 273, 18; Abhisamayalamkara I, vv.23-4 (on the twenty types of holy ones) and its Aloka, pp.35, 14 - 36, 7 (cf.
the excellent analysis by E. Obermiller, Analysis of the Abhisamaydlamkdra, London 1933,
pp.51-6); Yogacarabhumi, T 1579, ch.26, p.424c 24-26 (in the list of the twenty-eight pudgalas;
cf. A. Wayman, Analysis of the Srdvakabhumi, p.84).
Here the &gs posits the thesis that the sravaka, whatever may be his level on the ladder of
the satpurusas, is incapable of witnessing bodily the profound realities (gambhiradharma) of the
Mahayana, and in particular the Heroic Progress reserved for the Buddhas and bodhisattvas of
the tenth bhumi.
264
In Mahayana sutras, the sravakas, particularly Mahakasyapa, often confess their own
inferiority; see Vkn, pp.53, 60-1, 149, 166, 178-80, 228; Saddharmapund., pp.60, 210, 211.
265
Regarding the divyacaksus, see Vkn, pp.66-8 and note, 247.
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with the bodhisattvas. But now that, from the lips of the Buddha, we
have heard this samddhi, we know nothing at all of the matter and, like
those blind from birth, we know nothing of the dharmas practised by
the Buddhas and bodhisattvas. As from today (adydgrena), we consider
ourselves like those blind from birth, not knowing the profound
dharmas {gambhlradharrtia) of the Buddhas, not knowing and not
seeing the domain (gocara) of the Bhagavat. As from today, we know
that the bodhisattvas really possess the heavenly eye and have the
profound knowledges (gambhirajndna). Bhagavat, if a man does not
possess the thought of omniscience {sarvajfiacitta), how could he assert
he is knowledgeable (jnanin) and that he is a field of merit (punyaksetra)!
The Buddha said: Excellent, excellent, Kasyapa, it is indeed as you
say (sddhu sddhu, Kasyapa, evam etad yathd vadasi). These profound
knowledges obtained by the bodhisattvas cannot be attained by either
the Sravakas or Pratyekabuddhas.
While Mahakasyapa had been speaking, eight thousand beings
aroused the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta.
[The Field of Merit]
133. Then the bodhisattva Drdhamati questioned Mafijusri
kumarabhuta: Manjusri, one speaks of a field of merit (punyaksetra)266.
What is a punyaksetral
266

On the whole, the merit {punya) resulting from a gift varies according to the excellence
of the giver (ddyaka), the thing given (deya) and the beneficiary {pratigrdhaka). The last, who
brings about the fruition of alms bestowed on him, is called a field of merit {punyaksetra).
In the scale of values, four kinds of punyaksetra can be discerned: the field of merit is
distinguished by destiny (gati), suffering (duhkha), benefaction (upakarana) or virtues (guna);
see Kosa IV, p.236 sq.
1. Field distinguished by destiny. A fruition an hundred times greater is to be expected
from a gift made to an animal; a fruition a thousand times greater is to be expected from a gift
made to an immoral man, etc.; see Majjhima III, p.255,14 sq.; Kosavyakhya, p.320, 31 sq.
2. Field distinguished by suffering. The poor and wretched who are 'a sorry field of merit'
and provoke/ compassion (karund); see Abhidharmamrtasara, T 1553, ch.l, p.966a; Upadesa, T
1509, ch.l2, p. 147a (Nagarjuna, Traite II, pp.722-3).
3. Field distinguished by benefaction. The father, mother, master, the benefactors who
constitute a 'field of indebtedness' and provoke gratitude. Nevertheless, this still concerns a
worldly (laukika) and conditioned (samskrta) field; see Saddharmasmrtyupasthana, T 721,
ch.61, p.359Z>; Ta fang pien pao en ching, T 156, ch.3, p. 141 b 28; ch.5, p. 148c 12; Upasakaslla,
T1488,ch.3,p.l05lc.
On the subject of filial piety, In no way unknown in India, a particularly noteworthy
canonical topic should be pointed out: Anguttara I, pp.61-2; Ekottara, T 125, ch.ll, p.601a;
Avadana£ataka I, p.205; Mulasarv. Vin., T 1448, ch.4, p. 16a 19-27; Divyavadana, pp.51, 19 -
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52, 3: Dvinndham bhikkhave na suppatikdram vaddmi. Katamesam dvinnam? Mdtucca pitucca.
Ekena bhikkhave amsena mdtaram hareyya ekena amsena pitaram parihareyya vassasatdyuko
vassasatajlvi. So ca tesam ucchadanaparimaddananahdpanasambdhanena te pi tatth' eva
muttakarlsam cajeyyum na tveva bhikkhave matapitunnam katam va hoti patikatam va. Imissd
ca bhikkhave mahdpathaviya pahiitasattaratanaya mdtdpitaro issaradhipacce rajje
patitthdpeyya na tveva bhikkhave matapitunnam katam va hoti patikatam va. Tarn kissa hetu?
Bahukdrd bhikkhave mdtdpitaro puttdnam dpddakd posakd imassa lokassa dassetdro.
4. Field distinguished by virtues. These are the members of the Community of disciples
(srdvakasamgha) which is, by definition (see Woodward, Pali Concordance, p.353a), ahuneyyo
pdhuneyyo dakkhineyyo ahjalikaraniyo anuttaram punnakkhettam lokassa 'Worthy of
sacrifices, worthy of offerings, worthy of alms, worthy of being saluted with joined hands, the
best field of merit in the world'.
This Community is subdivided into two large classes: the saiksas 'those who still train' and
the asaiksas 'those who have no more to train in' (see the Dakkhineyasutta in Anguttara I, p.63;
Samyukta, T 99, ch.35, p.258c). The Madhyamagama, in a more developed version of the same
sutta (T 26, ch.30, p.616a) distinguishes eighteen kinds of saiksa and nine kinds of asaiksa.
The eighteen kinds of Saiksas are: 1. sraddhanusdrin, 2. dharmdnusdrin, 3. sraddhddhimukta, 4. drstiprapta, 5. kdyasdksin, 6. kulamkula, 7. ekavicika, 8. srotadpattiphalapratipannaka, 9. srotaapanna, 10. sakrddgamiphalapratipannaka,
11. sakrddgamin,
12. andgdmiphalapratipannaka,
13. anagdmin,
14.
antardparinirvdyin,
15. upapadyaparinirvayin, 16. sabhisamskaraparinirvdyin, 17. anabhisamskdraparinirvdyin,
18. urdhvasrotas-rupopaga.
The nine kinds of asaiksa are: 1. cetanadharman, 2. prativedhanadharman, 3. akopyadharman, 4. parihdnadharman, 5. aparihanadharmdn, 6. anuraksanddharman, 1. sthitdkampya,
8. prajndvimukta. 9. ubhayatobhdgavimukta.
These technical terms are defined in the Abhidharmas, particularly the Kosa, Ch.VI; Aloka,
pp.35-6; Abhidharmasamuccaya, pp.88-91.
According to the Ta fang pien fo pao en ching, T 156, ch.3, p. 141 b\ ch.5, p. 148c, the field
of merit constituted by the Samgha is transcendental (lokottara) and unconditioned (asamskrta).
According to the Upasakaslla, T 1488, ch.3, p.1051c, this field of virtues {gunaksetra)
encompasses all the holy ones, from possession of the usmagata (the first of the
nirvedhabhdgiyas) up to arrival at anuttard samyaksambodhi. Thus, the Buddha is included in
this, and he is considered as the best of all punyaksetras; see Avatamsaka, T 279, ch. 13, p.67b-c;
Mahamayasutra, T 383. ch.2, p.l013a 13; Upadesa in Nagarjuna, Traite I, p.524.
Regarding the virtues (guna) which make the Samgha a superior field of merit, the texts do
not agree: the lists compiled in the early writings differ from those drawn up by the Mahayanists.
According to Majjhima I, pp.446, 29 - 447, 6, ten virtues, called of the asaiksa, are required
of a bhiksu for him to be a punyaksetra: the Eightfold Path, samyagdrsti, etc., plus right
knowledge (samyagjndna) and right deliverance (samyagvimukti). Harivarman, a Hinayana
master and native of KaSmlr who lived in the third century, counts twelve of them: having
destroyed the klesas of raga-dvesa-moha, etc. (SatyasiddhiSastra, T 1646, ch.l, p.246c - 247a.
The Mahayana claims a special place for the bodhisattvas in the honours list of the holy
ones. If the sutras, in their introductions (niddna), usually mention the arhats before the
bodhisattvas, this is bowing to tradition. The Upadesa in Nagarjuna, Traite I, p.235, remarks on
this subject: 'Even though the bss come after the Buddha, they have not destroyed all their
passions; this is why the arhats are spoken of first [in the niddnas]. Among arhats, wisdom is
paltry, but they are already ripened (paripakva); among bss, wisdom is rich, but they have not
destroyed their passions. That is why the arhats are spoken of first. But there are two kinds of
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Manjusri replied: If one is endowed with ten qualities (dasabhir
dharmaih samanvagatah), one is zpunyaksetra. What are those ten?
1. Dwelling in the three doors to deliverance (vimoksamukha):
emptiness (sunyata), signlessness (animitta) and wishlessness
(apranihita)261,
but not entering into absolute certainty
26
(dharmaniyama) *.
2. Seeing and knowing the four Noble Truths (catuhsatyajnanadarsana), but not reaping the fruit of the Path (na tu margaphalasaksatkarah)269.
3. Arousing the eight liberations (astavimoksa)210, but not abandoning
Buddhadharmas the esoteric {abhisamdhidharma) and the exoteric (prakasitadharma) In the
exotenc, the Buddhas, Pratyekabuddhas and arhats are all fields of merit, because their passions
are destroyed without any remainder In the esoteric it is said that the bss have acquired the
anutpattikadharmaksanti, that their passions are destroyed, that they are possessed of the six
abhijnas and work for the benefit of beings It is by putting itself in the exoteric point of view
that the sutra places the arhats before the bss'
From this new concept comes the tendency henceforth of defining the punvaksetra, no
longer as a function of the saiksas and asaiksas, but as a function of the bss The present passage
of the Sgs (§§ 133-4) is quite categorical in this respect It admits that the Buddha declared the
great arhat Subhuti to be 'foremost of the daksineyas\ that is, of the punyaksetras, but only in
relation to the other sravakas and not in relation to the bss Subhuti admits here to not himself
possessing any of the ten virtues required for being a true punvaksetra as conceived by Manjusri
The ten virtues listed in § 133 pertain exclusively to the bss, coupling with wisdom (prajna) that
skill in means (upayakausalva) which makes their conduct seem apparently contradictory
because it has no other aim than to win over beings (see the references in Vkn, pp LVII-LVIII)
The same point of view is represented by the Gunapunyaksetra, T 683, p 777a 17-22 'In
the Samgha, there are five pure virtues constituting a punvaksetra, to venerate it is to gain merit
and progress towards Buddhahood What are those five9 1 to arouse the thought (cittotpdda)
and leave the world so as to embrace the Path, 2 to destroy one's own ornaments {anuvyanjana)
so as to dress as a monk, 3 to reject definitively affections so as not to be for or against anyone,
4 to sacrifice one's life so as to follow the Good, 5 to seek resolutely the Mahayana so as to
deliver mankind'
All the above discussions arise from the perfection of giving (danaparamita) known as
worldly (laukiki), which practises alms-giving while remaining attached to the provisional
notions of a giving subject, recipient and thing given (see Paficavimsati, pp 263, 22 - 264, 73)
However, there exists a transcendental (lokottarq), triply pure (trimandalaparisuddha)
danaparamita the bs, when he makes a gift, no longer perceives either a giver, beneficiary or
object given, or fruition (bodhisattvo danam dadan natmanam upalabhate pratigrahakam
nopalabhate danam ca nopalabhate tadvipakam ca nopalabhate), he applies this giving to
supreme Bodhi, but does not perceive Bodhi, see Paficavimsati, pp 18, 7-9, 183, 20-22, 264, 1622, Upadesa in Nagarjuna, Traite II, p 724
267
Cf Vkn, p 48, n 16
268
See above, § 104, n 210
269
The fruit of the Path, namely, Nirvana which normally results from the knowledge and
practice of the four Noble Truths
270
Cf Vkn, p 53, n 25
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the bodhisattva practices (bodhisattvacarya).
4. Arousing the triple knowledge (traividya)21\ and still travelling
through the triple world (traidhdtuka).
5. Manifesting the figure (samsthdna), colours (varna) and bodily
attitudes (irydpatha) of a sravaka, but not being a mere repeater
(ghosdnuga)212 seeking to learn the Dharma from the lips of another
(parato dharmaparyesin).
6. Manifesting the figure, colours and bodily attitudes of a
Pratyekabuddha 2 7 3 , but expounding the Dharma with unfailing
eloquence (andcchedyapratibhdna).
1. Dwelling always in absorption (dhydna) and attainment
(samdpatti), but at the same time exercising the bodhisattva practices
(bodhisattvacarya).
8. Never swerving from the right Path (mdrga), but pretending to
enter the wrong paths (kumdrga)214.
9. Seeming to be strongly attached to pleasures (samrakta), but being
detached (virakta) from all the passions (klesa).
10. Entering Nirvana, but not destroying or abandoning Samsara275.
It should be known that a man endowed with these ten qualities is a
true punyaksetra.
134. Then the bodhisattva Drdhamati said to Subhuti: Ayusmat
Subhuti, the Bhagavat has called you the foremost among the
punyaksetras216. Do you possess those ten qualities?
Subhuti replied: I do not possess even one of them, let alone all ten.
Drdhamati went on: Then why are you called the foremost among the
punyaksetras]
Subhuti replied: Compared with the Buddhas and bodhisattvas, I am
not the foremost among punyaksetras', it is only in relation to sravakas
271

Cf. Vkn, p.40, n.38.
In Tib. sgrahi rjes su son.
273
In theory, if the Pratyekabuddhas do not teach the Dharma, this is through timidity and
lack of courage (Kosa III, p. 196). According to the Mahayana, their Nirvana is not definitive: at
the end of their career, they are in a sort of catalepsy called 'Nirvana resembling an extinguished
light' {pradipanirvanaprakhyanirvana), but they are awakened from it by the exhortations of a
Buddha and they then enter the Mahayana Path, the one and only way leading to deliverance
(Aloka, pp. 133-4).
274
See above, §31,n.91.
275
Regarding this apratisthitanirvana, see Vkn, p.45, n.8.
276
Subhuti was proclaimed by the Buddha to be the foremost of those who are worthy of
offerings {dakkhineyyanam aggo), dakkhineyya being synonymous with punyaksetra; see Anguttara
I, p.24, 9; Manorathapurani I, p.221, 12-13. He was also the foremost of the aranaviharins and of
those who practise the siinyatasamadhi. See the references in Vkn, pp.54-5, in the notes.
272
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and Pratyekabuddhas that the Buddha proclaimed me the foremost
among punyaksetras [641c].
O Drdhamati*, it is like a minor border king (pratyantajanapaddndm
kottardjah): he also is called king, but if a noble Cakravartin king goes
to the border, all the minor kings lose the title of king, for then there is
only a noble Cakravartin king whose royal majesty is infinitely superior
(bahvantaravisista) to theirs. Equally, O Drdhamati, in the kingdoms,
villages {grama), towns (nagard) and districts (nigama)277 where there
are no bodhisattvas, I have the title of punyaksetra, but wherever there
are Buddhas or great bodhisattvas, I lose the title of punyaksetra.
Indeed, bodhisattvas possess omniscience (sarvajnacitta): that is why
they are superior to me.
Thereupon, the Buddha congratulated (sddhukdram addt) Subhuti:
Excellent, excellent, it is indeed as you say (evam etad yathd vadasi):
that is the word of a great sravaka devoid of pride (anabhimdnika).
[The Truly Learned]
135. Again, the bodhisattva Drdhamati asked Manjusri kumarabhuta:
Manjusri, one speaks of the learned (bahusruta)27* What is a bahusruta?
*t the original French version had Subhuti's name twice in this paragraph - corrected to
Drdhamati with the agreement of E. Lamotte.
277
See above, § 128, n.255.
278
Already in the early texts, the bahusruta 'he who has heard much' holds an important
place. Bahusruta is the term given to him who has heard and retained the Word of the Buddha,
specifically the nine or twelvefold Dharma. Here are a few canonical texts where this notion is
defined:
1. Vinaya II, p.95, -32-36; Majjhima III, p.ll, 19-24; Ahguttara II, pp.22, 23 - 23, 5; III,
p. 114, 21-26 (the Cullaniddesa II, p.212, gives a typical definition): Bahussuto hoti sutadharo
sutasannicayo; ye te dhammd ddikalydnd majjhimakalyana pariyosdnakalydna sdttham
sabyanjanam kevalaparipunnam parisuddham brahmacariyam abhivadanti tathdrupd 'ssa
dhammd bahussuta honti dhdtd vacasd paricitd manasdnupekkhitd ditthiyd suppatividdha: 'He
has heard much, he memorises what he has heard and stores up what he has heard; the
teachings, good in the beginning, good in the middle and good at the end, whose meaning is
good and whose letter is good (cf. the corresponding Sanskrit phrasing: svartha, suvyanjana),
which propounds the entirely fulfilled and perfectly purified brahman conduct, these teachings
are much heard by him, recalled, familiar in their enunciation, examined by the mind and well
penetrated by right view'.
2. The dharmas in question are indeed the authentic teachings: it is the Word of the Buddha
as it appears in the writings.
Anguttara II, pp.147, 28-29; 170, 1-2: Bhikkhu bahussuto dgatdgamo dhammadharo
vinayadharo mdtikddharo: 'The bahussuta, monks, knows the texts and has memorised the
Dharma, the Discipline and the moral teachings.'
Anguttara II, p. 178, 12-16: Bahu kho bhikkhu mayd dhammd desita - suttam geyyam
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Manjusri replied: If someone, hearing a religious discourse of a
single phrase (ekapddika dharmamukha), can analyse the hundred
thousand kotinayutas of meanings (artha) in it, develop and explain it
for an hundred, a thousand or ten thousand kalpas without exhausting
veyyakaranam gatha udanam itivuttakam jdtakam abbhutadhammam vedallam. Catuppaddya ce
pi bhikkhu gdthdya attham annciya dhammam anndya dhammanudhammapatipanno hoti
bahussuto dhammadharo ti alam vacandyd ti: 'Monks, I have widely imparted the teachings:
suttas, etc. Now, if a monk knows the meaning and knows the teaching, be it only a verse of
four feet, and behaves in conformity with the teaching, that is sufficient for him to be called a
bahussuta who has memorised the teaching'.
The present wording refers only to the ninefold writings, suttas, etc., while the
corresponding passage in the Madhyamagama (T 26, ch.45, p.709Z? 7-8) mentions the twelvefold
writings. Regarding the distribution of these two classifications throughout the canonical texts,
see Lamotte, History, pp. 143-7.
3. The bahussuta appears in a canonical list of seven good dhammas, faith, etc. (Digha III,
pp.252, 77; 282, 26; Majjhima III, p.23, 75).
4. Erudition also has a place in the series of predictions which relate to the duration of the
Saddharma, predictions which diverge considerably from each other (see Lamotte, History, 191202). According to the Vinayamatrka of the Haimavatas (T 1463, ch.3, p.818c 8), the
Saddharma lasts for five centuries, and the fourth is characterised by the predominance of the
bahusruta. According to the Mahasamnipata (T 397, ch.55, p.363b 3), the Saddharma continues
for five periods of five centuries and, during the third, the bhiksus are bahusruta.
5. In Ahguttara I, pp.24, 32 - 25, 3, the Buddha proclaimed the five pre-eminences of
Ananda: aggo bahussutanam, satimantanam, gatimantanam dhitimantanam upatthdkanam.
During the twentieth year of his public ministry he attached Ananda to his person as an
upasthayaka or attendant (see Vkn, p.79 in the notes). The reason which dictated this choice to
him was less the unflinching devotion of the disciple as his prodigious erudition, which enabled
him to memorise the words of the Teacher and to expound the Dharma correctly.
In the Hinayanist Mahaparinirvanasutra (Digha II, pp. 144-6; Sanskrit Mahaparinirvana,
pp.298-302; Anguttara II, p. 132), the Buddha declares that Ananda is the best of all the
attendants that the Tathagatas have had or will ever have. The great disciple is learned (pandita)
and knows when to introduce into the Teacher's presence those who come to visit him. Besides,
he possesses four wonderful qualities (dscarya-adbhuta-dharma): all the assemblies that come
to him rejoice at the sight of him and delight in his teachings.
These considerations are taken up and amplified in the Mahayanist Mahaparinirvanasutra
(T 374, ch.40, p.601c 18 sq; T 375, ch.36, p.850a 17): 'Endowed with eight qualities, the bhiksu
Ananda is capable of memorising perfectly the twelvefold writings: 1. his faculty of faith
(sraddhendriya) is firm; 2. his thought is correct; 3. his body is free of disease; 4. fie constantly
exerts vigour (virya); 5. he is gifted with mindfulness (smrti); 6. his mind is free of pride
(abhimana); 7. he has perfected samadhi and prajnd; 8. he is gifted with wisdom born of
listening (srutamayi prajna)'. These eight qualities characterised the upasthdyakas who
succeeded each other in the service of the last seven Buddhas; these upasthdyakas were named
ASoka, Ksemakara, UpaSanta, Bhadrika, Svastika, Sarvamitra and, finally, Ananda.
However, the thesis upheld here by the &gs, which once again is in unison with the Vkn,
p.228, is that the pre-eminences in which the great disciples rejoice apply only to Sravakas and
are worthless with regard to bodhisattvas. The least bodhisattva is infinitely superior to the
greatest of the Sravakas.
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either his knowledge (Jnana) or his eloquence (pratibhdna), then he is a
bahusruta.
Moreover, O Drdhamati, the bodhisattva279 who, as soon as he hears
them, can remember (dhdrana) all the words of the innumerable
Buddhas of the ten regions, the bodhisattva for whom there does not
exist a single phrase (pada) not already heard before (apurvasruta), the
bodhisattva for whom what is commonly heard is the already-heard, the
bodhisattva who remembers (dhdrayati) things just as he hears them
(yathdsrutam) and without forgetting them (asampramosam), the
bodhisattva who expounds to beings while there are no beings, the
bodhisattva who does not make any distinction (visesa) between his
own self (atman), the beings (sattva) and the thing expounded280 that
bodhisattva, say I, is bahusruta.
136. Now there was in the assembly a bodhisattva devaputra named
Vimalacandragarbha281 'Spotless Moon Essence', who had this thought:
The Buddha proclaimed Ananda the foremost of the bahusrutas; is
Ananda truly a bahusruta such as Manjusri has just defined it? Having
had that thought, he questioned Ananda: The Tathagata, he said to him,
has proclaimed you the foremost of the bahusrutas. Is your learning
(bahusrutya) like that which Manjusri has just defined?
Ananda replied: I do not in any way possess the learning that
Manjusri has just defined.
Vimalacandragarbha asked: Why then has the Tathagata always
proclaimed you the foremost of the bahusrutas?
Ananda replied: The disciples (sravaka) of the Buddha obtain
deliverance (vimukti) in so far as they repeat the words of the Master
(ghosdnuga): it is among them that the Buddha proclaimed me the
foremost. But he never said that I was the foremost of the bahusrutas
among the bodhisattvas, immense seas of knowledge (apramdnajndnasamudra), endowed with unequalled wisdom (asamaprajha) and
unobstructed eloquence (apratihatapratibhdna).
O devaputra, it is because the sun (surya) and moon (candra)
illuminate them that the men of Jambudvlpa see figures (samsthdna) and
colours (varna) and carry out their activities (karmakdraka). Equally, it
is only because of the brilliance of the wisdom (prajndprabhd) of the
Tathagata that I have managed to remember his Dharma. In this respect I
279

The punctuation of the Taisho should be corrected.
The same idea is expressed in the Vkn, p.48, § 7.
281
In Tib. Zla ba dri ma med pahi snin po [t on the correct name of this devaputra in
Sanskrit, see Foreword, p.xv].
280
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have no personal power at my disposal; the matter should be attributed
to the supernormal power (rddhibala) of the Tathagata.
Then the Bhagavat congratulated (sddhukdram addt) Ananda:
Excellent, excellent, it is indeed as you say (sddhu sddhu, evam etad
yathd vadasi) [642a]. If you remember and if you have memorised the
teachings, that is due to the supernormal power of the Tathagata.
137. Then the Buddha said to Vimalacandragarbha: The dharmas
remembered by Ananda are very few; those that he has not understood
are innumerable and infinite.
O devaputra, of all the dharmas that I acquired on the seat of
enlightenment (bodhimanda), I have not expounded the hundredthousand-hundred-millionth part of them, and of the little that I have
expounded Ananda has not remembered an hundred-thousand-hundredmillionth part of them282.
Let us consider, O devaputra, what the Tathagata, in a single day and
a single night, expounds to the Sakras, Brahmarajas, Lokapala
devarajas, devas, nagas, yaksas, gandharvas, devaputras and bodhisattvas who inhabit all the universes of the ten regions. By means of the
power of his knowledge (jnanabala) he composes gathas, he expounds
sutras, niddnas, avadanas2*3 sattvacaritas and paramitas, he expounds
the Sravaka- and Pratyekabuddhayanas, and the Anuttarayana of the
Buddhas containing the Mahayana Teaching, he belittles Samsara and
upholds Nirvana. Let us suppose that all the beings of Jambudvipa were
as learned as Ananda. Well now, were they to devote an hundred
thousand kalpas to it, they would not be able to memorise [the teachings
which have just been mentioned]. That is why, O devaputra, it should
be known that the dharmas expounded by the Tathagata are innumerable and infinite and that what Ananda has remembered of them
is very little.
[Prediction to Vimalacandragarbha]
138. Then the devaputra Vimalacandragarbha offered the Tathagata
282

A minor matter in relation to all that the Buddha taught, but objectively considerable if
we refer to the old stanza uttered by Ananda (Theragatha, v.1024; Mahasamghika Vin., T 1425,
ch.32, p.491c 23; Vibhasa, T 1545, ch.74, p.385c 11; Avadanasataka II, p.155, 8:
Dvasltim buddhato ganhi, dve sahassdni bhikkhuto
caturasiti sahassdni ye 'me dhamma pavattino.
'I have learnt 82,000 articles of the Dharmafromthe lips of the Buddha and 2,000fromthe
lips of the bhiksu (&ariputra); therefore 84,000 dharmas exist within me'.
283
Kumarajiva abbreviates as usual, mentioning only the four ahgas of the writings,
whereas the Tibetan version quotes all twelve of them (see Lamotte, History-, pp. 145-6).
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an hundred thousand parasols (chattra) adorned with the seven jewels
(saptaratnamaya). At the same instant those parasols covered
(acchddayanti sma) the firmament (antariksa), and the beings who were
covered by them took on the colour of gold (suvarnavarna)m.
After having offered those parasols, the devaputra said: O Bhagavat,
I wish that, owing to my merit (punya), all beings may expound the
Dharma with the same eloquence (pratibhdna) as yours and that they
may remember the Dharma as well as does Manjusri kumarabhuta.
Thereupon the Buddha, knowing the high resolve (adhydsaya)
concerning Buddhahood which motivated the bodhisattva devaputra,
predicted (vydkaroti sma) anuttarasamyaksambodhi to him, saying:
This devaputra, in four hundred and four hundreds of thousands of
kalpas, will become a Buddha under the name of Ekaratnacchattra285
'Single Precious Parasol', and his ksetra will be called Sarvaratnacita286
'Set with all the Jewels'.
[Provisional Nature of Pratyekabodhi]
139. When the Buddha had ended those words, two hundred
bodhisattvas experienced discouragement (llnacitta) and thought: The
teachings {dharma) of the Bhagavat Buddhas are too profound
(atigambhlra) and anuttarasamyaksambodhi is too difficult to attain
(sudurlabha); we are not capable of achieving these things; it would be
better to enter Nirvana by means of the Vehicle of the Pratyekabuddhas287.
284

See in Vkn, pp.6-9, an identical offering and wonder.
In Tib. Rin po chehi gdugs gcigpa.
286
In Tib. Rin po che thams cad kyis spras pa [t see Foreword, p.xv, for a more accurate
name in Sanskrit].
287
The text mentions several falterings (vyavartana) of this type. The Vkn, p.60, presents
us with some monks who 'formerly were pledged to the Great Vehicle', but had just lost the
bodhicitta. Vimalaklrti expounded the Dharma so eloquently to them that they became
incapable of turning back (avaivartika) from supreme and perfect enlightenment.
However, the strangest case is that of Sariputra, the greatest of the sravakas. The Upadesa,
T 1509, ch.12, p. 145a (cf. Nagarjuna, Traite II, p.701), reproduced by the Ching lu i hsiang,
T 2121, ch.14, p.69b, relates an unusual story about* him. Sariputra had, for sixty kalpas,
practised the 'way of the bss' (the Great Vehicle). One day, a beggar asked hfm for his eye.
Sariputra, who wanted to 'cross the stream of giving', hesitated but gave it to him and the
beggar threw it to the ground and trod on it. Upset by this attitude, Sariputra renounced 'the way
of the bss' and returned to the Small Vehicle.
Nonetheless, if we are to believe the Saddharmapund., p.65, this faltering was only
temporary: according to the Buddha's prediction, Sariputra will be a bs in the future and, after
an incalculable number of kalpas, will become the Tathagata Padmaprabha.
A special property of the bss known as avaivartika 'irreversible' is to be sheltered from
285
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Why? Because the Buddha has said: 'Bodhisattvas who falter
become either Pratyekabuddhas or &ravakas\
140. Thereupon ManjuSri kumarabhuta, comprehending the discouragement (linacitta) of those two hundred bodhisattvas, wished to
dissuade them from their resolve so as to cause them to acquire
anuttarasamyaksambodhi. He also wished to ripen (paripacana) the
assembly with its devas, nagas, yaksas, gandharvas, asuras, garudas,
kimnaras and mahoragas. That is why he said to the Buddha: Bhagavat,
I remember [642b] that in days gone by (atite 'dhvani\ during the kalpa
called Virocana288 'Shining', in the course of three hundred and sixty
hundreds of thousands of existences, I entered Nirvana289 by means of
the Vehicle of the Pratyekabuddhas.
Then the whole assembly (sarvavati parsad), utterly disconcerted
(samsayajdta), thought: If he has entered Nirvana, he would not have
returned to new births (pratisamdhibandha)290. So why does Manjusri
say: 'Bhagavat, I remember that in days gone by, during the kalpa
called Virocana, in the course of three hundred and sixty hundreds of
thousands of existences, I entered Nirvana by means of the Vehicle of
the Pratyekabuddhas'? What does this mean?
141. Then Sariputra, empowered by the Buddha (buddhdnubhdvena),
asked the latter: Bhagavat, if someone has already entered Nirvana, he
such vicissitudes and, as we have seen earlier, the bs is not absolutely avaivartika until the
eighth bhumi, when he is in possession of the anutpattikadharmaksdnti.
The career of the bs functions from his first cittotpdda, as is shown in a passage of the
Bodh. bhumi, p. 13, 13-20: sa ca bodhisattvasya prathamas cittotpddah samdsena dvividhah:
nairydnikas cdnairydnikas ca. tatra nairydniko ya utpanno 'tyantam anuvartate na punar
vydvartate. anairydnikah punar ya utpanno ndtyantam anuvartate punar era vydvartate tasya
ca cittotpddasya vydvrttir api dvividha: dtyantikl candtayantiki ca. tatrdtyantikl yat
sakrdvydvrttam cittam na punar utpadyate bodhaya. andtyantiki punah yad vydvrttam cittam
punah punar utpadyate bodhaya: 'Briefly, the first arousal of the thought by the bs is twofold:
conducive to deliverance or not conducive to deliverance. Conducive to deliverance is that
which, once aroused, continues to the end and does not waver. Not conducive to deliverance is
that which, once aroused, does not continue to the end but wavers. The wavering of this arousal
of the thought is also twofold: definitive or non-definitive. It is definitive when the thought,
once wavering, never more aims at Bodhi. It is non-definitive when the thought, after wavering,
once again always aims at Bodhi'.
All this deserves to be compared with the theories relating to the Gotras (cf Vkn, pp.3037), but there is some lack of clarity.
288
In Tib. Rnam par snan ba.
289
Parinirvana, according to the Tib.
290
To sheng ssu hsiang hsii *JE3fcfiMM , in Chinese, corresponds hid mtshams sbyor ba in
the Tibetan version, which gives the Sktpratisamdhi (cf. Mahavyut., No.2164). This is 'rebirth';
see KoSa III, pp.50-3.
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cannot return to new births. So how could Manjusri, after having
entered Nirvana, have been reborn again?
The Buddha replied: You can ask Manjusrl yourself and he will
answer you.
[Manjusri \s Fictitious Nirvana]
142. Then Sariputra questioned Manjusri and said to him: If someone
has already entered Nirvana, he cannot return to new births. So how can
you say: 'Bhagavat, I remember that in days gone by, during the kalpa
called Virocana, in the course of three hundred and sixty hundreds of
thousands of existences, I entered Nirvana by means of the Vehicle of
the Pratyekabuddhas'? What does this mean?
Manjusrl replied: The Tathagata now present is all-knowing
(sarvajha) and all-seeing (sarvadarsin)2^; he tells the truth (satyavddin),
he tells of reality (tattvavadin) and he does not lie (na vaficayati); never
does he deceive the world with its gods and mankind (sadevamanusya
loka). Now this Buddha in person bears witness (saksin) to my words
and, if I were to speak otherwise (anyatha), I would deceive the
Buddha.
143. O Sariputra, at that time, during the Virocana kalpa, there
appeared in the world a Buddha named Pusya292. After having been of
benefit to the world with its gods and mankind, he entered Nirvana.
After his Nirvana, his Good Dharma lasted for one hundred thousand
years. After the disappearance of that Good Dharma (saddharmavipralopa), beings could not find the conditions for deliverance except
with the Pratyekabuddhas. Even if hundreds of thousands of kotis of
Buddhas had expounded the Dharma to them, they would not have
believed and would not have accepted it. It was only through the bodies
(kdya), bodily attitudes (irydpatha) or teachings (dharma) of the
Pratyekabuddhas293 that they could be won over. And all those beings
aspired to the Bodhi of the Pratyekabuddhas. At that time, no
Pratyekabuddha was present, and those beings had no opportunity
whatsoever to plant good roots (kusalamula).
144. So it was then that, in order to ripen them (paripdcandrtham), I
291

Cf. Saddharmapund., p. 123, 4.
In Tib. Rgyal, the name of an asterism (Mahavyut., No.3192) borne by a Buddha, the
eighteenth of the twenty-four Tathagatas of the past, according to the Buddhavamsa, pp.50-1.
He also appears in Mahavastu, III, p.240, 6 and sq.; Avadana§ataka II, p. 175, 14; Lalitavistara,
pp.5, 70, 172, 7; Gandavyilha, p.206, 12. The reading Puspa given in certain manuscripts is
doubtless wrong (cf. Edgerton, Dictionary, p.350).
293
The punctuation of the Taisho should be corrected.
292
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pretended to be a Pratyekabuddha. In all the kingdoms (rastra), villages
(grama), towns (nagara) and districts (nigama)29\ I was believed to be a
Pratyekabuddha. Furthermore, I manifested (samdarsayami sma) the
figure (samsthana), colours (varna) and bodily attitudes (uydpatha) of
a Pratyekabuddha. All those beings revered me (pujayanti sma) deeply
and offered me alms-food (pindapata). After having received and eaten
it, I considered their previous conditions (purvapratyaya) and the
teachings which it suited them to hear; I expounded to them, then I rose
into the air (antariksam abhyudgamam), like the swan king (rajahamsa)295. Then the beings felt great joy and, filled with respect, they
saluted me with their heads, saying: 'We would like, in future times
(anagate 'dhvani), [642c] to obtain virtues and advantages like those of
this man'. O Sanputra, it is with this method (tenaparyayena) that I led
an innumerable and incalculable number of beings to plant good roots
(kusalamula).
145. Then, considering and knowing that those men who offered me
my food were having feelings of discouragement (Unacitta), I declared
to them: 'The time of my Nirvana has arrived'. The hundred thousand
beings, having heard those words, took up flowers (puspa), perfumes
(gandha), various essences and oil (taila), and came to me. Then I
entered the attainment of cessation (nirodhasamapatti) but, in
accordance with my previous aspirations (purvapranidhana)29\ I did not
enter Parinirvana entirely (atyantam). The beings said that I was dead;
in order to honour me, they burnt my body with perfumed fuel
(gandhendhana) and asserted that I was truly in Parinirvana.
146. Afterwards, I once more went to other capitals (rajadhani); I
represented myself as a Pratyekabuddha; there again, the beings came
to offer me alms-food (pindapata). At that time, I pretended to enter
Nirvana and, once again, I was said to be in Parinirvana. The people
came to revere me and burnt my body.
294

See above, § 128, n 255
This is a traditional expression
296
Earlier aspirations formulated before the Buddha Meghasvaraghosa by ManjuSri who
was, at that time, the good king Aka§a of the Anutpada universe See my article, 'ManjuSri',
T'oung Pao XLVIII, 1960, pp 17-23, and, for the aspiration in question, the
ManjuSribuddhaksetra-gunavyuha (T 318, ch 2, pp 896c - 8996, T 310, ch 59, pp 3456 - 347c,
T 319, ch 2-3, pp 9126 - 9156, Tib. Trip, Vol.23, pp.128-32, fols 315«a - 3256) The most
characteristic is reproduced in its original text by the Siksasamuccaya, p 13
Ndham tvaritarupena bodhim prdptum ihotsahe/ parantakotim sthdsydmi satvasyaikasya
kdrandt//
'Iamin no hurry to attain enlightenment and I will remain here below until the end, as long
as there is a being to be delivered'.
295
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147. So it is, Sariputra, that at that time, for a whole small kalpa
(antarakalpa), in the course of three hundred and sixty hundreds of
thousands of existences, I was a Pratyekabuddha and pretended to enter
Nirvana. In all the capitals (rajadhani), one after the other, I delivered
thirty-six hundreds of thousands of beings through the Vehicle of the
Pratyekabuddhas. So it is, Sariputra, that a bodhisattva who enters
Nirvana through the Vehicle of the Pratyekabuddhas is not in
Parinirvana for ever297.
148. When Manjusri had spoken those words, the trisahasmahasahasralokadhatu trembled in six ways (sadvikaram akampata)29* and
was filled with a great radiance (mahata prabhaya parisphuto 'bhut). In
order to pay homage to Manjusri kumarabhuta, a thousand hundreds of
thousands of devas caused celestial flowers (divyapuspa) to shower
down and said: It is truly extraordinary (adbhuta): today we have
obtained great advantages (labha nah sulabdhah), we have seen the
Bhagavat Buddha, we have seen Manjusri kumarabhuta and we have
heard the Suramgamasamadhi. O Bhagavat, Manjusri kumarabhuta
possesses truly extraordinary qualities (adbhutadharma). In which
samadhi is he to be found to manifest such extraordinary qualities?
[Exploits of the Bodhisattvas in the Heroic Progress]
149. The Buddha said to the devas: Manjusri kumarabhuta is to be
found in the Suramgamasamadhi; that is why he can do such extraordinary (adbhuta) and difficult (duskara) things.
1. The bodhisattva in Suramgamasamadhi affects to be following the
truth under the impulse of faith (sraddhanusarin)299, but he does not rely
297
See the Upadesa, T 1509, ch.75, p.586<z 28 sq.: 'The bss know perfectly well the beings
who can be delivered [only] by the Pratyekabuddhas; that is why, knowing this, they carry out
the feats of a Pratyekabuddha. Thus, according to the Suramgamasamadhi sutra, Manjusri made
himself a Pratyekabuddha seventy-two hundreds of thousands of times. And it is the same with
the other bss'.
298
See Mahavyut., Nos 3019-30: 1. Purva dig unnamati pascima dig avanamati;
2. pascima dig unnamati purva dig avanamati; 3. daksind dig unnamaty uttara dig avanamati;
4. uttara dig unnamati daksind dig avanamati; 5. antad unnamati madhydd avanamati;
6. madhydd unnamaty antad avanamati.
The phrasing differs; see Lalitavisatra, pp.51-2,410-11; PancavimSati, p,8; Satasahasrika, p. 13.
According to the UpadeSa in Nagarjuna, Traite I, pp.473-4, this is the 'superior'
earthquake, with six movements. The middling and inferior ones have four and two respectively.
299
The canonical sources (Samyutta V, p.202; Samyukta, T 99, ch.26, p. 183a) distinguish
eight classes of'noble individuals' (dryapudgala) pledged to the Buddhist Path; four are already
in possession of the fruit of the religious life (srdmanyaphala), four are merely candidates to
those fruit (phalapratipannaka). These eight dryapudgalas are:
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1 The arhat
2 The candidate to the fruit of arhat {arhatphalapratipannaka)
3 The anagamin
4 The candidate to the fruit of anagamin
5 The sakrdagamm
6 The candidate to the fruit of sakrdagamm
7 The srotaapanna
8 The candidate to the fruit of srotaapanna, also called the candidate to the first fruit
(prathamaphalapratipannaka)
This classification is in descending order, the first step to be taken chronologically being
that ofthe prathamaphalapratipannaka That is why this last is also known as an eighth-level
holy one astamaka in Sanskrit, atthamaka in Pali (see Patisambhidamagga II p 193 34,
Kathavatthu I, pp 243-51, Nettipakarana, pp 49, 5?, 50, 7, Mahavastu I, pp 120 9 159 8 Kosa
VI, p 201)
While the other seven holy ones are pledged to the path of meditation (bhdxandmdiga), the
prathamaphalapratipannaka or astamaka is still on the path of the vision of the Truths
(satyadarsanamdrga) The latter, as we know, consists of sixteen thought-moments {cittaksana)
the details of which can be found in my History pp 614-16
Scholars of the Small and Great Vehicles are in agreement in placing the prathamaphalapratipannaka in the first fifteen moments of the path of vision Here are three definitions
taken respectively from Vasubandhu, Hanbhadra and Asanga
a Kosa VI, pp 191-4 Drnmargas tatra pahcadasa ksandh mrdutiksnendnvau tesu
sraddhadharmdnusdrinau ahlnabhavanaheyau phalddyapratipannakau 'In the path of vision,
during the [first] fifteen [thought-] moments, the ascetic with dull faculties and the ascetic with
sharp faculties who are [respectively] sraddhanusarin and dharmdnusdrin and who have not yet
destroyed [the passions of the Kamadhatu] to be abandoned on the path of meditation, are both
"candidates to the first fruit"'
b Aloka, p 35, 15-17 Sodasaksanadarsanamargam asritya pancadasasu darsanamargacittaksanesu sraddhadharmanusaribhedena prathamaphalapratipannako dvividhah 'The holy
one who, moving through the path of vision consisting of sixteen moments, finds himself in the
[first] fifteen thought-moments of the path of vision is a candidate to the first fruit, and he is of
two kinds depending on whether he is a sraddhanusarin or a dharmanusarin'
c Abhidharmasamuccaya, ed Pradhan (original part), p 88, 19 Srotadpattiphalapratipannakah katamah Nirvedhabhagiyesu pancadasasu darsanamargacittaksanesu yah pudgalah
'What is the candidate to the fruit of srotaapanna [or first fruit]7 It is the man who is to be found
in the [first] fifteen thought-moments of the path of vision, moments referring to the penetration
[of the four Noble Truths]'
Between these identical formulas, however, hide different realities, since sravakas and bss
pursue different aims
a In the perspective of the former, we can say that the prathamaphalapratipannaka is a
samyaktvaniydmavakranta Arya 'entered into the certainty of acquiring the Absolute Good or
Nirvana' In fact, this is a quality which is obtained from the very first thought-moment of the
Darsanamarga (cf Kosa VI, p 180 sq ) Besides, this candidate to the fust fruit is assuredly
inferior to the holder of the first fruit, namely, the srotaapanna The prerogatives of the latter are
well known he occupies the sixteenth thought-moment of the Darsanamarga, which coincides
with the first moment of the Bhavanamarga, his deliverance is certain and rapid he will attain
Nirvana after seven rebirths at the most among the men or gods of the Kamadhatu
(saptakrdbhavaparama) and he is incapable of falling into a bad destiny (avinipdtadharman)
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b However, from the point of view of the Mahayana, the ideal is not to attain Nirvana,
definitive nirodha, but to reach supreme and perfect enlightenment by devoting onself to the
welfare and happiness of all beings Also, the career of a bs, parallel to that of a sravaka, differs
from it in respect of its fruit and results The Prajnaparamitas have applied themselves to drawing
up its stages and, borrowing from the vocabulary of the sravakayana, distinguish twenty
categories of holy ones, but - and this is essential - the final outcome of this career is not entry
into Nirvana but arrival at Buddhahood through the winning of anuttarasamyaksambodhi
Detailed explanations of this career can be found in the Paficavimsati, pp 60-72 (tr
E Conze, The Large Sutra on Perfect Wisdom, London 1961, pp 33-41) and the Satasahasnka,
pp 266-81, a concise explanation in the Abhisamayalamkara I vv 23-4 (tr E Conze, Abhisamayalamkara, Rome 1954, pp 11-13) and its commentary, the Aloka of Hanbhadra, pp 35-6
(tr E Obermiller, Analysis of the Abhisamayalamkara I, London 1933, pp 51-6)
To return to the prathamaphalapratipannaka or astamaka, a holy one of lesser degree, we
find in the Paficavimsati, p 60, 7-10, the following definition yo bodhisattvo mahasattvo nena
prajndpdramitdviharena viharati sa itas cyuta ihaiva buddhaksetre upapadyate anyebhyo vd
buddhaksetrebhvas cyutas tusitebhvo vd devebhyas cyuta ihopapadyate iti bodhisattvdstamakah 'The bs residing in this residence of perfect wisdom dies in this world here and is reborn
in this buddhaksetra here, or else he dies in other buddhaksetras or among the Tusita gods and is
reborn here such is an astamaka bs'
If I properly understand the elliptical thought of this passage, the astamaka bs is he who,
after a career of greater or lesser length, will attain samyaksambodhi in the present
buddhaksetra, and this no matter where he comes from Concurrently, the astamaka sravaka,
after a certain number of rebirths among the gods or humans of the Kamadhatu, reaches his end
in the Kamadhatu, but the end for him is Nirvana and not samyaksambodhi
The mere mention of the astamaka in § 149 of the Sgs proves that its author knew of the
speculations relating to the career of the holy ones He was also fully informed on the ten stages
of the bss which he mentioned in § 21 This is because, independently of the speculations on the
twenty types of holy ones, the larger Prajnaparamitas (Paficavimsati, pp 214-25, Satasahasnka,
pp 1454-73, Astadasah , T 220, ch 490-1 pp 4906 - 4976) have devoted a whole section to the
ten bs stages These do not yet have the characteristic names of Pramudita, etc , which were to
designate them later on, starting with the DaSabhumikasutra Nonetheless, they are the object of
a very detailed and completely original analysis, without any reference to the levels of the
traditional Buddhist Path Nevertheless, since nothing is wasted in the Buddhist tradition, very
early on there was an attempt to establish a more general format encompassing within a single
framework the sravaka stages and the bs stages, while still maintaining the necessary
differences This is what the UpadeSa m Nagarjuna, Traite V, p 2383, calls the Kung-ti &%& ,
the stages common (sddharanabhumi) to both Vehicles
These common stages are listed in the following sources
a Paficavimsati, pp 225, 16-18, 235, 18-19, T 221, ch 4, p 29b 25-26, T 222, ch 7, p 199a
1-2, T 223, ch 6, p 259c, 12-14, ch 17, p 3466 5-6, T 220, Vol VII, ch 416, p 88c 20-21
b Satasahasnka, pp 1473,11-16, 1520, 20-22, T 220, Vol V, ch 55, p 3096 21-23
c AstadaSasahasrika, pp 183, 24-26, 197, 4-8, T 220, Vol VII, ch 491, p 4976 14-15
d Aloka, p 104, 3-11
e Mahavyutpatti, Nos 1141-7 (listing the first nine only)
These common stages (s ) are eleven in number
1 Suklayipasyana- or Suklavidarsanabhumi, s of insight (but the old Chinese translations
and notably Kumarajiva read Suskayidarsanabhumi and in consequence translated as Kan-hui-ti
&MV& , s of dry wisdom)
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2. Gotrabhumi, s. of spiritual lineage.
3. Astamakabhumi, s. of the eighth-level holy one
4. Darsanabhumi, s. of vision.
5. Tanubhumi, refined s.
6. Vitardgabhitmi, s. of renunciation.
7. Krtdvibhumi, s. of the one who has ended his career.
8. Srdvakabhumi, s. of the sravakas.
9. Pratyekabuddhabhumi, s of the Pratyekabuddhas.
10. Bodhisattvabhumi, s. of the bodhisattvas.
11. Buddhabhumi, s. of the Buddhas.
Haribhadra, in his Aloka, p.104, 3-9, supplies the following details: 1. The gotrabhumi
pertains to those who possess the lineage of the sravakas, etc.; 2. the astamakabhumi pertains to
the prathamaphalapratipannaka (see above); 3. the darsanabhumi pertains to the srotaapanna.
4. the tanubhumi pertains to the sakrdagamin; 5 the vitardgabhumi pertains to the anagamin;
6. the krtdvibhumi pertains to the arhat; 7. in the absence of a special word to designate it
(visesavacandbhdvena), the srdvakabhumi pertains to the pratipannakatraya [i.e. sravakas who
are respectively candidates to the second, third and fourth fruits]; 8. the pratyekabuddhabhumi
pertains to the Pratyekabuddhas; 9. the bodhisattvabhumi pertains to the bss of whom we ha\e
spoken and is of nine kinds [Pramudita, Vimala, Prabhakari, Arcismati, Sudurjaya, Abhimukhi.
Duramgama, Acala and Sadhumati]; 10. having gone beyond these nine bhumis and being found
in the tenth bhumi [the Dharmamegha], the bs should quite simply be called Buddha but not yet
Samyaksambuddha, according to the assertion of the Pancavimsatisahasnka'.
Haribhadra's interpretation has become essential to modern exegesis. E. Obermiller, who
was the first to study it in detail, seems to have made it his own (cf. Analysis of the
Abhisamayalamkara, London 1933-43, pp. 176-9; 'The Doctrine of the Prajna-paramita', Acta
Orientalia XI, 1932, pp.48-51). And in his turn, E. Conze was inspired by him in the useful
tables he devoted to the Path of the sravakas pratyekabuddhas on the one hand, and the bss on
the other (cf. 'Maitreya's Abhisamayalamkara', East and West V, 1954, pp.6-7; 'Marginal
Notes to the Abhisamayalamkara', Sino-Indian Studies V, Nos 3-4, 1957, pp.6-11; The Large
Sutra on Perfect Wisdom, London 1961, p.200).
Haribhadra's interpretation establishes a definite division between the sravaka stages (the
first eight on the list, Suklavipasyana, etc.) and those of the bs (No. 10 on the list). However, in
so doing, it runs directly counter to the spirit and intentions of the Prajnaparamita and the
Mahayana. Undoubtedly bodhisattvas have their own stages (Pramudita, etc), but they can also
occupy the stages of the career of the sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas.
Indeed, we read in the Pancavimsati, p.225, 16-18, and the Satasahasrika, p. 1473, 11-16,
that the bs, after having gone beyond (atikramya) nine bhumis: Gotrabhumi, Astamaka,
Darsana, Tanu, Vitaraga, Krtavin, Sravaka, Pratyekabuddha and Bodhisattvabhumi, is
established in the Buddhabhumi, the tenth bs stage. It therefore follows that the first eight are
not reserved exclusively for the sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas, but pertain also to the bss.
The Vimalakirtinirdesa (Vkn, pp. 128-33), expatiates at length on the immensity of the
domain (gocara) traversed by the bss, the domain, it says, where, among others, the attitudes of
the sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas are manifested (ibid., p. 132).
§ 149 of the &gs which occupies us here is also just as categoric: its bs affects to be at will a
sraddhdnusdrin or dharmdnusdrin (the two types of prathamaphalapratipannaka), astamaka,
srotaapanna, sakrdagamin, anagamin, arhat, sravaka, pratyekabuddha. In §§ 140-7, it showed
us Manjusri entering Nirvana via the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle throughout 360 hundreds of
thousands of existences. In § 156, it will show us Maitreya simultaneously occupying, in various
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places in the cosmos, the most varied of states and stages In § 157, it will be said that the bs
penetrates the practices of all the paths (sarvamdrgacaryd) sravakayana, Pratyekabuddhayana
and Mahabuddhayana
None should object too much that such a mastery of practice is only valid for the bss in the
tenth stage, in Suramgamasamadhi, for the answer has already been given by Drdhamati in § 51
to be in Sgs is not to be anywhere
It is pointless to pursue any further the demonstration of a thesis harped on eternally by all
the Mahayana sutras We simply note the narrowness of view of a Hanbhadra who attributes
certain stages to the sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas and reserves others for the bss
However, other exegetes have been able to see more clearly, particularly the author or authors
of the Upadesa (Nagarjuna, Traite V, p 2382 sq) 'There are two kinds of stages 1 the stages
pertaining only to the bss, 2 the stages in common (sddharanabhumi) The common stages go
from the Suskavidarsanabhumi to the Buddhabhumi The stages particular to the bss are
Pramudita, Vimala, Prabhakan, Arcismati, Sudurjaya, Abhimukhi, Duramgama, Acala, Sadhumati
and Dharmamegha their characteristics are described at length in the DaSabhumikasutra'
It goes without saying that the stages common to the Small and Great Vehicles are not
practised in the same way or in the same spint, as it depends on whether a sravaka or a bs is
concerned On this subject once again the Upadesa (T 1509, ch 75, pp 585c 26 - 586a 25)
supplies useful .though somewhat summary details
'Here the Buddha explains again how peerless Bodhi can be attained From thefirstarousal
of the thought (prathamacittotpdda),
bss exercise Prajnaparamita and accomplish
(paripurayanti) the bhumisfromthe first to the tenth These bhumis are the aids which achieve
peerless Bodhi These ten bhumis are the Suskavidarsanabhumi, etc
' 1 The Suskavidarsanabhumi is of two kinds of a sravaka or of a bs For a Sravaka, it is
only for Nirvana that he exerts his vigour (virya), morality (sila), purification of the mind
(cittavisodhana) and things profitable for deliverance (moksabhdgiya) Sometimes he practisescontemplates the samddhis of the Buddhas or the meditation on the repulsive (asubhabhdvand),
sometimes he practises good-will (maitri), compassion (karuna) or the contemplation of
Impermanence etc (anityddivipasyand) He particularly assembles all the good dharmas and
rejects bad dharmas But even though he possesses jndna and prajhd, he does not acquire the
waters of the dhyanas and samdpaths and, since he cannot attain Bodhi, this stage is called stage
of dry wisdom For a bs, this stage begins with the first arousal of the thought
{prathamacittotpdda) and continues for as long as he has not obtained the preparatory certainty
(anulomiki ksdnti)
'2 The Gotrabhumi For a sravaka, this is [the four aids to penetration (mrvedha-bhdgiya)]
from heat (usmagata) to supreme worldly dharmas (laukikdgradharma) For the bs, it is the
obtaining of the preparatory certainty (anulomiki ksdnti), he is attached to the true nature of
things (dharmdndm bhutanaya), no longer holds false views (mithyddrsti) and obtains the
waters of the dhyanas and samdpattis
'3 The Astamakabhumi [For a Sravaka], this goes from the duhkhe dharmajndnaksdnti to
the marge ''nvayajndnaksdnti namely the [first] fifteen thought-moments (cittaksana) [of the
DarSanamarga] For a bs, it is the anutpattikadharmaksdnti and entry into the bs pre-destination
(bodhisattvamydma)
'4 The Darsanabhumi [For a Sravaka], it is the candidate to thefirstfruit(prathamaphalapratipannaka), that is, the srotaapanna fruit For a bs, it is the irreversible stage
(avaivartikabhumi)
'5 The Tanubhumi [For a Sravaka], it is either the srotaapanna or sakrdagamin, for then six
[read liu A instead of chiu % ] categories of the passions relating to the Kamadhatu are
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on others in order to believe.
2. He affects to be following the truth by means of the Dharma
(dharmanusarin) but, concerning the nature of things (dharmatd) and
the turning of the Wheel of the Dharma (dharmacakrapravartana), he
is without irreversibility or shortcoming.
3. He affects to be an eighth-level holy one (astamaka)m\ but for
innumerable incalculable cosmic periods {asamkhyeyakalpa), he travels
the Path (mdrgam carati) for those who have fallen into the eight
corruptions (astamithydtvapatitaf01.
4. He affects to have entered the stream of Nirvana (srotadpanna)
but, for beings drawn into the stream of Samsara (samsdrasrotovdhita),
he does not enter the certainty (niydma) [concerning the acquisition of
the absolute good]302.
5. He affects to return only once [among mankind] (sakrddgdmin),
destroyed {kdmdvacarasatprakdraklesaprahdndt). For a bs, it is the stage that goes beyond the
irreversible stage and continues as long as he has not become a Buddha: he destroys the passions
(klesa), and the pervasions of the passions (klesavdsand) which still remain are slight (tanu).
'6. The Vltaragabhumi. [The sravaka] who has destoyed all attachments and passions
relating to the Kamadhatu is named anagamin. The bs, by reason of the abandoning of the
passions (vairdgya), obtains the five Abhijnas.
'7. The Krtdvibhumi. The sravaka obtains the knowledge of the destruction of defilements
(dsravaksayajndna) and the knowledge of their non re-arising {anutpadajnana): he becomes an
arhat. As for the bs, he reaches the Buddhabhumi.
'8. The Pratyekabuddhabhumi. In former existences, [the Pratyekabuddha] had planted the
causes and conditions of the Bodhi of the Pratyekabuddhas. In the present existence, obtaining a
partial [view] of causality, he leaves the world (pravrajati) and, contemplating the profound
causality (gambhlredampratyayatdbhdvanayd),
he achieves Bodhi and is called a
Pratyekabuddha. Pratyeka in the language of the Ch'in means 'causality' and [he who knows it]
is also called Buddha.
'9. The Bodhisattvabhumi. It goes from the Suskavidarsanabhumi to the Vltaragabhumi of
which we have just spoken. Besides, [the stages] from the Pramuditdbhumi to the Dharmameghdbhumi are called Bodhisattvabhumis. Some say that [the stages] which go from the first
arousal of the thought (prathamacittotpdda) to the diamond-like concentration (vajropamasamddhi) [consisting of the destruction of the ninth and last category of the passions of the
Bhavagra] are called bs stages.
'10. The Buddhabhumi. This consists of the Buddha attributes: knowledge of things in all
their aspects (sarvdkdrajndna), etc. The bs, in the stages that are his own (svabhumi) is
perfected with regard to the practice (dcdrasampanna) of the stages of others (parabhumi), he is
perfected with regard to deliberation (vicdrasampanna). [Here], he is perfected with regard to
two things: that is why he is called Perfect'.
Obviously, the author of the Sgs knows of all these speculations, but he has not yet
systematised them.
i00
Astamaka or prathamaphalapratipannaka; see preceding note.
301
See Vkn, p.53, n.25, and p. 177.
302
Cf. above, §7,n.l3.
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but he shows himself everywhere in all the worlds (lokadhdtu).
6. He affects not to be reborn again [in the Kamadhatu] (andgamin),
but he returns once again in order to ripen beings {sattvaparipdcandrtham).
7. He affects to be a holy one (arhat), but he continues to exert his
vigour {viryam drabhate) in search of the Buddha attributes {buddhadharmaparyesandrtham).
8. He affects to be an ordinary listener {sravaka), but he teaches the
Dharma {dharma desayati) to mankind with unobstructed eloquence
{andcchedyapratibhdna).
9. He affects to be a Pratyekabuddha but, in order to ripen beings
endowed with the power of the conditions (pratyayabalopetaf02, he
seems to enter Nirvana, then [643a] through the power of this samddhi
he returns to new births.
10. O devaputras, the bodhisattva who dwells in Suramgamasamadhi
can make use of various noble modes of speech {dryavyavahdraf04 but,
in all the stages {bhumi) where he expounds the Dharma, he does not
truly dwell {na viharati).
[Superiority of the Offender over the Holy One]
150. The devas, on hearing the Buddha explaining those things,
dissolved into tears and said: Bhagavat, beings who have already entered
303

To the Chinese yin yuan chung sheng S | £ ^ c £ corresponds the Tib sems can rkyen gyi
stobs can 'beings gifted with the power of the conditions', that is to say, particularly versed in
the system of the dependent origination of phenomena {Pratityasamutpada) and, as such, easily
won over to the Pratyekabuddha Vehicle The Aloka, p 155, 25-27, quotes another sutra where it
is said eta eva dasa kusalah karmapathah svayamabhisambodhataya
gambhlredampratyayatanubodhena ca pratyekabuddhajhanam nirvartayanti 'These beings, knowing for
themselves the ten paths of good action and understanding the profound causality of
phenomena, achieve the Bodhi of the Pratyekabuddhas' For more details see A Wayman 'The
Sacittika and Acittikabhumi and the Pratyekabuddhabhumi (Sanskrit Texts)', Journal of Indian
and Buddhist Studies VIII, No 1, 1960, pp 375-6
304
To the sheng hsing Jffj of the Chinese corresponds the hphags pahi tha shad of the
Tibetan version This concerns the aryavyavaharas (ariyavohara in Pah) or noble manners of
speaking Three groups of four are mentioned (Digha III, p 232, Majjhima III, p 29, Anguttara
II, p 246, IV, p 307, Kosa IV, pp 159-60, Bodh Bhumi, p 220)
a To abstain from false speech (mrsavada), slander {paisunya), harmful (parusya) and idle
words (sambhinnapraldpa), in other words, to observe sllas 4-7
b When one has seen something, to say one has seen it, when one has heard something
etc (drste drstavadita, srute mate vijhate vijnatavadita)
c When one has not seen something, to say one has not seen it , etc (adrste adrstavaditd,
asrute amate avijnate avijnatavadita)
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the certainty (niydma) of the sravakas and Prateykabuddhas 305 are
definitively deprived (vipanna) of this Suramgamasamadhi. O Bhagavat, a
man guilty of the five offences of immediate fruition (pancdnantarya) who
hears the Suramgamasamadhi expounded is superior to the [holy one who
has] entered into the certainty (avakrdntaniydma) and to the arhat who has
destroyed all the defilements (ksindsrava/06. Why? The man who is guilty
of the pancdnantaryas, on hearing the Suramgamasamadhi expounded,
arouses the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta and even if, because of his
previous misdeeds (purvapdpakarman), he falls into the hells (naraka), the
merit (kusalamula) of having heard the Suramgamasamadhi enables him to
become a Buddha. Conversely, the arhat who has destroyed the defilements
(kslndsrava) is like a broken receptacle (chinnabhdjana): never could he
make use of the Suramgamasamadhi.
151. Thus, Bhagavat, one day when a distribution of ghee (ghrta), oil
(taila) and honey (madhu) was taking place, a crowd of people
presented themselves with all kinds of receptacles (bhdjana). Among
those people a man, through inadvertence (smrtihdni), broke the
receptacle he was holding. He went to the distribution but gained no
profit from the ghee, oil and honey. He refreshed himself only on the
spot, but could not take anything home to give to others. In contrast,
another man who had an intact receptacle at his disposal not only
refreshed himself on the spot, but could take away a well-filled bowl
(paripurnabhdjana) to offer to other people.
The ghee, oil and honey denote the Good Dharma {saddharma) of
the Buddhas. The man with the broken bowl who gained only personal
satisfaction from the distribution but could not take home anything to
give to others denotes the sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas. The man with
the intact bowl denotes the bodhisattva who, while ensuring his own
welfare (svahita), can still give to all beings307.
[Two Hundred Discouraged Bodhisattvas Obtain the Ten Powers]
152. When the two hundred bodhisattvas308 who had wanted to with305
Regarding the niydma of the sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas, see above, § 7, n. 13; § 56,
n.l40;§ 104,nn.210and211.
306
A man guilty of the five dnantaryas is privileged in relation to the arhat since he can still
reach Sambodhi, while an arhat whose passions are destroyed {kslndsrava) will immediately pass
into Nirvana. Regarding this commonplace widespread in Mahayana sutras, see Vkn, p.55, n.33.
307
Unlike the sravaka only interested in his own personal deliverance, the bs assures both
his own welfare and that of others (svapardrtha) at the same time.
308
Read p 'u-sa (bodhisattva) instead of tien-tz 'u (devaputra); as can be seen from the Tib.
version, byafi chub sems dpah serns zum pa, this concerns the two hundred 'discouraged bss
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draw from anuttarasamyaksambodhi
heard the words of those
devaputras and learnt of the inconceivable virtues and potency
(acintyagunaprabhdva) of Manjusri kumarabhuta, they renewed their
high resolve (adhyasaya)
and aroused the
anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta. Fully decided on not withdrawing from it again, they
said to the Buddha: Even if we should have to face dangers and lose our
lives, never again will we renounce the bodhicitta and never will we
abandon beings. O Bhagavat, by virtue of the merit (kusalamula)
resulting from hearing this Suramgamasamadhi, may we obtain the ten
bodhisattva powers (dasabodhisattvabala)^'.
What are those ten
powers?
1. Steadfastness in the thought of Bodhi (bodhicittasdratdbala),
2. faith in the inconceivable Buddha attributes (acintyabuddhadharmasraddhdbala),
3. retention of learning (bahusrutydsampramosabala),
4. tirelessness in the journey through the rounds of rebirth
(samsdrandparikhedabald),
5. steadfastness in great compassion towards beings {sattvesu
mahdkarundsdratdbala),
6. firm generosity in giving (ddnadrdhatydgabala),
7. not renouncing commitment as regards morality (silasamddanaparihdnibala),
8. settling firmly into patience and kindness
(ksdntisauratyanivesanabala),
9. wisdom that Mara cannot destroy310, [643b]
10. belief in the profound teachings (gambhiradharmddhimuktibala).
Then the Buddha said to the bodhisattva Drdhamati: If someone, now
who were mentioned at the beginning of § 139
309
The canonical list of the ten Tathagatabalas (Majjhima I, pp 69-70, Anguttara V, pp 326) has remained unchanged throughout the entire Buddhist tradition, conversely, the ten
bodhisattvabalas have been subjected to differing lists
a The list in the Avatamsaka (T 278, ch 39, p 649c 4-13, T 279, ch 56, p 295c 1-10),
reproduced in Mahavyut Nos 760-9 1 dsaya, 2 adhyasaya, 3 prayoga, 4 prajna,
5 pranidhdna, 6 ydna,l carya,% vikurvana,9 bodhi, 10 dharmacakrapravartana-bala
b The list in the Dharmasamgraha, § 75 1 adhimukti, 2 pratisamkhyana, 3 bhdva,
4 ksdnti, 5 jndna, 6 prahdna, 1 samddhi, 8 pratibhdna, 9 punya, 10 pratipatti-bala
c The list in the Vikurvanarajapanprccha (T 420, ch 2, p 632c 13-26) and the Upadesa
(Nagarjuna, Traite 111, pp 1611-12) which has factors in common with the present list in the Sgs
1 sdratd, 2 sarvasattvdpantydga, 3 mahdkarund* 4 mahdvirya, 5 dhydnasamdpatti,
6 prajhd,! samsdrdpankheda, 8 anutpattikadharmaksdnti,9 vimukti, 10 pratisamvid-bala
310
We have in Tib bdud hdul bahi ses rab kyi stobs 'The wisdom that triumphs over Mara'
{mdradharsanaprajndbala)
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or after my Parinirvana, hears this Suramgamasamadhi and believes it,
he will certainly obtain those ten bodhisattvabalas.
[Why and How to Practise the Heroic Progress^]
153. Now, in the assembly there was a bodhisattva named
*Namamati312 who said to the Buddha: Bhagavat,
1. He who seeks merit should pay homage to the Buddha (punyaparyesina buddhapujan&m kartavyam).
2. He who seeks wisdom (prajna) should devote himself to learning
(srutabhiyoga).
3. He who seeks heaven (svarga) should observe morality (sllaraksana).
4. He who seeks riches (upabhoga)
should multiply gifts
(danavardhana).
5. He who seeks beauty (rupa) should cultivate patience
(ksantibhavana).
6. He who seeks eloquence (pratibhana) should be devoted to his
teacher (gurubhakti).
7. He who seeks memory (dharani) should avoid pride (abhimanaparivarjana).
8. He who seeks knowledge (Jnana) should cultivate right attention
(yoniso manasikara).
9. He who seeks happiness (sukha) should avoid all wrong actions
(sarvapapakarana).
10. He who seeks to be of benefit to beings (sattvarthakriya) should
arouse the thought of enlightenment (bodhicittotpdda).
11. He who seeks a sweet voice (madhurasvara) should cultivate the
truthful word (satyavagbhavana).
12. He who seeks virtues (guna) should delight in solitude
(pravivekapriti).
13. He who seeks the Teaching (dharma) should frequent spiritual
friends (kalyanamitrasevana).
14. He who seeks tranquillity (samatha) should avoid crowds
(samsargavipravasa).
15. He who seeks insight (vipasyanafu should cultivate attention
3,1
This paragraph seems to be inspired by a sutra on the fruition of actions; ef. the two
Kamniavibhangas of Majjhima III, pp.202-15, and the Mahakarmavibhanga edited by S. Levi,
Paris 1932.
312
M/ig i :£,;§; which I have retained, but in the Tibetan we have Rgyal bahi bio gros
(Rajamati), which seems preferable.
313
On samatha and vipasyana, cf. P. Demieville, Le Concile de Lhasa, Paris 1952, pp.79,
336-48.
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(manasikdrabhdvand).
16. He who wishes to be reborn in the world of Brahma (brahmaloka) should practise the four infinite states (caturapramdnacittabhdvand).
17. He who wishes to be reborn among the divine and human
[blisses] (devamanusyasampad) should follow the ten paths of good
action (dasakusalakarmapatha).
[18. He who seeks Nirvana should adhere to the emptiness of
dharmas (dharmasunyatddhimukti)2]A.]
O Bhagavat, he who seeks at the same time merit, wisdom, heaven,
riches, beauty, eloquence, memory, knowledge, happiness, the benefit
of beings, a sweet voice, virtues, the Dharma, tranquillity, insight, the
world of Brahma, the divine and human blisses and Nirvana, that man,
say I, should hear the Suramgamasamadhi, grasp, remember, expound it
to others and put it into practice. Bhagavat, how then should a bodhisattva practise this samddhi?
154. The Buddha replied: *Namamati,
1. The bodhisattva who regards dharmas as empty (sunya),
unresisting (apratigha) and perishing from instant to instant (ksanika),
without aversion or affection (ananunayapratigha), that bodhisattva
practises this samddhi.
2. Moroever, O *Namamati, there is not just a single method of
pursuance (ekapratipatti) in practising this samddhi. How is that so? As
many as there are functionings (pravrtti) in the minds and mentations
(cittacaitta) of beings, are there functionings in this samddhi. As many
as there are entrances (pravesa) into the minds and mentations
{cittacaitta) of beings, are there entrances into this samddhi. As many as
there are entrance doors (pravesamukha) into the faculties (indriya) of
beings, are there entrance doors into this samddhi. As many as there are
names and forms (ndmarupa) among beings, are there names and forms
in this samddhi. Knowing this to be so is practising this samddhi.
3. As many as there are names (ndman), forms (rupa) and marks
(laksana) in the Buddhas, are there names, forms and marks in this
samddhi. [643c] Knowing this to be so is practising this samddhi.
4. The bodhisattva himself acquires as many fields (ksetra) as he sees
of them among the Buddhas: that is practising this samddhi.
The bodhisattva *Namamati said to the Buddha: Bhagavat, the method
of pursuance (pratipatti) in this samddhi is very difficult (atiduskara).
314
Sentence omitted, doubtless inadvertently, in the Chinese translation. In Tib. we have
mya nan las hdah par htshal bas chos la stoh par mos par bgyiho.
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The Buddha said to *Namamati: That is why few are the bodhisattvas who dwell in this samddhi, and many are the bodhisattvas who
practise other samddhis.
[Maitreya in the Heroic Progress]
155. Then the bodhisattva *Namamati said to the Buddha: Bhagavat,
the bodhisattva Maitreya here is separated from Buddhahood by only
one existence {ekajatipratibaddha) and according to you, Bhagavat, he
should attain anuttarasamyaksambodhi.
Does Maitreya possess the
Suramgamasamadhi?
The Buddha replied: *Namamati, the bodhisattvas who are in the
tenth stage (dasabhumistha), who are ekajatipratibaddha and who have
received the consecration (abhisekaf15 from the Buddhas all possess the
Suramgamasamadhi.
156. Then the bodhisattva Maitreya performed such a supernormal
action (evamrupam rddhyabhisamskdram abhisamskaroti smaf16 that
the bodhisattva *Namamati and the whole assembly (sarvavati parsad)
saw the bodhisattva Maitreya in all the Jambudvipas of the trisahasramahdsahasralokadhdtu.
Here he was among the gods (devaloka), there among mankind
(manusyaloka). Here he was a religious mendicant (pravrajita), there he
was a layman (grhastha).
Here he was an attendant (upasthdyaka) of the Buddha like Ananda,
there he was the foremost of the great sages (mahdprajndvatdm agryah)
like Sariputra, there he was the foremost of those who possess
supernormal powers (rddhimatdm agryah) like Maudgalyayana, there
he was the foremost of those who observe ascetic practices
(dhutagunavddindm
agryah) like Mahakasyapa, there he was the
foremost of those who expound the Dharma
(dharmakathikandm
agryah) like Purna, there he was the foremost of those who like to train
themselves (siksdkdmdndm agryah) like Rahula, there he was the
foremost of the guardians of the Vinaya (yinayadharandm agryah) like
Upali, there he was the foremost of those who possess the heavenly eye
(divyacaksukdndm agryah) like Aniruddha, there he was the foremost
of the absorbed (dhyayindm agryah) like Revata, [there he was the
3,5
Kumarajiva usually renders niydma by cheng wei JEttL (cf. above, § 56, n.140), but the
niyama is not receivedfromthe Buddhas. Here cheng wei translates abhiseka as it appears in the
Tibetan version dban bskur ba thob pa = abhisekaprdpta. Regarding this consecration, see
above, §48, n. 125.
3,6
This is a stock phrase; see Vkn, pp.139, 204, 219, 247.
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foremost of those who dwell in the absence of discord (aranaviharinam
agryah) like Subhuti317]. So it was that they saw Maitreya to be the
foremost among all.
Here they saw him entering the villages {grama), towns (nagara) and
provinces (nigama) to beg for his food, there they saw him expounding
the Dharma, or again, seated in solitary meditation (pratisamlina).
157. The bodhisattva *Namamati and the great assembly saw the
bodhisattva Maitreya thus manifesting the supportive power of the
Suramgamasamadhi and, having seen him, they rejoiced greatly and
said to the Buddha: Bhagavat, just as gold (kancand), even if it has
gone through the forge, never loses its self-nature (svabhava), so these
great Satpurusas, wherever they may go, manifest everywhere their
natures of inconceivable qualities {acintyadharma).
Then the bodhisattva *Namamati said to the Buddha: Bhagavat, I claim
that the bodhisattvas who can penetrate the Suramgamasamadhi also
penetrate the practices of all the paths (sarvamargacaryd) and penetrate
the sravakayana, the Pratyekabuddhayana and the Mahabuddhayana.
317

Here again, doubtless through inadvertence, Kumarajiva has omitted Subhuti We have
in Tib la la na ni rab hbyor bzin du Hon mons pa medpar gnas pahi mchog tu gyur to
With the exception of Revata, the great sravakas given here as examples all appear in the
third chapter of the Vkn, where I have devoted short notes to them The pre-eminences that
charactense them are recorded in Anguttara I, p 23 sq
The early texts mention no less than ten Revatas, but the one concerned here is certainly
Kankha-Revata 'Revata the Scrupulous', proclaimed by the Buddha to be aggo jhdylnam
(Anguttara I, p 24, / / ) The Udana, p 60, tells us in what circumstances 'Near the Jetavana of
SravastI, Revata, seated with his legs crossed and his body straight, was contemplating that
purity which was his and which consisted in having overcome scruples (attano
kankhavitaranavisuddhim paccavekkhamdno) The Buddha perceived him and uttered this
stanza
yd kaci kankhd idha vd hurarn vd
sakavediyd vd paravediyd vd
jhdyino ta pajahanti sabba
dtdpino brahmacanyam carantd
'The scruples which, m the present existence or in future existences, are experienced
personally or felt by others, the meditative reject them all and, filled with zeal, practise pure
conduct'
Before he reached arhatship, Revata was tortured by scruples We know from the Vinayas
that these were of an alimentary kind he refused to eat, outside the time prescribed for meals
(vikdle), treacle (guda) mixed with flour {kanena badhyamdna) under the pretext that such a
mixture constituted true food (dmisa), in the same way, he disapproved of beans (mudga) which
had been grown on manure (vaccas) because, he said, they were already cooked, see Pah
Vinaya I, p 210, MahlSasaka Vin , T 1421, ch 22, p 147c (where Revata is replaced by
Aniruddha), Sarvastivadm Vin , T 1435, ch 26, p.lSSb 11-21; Mulasarv Vin. in Gilgit
Manuscripts III, part 1,pp XI, 6- XII, 19, andT 1448, ch.l,p.3a 13-^9
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The Buddha replied: Yes, it is indeed as you say: the bodhisattvas
who can penetrate the Suramgamasamadhi also penetrate the practices
of all the paths.
[Manjusri Identical to the Buddha Nagavamsagra]
158. Then the sthavira [644a] Mahakasyapa said to the Buddha:
Bhagavat, I claim that Manjusri kumarabhuta, in days gone by
(bhutapurvam), in times long past (atite 'dhvani), performed Buddha
deeds (buddhakarya),
that he sat on the seat of enlightenment
(bodhimanda), that he set turning the Wheel of the Dharma, that he
taught beings and that he entered great Nirvana.
159. The Buddha replied: It is indeed so, it is indeed as you say {evam
etad evam etad yatha vadasi). In times long past, well before immense
{aprameya), infinite (ananta) and inconceivable (acintya) asamkhyeyakalpas, there was a Buddha named Nagavamsagra318 'Acme of the
Dragons' Race', the Tathagata, holy one {arhat), fully and perfectly
enlightened one {samyaksambuddha), gifted with knowledge and conduct
{vidyacaranasampanna), the Sugata, knower of the world (lokavid),
incomparable leader of men, those beings to be tamed (anuttara
purusadamyasarathi), instructor of gods and mankind {sasta devanam ca
manusyanam ca), the Buddha, the Blessed One {bhagavatf™.
In the southern region {daksinasyam disi), if leaving this universe here
one traverses a thousand Buddha-fields (ito buddhaksetrad buddhaksetrasahasrdny atikramya), there is a field called Sama320 'Even', devoid
of mountains and rivers {apagataparvatanada) devoid of sand, gravel and
stones, without hill or hillock, even like the palm of a hand {sama
panitalajata), yielding a tender grass {mrdutrna) like the Kacilindika321.
160. It was in that universe (lokadhatu)
that the Buddha
Nagavamsagra attained anuttarasamyaksambodhi,
set turning the
3,8
In Tib. Kluhi rigs mchog. Indian and Chinese texts, referring to the present passage of
the &gs, mention him frequently: Hsin ti kuang ching, T 159, ch.3, p.3046 10; UpadeSa in
Nagarjuna, Traite I, p.602; IV, p. 1097; Ku ch'ing Hang chuan, T 2098, ch.l, p. 1093a 21.
319
A traditional formula to recall the appearance of a Buddha of the past. See below,
§ 170, and the references in Vkn, p.257, n.12.
320
In Tib. Mnam pa.
321
The Tibetan version renders these traditional epithets more literally: hjig rten gyi khams
mnam pa 2es bya ba ri dan rdo med pa / bon ba dan gyo mo dan gseg ma med pa / lag mthil ltar
mnam par gyur pa / ka tsa lin hdi ka ltar reg na bde bahi rtsa hjam po skyes par gyur te; in Skt.
Sama lokadhatur apagataparvatapasano 'pagatalostakathallaSarkarah samah panitalajatah
kacilindikasukhasamsparSamrdutrnotpannah. See identical and similar epithets in
Saddharmapund., pp.144, 9 - 145, 1; 202, 2.
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Wheel of the Dharma, ripened and won over seventy kotis of
bodhisattvas. Eighty kotis of men became arhats and ninety-six
thousand men were established in the doctrine of causality of the
Pratyekabuddhas^22 The Buddha Nagavamsagra had an immense
assembly of sravakas in his following O Kasyapa, his lifespan
(ayuspramana) was of four hundred and forty myriad years. When he
Regarding kacihndika {\ar katahndika), F Edgerton has collated many references in
Sanskrit (Dictionan p 175/?) as has Lin Li-kouang in Chinese (L Aide-memoue de la Vraie Lot,
Pans 1949, pp 253-4 in the notes) The grass and wonderful flowers which grow in the paradises
are often compared to the kacihndika
Lahtavistara, p 82 20-21 karatalambhe bhumibhage suvibhaktavistirnanllatrne
ma\w agrixasammbhe kdcihndikasukhasamsparse dharamtale samsthitah
Sukhavativyuha, ed U Wogihara, p 88 10-12 tdm ca puspajatani mrdum kdcihndikasukhasamspaisam aupamvamatrena yam niksipte pade caturangulam a\anamanti utksipte
pade caturangulam evonnamanti
Two glosses incorporated into the Saddharmasmrtyupasthana (T 721, ch 2, p 8c 5-7, ch 30,
p 176/7 6) define the kacihndika as a bird of maritime islands For Li Lm-kouang (loc cit) these
glosses are due to a purely Chinese confusion with kalavinka, the name of a fabulous bird, the
lovely voices of whose young are supposedly audible while they are still in the shell
That the similarity of the Chinese transcriptions serving to render kacihndika and kalaxinka
may have led to confusion is possible, even probable However, we can bring into the discussion
texts of Indian origin - and not only Chinese glosses - where kacihndika does indeed indicate
an aquatic bird
I will limit myself here to quoting the Mahayanist Mahapannirvanasutra (T 374, ch 8,
p414/> 19-21, T 375, ch 8, p 6556 13-16, T 376, ch 5, p 889a 16-17) 'There are two kinds of
bird, the Chia-hn-t i {kacihndika) and the Yuan-yang (cakravdka, cf Mahavyut, No 4885)
which, moving or standing still, stay in groups and never separate, equally, the dharmas duhkha,
anitya and andtman never separate' A little further on (T 374, ch 8, p4156 21-23) we read
'These kacilindikas and cakravakas, at the height of summer, when the waters are in spate,
choose high streams and place their young in them to bring them up there, then, as before, they
move about peacefully'
The kacihndika has a particularly soft down, that is why when a lawn, flowers, horses or
even thoughts are soft they are called kdcihndikasddrsa (Mahavastu II, p 307, 2),
kacihndikamrdupama {ibid, pp 261, 2, 262, 4) or kacihndikasukhasamsparsa 'having the
pleasant touch of the k ' (Lahta, p 17,12, etc )
It is also possible that the down or plumage of the bird served to make clothes, hence the
expression mrdukacihndikapraveni (Mahavastu I, pp 152, 16, 226, 10, II, p 29, 73) and the
Tibetan translations like ka-tsa-hn-dahi gos (Mahavyut, No 5879) where the adjunction of gos
shows that clothing is definitely indicated
I think that we can accept the explanations supplied by the Kashganan Hui-hn (737-820) in
his I ch'ieh ching yin l (T 2128, ch 19, p 423c 21-22) The wadding Chia-chih-h-na is also the
name of the lovely bird, Chia-chen-hn-ti-chia (Kacihndika) Its body has a fine and soft down
and it is unusually light and beautiful, like wadding This down is woven so as to make clothing
or padding from it The noble cakravartin kings alone use it as clothing This type of bird exists
at present, but it is not the one that concerns us, its plumage, coarse and unpleasant, is unfit for
weaving'
322
See above, § 149, n 303
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had delivered gods and mankind, he entered Nirvana. His bodily relics
(sarlra) were distributed throughout the land; thirty-six kotis of stupas
were erected over them which beings came to venerate. After the
Parinirvana of that Buddha, his Good Dharma (saddharma) lasted a
further ten myriad years.
161. The Buddha Nagavamsagra, being on the point of entering
Nirvana, had given the prediction (yydkarana) to the bodhisattva
Jnanaprabha 32 ^ 'Brilliance of K n o w l e d g e ' and declared: 'This
bodhisattva Jnanaprabha, after myself, will attain anuttarasamyaksambodhi and will bear the name of Jnanaprabha'.
162. O Kasyapa, do not start wondering if, at that time, the Buddha
Nagavamsagra of the Sama Universe was none other [than Manjusri].
Why? Because the present Manjusri kumarabhuta was then [the Buddha
Nagavamsagra]324.
163. Kasyapa, now consider the might of the Suramgamasamadhi. It
is through its power that the great bodhisattvas manifest:
1. the descent into the womb (garbhdvakrdnti),
2. the birth (janman),
3. the renunciation of the world (abhiniskramana),
[4. the practice of the austerities (duskaracarydf25],
5. the going to the tree of enlightenment (bodhivrksagamana),
6. the installation on the seat of enlightenment
(bodhimandanisldana),
[7. the victory over Mara (mdradharsanaf26],
[8. the attaining of enlightenment (abhisambodhana321],
9. the turning of the Wheel of the Dharma (dharmacakrapravartana),
10. the Mahaparinirvana,
11. the disposal of the relics (sariraniksepaf2*.
Nevertheless, those great bodhisattvas never abandon their bodhi323

In Tib Ye ses hod, a bs mentioned in Mahavyut, No 691
As is his custom, Kumarajiva summarises a standard stock phrase used to identify
persons from the past who come into the jatakas, see the references in Vkn, p 265, n 28 The
Tibetan version makes it easy to reconstruct the original Sanskrit sydt khalu punas te
Kasyapaivam kanksa vd vimatir vd vicikitsd vdnyah sa tena kdlena tena samayena tasminn eva
Samalokadhdtau Ndgavamsdgro ndmdbhut tathdgatah na khalu punas tvaya Kqsyapaivam
drastavyam tat kasya hetoh sa eva Manjusrlh kumdrabhutas tena kdlena tena samayena
Ndgavamsdgro ndmdbhut tathagato 'rhan samyaksambuddhah
325
According to the Tibetan version dkah ba spyodpa
326
According to the Tibetan version bdud hdul ba
327
According to the Tibetan version byan chub mnon par rdzogs par htshan rgya ba
328
This is a further summary of the requisite exploits of a Buddha, see above; § 7 at the
end, §21, Nos 96-100, § 123
324
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sattva nature (bodhisattvadharmatdm notsrjanti) and, [even] in Mahaparinirvana, they are not absolutely in Parinirvana
(atyantaparinirvrtta).
164. Then the ayusmant Mahakasyapa said to Manjusri: Friend, you
have accomplished a most difficult thing (atiduskara) by thus
manifesting yourself to beings.
Manjusri replied: Kasyapa, what do you think of this (tat kim
manyase): who produced this Grdhrakutaparvata and where does this
universe (lokadhatu) come from?
Kasyapa answered: Manjusri, all universes are produced like foam
and they come from the inconceivable fruition of actions
(acintyakarmavipaka) accomplished by beings^. [644b]
Manjusri said: All dharmas also come from the inconceivable
fruition of actions. In this sphere, I do not have to make any effort
(abhisamskdra). Why? All dharmas depend on causes and conditions
(hetu-pratyayadhlna);
not being independent (asvdmika) they are
forged at will (yathakamavithapita). Nothing is difficult (duskara) for
him who has understood this. O Kasyapa, for a man who has not seen
the four Noble Truths (na drstasatya) to hear these things and believe
them, that is what is difficult. But for a man who has seen the four
Truths (drstasatya) and obtained the superknowledges (abhijhaprapta)
to hear this and believe it, that is not difficult.
[Appearance of the Buddhas of the Ten Regions]
165. Thereupon the Bhagavat, rising into the air to the height of
seven palm trees (saptatalamdtram vaihayasam abhyudgamya), sat
down cross-legged (paryahkam abhujya nyasldat) and emitted a
radiance (avabhasa) which illuminated the innumerable universes of the
ten regions. The whole assembly saw the innumerable Buddhas of the
ten regions who were all expounding the Suramgamasamadhi, adding
nothing and omitting nothing (anundnadhikam)330, and from afar the
assembly heard them.
In their own turn the Buddhas of the ten regions, rising into the air to
the height of seven palm trees, sat down crossed-legged and emitted a
radiance which illuminated the innumerable universes of the ten
regions. The beings of those universes also saw the Buddha Sakyamuni
329
According to traditional acceptance, the receptacle-world {bhajanaloka) is produced by
the good and bad actions of all living beings; see Ko£a II, p.288, n.l.
330
In Tib. lhag chad med cin lhag pa med par, giving the Skt. anunanadhikam; cf.
Lankavatara, p. 142,4.
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sitting in the air, his legs crossed"1. Those assemblies took up flowers
(puspa) and, from afar, scattered them over the Buddha Sakyamuni.
They saw those flowers join together in the air in the shape of a flowery
parasol (puspacchattra).
The bodhisattvas of this universe v, \ as well as the devas, nagas,
yaksas, gandharvas, etc., also took up flowers and scattered them over
those Buddhas [of the ten regions]. And, above the Buddhas, those
flowers were transformed into a flowery parasol.
166. Then the Buddha withdrew the bases of his supernormal power
(rddhipadan pratisamharati sma) and resumed his original seat. He said
to Drdhamati: That is the wondrous power (pratiharyabala) of the
Tathagata. It is so that the virtues (guna) of beings may increase that the
Tathagata manifests these things.
167. At the moment that the Buddha manifested his wondrous
powers (pratiharyabala), eight thousand devas and manusyas aroused
the anuttarasamyaksambodhicitta.
And, as the instruction of the
Suramgamasamadhi came to an end, the bodhisattva Drdhamati and
five hundred bodhisattvas obtained the Suramgamasamadhi. They saw
the prodigious power (vikurvanabala) of the Buddhas of the ten
regions; they obtained the light of knowledge (jnanciloka) regaiding the
profound teachings {gambhlradharma) of the Buddha; they established
themselves in the tenth stage (dasama bhumi) and received theconsecration of the Buddhas (buddhabhiseka). The trisahasramaha-.
sahasralokadhatu shook in six ways (sadvikaram akampata); a great
radiance (mahavabhasa) filled the universe; a thousand myriad musical
instruments (turya) played simultaneously and, from the sky (upary
antariksat), the devas showered down all kinds of flowers.
[Protection Assured to the Heroic Progress]
168. Then the Buddha said to Ananda: Grasp, Ananda, this Suramgamasamadhi, remember, recite and expound it widely to others
(udgrhnlsva tvam Anandemam Surarngamasamadhim dharaya vacaya
parebhyas ca vistarena samprakasayaf3\
Thereupon the Sakra Merusikharadhara said- to the Buddha:
"'Through the supernormal power of the Buddha, the inhabitants of the Sahaloka see the
beings populating the innumerable universes of the ten regions, and vice versa This concerns a
common wonder in the Prajna literature; cf. Pancavimsati, p 12, 5-16, and its commentary in
Nagarjuna, Traite I, pp.526-8.
332
The Sahalokadhatu.
333
This is a stock phrase, see Vkn, p.272
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Bhagavat, the knowledge (Jnana) and mindfulness (smrti) of Ananda
are limited (pradesika)334, and the sravakas restrict themselves to
repeating the words of others (parato ghosdnuga); how can you entrust
(parindatum) to Ananda this jewel of the Dharma {dharmaratna) which
is the Suramgamasamadhi?
The Sakra Merusikharadhara [644c] then made this declaration of
truth (satyavacanam akarot)335: If it is indeed true that, at the present
time (pratyutpanne 'dhvani) and in future times (anagate 'dhvani) I
shall propagate (upabrmhayisydmi) this Suramgamasamadhi, may the
trees (vrksa) covering the Grdhrakutaparvata all change into
bodhivrksas of the Buddha and, uhder each of them, may there be a
bodhisattva.
Scarcely had the Sakra Merusikharadhara said those words than he
saw all the trees as bodhivrksas and, under each one of them, a
bodhisattva. All those bodhivrksas336 uttered the following words: What
is said by the Sakra Merusikharadhara is the truth (satya): that man will
widely expound and propagate the Suramgamasamadhi.
169. Then the devas, nagas, yaksas, gandharvas, etc., with one voice
said to the Buddha: Bhagavat, let us suppose that the Tathagata were to
remain alive for a whole kalpa, doing nothing but expounding the
sravakayana to mankind; let us further suppose that at each one of his
instructions he were to win over as many beings as he won over during
the first turning of the Wheel of the Dharma (prathamadharmacakrapravartana)331. Well now, the beings won over (vinltasattva) by
the instructing of the Suramgamasamadhi would outnumber them still
more. Why? Because the beings won over by the sravakayana do not
attain an hundredth part (satatamlm api kalam nopayanti) of that of the
beings won over by the bodhisattvayana, nor a thousandth
(sahasratamim api), nor a ten-thousandth (dasasahasratamim api), nor
an hundredth-thousandth (satasahasratamim api), and so on as far as
(yavat) do not bear numbering, or calculation, or comparison, or
resemblance (samkhyam api gananam apy upamdm apy upanisam api
334

See above, § 137.
Cf. Saddharmapund., p.413, 8: satyadhisthanam karomi yena satyena satyavacanena...
Burnouf translated: 'Je prononce une benediction de verite et, au nom de cette verite et par la
declaration de cette veritee... [I utter a benediction of truth and, in the name of that truth and by
the declaration of that truth...]'. Also see Samadhiraja, p.464,1-4.
336
Equally, in the Sukhavativyuha, the bodhivrksa of Amitabha utters words (p.l 10 sq.). In
the buddhaksetras, Buddha deeds (buddhakdrya) are carried out by countless means; see Vkn,
pp.223-5.
337
Viz. the discourse at Varanasi.
335
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na ksamante)m. This Suramgamasamadhi possesses immense power; it
can perfect beings and cause them to obtain the Buddha attributes.
[Identity of the Buddhas Sakyamuni and Vairocana™]
170. Then the bodhisattva Drdhamati asked the Buddha: Bhagavat,
33x

Here again Kumarajiva translates in abridged form a stock phrase found widespread in
the comparisons; see Astasahasnka, pp.231, 364, 370, 863; Pancavimsati, p.39; Satasah., p. 122;
Vajracchedika, p.46; Saddharmapund., pp.333, 349: katatamlm api kalam nopaiti sahasratamim
api satasahasratamim
api kotitamim api kotisatatamim api kotisahasratamim
apt
kotlsatasahasratamim api kotiniyutasatasahasratamlm api kalam nopaiti samkhyam api kalam
api gananam apy upamam api aupamvam apy upanisam apy upanisadam api na hamate.
339
After having created 84,000 kotinayutas of imaginary Buddhas, Sakyamuni, in § 18,
declared them all to be as real and as unreal as himself, for all dharmas, Buddhas included, are
only magical illusions and mirages. Further on, in § 126, he identified himself with the Buddha
Sarvagunadharmasamdarsakavikurvanaprabharaja reigning over the EkapradJpa universe in the
zenith region. Here, he identifies himself with the Buddha Vairocanarasmipratimanditavikurvanaraja reigning over the Pratimandita universe in the Eastern region.
The subject of the Pratimandita universe is dealt with at length in the Saddharmapund.,
pp.423, 4-5; 427, 3-4; 457, 6, which designates it by its long title of Vairocanarasmipratimandita
'Universe adorned with the Rays of the Sun'.
In Ch.25, the Saddharmapund. brings this universe into a jataka which I will summarise
briefly. In the most distant past, during the Priyadarsana kalpa, the Buddha Jaladharagarjitaghosasusvaranaksatrarajasamkusumitabhijna appeared in the Pratimandita universe. At the same time
and in the same place reigned King Subhavyuha whose wife Vimaladatta had given him two
sons: the bss Vimalagarbha and Vimalanetra. After having won over their parents, the two
princes invited them to go with them to the Buddha Jaladhara... abhijna. No sooner said than
done: the Buddha instructed the court and the king, queen and two princes left home to take up
the religious life. The Buddha Jaladhara... abhijna predicted to King Subhavyuha that he himself
would become a Buddha with the name of Salendraraja, in the Vistirnavati universe, during the
Abhyudgataraja kalpa.
The samavadhana which ends the jataka established the connection between the hero of the
past and the persons of the present. The king Subhavyuha of that period is the present bs
Padmasri; the queen Vimaladatta is now the bs Vairocanarasmipratimanditadhvajaraja. As for
the two princes Vimalagarbha and Vimalanetra, they are at present represented by the bss
Bhaisajyaraja and Bhaisajyasamudgata.
In Ch.23 of the Saddharmapund., the Vairocanarasmipratimandita universe in the Eastern
region is again mentioned. At the time when Sakyamuni is expounding the Lotus, this universe is
ruled over by the Buddha Kamaladalavimalanaksatrarajasamkusumitabhijiia. The bs
Gadgadasvara, who is a member of his entourage, asks for and receives permission to go to the
Sahaloka of Sakyamuni. The latter, questioned by the bs PadmaSri, expatiates at length on the
past and present of Gadgadasvara. Formerly, in the Priyadarsana kalpa, Gadgadasvara had made
an offering of 84,000 precious vases to the Buddha Meghadundubhisvararaja reigning over the
Sarvabuddhasamdarsana universe. At present Gadgadasvara, in possession of the
Sarvariipasamdarsana samddhi, assumes various forms in order to teach the Lotus in innumerable
universes. He is particularly 'the protector of creatures who are born in the Saha universe and the
Vairocanarasmipratimandita universe' (Saddharmapund., p.434, 5-7, with the variant in n.10).
There is no doubt that the Eastern universe, Pratimandita 'Adorned', or Vairocana-
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how long will your life-span be (kiyat tavayuspramanam) and after how
long (kiyacciram) will you enter definitive Parinirvana?
The Buddha replied: Drdhamati, in the Eastern region (purvasyam
disi) if, leaving this universe, one traverses thirty-two thousand Buddhafields (ito buddhaksetrad dvatrimsadbuddhaksetrany atikramya), there is
a universe (lokadhdtu) called Pratimandita340 'Adorned': there there can
be found Vairocanarasmipratimanditavikurvanaraja341 'Prodigious King
adorned with Solar Rays', the Tathagata, holy one (arhat), perfectly and
fully enlightened one (samyaksambuddha), gifted with knowledge and
conduct (yidy dear anas amp anna), the Sugata, knower of the world
(lokavid), incomparable leader .of men, those beings to be tamed
{anuttara purusadamyasarathi), instructor of gods and mankind (sasta
devanam ca manusyanam ca), the Buddha, the Blessed One
(bhagavat)342. At the moment, he is expounding the Dharma343.
O Drdhamati, my life-span (ayuspramana) is exactly the same as the
life-span of that Buddha Vairocanarasmipratimanditavikurvanaraja.
[Drdhamati asked]: Bhagavat, how long is the life-span of that
Buddha Vairocanarasmipratimanditavikurvanaraj a?
The Buddha answered Drdhamati: Go and ask him yourself and he
himself will answer you.
171. Then Drdhamati, through the supernormal power (rddhibala) of
the Buddha, through the supernormal power of the Suramgamasamadhi
and also through the supernormal power of his own good roots
raSmipratimandita 'Adorned with the Rays of the Sun', to which the Sgs and the Lotus refer, is
none other than the universe or paradise of the Buddha Vairocana. In his work on Barabudur II,
Hanoi 1935, p.584, P. Mus attempts to show 'that the aspect, name, emblem and activity of
Vairocana denote an episode in Sakyamuni's career'. A reading of the Sgs would have spared
him the effort since, in § 172, Sakyamuni declares that the 'Prodigious king inhabiting the
universe adorned with the rays of Vairocana' is himself. Besides, the Mahavairocanasutra
clearly defined the relationship between Sakyamuni and Vairocana: Vairocana is the historical
Buddha Sakyamuni, but idealised as the dharmakdya 'which is neither born nor dies' (cf.
R. Tajima,fctudesur le Mahavairocanasutra, Paris 1936, pp.47-8).
However, it would be to disregard completely the scope of the Mahayana to identify
Sakyamuni with such and such a particular Buddha. Sakyamuni is not only identical to the
Sarvaguna... prabharaja of the zenith region (Sgs, § 126) and to the Vairocana... vikurvanaraja
of the Eastern region (Sgs, § 172), he is identical to all the Buddhas, whose true suchness
(tqthatd) is an inconceivable 'non-existence' ( see Sgs, § 18; Vkn, pp.238-42).
340
In Tib. Rnam par spun ba.
341
In Tib. Rnam par snan mdzad hod zer gyis brgyan pa rnam par hphrul bahi rgyalpo.
342
This is a stock phrase, see above, § 159, n.319.
343
Kumarajlva abbreviates. In Tib. we have de Itar bzugs sin htshol gzes sin chos kyan ston
to, which gives the Skt. tatra tisthati dhriyate yapayati dharmam ca desayati. Regarding this
stock phrase, see Vkn, p. 139, n.8.
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(kusalamuld), went in an instant {ekasminn eva ksanalavamuhurte) to
the Pratimandita universe and, having saluted the feet of that Buddha
with his head (tasya bhagavatah padau sirasdbhivandya) and having
circumambulated him three times (trispradaksinlkrtya), he stood to one
side (ekante 'sthat). Then he said to the Buddha: Bhagavat, how long
will your life-span be and after how long will you enter Parinirvana?
That Buddha replied: My life-span is exactly the same as the life-span of
the Buddha Sakyamuni. O Drdhamati, if you want to know, my life-span
will last for seven hundred incalculable cosmic periods {asamkhyeyakalpa)
[645a], and it is exactly the same for that of the Buddha Sakyamuni.
Thereupon the bodhisattva Drdhamati experienced great joy and,
having returned to the Saha Lokadhatu, he said to the Buddha
[Sakyamuni]: Bhagavat, the life-span of that Buddha Vairocanarasmipratimanditavikurvanaraja will last for seven hundred asamkhyeyakalpas and he told me: 'My life-span is exactly the same as the life-span
of the Buddha Sakyamuni'.
172. Then Ananda, having risen from hrs seat, having arranged his
upper garment on one shoulder, having placed his right knee on the
ground and having extended his joined hands in the direction of the
Bhagavat, said to the latter (athananda utthayasanad
ekamsam
uttarasangam krtva daksinam janumandalam prthivyam pratisthapya
yena bhagavams tenanjalim pranamya bhagavantam idam avocat):
Bhagavat, as I understand the meaning of the Bhagavat's words
(yathaham, bhagavan, bhagavato bhasitasyartham djdndmif44, I say
that it is you, O Bhagavat, who are in the Pratimandita Lokadhatu
where, under a different name (anyena ndmna), you bring about the
welfare and happiness {hitasukha) of all beings.
Then the Buddha congratulated (sddhukdram addt) Ananda:
Excellent, excellent (sddhu sddhu), it is through the power of the
Buddha that you know that; that Buddha [Vairocanarasmipratimanditavikurvanaraja] is myself who, under a different name, expounds the
Dharma in that [Pratimandita] universe and delivers beings. Ananda,
this supernormal and prodigious power (rddhivikurvanabald) is the
might itself of the Suramgamasamadhi.
Then the Buddha, addressing the bodhisattva Drdhamati, said to him:
Hence it should be known that my life-span (dyuspramdna) will last for
seven hundred asamkhyeyakalpas and that after that I shall definitively
enter Parinirvana.
344

See above, § 129,n.258
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[§173]

[The Wonderful Effects of the Heroic Progress]
1. Longevity and Security
173. Then the whole assembly {sarvdvati parsad), on learning that
the life-span of the Buddha was so inconceivable (acintya), experienced
great joy and, filled with astonishment (adbhutaprdpta), said to the
Buddha: Bhagavat, the supernormal power (rddhibala) of the Buddhas
is astonishing (adbhuta) and all their practices (caryd) are
inconceivable (acintya). Even while, in this universe [the Saha
Lokadhatu], you manifest a very short (atihrasva) life-span345, in that
universe [the Pratimandita Lokadhatu], your life-span lasts for seven
hundred asamkhyeyakalpasl O Bhagavat, we would like all beings to
have such an inconceivable life-span.
Then the Buddha said to Drdhamati: In all the kingdoms (rdstra),
villages (grama), towns (nagara), provinces (nigama), dwellings
(vihdra) and deserted places (aranya) where this Suramgamasamadhi
will penetrate, neither Mara nor the kin of Mara (marajdtlya) will have
a hold over it (avatdram na lapsyantef46.
He further said to Drdhamati: If a master of the Dharma
(dharmdcdrya) writes down (likhayati), studies (svddhydyati) or teaches
(uddesayati) the Suramgamasamadhi, he will experience neither fear
nor trembling in the presence of human or non-human beings
{manusyamanusydndm
antike nottrasisyati
na samtrasisyati
na
samtrdsam apatsyate). Furthermore, he will obtain twenty kinds of
inconceivable virtues (acintyagunavisesa).
345

The majority of sources assign to Sakyamuni a life-span of about eighty years. In an
early stanza affirmed in both Sanskrit and Pali, Sakyamuni, at the moment of his Nirvana,
confides to Subhadra:
Ekonatrimso vayasa Subhadra
vat pravrajam kim kusalam gavesi
pahcasad varsani samadhikani
yatas caham pravrajitah Subhadra.
'I was twenty-nine years old, O Subhadra, when I left home in search of the Good; fifty
years and more have gone by since I left home'.
This stanza is reproduced frequently; cf. Sanskrit Mahaparinirvana, p.376; Avadanasataka
I, p.231; Digha II, p. 151; DTrghagama, T 1, ch.4, p.256; T 5, ch.2, p. 172a 16; Samyuktagama,
T 99, ch.35, p.2546; Mulasarv. Vin., T 1451, ch.38, p.396c.
To my knowledge the 'Sutra of the Descent of the Bodhisattva' (T 384, ch.2, p. 1024a 17) is
the only one to attribute eighty-four years of life to Sakyamuni.
For A. Foucher, La Vie du Bouddha, Paris 1949, pp.322-3, the Buddha in fact died at the
age of sixty-five and not eighty.
346
This is a traditional expression; see Vkn, p.272, n.39.
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2. Twenty Inconceivaole Virtues
174. What are those twenty inconceivable {acintya) virtues?
1. Inconceivable merit (punya).
2. Inconceivable knowledge (Jnana).
3. Inconceivable wisdom (prajha).
4. Inconceivable skilful means (upayd).
5. Inconceivable eloquence (pratibhana).
6. Inconceivable light of knowledge (jndnaloka).
7. Inconceivable dharanis.
8. Inconceivable expositions of the Dharma (dharmamukha).
9. Inconceivable mindfulness (smrti) and intelligence (mati), in
conformity with the truth.
10. Inconceivable power of the superknowledges (abhijnabala).
11. Inconceivable penetration of the language of all beings
(sarvasattvaniruktipravesa).
12. Inconceivable penetration of the practices and aspirations of all
beings (sarvasattvacaryasayapravesa).
13. Inconceivable vision of all the Buddhas (sarvabuddhadarsana).
14. Inconceivable learning (sruta).
15. Inconceivable ripening of beings (sattvaparipacana). [645b]
16. Inconceivable power over the concentrations (samadhivikurvana).
17. Inconceivable achievement of pure lands (ksetrabhinirhara).
18. Inconceivable beauty of shapes and colouring (samsthanavarnaprasadd).
19. Inconceivable virtues (guna) and sovereign powers (vasita).
20. Inconceivable practice of the perfections (paramitabhavana).
21. Inconceivable irreversible Wheel of the Dharma (avaivartikadharmacakrd).
Such are the twenty virtues. Drdhamati, whoever writes down
(likhati) and studies (svadhyayati) this Suramgamasamadhi obtains
those twenty kinds of inconceivable virtues (acintyagunavisesa). That is
why, O Drdhamati, whoever wants to obtain those advantages (artha) in
this and future existences (ihaparajanmani) should write down, study,
penetrate and practise this Suramgamasamadhi.
3. Reaching Enlightenment341
175. Drdhamati, the kulaputra or kuladuhita who seeks
347

The sands of Central Asia have delivered up to us the last folio of the Sgs, covering
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enlightenment practises the six perfections for an hundred thousand
kalpas. But whoever, hearing this Suramgamasamadhi, would believe it,
not be discouraged, not fear, not tremble [and not take fright], would
surpass the former in merit and would even more quickly be established
in supreme and perfect enlightenment. What can then be said of those
who, after having heard it, would grasp, retain, repeat and expound it
while applying every effort to it? (Drdhamate, bodhyarthikah kulaputro
vd kuladuhitd vd kalpasatasahasresu satparamitas carati. yas ca khalu
punah suramgamasya samddheh saha sravanenddhimucyeta navallyen
nottrasen na samtrasen na samtrasam apadyet*4* sa eva bahutaram
punyaskandham
prasavati™, ksiprataram nirydty
anuttarayam
samyaksambodhau. kah punar vddo yah srutvodgrhnlydd
dhdrayed
m
vdcayet parebhya uddised bhdvandyogam anuyuktah).
4. Confident Faith
176. The bodhisattva who, having heard of the inconceivability of the
Buddhas, does not want to fear and does not want to tremble, the
bodhisattva who wants to know though personal experience all the
Buddha attributes, without relying on the teaching of others, that
bodhisattva, say I, should cultivate the Suramgamasamadhi. The
bodhisattva who, on hearing teachings not heard before, wants to
believe them and does not want to reject them, that bodhisattva should
listen to the Suramgamasamadhi (bodhisattvena
tathagatdcintikatdm
srutvdnuttrasitukdmendsamtrasitukdmena,
bodhisattvena
parato
ghosam anisritya sarvabuddhadharmanam pratyatmajnanam anugantukamena suramgamasamadhir
bhavayitavyah.
bodhisattvenasrutapurvan dharman srutvadhimoktukamena
na niksiptukamena
suramgamasamadhih srotavyah).
§§175-178 of the present translation. It is a mutilated folio abounding in Prakritisms {duhitra for
duhitd, ollyet for avaliyet, imasmin for asmin), even mistakes (sattvani for sattvas; abhusit for
abhuslt or abhut). This fragment, from which the Chinese and Tibetan versions differ
considerably, has been published by A.F.R. Hoernle, Manuscript Remains I, Oxford 1916,
pp. 125-32. The edition is followed by a Sanskrit conjectural rendering and a translation into
English based on the Tibetan version: a highly approximative translation, the inaccuracies of
which result in part from a lack of familiarity with the traditional stock phrases, [t see
Foreword, p.xiv sq., and R.E. Emmerick, The Khotanese Surangamasamadhisutra.]
I have tried here to reconstruct a Sanskrit text as close as possible to Kumarajiva's Chinese
version.
™*Cf. Saddharmapund., p.233,13-14.
349
Cf. Vajracchedika, pp.33, 20; 37, 9-10.
350
Cf.ita/.,p.43, 17-19.
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[Final Conversions]
111. While the Suramgamasamadhi was thus being taught,
innumerable beings aroused the thought of supreme and perfect
enlightenment; more numerous were those who were established in the
irreversible stage; yet more numerous were those who obtained the
certainty of the non-arising of dharmas. Eighteen thousand bodhisattvas
acquired the Suramgajnasamadhi; the minds of eighteen thousand
monks and nuns were, through detachment, delivered from their
defilements151; twenty-six thousand upasakas and upasikas obtained the
pure Dharma eye without dust or stain regarding dharmas; thirty
nayutas of deities entered into the noble certainty (asmin suramgamasamadhau nirdisyamdne 'prameydndm sattvdndm anuttardydm samyaksambodhau cittdny utpanndni352, apramdnatard ye 'vaivartikabhumau
pratisthitdh. apramdnatards ca yesdm
anutpattikadharmaksdntih
pratilabdhd35\
astddasdndm bodhisattvasahasrdndm
suramgamasamddhih pratilabdhah. astddasdndm
bhiksubhiksunlsahasrdndm
anupdddydsravebhyas cittdni vimuktdni254. sadvimsatindm copdsakopdsikdsahasrdndm
virajo vigatamalam dharmesu
dharmacaksur
visuddham35\ trimsatlndm ca devanayutdndm niydmdvakrantir abhusli).
178. Thus spoke the Bhagavat356. Transported with joy, Manjusri
kumarabhuta, the bodhisattva Drdhamati, the other great-being
bodhisattvas, the great disciples and the world with its gods, humans,
demons and gandharvas praised the words spoken by the Bhagavat
(idam avocad bhagavdn. dttamand Manjusrlh kumdrabhutah sa ca
Drdhamatir bodhisattvas te cdnye bodhisattva mahdsattvds te ca
mahdsrdvakdh sadevamanusydsuragandharvas
ca loko bhagavato
bhdsitam abhyanandann itif57.

351

The Chinese translation adds: 'and became arhats', a gloss which does not belong to the
traditional formula.
352
Cf. Sukhavativyuha, ed. Wogihara, p. 154, 5-6; Saddharmapund., p.456, 8.
353
Cf. Sukhavativyuha, p. 154,-4.
354
Cf. ibid., p. 154, 2-3; Saddharmapund., p. 179,17.
355
Cf. Sukhavativyuha, p. 154, 1; Saddharmapund., p.471, 4. Other references in Vkn, p.26
in the notes.
356
Before this conclusion, the Tibetan version introduces a long partly versified passage
(Tib. Trip., Vol.32, pp.96-8, fols 3386 8 - 344a 1). Without a doubt, it did not belong to the
original edition; see above, § 21, n.43.
357
This is the customary conclusion at the end of Mahayana sutras; see Vkn, p.273, n.43.

SYNOPSIS OF FORMULAS AND STOCK PHRASES
Not all these formulas and stock phrases have always been translated
literally and in full by Kumdrajiva
atha khalu bhagavams
tarn
rddhyabhisamskaram
(tan
rddhipdddn)
punar
eva
pratisamharati sma.A 19, 233.
atha khalu buddhas
tasydm
veldyam
mahapurusalaksanad
bhruvivardntarad
urndkosat
prabhdm pramumoca, 172.
idam avocad bhagavdn,
dttamandh ...
sadevamdnusdsuragandharvas
ca
loko
bhagavato
bhasitam
abhyanandann iti, 241.
utthdydsandd ekdmsam uttarasangam krtvd daksinam janumandalam prthivyam
pratisthapya
yena
bhagavams
tenanjalim pranamya bhagavantam idam avocat, 110, 237.
udgrhnisva tvam
Anandemam
dharmaparyayam
dharaya
vdcaya parebhyas ca vistarena
samprakasaya, 233.
ekapudgalo loka
utpadyamana
utpadyate
bahujanahitaya
bahujanasukhaya
lokanukampaya
arthaya
hitaya
sukhaya
devamanusyanam.
katama ekapudgalah. tathagato
'rhan samyaksambuddhah, 165
n.
evam ukte bhagavams tasya ...
sadhukdram adat, sadhu sadhu
... evam etad yatha
vadasi,
117, 168,201,208,211.
evamrupam rddhyabhisamskaram

abhisamskaroti sma, 116, 161,
227.
kah punar vado ya imam dharmaparyayam srutavadhimoksyanty
udgrahlsyanti
dharayisyanti
vacayisyanti
paryavapsyanti
parebhyo vistarena
samprakasayisyanti
bhavanakarena
prayoksyante
(and similar
formulas in the indicative and
optative), 114-15,201,240.
grama-nagara-nigama-janapadarastra-rajadhanyah, 131, 200,
208,215,238.
caturvidham irydpatham kalpayati tadyatha
cahkramyate
tisthati
nisidati
sayyam
kalpayati, 131.
tac chrnu (tena hi srnu) sadhu ca
susthu ca manasikuru. bhasisye
'hamte, 113, 199.
tatra «...» nama tathagato 'rhan
samyaksambuddhas
tisthati
dhriyate yapayati dharmam ca
desayati, 236 and n.
tathagatasya parinirvrtasya pascime kale pascime
samaye
pascimayam
pancasatyam
vartamanayam, 178.
tusta
udagra
attamanah
pramuditah
pritisaumanasyajatah, 200, 232
tesdm ... anuttardydm
samyaksambodhau cittdny utpaditdni,
241.
tesdm ...
anupdddsravebhyas
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cittdni vimuktdni, 241.
tesam ... virajo
vigatamalam
dharmesu dharmacaksur visuddham, 241.
deva-naga-yaksa-gandharvdsuragaruda-kimnara-mahoragamanusydmanusya,
109, 113,
160, 173, 188, 198, 213, 233,
234.
nottrasyati na samtrasyati
na
samtrdsam dpadyate, 201, 238.
ndvaliyen
nottrasen
na
samtrasen
na
samtrdsam
dpadyet, 240. nottrasitavyam
na samtrasitavyam
na samtrdsam dpattavy am, 168, 199.
pratibhdti me, bhagavan; pratibhdti me, sugata.
bhagavan
avocat: pratibhdtu te ... yasyeddnim kdlam manyase, 149.
prccha tvam tathdgatam
arhantam
samyaksambuddham
yad yad evdkdnksasi. aham te
tasya
tasya
prasnasya
vydkaranena cittam drddhayisye, 110.
prccheyam aham bhagavantam
arhantam samyaksambuddham
kamcid eva pradesam sa cen
me bhagavan avakdsam kurydt
prstaprasnavydkarandya, 110.
bahujanahitdya bahujanasukhdya
lokdnukampdyai mahato janakdyasydrthdya hitdya sukhdya
devdndm ca manusydndm ca,
112.
bhutapurvam atlte 'dhvany asamkhyeyaih
kalpair
asamkhyeyatarair
vipulair aprameyair
acinytais
tebhyas

parena paratarena yaddsit tena
kdlena tena samayena « ... »
ndma tathagato 'rhan samyaksambuddho
loka
udapddi
vidydearanas ampannah sugato
lokavid
anuttarah
purusadamyasdrathih
sdstd
devdndm ca manusydndm ca
buddho bhagavan, 229, 236.
yathdham bhagavan
bhagavato
bhdsitasydrtham djdndmi, 237.
labhd nah sulabdhd yad ..., 171,
216.
satatamlm api kaldm
nopaiti
sahasratamim api satasahasratamlm api kotitamlm api
kotisatatamim
api kotisahasratamim api
kotisatasahasratamim
api
kotiniyutasatasahasratamim
api kaldm
nopaiti samkhydm api kaldm
api ganandm apy upamdm api
aupamyam apy upanisdm apy
upanisadam api na ksamate,
234-5 and n.
saptatdlamdtram
vaihdyasam
abhyudgatah, 189 and n., 232.
sddhu bhagavann iti ... bhagavatah pratyasrausit, 113.
sydt khalu punas te ... evam
kdnksd vd vimatir vd vicikitsd
vdnyah sa tena kdlena tena
samayena tasminn eva « ... »
lokadhdtau « ... » ndmdbhut
tathdgatah. na khalu punas
tvayd « ... » evam drastavyam.
tat kasya hetoh. sa eva « ... »
tena kdlena tena samayena « ... »
ndmdbhut tathagato
[rhan
samyaksambuddhah, 231 n.

INDEX
Abbreviations: B.(s) = Buddha(s); bs(s) = bodhisattva(s); emp. =
emperor; w. = worked.
on a crown prince and a bs of
abandhyacaryd, infallible career
the 10th bhumi, 149 and n, 156
of the bs during the last 5
and n, 227 and n, 233; abhisebhumis, 141 n.
kdvasthd, state of consecration,
Abhidharma, 24, 54
142 n.
abhijitd, supernormal powers,
penetrations, 19, 21, 26, 28, 29, Acala, immovable stage (8th bs
bhumi), 109 n, 141 n, 180 n,
36, 123, 127, 139 n, 140 n, 143
185 n, 188.
and n, 146 n, 161, 163, 197,
206 n, 221, 232, 239.
A-che-shih wang (T 626:
Ajatasatrukaukrtyavinodana).
abhijnanabhijnata (for abhijanatr. byChihCh'an,61,62.
bhijnata ?), universally known,
107, 109.
A-ch'u fo kuo ching (T 313:
abhiniskramanasampad, accomp- Aksobhyatathagatasya vyuha),
tr. by Chih Ch an, 39, 63, 64.
lishment of leaving the world,
148 and n; see also Great acintyagunavisesa, 20 inconDeparture
ceivable qualities characterising the propagandists of the
Abhirati, universe of the B.
Sgs, 42, 238-9.
Aksobhya, from which came
the bss Vimalakirti and acintydrsabha, acintyavimoksa,
Matyabhimukha, 8, 47, 52, 168
inconceivable might of the bss,
and n, 170 n.
122 n, 162.
abhisamskdra and dbhoga, adhicittavihdra, place of higher
activity and effort. In the first 6
thought (3rd bhumi), 140 n.
bhumis, the bs, multiplying his adhimukti, aspirations, voluntary
efforts, perceives objects
adherence, 145 n, 200; dharma(nimitta), in the 7th, 'not withsunyatddhimukti, adherence to
out activity or effort', he no
the emptiness of dharmas, 226.
longer perceives objects (sdbhi- adhimukticarydbhumi, stage of
samskdrdh sdbhogo nirnimitta- the practice of adherence previhdrah), as from the 8th, his
ceding the bhumis proper, 140
activity occurs spontaneously,
n, 142 n, 190 n.
without activity or effort, since adhiprajndvihdra, abode of -higher
it is no longer disturbed by
wisdom (bhumis 4 to 6), 140 n.
objects (anabhisamskdrdnd- adhisllavihdra, abode of higher
bhogavihdra), 135 and n, 140
morality (2nd bhumi), 140 n.
n, 141 n, 150, 188 n. 232.
adhisthdna, supportive power,
abhiseka, consecration bestowed
supernormal action, 158 n,
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167-8, 172, 174, 178, 180 n,
188, 191, 196.
adhydsaya, high resolve to be of
benefit and happiness for
beings, 140 n, 142 and n, 212.
adhyesana, invitation to teach the
Dharma (addressed by the
devas to the Buddha), 157-8 n.
ddlptasirascailopama, like someone whose head and clothes
were on fire, 187 and n.
advaydbhijhd, knowledge of nonduality, due to which the
Buddha creates fictitious
beings, 167.
Ajatasatrukaukrtyavinodana, 52,
59,61,62,63.
Ajita, 7.
dkdra, 100 aspects of the Sgs, 45,
119-27.
AkaSa, king of the past (jataka of
ManjuSri), 189 n, 215 n.
dkdsasama, like space, 123, 164.
aksana, 8 unfavourable conditions
of existence, 180, 187.
aksara, svara, nirukti, syllables,
sounds and expressions: are
baseless and like an echo, 1678.
Aksobhya, 8, 52, 168, 170 n.
Aksobhyatathagatasya vyuha, 39,
52, 63, 65.
Amidism: attested at an early date
in sutras such as the Pratyutpannasamadhi, Amitabhasutra
or Sukhavativyuha, but with
hardly any influence on
Madhyamika-inclined Mahayana sutras, 49-51.
Amitabhavyuha, 40, 50; see also

under Sukhavativyuha.
An-ti, emp. of the Tung Ch'in
(396-419), 95.
anabhisamskdra and andbhoga,
absence of effort, 47, 123, 135 n.
andgdmin, he who is no longer
born in the Kamadhatu: the 3rd
dryapudgala, 202-3 n, 205 n,
217 n, 222; occupies the
Vltardgabhumi, 221 n.
Ananda, disciple: 184 n, 194 n;
attendant of the B, 126 n, 209
n, 227; foremost of the learned
among the sravakas, 4, 209 n,
227; but not among the bss, 4,
209 n, 210-11 and n; questions
the Buddha about his smile,
191; about the value of
offerings, 193-6; congratulates
Mara, 196; entrusted with
disseminating the &gs, 233-4;
recognises the identity of the
B's. Sakyamuni and Vairocana,
237.
Anantagunananaratnavyuharaj a,
B. of the past, 190 n.
Anantagunasamudramati, bs, 108.
dnantarya, the five offences of
immediate fruition: he who is
blameworthy of them has more
chances than the arhat of
reaching sambodhi, 223.
Anavaranadharmacakrapravartaka,
bs, 108.
anga, the 9 or 12 limbs of the
writings, 211 n.
Aniruddha, disciple: foremost of
those who possess the divine
eye, 227.
anulomild ksdnti, 199 and n.

INDEX

anupadisthajnana, untaught knowledge: part of the exclusive
qualities of the bss, 110 and n.
Anutpada, universe, 189 n, 215 n.
anutpattikadharmaksanti, see
ksdnti, adherence, certainty. Its
importance in the earliest
Mahayana sutras, 41.
apardntakoti, final limit (of
Samsara), 111, 122.
aparapraneya or aparapratyaya,
independent of others, 110 and n.
apramdnacitta, four infinite states
(maitri, etc.), also called
brahmavihdras, 44, 139 n, 140
n, 142-3, 144 n, 162, 174,226.
apratisthdna, absence of a (metaphysical) base, 166-7 and n.
apratisthitanirvdna, 207 n.
archer: see isvastrdcdrya.
arhat, holy one, 18, 21 241 n;
inferior to the bs, 205 n, the
highest of the dryapudgalas,
217 n, 222; occupies the
Krtdvibhumi, 219 n, 221 n; has
destroyed impurities (ksindsrava), but will never attain
sambodhi, 223. arhatphalapratipannaka, candidate to the
arhat fruit, 217 n.
driipyadhdtu, 13, 18,29.
Aryadeva, 40.
dryapudgala, 8 and 20 classes of
noble individuals possessed of
the four fruits of the religious
life (srdmanyaphalaprdptd) or
candidates to those fruits
(phalapratipannaka), 216-17 n;
contradictory conduct of the
bss when they manifest
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themselves in the form of dryapudgalas, 216, 221-2.
dryavyavahdra, noble modes of
speaking, 222 and n.
Asaiksa, 18.
asamkhyeyakalpa, incalculable
periods in the bs career, 122
and n, 123, 126, 165 n, 190 n,
191,221,237,238.
dsaya and prayoga, good dispositions and effort: characteristics of the level preceding
entry into the bhumis, 139-40
n, 142 andn.
dsravaksayajndna, knowledge of
the destruction of impurities
(proper to the arhat), 121 and n.
astamaka, 8th-level holy one, 37,
43; occupying the lower level
in the dryapudgala scale and
still designated in both
Vehicles by the name of prathamaphalapratipannaka, 21720n, 221 andn.
dtmdtmiyagrdha, belief in a self
and what belongs to a self, 134.
atyantanirodha, complete cessation: not sought by the bss,
lll,218n.
avaddtavasana or grhastha, lay
person, 132.
avaivartika, irreversible: epithet
most often applied to the bss of
the 8th bhumi (avaivartya-,
avaivartika-, acala-bhumi),
possessed of the irreversible
certainty (avaivartikaksdntipratilabdha), but can also be
applied to the bs on his entry
into the bhumis or again at the
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preparatory stage, 42, 43, 109
andn, 147 n, 180 n, 185-6 and
n, 212-3 n,
avaivartikabhumi, avaivartyabhumi, irreversible stage (8th
bhumi), 109 n, 141 n, 185-6 n,
241.
avaivartikadharmacakra,
irreversible Wheel of the
Dharma, 199,200.
Avaivartikadharmacakrapravartaka, bs, 107.
avaropitakusalamula,
having
planted good roots, 109, 112,
171,184, 191,201.
dvenikadharma, exclusive qualities: of the bss, 44, 110 n; of
the Buddhas, 123 n.
avinipdtadharman, free from
falling into bad destinies
(epithet used in both Vehicles),
186n.
avivartacaryd, avivartanacaryd,
irreversible career of the bs
{bhumis 8 to 10), 141 n.
bahusruta, learned: Hinayanist
definition, 208-9 n; Mahayanist
definition
according to
Manjusri, 209-10.
bala, power. The 10 Tathagatabalas presented as aspects
(dkdra) of the Sgs, 120-2 and
n; The 10 bodhisattvabalas,
various lists, 224-5 and n.
bhadrakalpa, auspicious period
during which 1,000 Buddhas
appear, 169 and n; these have
all received the great
prediction, 190 and n.

Bhadrakalpika, 76.
Bhaisajyaraja, B., 190 n.
Bhaisajyaraja and Bhaisajyasamudgata, two bss in the
Saddharmapundarika, 235 n.
Bhavanakramas of Kamalasila,
55, 101.
bhdvandmdrga, path of meditation,
16, 17; practised in the 2nd to
\0th bhumis, 140 n, 217 n.
bhavatrayadosadarsin, aware of
the defects of the threefold
existence, 129.
bhumis of the bs, 10 in number.
Not mentioned by certain
Mahayana sutras (Astasahasrika p.p.; Vimalakirtinirdesa);
the Sgs and Large Prajnas fix
their number at 10, but do not
give them names; the traditional titles (Pramudita, etc.)
apparently fixed by the
Dasabhumika, 43, 119 n., 1445 n, 218 n. In the Sgs, the
bhumi teaching still lacks
precision, but this sutra posits a
preliminary stage to the
bhumis, 43, 139-42. It knows
that the completion of the 6
pdramitds occurs during the
first 6 bhumis, 143. It correctly attributes the perfection
of skilful means (updyakausalya) to the 7th bhumi, but
attributes to the latter the
accession of the bs to the
anulomiki and anutpattikadharmaksdnti as well as the
great prediction (mahdvydkarana) conferred by the
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Buddhas, 143-5. It attributes to
the 8th bhumi samadhis which
are commonly assigned to the
10th, but admits that the
achievement of the buddhaksetra derives from the 8th
bhumi, 145-7. It accepts only a
restricted number of perfections in the 9th bhumi, 1478. It considers the consecration
(abhiseka)
as the main
characteristic of the 10th bhumi
which it calls Tathagatabhumi,
124, 149,227,233.
bhumis common to the three
Vehicles
(sddhdranabhumi):
Suklavidarsanabhumi, etc.
Mentioned in the Large
Prajnas, 218 n. Their interpretation by Haribhadra and the
moderns (E. Obermiller,
E. Conze), 219 n. Their interpretation by the Upadesa, 220ln.
bhutakoti, limit of reality, 121.
Bhutasvara, bs, 108.
Bodhicaryavatarapanjika, 2.
bodhicitta, thought of enlightenment, 10, 23, 24, 34, 36, 111,
117, 155, 172, 176, 177, 189,
204, 224;
differentiated
according to the good dharmas
with which associated, 109 n,
140 n, 142 n; enough that a
single being arouses it for all to
arouse it since the thought is
identical among all, 177;
profitable even when aroused
with wrong or self-interested
intention, 178-9.
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bodhimanda, seat of enlightenment at Bodh-Gaya conceived
as purely idealised place, 3,
112, 195-6 n, 211,229.
bodhipdksikadharma,
37 auxiliaries of enlightenment, 128.
Bodhisattvas, discouraged: 200
discouraged bss wish to
renounce sambodhi so as to
enter Nirvana directly, 212-13;
on Manjusri's intervention,
they renew their high resolve,
223-4.
bodhivrksa, tree(s) of enlightenment, 231; they expound the
Dharma, 234.
bondage and deliverance: mere
mental illusion, 175.
Brahmadevas of the eastern
region: some instigate the bs
Sakyamuni to leave home,
others consider him already a
Buddha, 157-8.
brahmasvararutaravitd,
marvellous Brahma voice, 135.
brahmasvaravikridana,
being at
ease with sounds of Brahma,
120 andn.
brahmavihdra,
the 4 Brahma
abodes: see apramdnacitta.
buddha: main actions in the feat of
the Buddhas, 112, 126, 197-8,
2 3 1 ; ' r e a l ' B., identical to
'fictitious' B., 10, 117-18; not
born, non-existent in the present
and future, not composed of
mahd-bhutas,
skandhas,
dyatanas and dhdtus, equal
among themselves, do not
swerve from universal tathatd,
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117-19; great sea of knowledge,
159; Buddha attributes no
different from attributes of
worldlings {prthagjana), 164;
no call to distinguish the bodily
marks (laksandnuvyanjana) of
the B's, 165; the B's do not go
to Nirvana, they are free of arising and cessation, the absence
of arising, duration and destruction constitutes the appearance of the B's, 165-6; their
creative power rests on nonduality and the absence of a
base (apratisthdna), 166-7;
only they are able to confer the
prediction, 182; the world of
the B's no different from that of
Mara, 192; exploits of the B's
in the Heroic Progress, 197-8;
B. sarvajna,
sarvadarsin,
satyavddin, tattvavddin, 214.
Buddhabhumisutrasastra, 38.
buddhaksetra, Buddha-field, 3, 7,
27, 107, 113 andn, 123, 130,
141 n, 147, 169, 171, 172, 182,
199,200,226,229,236.
buddhdnusmrti, recollection of
the Buddhas, 14, 50, 126; can
be obtained by Pratyutpannasamadhi or direct visualisation,
146^7 n.
buddhatva, samyaksambuddhatva,
Buddhahood (rendered in Chi.
by fo-tao), 114 andn, 126* 155.
buddhavihdra, domain of the B's,
138.
cakravartin, see raja cakravarti.
caranotksepane caranaviksepane

..., whether the foot is raised or
lowered, 137.
carya, practice: the bs eliminates
them all {samucchinnasarvasattvacarya, sarvacarydsamatikrdnta), 134.
carydparisodhana, purification of
practices, 113.
carydpratipattibhumi, stages of the
accomplishment of the practices
(bhumis 2 to 7), 140 n.
Catalogues, Chinese, of translations of Buddhist texts, 56-7.
Caturdarakasamadhi, 39.
cdturdvipaka, universe with 4
continents, 150, 197.
caturqgha (or caturyoga), fourfold
flood of defilements, 133 and n.
Chandaka, Sakyamuni's charioteer, 148 n.
Chang Fu, governor of Ch'inchou, under the Hsi Chin, 81.
Chang Lien, cogn. Shao-an,
assistant to Chih Ch'an, 59, 60,
62, 63.
Chang T'ien-hsi, prefect of Liangchou under the Ch'ien Liang:
in 373, collaborated in a trans,
of the Sgs which was immediately sent to Tao-an, 1, 90-3.
Chao Hsiao, functionary under the
Ch'ien Liang who, in 373,
brushed a trans, of the Sgs, 91.
Ch'ao jih ming ching (T 638:
Suvarnaprabhasasamatikrantasamadhi), tr. by Chu Fa-hu and
revised by Nieh Ch'eng-yuan,
80.
Ch'eng-ti, emp. of the Tung Chin
(325-342), 68, 89, 90.
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Chien-pei ching (T 285: Dasabhumika), tr. in 297 by Chu Fahu and in 373 sent from Liangchou to Tao-an, 92-3.
Chih Ch'an (Lokaksema ?), w.
between 179 and 189 under the
Hou Han; in 186 made first
trans, of Sgs, 1, 2, 57, 58, 5965, 67, 68, 69, 73, 75, 81, 82,
85-8, 96.
Chih Ch'ien (Kung-ming or Chih
Yueh), w. between 223 and 253
under the Tung Wu: published
between 222 and 229 a revision
of the &gs trans, by Chih
Ch'an, xi, 1, 57, 58, 59, 66-72,
75,81,82,85-8,96.
Chih Liang, cogn. Chi-ming,
disciple of Chih Ch'an and
master of Chih Ch'ien, 67, 69,
70.
Chih Min-tu of the Hsi Chin. Ed.
of the 'Combined Sgss'
(appeared in 301); 59, 74, 81,
82, 85-90. Ed. of the 'Combined Vkns' (appeared after
303), 87. 'Record of the
Combined Sgss', 61, 67, 68,
85. Catalogues compiled
between 325-342: Pieh-lu and
Ching-lun tu-lu, 56, 63, 64, 68,
69, 90. Theory on the nonexistence of thought (hsin-wu0, 89.
Chih Sheng (668-740), author of a
'History of controversies
between Buddhists and
Taoists', 63.
Chih Shih-lun, upasaka who, in
373, collaborated on a trans, of
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the Sgs, 1,58,59,90-3,96, 100.
Chih Tun, cogn. Chih Tao-lin
(314-366), Chinese sramana
under the Chin; author of a
combined ed. of the Prajnas,
88, 90; praise of Chu Fa-hu, 77.
Chin shih tsa lu, see Chung ching
lu.
Ching lun tu lu, catalogue compiled between 326-342 by Chih
Min-tu, 56, 90.
ch 'ingt'an, pure conversation, 89.
chinnabhajana, broken receptacle, cannot be used to
transport liquids (simile), 223.
Chiu lu, 'Old catalogue' dating in
its last form from the 5th C ,
66,81,
Chou T'i-li, assistant to Chih
Ch'an, 60.
Chu Chiang-yen (or Lii-yen).
Indian master under the Tung
Wu, 69.
Chu Fa-ch'eng, disciple of Chu
Fa-hu, 77, 78.
Chu Fa-hu, or Dharmaraksa, w.
under the Hsi Chin from 284 to
297; made a trans, of the &gs
under the title of Yung-fu-ting;
certain catalogues attribute to
him another Sgs trans., under
the title of Shou-leng-yen,
probably in error, unless a
preliminary putline, xi, 1, 2,
57, 58, 59, 74-80, 81, 82, 85-8,
96.
Chu Fa-i (307-380), specialist in
the Lotus, 89.
Chu Fa-lan, Sramana under the
Tung Wu, 69, 72.
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mixed cannot be differentiated
Chu Fa-ta'i (320-387), disciple of
(simile), 137.
Tao-an, 93.
Chu Fo-shuo (Chu Shuo-fo), cyutyupapadajnana, knowing the
succession of deaths and lives,
collaborator of Chih Ch'an, 2,
59-63, 65.
121 n.
Chu Shu-Ian, w. between 290-307
under the Hsi Chin; in 291 ddnapdramitd, perfection of
made a trans, of the Sgs and, in
giving, 128, 137, 155 n; trans291 or 296, a trans, of the Vkn,
cendental and triply pure (tri1,57,58,59,75,81-8,96.
mandalaparisuddhd), 206 n.
Chu Tao-ch'ien, cogn. Fa-shen darsanamdrga, path of vision of
the Truths, 16, 17, 111 n, 143
(286-374), specialist in the
n; for the bss, coincides with
Saddharmapundarika, 89, 90.
the 1st bhumi, 140 n, 185 n,
Chu Tao-tsu, disciple of Hui-yuan
217 n.
who in 419 completed the
Cheng ehing lu catalogue, 68, Darsaniya, medicinal tree healing
73, 74.
the sick who see it, 136.
Ch'u-tsai-huan ching 'Sutra dis- Dasabhumika, 40, 92 sq., 97.
pelling calamities', tr. between deva, gods: various classes of, 5,
254 and 260 by Po Yen of the
6,9, 11, 157 n, 197.
Wei, 72.
Devas, nagas, yaksas, gandharvas,
Chuang-yen-p 'u-t 'i-hsin ching,
asuras, garudas, kimnaras,
36.
mahoragas, manusyas, amanusyas, 11, 109, 113, 157 n, 160,
Chung ching mu lu, collection of
173,188,198,213,233,234.
catalogues {Wei shih lu, Wu
shih lu, Chin shih tsa lu, He hsi Devakanyas, daughters of the
lu) begun on Mount Lu by a
gods. 700 converted by Maradisciple of Hui-yuan, Tao-liu,
gocaranupalipta and, in turn,
and completed in 419 by Chu
convert Mara, 6, 175-7. A
Tao-chu), 69, 73.
group of 200 demand favours
of Maragocaranupalipta before
Chung-pen-ch'i ching (T 196),
converting, 6, 51, 177-8. To all
which inspired Chih Ch'ien in
Sakaymuni gives the great
his Sanskrit hymns, 72.
prediction:
they will be the B.
cittotpdda, arousal of the thought
Vyuharaja, 6, 50, 191. They
of enlightenment, see bodhimake no distinction between
citta.
the world of Mara and that of
Cunda the blacksmith, who
the B., 192.
offered the Buddha a meal
before the Nirvana, 195 n.
dhdranl, dhdranlmukha, 33, 44,
107^127,225^239.
curna, perfumed powders: once
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DharaniSvararaja, bs, xv n, 108,
dharma, things, phenomena.
Absolutely non-existent: the
same, 118; have no mark, 123;
like an illusion, 124; impermanent, unstable and mutable,
129; eternally concentrated,
131; without distinctive marks,
neither good nor bad, 134;
consist of neither fulfilment nor
changing and of a single
flavour, mere perversions and
free of duality, 156; nonarising, non-ceasing, like
space, free of encountering,
164; essentially appeased, 166;
have no sphere, place, inside,
outside, or base, neither past,
future nor present, 168; devoid
of reverberation,
avoid
comparison and reconciliation,
168; cannot be gained without
disadvantage, 171, neither
bound nor delivered because
they are eternally delivered,
175, neither right nor wrong,
neither actors nor reactors, 176;
imprecise, 192; empty, unresisting, perishing from instant
to instant, without aversion or
affection, 226; dependent on
causes and conditions, nonindependent, forged at will,
232.
Dharma, Saddharma, the Good
Teaching: dharmavamsa, lineage of the Dharma, 109;
Dharmas of the Sravakas,
Pratyekabuddhas and Buddhas,
111;
saddharmavipralopa,
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disappearance of the Good
Teaching, 112, 214; saddharmaparigrahana, protection
of the Good Teaching, 116;
dharmamukha, exposition,
religious discourse of the
Dharma, 107, 123, 127, 135,
175, 198, 209, 239; dharmadesand, expounding of the
Dharma, 121, 122, 125 and n,
136; dharmaratna, jewel of the
Dharma, 159-60, 163, 234;
dharmaprasdda, pure faith in
the Dharma, 171.
dharmacakra, Wheel of the
Dharma, 112, 115, 124, 126,
127 n, 158, 195, 199,200,221,
230, 231, 234 and n, 239.
dharmadhatu, fundamental element [or dharma-realm] (tr. in
Chi. by fa-hsing), 113, 122,
123, 124, 129, 130, 131;
dharmadhdturasa, flavour of
the fundamental element, 156.
dharmakdya, 3, 53.
dharmanairdtmya, 24, 40, 188 n.
dharmdnusdrin, pursuing* the truth
by means of the texts (a variety
of prathamaphalapratipannaka
or candidate to the srotadpanna
fruit), 202 and n, 205 n, 219 n,
221.
dharmapada, phrases of the
Dharma, 114.
Dharmaraksa, see Chu Fa-hu.
Dharmasamgraha, 38.
dharmasunyatd, emptiness of
dharmas, 226.
dharmatd, nature of beings and
things (equivalent to total non-
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bhumi, separated from Buddhaexistence), 127 n, 192, 221.
hood by only one existence, 34,
Dhrtarastra, cakravartin king, 190
n.
43,197,227.
dhyana, 10, 13, 14 sq., 27, 28 sq.
ekapadoddhdrena, ekavdgudddhydnapdramitd, perfection of
hdrena, expressing everything
absorptive meditation, 131-3,
in a single phrase, with a single
138.
vocal announcement, 123 and n.
dhydnavimoksasamddhisamdpatti- Ekapradlpa, universe, 4,199.
jndna: 7th tathdgatabala, 120 n. Ekaratnacchattra, B. of the future,
8,212.
divyacaksus, divine eye, 121 and
n, 146 n, 203 and n, 227.
Drdhamati, bs: main questioner of Fa-chu (T 210: Dhammapada), tr.
the B. in the Sgs, xii, xv n, 6
byChihCh'ien,71.
sq., 45, 48, 108 sq.; obtains the Fa-hua or Cheng-fa hua (T 263:
concentration of Heroic ProSaddharmapundarika), tr. by
gress, 6, 233; goes to the PratiChu Fa-hu, 76, 77.
mandita universe in an instant, Fa-tu, grandfather of Chih Ch'ien,
236-7.
69, 70.
Drdhasthana, bs, 108.
faith in the Heroic Progress:
drsta-sruta-mata-vijndta, seen,
necessity, advantages and
heard, thought, known:
conditions required, 200-1.
expression denoting the whole Fang-kuang ching (T 221: Paficafield of experience, 175 and n.
vimsatisahasrika p.p.), tr. in 291
drstasatya, having seen the Noble
by Moksala and Chu Shu-Ian,
Truths, 232.
84, 88; subject of revision in
303 by Chu Shu-Ian and a
drstigata, kinds of false views,
combined edition by Tao-an, 88.
40. 12 kinds (dtmadrsti, etc.),
173. 62 kinds which, in the Fang-ting Shou-leng-yen ching,
end, are no different than right
trans, of the Sgs made in 186
views and are identified with
by Chih Ch'an and revised,
deliverance, 176 and n.
between 222 and 229, by Chih
Ch'ien, 57, 66-7.
drstiprdpta, possessed of speculative views, 202 n, 205 n.
Fo-ta, scribe at Lo-yang who
drstisampanna, srotadpanna pos- 'copied, in 255, the Chinese
sessed of right view, 202 and n.
trans, of the Astasahasrika p.p.
Drumakimnarardjapariprcchd,
made in 179 by Chih Ch'an,
59,61,63.
60.
durgati, 3 bad destinies, 171.
fo-tao, Chinese expression translating samyaksambuddhatva;
ch 'eng-chiu fo-tao, anuttardekajdtipratibaddha, bs of the 10th
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yam samyaksambodhav abhisambuddhah, 114 n.
Fu Chien, emp. of the Ch'ien
Ch'in (357-385), 94.
Gadgadasvara, bs in the
Saddharmapundarika, 235 n.
gambhlr adharma,
profound
teachings (generally of the
Great Vehicle), 107, 202, 204,
224,233.
garbhavakrantisampad, accomplishment of descent into the
womb, for bss in the 9th bhumi,
147-8 and n.
Ghatlkara (Tso p'ing), gods, 157 n.
ghosanuga,
parato
dharmaparyesin, mere repeater seeking
to learn the Dharma from the
lips of others (characteristic of
the sravaka), 207.
Gopa (GopI, Gopika), companion
or wife of Sakyamuni, 9, 53,
154-5 n; praises the cittotpada,
9, 155; explains how she
changed her female body to
become the devaputra Gopaka,
9, 156-7 arid n; makes known
a small part of the §gs, 9, 1579.
gotra, clan: of the last 7 B's, 148 n.
gotrasampad, accomplishment of
the clan, for the bs of the 9th
bhiimi, 147-8 and n.
Grdhrakutaparvata, mountain in
Rajagrha, 3, 107, 193-4 n;
transformed into pure earth,
covered with bodhivrksas sheltering bss, 9, 234.
Great Departure, 157 and n.; see
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also abhiniskramanasampad.
gudhadharmakosa, secret treasures of the Dharma, 125.
Gunaratnavyuhasamudramati, bs,
108.
Han lu of Chu Shih-hsing (220264), a late and untrustworthy
work, made to replace a lost
3rd C. original, 63, 64.
hema, rupya, ratna, mani, muktika, precious minerals and
stones, 115.
hinddhimuktika,
attached to
inferior teachings, 109.
Ho Fang-kuang Kuang-tsan liieh
chieh 'Brief explanation of two
combined versions of the
Pancavimsatisahasrika (T 221
and 222)', by Tao-an, 88, 92.
Hsi Ch'ao (336-377), 90.
Hsieh Fu, author of a comm. on
the Combined Sgs by Chih
Min-tu, 85, 90.
Hsien-chieh (T 425: Bhadrakalpikasutra), tr. by Chu Fa-hu,
76.
Hsin Hsiao-p'in ching, (T 227,
Astasahasrika p.p.), tr. in 408
by Kumarajlva, 96.
Hsin Shou-leng-yen
san-mei
ching, trans, of Sgs made,
between 402 and 409, by
Kumarajlva, 94-6; this trans,
prefaced in 458 by Shih Hungch'ung, 94, 95, and comm. by
him, 97-8.
Hsin Ta-p'in ching (T 223:
Pancavimsatisahasrika p.p.), tr.
in 403-404 by Kumarajlva, 95.
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Hsin Wei-mo-chieh ching (T 475:
Vimalakirti-nirdesa), tr. in 406
by Kumarajlva, 95.
Hsii-lai ching (T 328: Suratapariprccha), tr. about 256-260 by
Po Yen of the Wei, 72.
Hsii-lai ching (T 329: Suratapariprccha), tr. in 373 by Chih
Shih-lun, 92, 93.
hsuan-hsueh, dark learning, 88.
Hsuan-tsang, 32, 33, 57.
Huan-ti, emp. of the Hou Han
(146-168), 62, 63, 64, 70.
Hui-lin (737-820), Kashgarian,
author of the / ch 'ieh ching yin
i, 230 n.
Hui-pien, Sramana and disciple of
Tao-an, who stayed in Liangchou in 373 and sent texts to
his master, 92.
Hui-ti, emp. of the Chin (290307), 78, 80, 81, 82, 86.
Hui-yuan (334-416), master of Lu,
68; his recollection of the B. by
direct visualisation, 147 n.
hymns, in Sanskrit rythmic
phrases composed by Chih
Ch'ien in praise of the bs, 72.
indriyapardparajndna, knowing
the strength and weakness of
the spiritual faculties of beings
(5th tathdgatabala), 120 and n.
indriyapardvrtti, change of sex,
121.
irydpatha, bodily attitudes, 107,
111, 122, 126, 128, 129, 131,
132, 136, 162, 163, 207, 214,
215.
isvastrdcdrya,
master archer:

trains to aim at ever smaller
targets (simile), 139.
Jaladharagarjitaghosasusvaranaksatrarajasamkusumitabhijna,
B. in the Saddharmapundarika,
235 n.
janmasampad, accomplishment of
the birth: for the bs in the 9th
bhiimi, 147 and n.
jdti-jard-vyddhi-marana,
birth,
old-age, disease and death:
purely fictitious for the bs, 131,
133.
jdtyandha, those blind from birth:
love the stars but cannot enjoy
their light (simile), 155; dream
in colours which they do not
see on waking, 203.
jndnapdramitd,
perfection of
knowledge: in the 10th bhiimi,
142 n.
Jiianaprabha, bs who bore the same
name on becoming a B., 231.
Jnanasura, bs: received the
prediction unbeknown, 190.
jndnavasitd,
mastery
of
knowledge, 110.
ju (for Kumarajlva), chen-ju (for
Hsuan-tsang): tathatd, 118 n,
163.
Jui-ying-pen-ch'i (T 185: Kumararajapurvanimittavadana), tr.
by Chih Ch'ien, 71.
kdcilindika, bird whose plumage
could be used to make clothing,
229, 230n.
kdldkdlavyavalokana,
distinguishing the opportune time and
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the inopportune time, 121.
kalpa, cosmic period: reduced or
increased subjectively, 121,
126; mahdkalpa and antarakalpa, long and short kalpas,
169 n; bhadrakalpa, auspicious
period during which 1,000 B's
appear, 169, 190 n.
kalydnamitraparigrhita, protected
by spiritual friends, 159, 201;
kalydnamitrasevana, 225.
kamadhatu, 9, 13 sq., 28.
kdmagunaparicarana, devote
oneself to the 5 sense-objects,
129.
Kamaladalavimalanaksatraraj asamkusumitabhijna, B. in the
Saddharmapundarika, 235 n.
Kamalasila(c. 740-795), 101, 102.
kdncana, gold which, even when
forged, retains its nature
(simile), 228.
K'ang Fa-ch'ang (c. 310-346),
specialist in pure conversation
and the characterisation of
persons, 89.
K'ang Seng-hui, w. from 247 to
280, under the Tung Wu, 69.
K'ang Seng-yuan (c. 310-346),
specialist in pure conversation
and the characterisation of
persons, 89, 90.
Kanthaka, Sakyamuni's horse,
148 n.
Kao Kui-hsiang kung, emp.. of the
Wei (254-260), 73.
karma jndnaprajndnuparivarti,
action in conformity with
knowledge and wisdom, 123,
134-5.
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karman and karmavipdka, action
and fruition of action: objects
of the 2nd tathdgatabala, 120;
although the bs does not see the
self-nature of actions or the
self-nature of fruition, he
teaches action and fruition to
beings, 134.
Karunapundarika, 52.
kasaya, 5 corruptions, 169.
Ka£yapa, see Mahakasyapa.
Kasyapaparivarta, 39, 62.
kathikdvasthd, sphere of the instructor: coincides with the 9th
bhumi, 142 n.
kdyapardvrtti, change of body,
156.
kdyasdksin, bodily witness: a
variety of andgdmin, 202 and
n, 205 n, 240 n.
kdyavdnmanahsamuddcdra, actions of body, speech and mind:
the great bss do not perform
them, 130.
kdyavikurvana, bodily transformations, 122.
Khotanese trans, of the Sgs, xiv
sq., 103 n.
Khri-lde-sron-btsan, alias Sad-nalegs, Tibetan king (8047-817):
sanctions a new method of
translating Buddhist texts, has
an inventory compiled of
Tibetan translations
in
existence in Tibet and
commands the editing of a
Sanskrit-Tibetan lexicon: the
Mahavyutpatti, 101-2.
Khri-sron-lde-btsan, Tibetan king
(755-797), 100, 101, 102, 103.
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Khri-tsug-lde-btsan, alias Ral-pacan, Tibetan king (817-841),
101, 102, 103.
Kisagotami (Krsa Gautami),
Sakyamuni's companion or
wife, 155 n.
kottaraja, minor king, 197; loses
all his prerogatives in the
presence of a cakravartin king
(simile), 208.
krtacarya, having accomplished
good actions, 184.
ksanti, patience: 3 kinds (apakaramarsana, duhkhadhivasana,
dharmanidhyana),
129 n;
ksantipdramita, perfection of
patience, 129-30, 138.
ksanti, certainty, adherence,
relating mainly to the dharmanairatmya, non-existence, nonarising of things. Importance of
this ksanti in the first Mahayana sutras, 41-2. Lists of 3
ksdntis, particularly k. ghosanuga 'following words', dvitlyanulomiki, 'the second, preparatory', anutpattikadharmak.
'certainty of the non-arising of
dharmas', 42, 143-5 and n;
hesitation of the texts concerning their localisation in the
bhumis, 145 n. Lists of 10 k 's,
145 n. List of 5 k's, 145 n.
Anutpattikadharmaksantipratilabha constitutes the
'clan' (gotra) of the B's, 148 n.
ksatriyabrahmanavaisya,
as
notable assemblies, 160.
Kuang tsan ching (T 222: PaiicavimSatisahasrika p.p.)? tr - i*1

286 by Chu Fa-hu and
Gitamitra, 77, 88. Sent in 373
to Tao-an, 88, 91-2. Commented upon by Tao-an in a
combined ed., 88, 92.
kulasampad, accomplishment of
the family, characterises the bs
in the 9th bhumi, 147 and n.
Kumarajiva (344-409): between
402 and 409 made the last
Chinese trans, of the Sgs, the
only one extant, xi, 1, 2, 32, 40,
57, 58, 65, 66, 94-6, 104, 114
n, 117 n, 119 n, 148 n, 155 n,
160 n, 177 n, 186 n, 188 n, 199
n, 200 n, 211 n, 231 n, 235 n,
236 n.
kusalamula, good roots: moksabhaglya, leading to deliverance; nirvedhabhagiya, leading
to penetration of the Truths,
140 n.
Kusalamulasamparigrahasutra,
36.
Lai Kung-cheng, Palace intendant
under the Ch'ien Liang who, in
373, brushed a trans, of the
Sgs, 91.
laksana and anuvyanjana, primary
and secondary physical marks,
107, 160, 161, 162, 188; no
need to distinguish them, 165.
Lalitavistara, 35 sq., 74 n., 76.
Liao pen sheng ssu ching (T 708:
Salistambasutra), tr. and comm.
by Chih Ch'ien, 72.
Ling-ti, emp. of the Hou Han
(168-189), 62, 63, 64, 67, 70.
Liu I-kung, prime minister under
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the Sung, 97.
Lo Kuang, prefect of Ho-nan
under the Hsi Chin, 83-4
lokadharmdnuvartana, conforming to worldly things, 125.
Lokaksema (?), see Chih Ch'an.
Lokanuvartana, 52.
Lou-t'o (Rudra), grandfather of
Chu Shu-Ian, 82-3.
Lii Kuang, general of emp. Fu
Chien, then founder of the
dynasty of the Hou Liang
(reign 386-400), 94.
Ma I, sub-prefect of Hui-shui
under the Ch'ien Liang, who in
373 brushed a trans, of the Sgs,
90.
ma pudgalena pudgalam pravicetavyam, a man should not
judge a man, 184 and n
madhurasvara, sweet voice: result
of truthful words, 225.
Madhyamaka, xi sq., 40 sq., 47,
49, 54.
mahdbhaisajyardja, great king of
medicaments, 136.
mahabhuta- 4 great elements, 117.
Mahadharmaulkadharani, 153 n.
mahdkarundcitta, thought of great
compassion, 111.
Mahaka6yapa, disciple: considers
all beings as destined to Bodhi
and identical to the B., 11, 1834; confesses the inferiority of
Sravakas in relations to bss, 5,
203-4 and n; foremost of those
who practise the ascetic rules,
4, 227; discourses on MaiijuSri's fictitious Nirvana, 229-31;
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congratulates ManjuSri, 232.
Members of the assembly
transformed into Kasyapas,
162.
mahdkula, great families, 147 n.
Mahalaksana, bs, 108.
Mahamaudgalyayana, disciple,
167 n; foremost of those who
possess supernormal powers,
227.
Mahanapanasmrtisutra (T 602), tr.
by An Shih-kao, and comm. by
Hsieh Fu under the Tung Chin,
90.
Mahaparinirvanasutra, 36-38, 71.
Maharatnaketu (according to the
Khotanese version of Sgs), bs,
xvii n.
mahasamnahasamnaddha, girded
in the great armour (expression
which Kumarajiva renders by
fa ta chuang yen 'exhibiting
great adornments'), 160 and n,
105.
Mahasamnipata, 52.
mahdvydkarana, great prediction:
conferred in the 7th bhumi
according to the Sgs, but in the
8th according to general
opinion, 141 n. See vydkarana.
Mahavyuha (Mahavyuhamati
according to the Khotanese, xv
n.),bs, 108.
Mahavyuha, universe, 190 n.
Mahayanasamgraha 29sq., 38.
mahdyanasamprasthita, pledged
to the Great Vehicle, 156, 171.
Mahayana sutras. Attempts at
classification, 38. M. sutras
devoted to samddhis, 39. The
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first M. sutras to have been tr.
into Chinese, 39-40. Importance they attach to anutpattikadharmaksdnti, 41. Lack
of coherence in the first M.
sutras, contrasted with the
systematic descriptions in the
Large Prajnas, 41-4. Their
ambiguity resulting from the
incessant passage from conventional {samvrti) truth to
absolute (paramdrtha) truth,
44-6. Their lack of interest in
the ' b o d i e s ' of the B.
considered as absolutely nonexistent, 46-9. Madhyamaka M.
sutras unaffected by currents of
Maitreyan
and
Amidist
devotion, 4 9 - 5 1 . Their preferred B's and bss: Aksobhya,
Manjusri, Vairocana, 51-3.
Their place of preaching, 193 n.
Mahayanasamgraha, 29 sq., 38.
Maitreya, bs, 8, 181 n, 182 n;
present in the assembly, xv n,
6, 45, 50, 51, 108; received the
prediction
after
having
obtained the ksdnti, 190 and n;
manifests himself simultaneously in various forms in
all the Jambudvipas of the great
cosmos, 5, 7,219 n, 227-9.
Maitreyavyakarana, 190 n.
maitrl and karund, good will and
compassion, 107, 131, 142-3
Maitrlsampanna, a Brahmadeva,
10, 138.
mdmsdda, carnivorous beings,
136.
Manjusri kumarabhuta, bs,

present in the assembly, xv n,
52, 108, 167 n; takes up the
religious life among heretics,
132 n.; received the prediction
after having aroused the
bodhicitta, 189 and n; visits a
B. of the zenith in the Ekapradipa universe, 7, 199-200;
defines the true field of merit,
7, 204-7; defines the truly
learned, 7, 208-10; for
hundreds of thousands of
existences, entered Nirvana by
means of the Pratyekabuddha
Vehicle, 7, 213-16, 219 n; is
identical to the B. Nagavamsagra of the past, 7-8, 229-31;
accomplishes all his exploits
effortlessly, 8, 232, praises the
B's words, 241.
Manjusrlpariprccha, 52.
Manjusrivikriditasutra, tr. by Chih
Shih-lun under the C h ' i e n
Liang, 91,93.
Mara Paplmat, 5-6; is perhaps a
disguised bs, 9; seeking to
disturb the expounding of the
Sgs, is attached by 5 bonds, 10,
172-3, 174-5; conversion,
albeit self-interested, frees him
from them 10, 176-7; the B.
gives him the prediction, 179;
false departure: finds himself in
his own palace without having
gone there, 10, 192-3.
mdrakarman,
mdracaryd,
mdrasdthya, mdramdyd, guiles
of Mara, 114, 153 n, 171, 179;
mdrddhisthita, possessed by
Mara,
163;
mdradhdtu-
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dharmatd, nature of the world
of Mara, identical to the
buddhadhdtudharmatd, 4, 192.
Maragocaranupalipta, bs: dealings
with Mara, 9-10, 174-5, 178-9;
converts 700 devakanyas, 6, 9,
175-7; unites through doubles
of himself with 200 lustful
devakanyas, 6 9, 51, 177-8;
exploits in the Heroic Progress,
10, 196-7.
marlcidharmopama, mancisama,
like a mirage, 118, 122.
mdrga. 16 sq., 202 n.
marvels and wonder-working in
the Mahayana, 27.
masirdsisadrsa, like a block of
ink (simile), 152 and n, 177.
Matyabhimukha or Buddhamatyabhimukha, bs in the form
of a devaputra and possessed of
the Heroic Progress, 7, 8, 15961; transforms members of the
assembly in various ways, 8,
10, 161-2; engages Drdhamati
in a long philosophical discussion on the practice of the
Heroic Progress and its culmination, the Nirvana of the
B's, the absence of any metaphysical base and the eloquence of the bs, 8, 48, 164-8;
comes from the Abhirati universe of the B. Aksobhya and
will attain sambodhi under the
name of Vimalaprabhakirtiraja
in the Sahaloka which will bear
the name PrasannadarSana, 8,
52, 168-71. The great bs seems
to be the same as Vimalakirti,
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8, 170 n.
mdyddharmopama, like dharmas
of illusion, 118.
mdydkdra, illusionist: appears in
the form of a corpse, then
revives and takes a collection,
133.
mdyopamasamddhi, illusion-like
concentration, 111, 148 n.
Mayopamasamadhisutra, tr. by
Chih Shih-lun under the Ch'ien
Liang, 39, 91, 93.
Meghadundubhisvararaja, B. of
the past, 235 n.
Meghasvaraghosa, B. of the past,
189 n., 215 n.
Meng Fu, assistant to Chih Ch'an,
59, 60, 62.
Meru, Sumeru, mythical mountain, 150, 152.
Meru£ikharadhara
(Merusikharakutaraja, Merukutaraja,
according to the Khotanese, xv
and n.7), bs in the form of
&akra devendra, but whose
power extends to the whole
cosmos: manifests himself in
all the palaces of &akra, the
KauSika, but the latter has
never seen him, 9, 150-1;
shows his marvellous body, 9,
151-2; his brilliant jewel: the
Sarvalokasamgraha, 9, 153;
ensures protection of the &gs,
9, 233-4.
ming-chiao, doctrine of names,
89.
Ming-ti, emp. of the Sung (466472), 97.
mithydtva, 8 corruptions, 221.
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nandanavana, garden of joy (of
the Trayastrimsa gods), 161
andn.
Nandimitravadana, 54.
nau and ndvikapati, ship and
captain: establishes a ferry
between two shores to convey
beings in groups (simile), 1323.
Nieh Ch'eng-yuan (w. 290-306),
collaborator of Chu Fa-hu, 58,
74, 79, 80, 82 n.
nihatamdrapratyarthika,
vanquisher of Mara and adversaries, 107, 112, 130.
nirodhasamapatti, attainment of
cessation (of consciousness and
feeling), 203 n, 215.
Nagarjuna, 40 sq., 46, 47, 50.
nirukti, language, 107, 114, 135,
165, 167, 168.
Nagavamsagra, B. of the past who
fictitiously entered Nirvana, nirupadhisesanirvana, Nirvana
present-day bs Manjusri, 8,
without a remainder of con229-32.
ditioning, 18, 127 n.
Namamati (var. Rajamati), bs: Nirvana: 4; Tathagatas do not go
questions Sakyamuni on the
to N., 165-6; N. means all
various ways of practising the
dharmas are originally and
Sgs, 225-7; ascertains that
essentially appeased, 166.
Maitreya possesses that
Fictitious N's of &akyamuni,
samddhi, 8, 227-9.
198, and of ManjuSri, 8, 215;
apratisthitanirvdna, 207 n.
ndman, name: name alone of the
&gs enough to transcend the nirvedhabhdgiya, see usmagata.
feats of Mara, 174.
nirydndvasthd, sphere of overcoming (from the 2nd to 7th
ndnddhdtujndna, knowing the
bhiimi), 140 n.
various tendencies acquired by
beings (4th tathdgatabala), 120 niydma, samyaktvaniydma, predestination to acquire the
andn.
Absolute Good or Nirvana: n.
ndnddhimuktijndna, knowing the
of the sravakas and Pratyekavarious aspirations of beings
buddhas, 111 and n, 155 and n,
(3rd tathdgatabala), 120 and n.
217 n, 223, 241; n. of the bss,
Nanda, Nandabala, see Sujata.

Mo-ho pan-jo-po-lo-mi ching
(T 223: Pancavimsatisahasrika
p.p.), tr. in 403-404 by
Kumarajiva, 95.
Mo-ho pan-jo-po-lo-mi
ching
(T 227, Astasahasrika p.p.), tr.
in 408 by Kumarajiva, 95-6
Mrgaja or Mrgi: Sakyamuni's
companion or wife, 154-5 n.
mrtasarlra, corpse: stages of decomposition, 133 and n.
mu, characterisation of persons,
89.
Mu-ne-btsan-po, son of Khrisroh-lde-btsan, 101.
Mu-tig-btsan-po, son of Khrisron-lde-btsan, 101.
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42, 185-6.
niyatabhiimi, predestined stage:
epithet of the 8th bhumi, 141 n.
niyatacarydbhumi,
stage of
assured practice: epithet of the
9th bhumi, 142 n.
niyatipdta, falling into predestination as regards future
Buddhahood, 141 n; 3 kinds
according to Bodh. bhumi, 6
according to Sutralamkara, 186
andn.
Noble Truths, 24.
offender and holy one, superiority
of the former over the latter,
222-3.
offerings, various, made to the B.:
their respective value, 193-6.
dPah-bar hgro-bahi tin-he-hdzin
(Tib. Trip., No.800), Tibetan
trans, of the &gs, made at beginning of 9th C. by &akyaprabha and Ratnaraksita, 99103.
Pan-chou (san-mei) ching (T 417
and 418: Pratyutpannabuddhasammukhavasthitasamadhi), tr.
in 179 by Chih Ch'an and Chu
Shuo-fo, 60, 61, 62, 64, 65,
146-7 n.
Pao chi (T 350: KaSyapaparivarta), tr. by Chih Ch'an, 62.
Paramartha, 45.
paramavihdra, ultimate abode
(epithet of the 10th bhumi), 142
n.
pdramitd, 6 perfections, 25, 42,
49; inherent in the &gs, 128-35;
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practised instantly and simultaneously in §gs, 137-8; distribution among the bhumis,
140 n; 6 sextads of pdramitds,
160 n; are perfectly fulfilled
only in §gs, 163; realise the
marks of the B's, 187;
practised by Sakyamuni in
various universes, 197.
sadpdramitdparipurana,
perfect accomplishment of the
6 perfections in the 6th bhumi,
143 andn.
parindyaka, guide: comes and
goes to guide travellers in
separate groups (simile), 132.
paripurnasamkalpa, whose aims
are attained (epithet of an
arhat), 202.
pdsandikesu pravrajyd, take up
the religious life in an heretical
order (through skilful means),
132.
Pieh-lu, catalogue complied
between 326 and 332 by Chih
Min-tu, 68, 90.
Pieh4u {Chung ching pieh lu),
catalogue compiled between
420 and 478 under the Sung,
68, 72, 74.
Pitaputrasamagama, 46.
Po-lien she, Association of the
White Lotus: founded in Lushan by Hui-yuan, 147 n.
Po Yen of the Ch'ieli Liang: in
373 collaborated in a trans, of
theSgs, 1,74,90-3.
Po Yen of the Wei (w. between
240-249, or more probably
between 256-260), made in 258
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a trans, of the Sgs, 1, 57, 58,
72-4,75,81,82,86,87,96.
Po Yuan (Po Fa-tsu), compiled a
comm. between 297 and 307 of
the Chinese version of the Sgs
by Dharmaraksa, 80-1, 87.
Became a friend of Ssu-ma
Yung in Ch'ang-an, and was
executed by Chang Fu, 80-1.
Recited the Sgs in hell, 81.
Prabhaketu (according to the
Khotanese version of Sgs), bs,
xv n.
Prabhalaksana, bs, 108.
Prabhasri, bs, xv n., 108.
prajhd xi, 17, 19, 22.
prajndpdramitd, perfection of
wisdom, 22, 25, 26, 32, 34,
133-5, 138.
Prajnaparamita sutras, 30-35, 39,
40, 41 sq., 59, 61 sq., 77, 84,
88sq.,91 sq., 95 sq., 99.
Pramodyaraja (Pramodyasvaranirghosita according to the
Khotanese, xv n.), bs, 108.
pranidhdna, aspiration, 50.
Prasannadarsana, name which the
Saha universe will beax under
the B. Vimalaprabhakirtiraja, 8,
170.
PrasantaviniScayapratiharyasamadhi, 39.
prathamaphalapratipannaka,
candidate to the 1st fruit (that
of srotadpanna), 216-220 n.
pratibhdna, eloquence, 107, 110,
130, 135, 142 n, 167-8, 207,
210,212,222,225.
pratibhdti, 149 and n.
Pratibhanalamkara (Pratibhana-

lamkaravyuharaja according to
the Khotanese, xv n.), bs, 108.
prdtihdryamandapa, pavilion of
wonders, near Sravasti, 196 n.
Pratimandita, universe of the B.
Vairocana in the eastern region,
4, 53, 235 n, 236-7 and n, 238.
pratisamdhibandha, rebirth, 213
andn.
pratisamkhydna and bhdvandbala, powers of vision and
meditation (characteristics of
the 9th bhumi\ 142 n.
pratisamvijjfidna, 4 penetrating
knowledges, 44, 123, 127;
pratisamvidvihdra,
their
localisation (9th bhumi), 142 n.
pratisrutkdsama, like an echo
(simile), 121,167, 168.
prativedhdvasthd, sphere of penetration of the Truths (1st
bhumi), 140 n.
pratyayabalopeta, endowed with
the power of conditions, 222
andn.
Pratyekabuddha, solitary B.: 7,
111 n., provisional nature of
their Nirvana, 214-16, 222 and
n. Their pradipanirvdnaprdkhyanirvdna,
Nirvana
resembling an extinguished
lamp, 207 n.
pratyutpannabuddhasammukhdva
-sthitasamddhi, concentration
on the direct visualisation of
the B's of the present, 39, 49,
59, 61sq., 141 n, 100, 146 and
n., 163 andn.
pravivekapriti, joy of solitude,
225.
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prayogdvasthd, sphere of effort:
preliminary phase to the
bhumis, consisting of the
cultivation of the nirvedhabhdgiyas, 140 n.
Priyadarsana, name of a kalpa,
235 n.
prthagjana,
balaprthagjana,
foolish worldlings: the bs
exercises their practices and
travels their domains, without
sharing their passions, 132,
138; the qualities of worldlings
conform with those of the B's,
164; worldings bound by their
own illusions, 175.
prthivicdla, earthquake, 216 and
' n, 233.
P'u-yao ching (T 186: Lalitavistara), tr. by Chu Fa-hu, 76.
pudgalanairdtmya, 22, 24, 40, 46,
188 n.
punyaksetra,
field of merit:
according to early sources,
204-8 and n.; according to the
Mahayana; 42, 205-6 n; 10
qualities required to be a
punyaksetra, 206-7.
Purna, disciple: foremost of those
who expound the Dharma, 227.
purusa and stri, man and woman:
not different, 156.
purvanivdsdnusmrtijndna,
recollection of former abodes
(8th tathdgatabala), 121 andn.
Pusya, B. of the past, 214 and n.
rdga-dvesa-moha, craving, hatred
and delusion: the threefold
poison, 136, 138, 171.
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Rahula, disciple: foremost of
those who like to train, 154 n,
227.
raja cakravarti, cakravartin king:
everywhere accompanied by
his army and jewels (simile)
127-8; role of cakravartin
assumed by the bss, 128;
members of the assembly transformed into cakravartins, 161.
rdjahamsavat, like the swan-king
(simile), 215.
Rajamati, see under Namamati.
Ratnacchattra, cakravartin king of
the past, 190 n.
Ratnaraksita, see Sakyaprabha.
rddhi, rddhibala, supernormal
powers, 20, 26, 30, 128, 158 n,
159, 177, 198, 199, 211, 227,
236, 238; rddhipdda, bases of
supernormal power, 111, 146 n,
233; rddhiprdtihdrya,
supernormal wonders, 116, 196;
rddhyabhisamskdra,
supernormal action, 116, 119, 161,
227.
Revata (Kankha-Revata), disciple:
foremost of the meditators,
227, 228 n.
rupadhdtu, 9, 13.
Saddharmapundarika, 40, 52, 76
sq., 89, 97.
Sadasamahitaviksiptendriya, bs,
108.
Sagaragunaratnavyuhamati, name
of a bs (Khotanese version of
Sgs), xv n.
Sahaloka, Sakyamuni's universe
and buddhaksetra,
52, 168;
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Sakyamuni is present in it in
several places simultaneously;
197-8;
the
future
B.
Vimalaprabhakirtiraja will
attain enlightenment there, 8,
170; direct communication
between the Sahaloka and other
universes, 232-3; Sakyamuni's
life there is short, 238.
saiksa and asaiksa, adherents who
still train and adherents who
have no more to train in: 18
kinds of saiksa and 9 kinds of
asaiksa, 205 n; 10 qualities
required of an asaiksa to be a
field of merit, 205 n. Compare
aryapudgala.
Sakra(s), Brahma(s), Lokapala
kings of the gods: 109, 115,
116,135,152,160,162,211.
Sakra devendra, the Sakra of our
universe of 4 continents, 9, 11;
wishes to see the body of
MeruSikharadhara, 151; recognises the superiority of the
latter, 152-3.
Sakrabhilagna, Sakra's pendant,
152 and n, 153.
Sakrdagamin, 18, 202 n.
Sakyamuni: multiplies R's to
infinity and reduces them to a
single one, 4, 116-17, 119;
companions and wives, 154-5
and n; instigated by devas to
take up homeless life, 158 and
n; authorises Matyabhimukha
to transform all members of the
assembly into as many
Sakyamunis, 162; gives the
prediction to Mara, 179, and

the devakanyas, 112; smiles
and emits rays, 112; meals
before the Enlightenment,
teaching of the Dharma and
Nirvana, 193-6 and n; 18
wonders at SravastI, 3, 196;
exploits in the Heroic Progress:
in the Sahaloka and other
universes: 47, 197-200;
identical to the B. Sarvaguna ...
raja, 3, 199; has only taught a
minute part of what he knows,
211; gives the prediction to
Vimalacandragarbha, 211-12;
shows the B's of the 10
regions, 232-3; entrusts the Sgs
to Ananda, 233; is identical to
the B. Vairocana, 4, 53, 235-7
andn.
Sakyaprabha and Ratnaraksita,
authors of a Tibetan trans, of
the Sgs, 1,66,99-100, 103.
Salendraraja, B. of the future, 235
n.
Salistambasutra, 70, 72.
Sama, universe of the southern
region, 8, 229.
samadhi, concentration. Samadhi
in general: 1. in the Sravaka
Vehicle (preparations, various
levels, fruits), 11-22; 2. in both
Vehicles: 3 doors to deliverance
{sunyata, animitta, apranihita),
18-19, 32, 126, 206; 3. in the
Great Vehicle, 22-27. '108
Samadhis' of the Great Vehicle
in fact represent an infinity
number of concentrations and
are not different from the nature
of the B's, 26; manifested in the
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lObsbhumi, 119, 142 n, 146 n.
Buddhanusmrtisamadhi,
recollection of the B's, 14, 126.
Mayopamasamadhi, c. like an
illusion, 111. Sarvarupasamdarsanasamadhi, manifestation of all forms, 235 n.
Suramgamasamadhi, heroic
progress: various definitions
borrowed from sutras other than
the Sgs, 30-8.
Samadhirajasutra, 39.
samatd, basic sameness: of
phrases and syllables, 113; of
things, 113, 118; of the world
of form and the formless world,
121.
Samataviharin, a Brahmadeva:
enquires about the basic
sameness of the Tathagatas and
dharmas, 10, 117, 119.
samatha and vipasyand, tranquillity and insight, 225.
sambhdrdvasthd,
sphere of
accumulation of merit: precedes entry into the bhumis and
consists of the cultivation of
the moksabhdgiyas, 140 n.
samcodana, instigation by devas
inviting the future B. to take up
the homeless life, 53, 157-8
andn.
samgrahavastu,
4 means of
winning over, 124, 136.
samndha, trappings, 160 and n.,
216 andn.
sampad, accomplishment: descent
into womb and leaving the
world, 148 and n.; birth, family
and clan, 147 andn.
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Sampanna, name of a medicament-tree which cures all
diseases, 136.
samskrtalaksana,
4 marks of
conditioned things, 114 and n.
samsthdnavarnerydpathasamdarsana, various manifestations of
figures, colours and bodily
attitudes, 111, 113, 160, 161,
162,207,215.
samudra, sea: its 8 qualities, 159
andn.
samvarasila, morality of commitment, 128 n.
samvrti, 45 sq.
samyagdrsti,
right views: no
different from wrong views,
176.
Santaraksita (c. 724-788), 100,
101.
Santimat, bs, received the
prediction after his cittotpdda,
189.
saptapada,
1 steps taken by
Sakyamuni after his birth, 197,
198 n.
saptatalamdtra,
as high as 7
palm-trees, 189 and n., 232.
Sariputra, disciple, 31, 32, 34, 51,
128 n, 157 n, 174, 212 n;
questions Manjusri on his
numerous Nirvanas, 5, 213 sq.;
foremost of the greatly wise
among the sraVakas, 4, 5, 227;
temporary faltering, 212 n.
sarsapa, mustard seed: universe
introduced into one, 162.
sdrthika, merchant: if he enters the
sea it is because he expects to
find jewels there (simile), 159.
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Sarvadevaloka, jewel more brilliant than the Sakrabhilagna,
153.
Sarvadevastuti, bs, xvn., 108.
Sarvagunadharmasamdafsakavikurvanaprabharaja, B. of the
zenith, identical to Sakyamuni,
3, 199.
sarvajnajndndbhisekabhumi,
stage of consecration in
omniscience: characteristic t>f
10th bhumi, 142 n.
sarvakalpavikalpaparikalpaprahdna, eliminating all reflection,
discrimination and imagination,
122.
Sarvalokasamgraha, the most
brilliant jewel: worn by Merusikharadhara, 153.
Sarvaparyutthanaviskambhin, bs,
108.
Sarvapunyasamuccayasamadhi,
39.
Sarvaratnaracita (Sarvaratnapratyupta according to the
Khotanese, xv), universe of the
future, 8, 212 andn.
sarvasattvdndm antike sdstrsamjnotpudaytavyd, considering all
beings as being the B., 183,
184.
Sarvasattvavisamvadin, bs, 108.
sarvatragdminipratipajjfidna,
knowing the paths leading to
various
destinies
(6th
tathdgatabala), 121 andn.
&a£ivimalagarbha, correct name
for Vimalacandragarbha according to the Khotanese, xv.
Satpurusas, the 16, 190 and n.

sattva, jiva, pudgala, beings,
living beings, individuals:
although absolutely nonexistent, the B's expound the
Dharma to them, 134, 210.
satyavacana, declaration of truth,
vow, 234 and n.
sex: change of sex
(indriyapardvrtti), 121; perfect equivalence of the sexes, 156 and n.
Shih Chin-hsing, sramana and
disciple of Tao-an, who stayed
in Liang-chou in 373 and sent
texts to his master, 91, 92.
Shih Hui-ch'ang, sramana and
disciple of Tao-an, who stayed
in Liang-chou in 373 and sent
texts to his master, 91, 92.
Shih Hung-ch'ung, author of a
preface and commentary to the
new trans, of the Sgs by
Kumarajlva, 94, 95, 97-8.
Shih Le, fomenter of a revolt
against the Western Chin, 85.
Shih Seng-hsien, a copyist for
Tao-an at Hsiang-yang, 93.
Shu Shou-leng-yen and Hou-ch 'u
Shou-leng-yen ching, trans, of
the Sgs made between 220 and
265 in Ssu-chuan, 57, 65-6.
Siksasamuccaya, 1, 2, 54, 182184.
silapdramitd,
perfection of
morality, 128-9, 137.
silpasthdna, professions: enumeration, 131.
Simhanadanadin, bs who received
the prediction before arousing
the bodhicitta, 189.
simhdsana, lion-throne(s): des-
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cription, 114-16.
skandha, dyatana and dhdtu, 5
aggregates, 12 bases of consciousness and 18 elements,
118.
smrtisamprajanyakusala,
skilled
in mindfulness and attention,
12, 187.
sraddhdnusdrin, pursuing the truth
through faith (variety of prathamaphalapratipannaka or candidate to the srotadpanna fruit),
202 and n, 205 n, 216 and n.
sraddhdprdpta, possessing faith,
202 n.
srdmanyaphala,
4 fruits of the
religious life, 216 n.
Srotaapanna, 17, 202 n.
Ssu-chuan, trans, of Sgs made at,
1,65-6,96,100.
Ssu-ma Yung, prime minister
under Hui-ti of the Hsi Chin,
80.
Subhavyuha, king of the past:
mentioned in the Saddharmapundarika, 235 n.
Subhuti, disciple 3 1 , 32, 3 3 ;
foremost of fields of merit
among the sravakas but not
among the bss, 4, 5, 206 n,
207-8 and n.; foremost of those
who dwell in the absence of
discord, 228 and n.
Sudarsana, universe, 190 n.
suddhddhydsayabhumi,
stage of
pure higher resolve: epithet of
the 1st bhumi, 140 n.
Suddhavasa devah, 36, 157 n.
Suddhodana, Sakyamuni's father,
35, 148 n, 155 n, 157, 202 n.
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Sudharma, wife of Magha, who
was reborn among the Trayastrimsagods, 152 n.
Sudharma devasabha, assembly
hall of the Trayastrimsa gods,
152 andn.
Sujata (Nanda, Nandabala), young
woman who offered the B. a
meal before the Enlightenment,
194-5 n.
Sukhavativyuha, 72.
suklavipasyand-, suklavidarsanaor suskavidarsanabhumi, stage
of insight or dry vision, 218 n,
220 n, 221 n.
Sumerukutaraja, bs, 108.
Sun Ch'uan, emp of the Wu (229252), 69, 71.
Sun-ho, assistant to Chih Ch'an,
60.
Sun Liang, emp. of the Wu (252258), 70, 72.
Sun Teng (d. 241), crown prince
oftheWu,69,72.
sunyatd-dnimitta-apranihita'.
see
vimoksamukha.
suramgamasamddhi, mentioned in
the Prajiiaparamitas and Upadesa, 30-5; Lalitavistara, 35-6;
Chuang-yen p 'u-t 'i-hsin ching,
36; Kusalamulasamparigrahasastra, 36; Mahaparinirvanasutra,
36-8,
Mahayanasamgraha, 38; Buddhabhumisutrasastra, 38; Dharmasamgraha, 38. Also see under
samddhi.
Suramgamasamadhisutra: title,
xii-xiv, 1-2.
Suramgamasutra (T 945), Chinese
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(compiled in 374), 59, 63, 65,
68, 69, 74, 75, 76; his Ho
Fang-kuang-tsan-lueh-chieh,
'Brief explanation of two
combined versions of the
Paficavimsatisahasrika (T 221
and 222)', 88. 5 texts sent to
him from Liang-chou (in 373),
91-2.
tathagata, see buddha.
tathagatabala, 10 powers of the
B., 44; count among the 100 aspects of the Sgs, 120-1 and nn.
Tathagafajnanasamudrasamadhi,
39.
tathagatanirmitanirmana, imaginary beings created by the
Tathagata, 166-7.
Tathagatavyuha, 40.
tathata, suchness: rupatathata, 113
Ta pan-ni-yuan (Mahaparinirand n, 118; tathata of the 5
vana), tr. by Chih Ch'ien, 71.
skandhas, 118; tathata of the 3
time-periods, 118; tathata of the
Ta-ai ching (T 398: Tathagatamaradhatu and buddhadhatu,
mahakarunanirdesa), tr. by Chu
192; sarvadharmanam tathatam
Fa-hu, 76.
natikramati, 118 and n.
Ta-hsiao p 'in tui-pi yao-ch 'ao,
'Synoptic extracts from the traidhatuka, the triple world, 13,
Paficavimsatisahasrika and
107, 114, 134, 156, 207:
Astasahasrika' by Chih Tun,
traidhatukaniryata, penetrating
88.'
the triple world, 107.
Ta-mo-shih-lo (Dharmasira), traividya, threefold knowledge,
father of Chu Shu-Ian, 83.
163 and n, 207.
Tao hsing ching, or Tao hsing Trayastrimsa, class of gods of the
pen-jo ching, or Pan-jo tao
kamadhatu, 5, 9, 150 n, 152 n,
hsing p'in (T 224: Astasa153 n, 155 n, 156 n, 161.
hasrika p.p.), tr. in 179 by Chih trees, healing, (simile), 136-7;
Ch'an and Chu Shuo-fo, 60,
expounding the Dharma, 234
61,62,63.
andn.
Tao-an (312-385), his catalogue, triratnasamuccheda, non-interthe Tsung-li chung-ching mu-lu
ruption of the Three Jewels,
apocryphal text compiled at the
beginning of the 8th C ,
probably by Fang Jung, 2, 98.
Suratapariprccha, 72, 91 sq.
surya and candra, sun and moon:
illuminate the world without
leaving their palaces (simile),
200
Suryaprabhasamatikrantasamadhi,
80.
Suvarnabhasa, 52.
svaraghosa, articulated sounds:
having the consistency of an
echo, 121.
Svastika, name of a grass cutter
who offered grasses to the B.,
198 n.
svatantrajnana,
independent
knowledge, 112.
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122.
trisdhasramahdsdhasralokadhdtu,
great cosmos: definition, 197
andn.
Tsung-li chung-ching mu-lu, see
Tao-an.
Tun-chen (t 'o lo so wen ju-lai
san-mei) ching (T 624: Drumakimnararajapariprccha), tr. by
ChihCh'an, 59, 61,63.
Tusita, class of gods of the
Kamadhatu, 5, 6, 49, 148 n,
153 n, 191,197.
tusnimbhdva, silence: of the bss,
136 andn.
Tun-huang, 99.
Tzu-pi, assistant to Chih Ch'an,
59, 60, 63.
uddrddhimuktika, aspiring to the
Noble Dharma, 109, 184-5,201.
Upadesa, 27, 32, 33, 34, 40, 46,
54, 96.
Upali, disciple: foremost of the
guardians of the Vinaya among
sravakas, 227.
upapdduka, apparitional being,
148 n.
upasthdyaka, attendant (of the
B.), 126 n, 209 n, 227.
updya, skilful means, 26, 27, 107,
112, 123, 125, 158, 177, 239;
updyakausalya, skilled in the
means of deliverance (characteristic of the 7th bhumi), 140-1
n, 143 andn, 206 n.
usmagata, miirdhan, ksdnti and
laukikdgradharma, heat, patience, summits and supreme
worldly dharmas: the nirvedha-
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bhdgiyas, 140 n, 205 n.
Utpaditacittadharmacakrapravartaka,bs, 108.
Uttaravati (Uttarakuru), northern
continent, 171 andn.
Vairocanarasmipratimanditavikurvanaraja, B. of the eastern
region, identical to Sakyamuni,
4, 53, 235-7 and n.
Vajraloka, jewel, 153.
Vajrapani, bs, 125, 126 n.
vajrasama, like a diamond, 132,
200,201.
vajrdsana, diamond seat at BodhGaya: figuratively, all places
where the B's expound the
Dharma, 195 andn.
vamsa, lineage of the Buddha,
Dharma and Samgha, 109;
buddhavamsdnupaccheda, 116.
Varalaksanavyuharajamati, bs,
108.
Vasubandhu, 50.
Vibhusana, name of a kalpa, 190 n.
vicaksuhkarana, causing trouble,
172 andn.
Vicarana, name of a kalpa, 190 n.
vikurvana, transformations, 124,
158 and n, 163, 200; vikurvanabala, 159, 171, 174, 198, 224 n,
233, 237; vikurvanavyuha, 197.
Vimalacandragarbha, a devaputra:
doubts Ananda's learning, 21011; offers a parasol to the B., 8,
211-12.
Vimaladatta, queen of the past,
235 n.
Vimalagarbha, prince of the past,
235 n.
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Vimalakirti, bs, xi, 8, 27, 45, 47,
52, 167 n, 168 n, 170 n, 181 n.
Vimalakirtinirdesa, xi, 25, 30, 39,
43,45, 50, 51, 54, 71, 76, 84,
87, 89, 95, 99 see Hsin Weimo-chieh ching and Wei-mochieh.
Vimalanetra, prince of the past,
235 n.
Vimalaprabhakirtiraja, name
which will be borne by the bs
Matyabhimukha when he
becomes a B., his universe and
life-span, 8, 52, 169 n, 170 and
n, 171.
Vimalasuddhi, bs, 108.
vimoksa, 8 liberations, 44, 127,
162,206.
vimoksamukha, 3 doors to deliverance, 32, 107, 126, 127,206.
Vipravasa, medicament with
which drums are coated; on the
first roll all the injured are
healed, 136.
viryaparamita, perfection of
vigour, 130-1, 138.
Virocana, name of a kalpa, 7, 213,
214.
Visesamati, bs: one of the 16
Satpurusas; received the prediction unbeknown, 190 and n.
ViSuddhamati, bs, 108.
Visuddheryapathasamdarsananandin (or Nandaprasaderyapathasamdarsaka), bs, 108.
vithapanaparikalpapratyupasthita,
derived from mental illusion
and imagination, 117 and n.
vyakarana, prediction concerning
accession to sambodhi - 4

kinds according to the Sgs, 42,
45, 179-89, the Bodhisambharasastra, 189 n, and the
Upadesa, 33, 180-1 n.; 5 kinds
according to the Sutralamkara,
181 n.; 6 kinds according to the
Bodh. bhumi, 181-2 n.; 10
kinds according to the
Avatamsaka, 178-9 n. Great
vyakarana conferred in the 8th
bhumi, 141 n, 162 and n, 188-9
and n. Bss having received one
or other vyakarana, 189-90.
Vyakarana considered as null
and void by Vimalakirti, 181 n.
vyavartana, faltering: bss who
renounce the Mahayana to ally
themselves to a lesser Vehicle,
212 and n.
Vyuharaja (or Dharmavyuha), B.
of the future, 6, 191.
Wan Wei-ta, Confucian sage,
father ofPo Yuan, 80.
watercourses: flow into the great
sea (simile), 127; inexhaustible
(simile), 135.
Wei-Ch'i-nan (Vighna ?), w. in
224 under the Wu, 69.
Wei-mi ch'ih (T 1011: DharanI of
the Subtle Secret), combined
ed. by Chih Ch'ien, 88.
Wei-mo-chich
(Vimalakirtinirdesa), tr. by Chih Ch'ien
between 222 and 229 (T 474)
71; tr. in 291 by Chu Shu-Ian,
84; combined ed. of Chinese
versions by Chih Min-tu (after
303), 87.
Wei Yao (Wei Chao), preceptor
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of the crown prince of the Tung
Wu, 69, 71.
wives of Sakyamuni, 154-5 n.
wonders (prdtihdrya): multiplication of ficitious B's and
their reduction to a single one,
27, 116-19; manifestation of
marvellous bodies, 27, 151,
177-8; various transformations
of the assemblies, 27, 161-2;
capture and release of Mara,
27, 172-3, 175; creation of
imaginary bss, 27, 177-8;
changes of location without
displacement, 27, 192-3;
simultaneous manifestations of
a B. or bs in several places at
once, 27, 197-200, 227-9;
immense expansion of parasols, 211-12; appearance of the
B's of the ten regions, 27, 2323; terrestrial trees transformed
into bodhivrksas expounding
the Dharma, 234.
Wu-liang-shou (T 362: Sukhavativyuha), tr. by Chih Ch'ien who
was inspired by it in his
Sanskrit hymns praising the bs,
72.
Wu-po-chieh, 'The Five Hundred
Precepts', 92, 93.
Wu-ti, emp. of the Hsi Chin (265290), 76, 77.
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yamakavyatyastdhdrajndna,
knowledge consisting of the
production of paired and
inverted sounds, 119 n.
ydna, 3 Vehicles: Sravaka,
Pratyekabuddha and Buddha, 7,
111, 122, 132, 133, 157, 171,
211, 220 n, 228.
Yao Ch'ang, sovereign of the Hou
Ch'in (384-394), 94.
Yao Hsing, sovereign of the Hou
Ch'in (394-416), 94.
YaSodhara, Sakyamuni's wife,
154 n.
Yung-fu-ting ching, trans, of the
Sgs made in 291 by Chu Fashu, 57, 58, 74-80, 86.
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